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The study of casual speech, along with that of children's language acquisition, dialects and 
aphasia, can provide data of great significance in identifying marked segments and 
structures of languages. Yet few attempts have been made to model formally variation 
between formal and casual speech. Japanese, for instance, displays a variety of contraction 
processes in casual speech but, as far as I am aware, no one has ever formalised the 
grammar underlying casual speech in this language. This thesis is an attempt to shed light 
on this underdeveloped area of study. By closely examining a wide range of phonological 
processes observed in casual Japanese speech, I aim to formalise its grammar within the 
framework of Optimality Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1993a, Prince & Smolensky 1993), 
with particular focus on one of its branches, Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 
1995). 
In this thesis, the grammar of casual speech is formalised by means of constraint 
reranking. To this end, the hierarchy of constraints for formal Japanese speech is first 
established through the analysis of consonant alternations and the formation of the te-form 
of verbs, which more or less corresponds to the English present participle. 
On close examination of casual speech processes, it is found that the shift from 
formal speech to casual speech merely involves the demotion of two constraints, namely, 
MAX-V -10 and MAx-C-IO, and that casual speech contraction can mostly be ascribed to 
the interaction of ONSET, *LAB and *r. The latter two are, therefore, considered to be 
marked in Japanese. Also found is that only closed-class items are targeted by most of the 
processes. This clearly indicates that the distinction between open class and closed class is 
a cornerstone of the formal-casual contrast in Japanese phonology. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
There is a cross-linguistic tendency to opt for less marked structures in casual speech. In 
Japanese, while every segment in an underlying representation is generally realised at the 
surface level in formal speech/ marked segments and marked structures are often 
systematically avoided in casual speech, as in many languages. The study of casual speech, 
along with that of children's language acquisition, dialects and aphasia, can provide data of 
great significance in identifying marked segments and structures of languages. Yet few 
attempts have been made to model formally variation between formal and casual speech. 
Japanese, for instance, displays a variety of contraction processes in casual speech and a 
number of phonologists discuss some of these processes (Bloch 1946a, 1946b, 1950, 
Martin 1952, 1975, Hasegawa 1979, Vance 1987, Shibatani 1990, and Tsujimura 1996, 
among others). However, many do not provide any in-depth account of the processes and, 
as far as I know, no one has formalised the grammar underlying casual speech in Japanese. 
This thesis is an attempt to shed light on this underdeveloped area of study and, by closely 
examining a wide range of phonological processes observed in casual Japanese speech, I 
aim to formalise its grammar within the framework of Optimality Theory (McCarthy & 
Prince 1993a, Prince & Smolensky 1993; henceforth, OT), with particular focus on one of 
its branches, Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince] 995). 
Zwicky (1972:607) defines casual speech as "in general, fast and stylistically marked 
as intimate, informal and the like". In Japanese, casual speech is mainly used among 
family members and close friends and, thus, implies such notions as informality and 
familiarity but it does not necessarily mean that a faster rate of speech is one of the 
attributes of casual speech because formal speech can be as fast as casual speech. A shift 
I Some marked segments and structures are avoided even in formal speech. One such segment in Japanese is 
the velar glide, which is always deleted when followed by a non-low vowel in the process of concatenation of 
morphemes, as seen in /kaw+urJ --* [kamJ 'buy' (lm/: a morpheme used with a verb root to indicate the non-
past tense). 
1 
from formal speech to casual speech often involves a shift from the use of the polite form to 
that of the plain form (e.g. Ides+ml -+ Idal 'be', li+mas+m/-+ li+rml 'stay, exist') and, 
more importantly, contraction of words and phrases (e.g. [kereba] -+ [kjal for Ikerebal 
'if', [teSimam] -+ [tSam] for Ite#simaw+ml 'end up -ing,).2 If there were only one 
grammar in a language, contraction would never take place and formal-casual variation 
would never be observed. However, the fact that contraction does take place as the degree 
of formality shifts from formal to casual suggests that there is need for considering a 
different grammar for each register of speech. In this thesis, I will first establish a grammar 
for formal speech and, through accounting for a variety of contraction processes, formalise 
a casual speech grammar in Japanese by means of constraint reranking. 
In addition to contraction, casual Japanese speech displays vulgarisms (Matsumura 
1951, Maeda 1954, Kawakami 1977, and Joo 1989, among others; English naming by 
Vance (1987)) and the emergence a/the marked (Kawahara 2001). The former is used by 
men to show 'roughness' and it involves such sound changes as lail -+ [e:] and Imil -+ 1i:],3 
while the latter is observed when words, mostly adjectives and adverbs, are uttered in an 
emphatic manner. In the latter case, marked segments and structures, such as trimoraic 
syllables and gemination of voiced obstruents and sonorants,4 are often preferred rather 
than avoided. Both VUlgarisms and emphatic expressions are important parts of the casual 
speech phonology of Japanese and are, therefore, duly discussed in this thesis.5 
2 See Chapter 4 for detailed discussion on the contraction of these words as well as some others. 
3 In order to differentiate long vowels (monosyllabic) from two identical vowels (disyllabic), I adopt I:] to 
indicate the former in this thesis. 
4 Examples include: Isrngo+i/---)- [srn:g.goi] 'terrific, terrible' and IhoN+tornl ---)- [ho:n.to] 'really' (a period 
indicates a syllable break); Ijaba+i/> [jabbai] 'risky, unwise', Ikara+il ---)- [kallai] 'spicy', Ikowa+i/---)-
[kowwai] 'scary, scared' (IiI: a morpheme used with an adjective root to indicate the non-past tense), In 
Yamato vocabulary, trimoraic syllables are only seen in a few words and gemination of voiced obstruents and 
sonorants are banned completely. (Yamato vocabulary refers to words of native origin, which consists of 50-
60% of all Japanese vocabulary.) For further discussion on emphatic expressions, see Chapter 8, and for 
Yamato vocabulary and the other three strata of vocabulary (I.e. Sino-Japanese, Mimetic and Foreign), see 
McCawley (1968:ch.2), Ito & Mester (1995a) and Fukazawa (1998). 
5 Other phonological processes observed in casual Japanese speech include: vowel alternation (e.g. InasaHtal 
---)- rnasatta]~rnasrnttaJ 'did (HON.)" Isase+tal ---)- [sasetaJ~[saSita] 'let, made'; Ita/: morpheme indicating 
the past tense), consonant alternation (e.g. Isabisi+il -. [sabiSi:J~[samiSi:] 'lonely', Isamrn+i/---)- [samrni]~ 
[sabrni] 'cold') and palatalisation (lkrnsa+i/---)- lkrnsai]~[krnSaiJ 'smelly', IsaNI ---)- [saNHtSaN] 'Mr, Mrs, 
Miss, Ms'). However, I will not pursue these processes in this thesis because they do not display systematic 
alternation or palatalisation even when the conditions are met. For descriptive analysis of palatalisation, see 
Hamano (1986). 
2 
In this thesis, unless otherwise specified, all the examples given in the footnotes and 
hereafter are from the data collected either in December 1993 and January 1994 for my 
Master's thesis (1995) or in December 2001 for this thesis. 6 
1.2 OPTIMALITY THEORY 
It seems appropriate at this stage to briefly sketch the basic architecture of OT before 
proceeding to any serious data analysis of Japanese. (Readers who are already familiar 
with OT may skip this section.) 
OT is a theory in which grammar is considered to be composed of a set of universal 
constraints ranked in a language-specific strict-dominance hierarchy. For a given input, the 
grammar generates a set of output candidates, then the hierarchy of constraints evaluates 
the candidates and selects one of them that is the most harmonic to the grammar by 
eliminating those that violate higher-ranking constraints and/or incur more serious 
violations in comparison with the others until it reaches the point where only one candidate 
is left. 7 The most harmonic candidate, or the 'optimal' candidate, becomes the actual 
output and surfaces as the phonetic representation of the input. Kagel' (1999) schematises 
this elimination process plainly as follows (C is an abbreviation for 'constraint' and » 
denotes 'domination'): 
(1) Mapping of input to output in OT grammar (Kager 1999:8) 
c) » C2 » 
Candidate a -+ -+ -+ 
Candidate b -+ 
Input Candidate c -+ -+ 
Candidate d -+ """-+ -+ Output 
Candidate ... -+ .~ 
6 For the sources of data collected in 1993-1994 and the details of the survey in 2001, see Appendix 1 and 
Appendix 2, respectively. 
1 This candidate may fare worse than others on some lower-ranking constraints but, once a candidate is 
eliminated, it is completely out of contention and has absolutely no effect thereafter on the selection of the 
most harmonic candidate. 
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Candidate comparison is normally made in a 'tableau', in which constraints are set in 
domination order from left to right. When the relative ranking of two or more constraints 
cannot be established, they are divided by dotted lines; otherwise a solid line is employed to 
divide constraints. A violation of a constraint by a candidate is indicated with an asterisk 
(*), a 'fatal' violation which eliminates a candidate completely, with an exclamation mark 
(!), and the optimal candidate, with the pointing hand (~). The cells that require no further 
consideration for the selection of the optimal candidate are shaded. The schema in (1) thus 
can be redrawn as follows: 
(2) A sample tableau 
Input: /xxx/ C l C2 I C3 
a. Candidate a * **! 
b. Candidate b *! " ' ,. 
: c. Candidate c **! 
d.~ Candidate d Ii * * 
I ... Candidate ... **! * 
Let us take an example from Japanese word-borrowing to see how a tableau works in 
practice. The English word [kAmp~sl 'compass' is adopted into Japanese as [kompasml, 
not as [kompas], [kompa], or [kommpasm]. This is due to the interaction of three 
constraints: CODACOND, DEP-IO and MAX-IO. 
(3) Constraints 1 
a. CODACOND(ITION): A syllable-final consonant is placeless (Ito 1986, McCaIihy 
& Prince 1986).8 
b. DEP(ENDENCE)-IO: No insertion of segments (McCarthy & Prince 1995).9 
c. MAX(IMALITY)-IO: No deletion of segments (McCarthy & Prince J 995). 
The first thing we need to do is to establish the ranking of these constraints, and for this 
purpose I employ a 'comparative tableau', which is proposed by Prince (2000, 2002). In a 
8 In Japanese the first half of a geminate (e.g. [kitte] 'stamp'), a nasal homorganic to the following stop or 
liquid (e.g. [teI).ki] 'weather', [d3in.lw.i] 'mankind') and a word-final moraic nasal (e.g. [hoN] 'book') are 
the only licit coda consonants. 
'IO' stands for 'input-output'. Input-output correspondence is one of the domains Correspondence Theory 
concerns itself with, and it is one of the focal points in this thesis. 
4 
comparative tableau, a pairwise comparison is made between the optimal candidate, or the 
'winner' (placed on the left side of the wavy line), and its competitor, or the 'loser' (placed 
on the right side of the wavy line ).10 Constraints are set in random order and W for 
'winner' or L for 'loser' is entered to indicate which candidate each constraint prefers. 
When the constraint does not distinguish the candidates, the cell is left blank. 
(4) Comparative tableau for IkAmp;::)sl 'compass' in Japanese ll 
I Input: IkAmp;::)sl CODACOND DEP-IO MAX-IO 
a. kompaslli '" kompas i W L ! 
i b. kompaslli '" kompa L W 
I c. kompaslli '" komllipaslli W 
In order for the optimal candidate to be the winner, every L must be placed to the right of at 
least one W in the same rowand, in the above case, this can be achieved by reversing the 
order of DEP-IO and MAX-IO. 
(5) Comparative tableau for IkAmp;::)sl 'compass' in Japanese (revised) 
Input: lkAmp;::)sl CODACOND MAX-IO DEP-IO 
a. kompaslli ~ kompas W L I 
lb. kompaslli '" kompa W L 
c. kompaslli '" komllipaslli W I 
What Tableau (5) tells us is (i) both CODACOND and MAX-IO must dominate DEP-IO and 
(ii) DEP-IO is violable but the violation must be minimal. Thus: 
(6) Tableau for /k,,\mp;::)sl 'compass' in Japanese 
, Input: IkAffiPOS!i CODACOND · MAX-IO DEP-IO · 
· 
· 








b. komUlpasUl! , **1 , , 
: c. kompa , *! , , 




10 Competitors never surface as optimaL Therefore, no comparison is made between losers in a comparative 
tableau. 
11 I assume here that the input for a loanword is the surface form in its original language in the process of 
word-borrowing. See Chapter 2, 2.3.1 for further discussion on this. 
5 
In OT there are basically two types of constraints: those assessing the well-
formedness of output configurations, called markedness constraints, and those militating 
against any deviation from the input, called faithfulness constraints. CODACOND is an 
example of the former, and DEP-IO and MAX-IO are two examples of the latter. 
Markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints often conflict with each other, and the 
way of resolving the conflicts differs from one language to another and, I argue, even from 
one register of speech to another. This is exactly where a 'register-specific' grammar 
emerges. In this thesis, based on this new concept of 'register-specific', the grammar for 
formal Japanese speech is established first, then, by means of constraint reranking, an 
attempt is made to establish its casual speech counterpart. 
1.3 OPTIMALITY THEORY VERSUS RULE-BASED THEORIES 
People often ask, 
Rule-based derivation looks simple and straightforward while OT analysis looks 
very complicated with a lot of constraints. What is the advantage of OT over rule-
based theories anyway? 
I believe that there are at least two advantages of ~T. Rule-based derivation requires 
extrinsic rule ordering while OT requires the establishment of constraint ranking. In this 
respect one cannot argue for superiority of ~T. However, OT can supply reasons why a 
given phonological process applies or fails to apply in a given context, while rule-based 
theories must often rely on seemingly unmotivated stipulations about the order of rules or 
restrictions on their applicability. 
Let us take another example from Japanese. Shibatani (1990) accounts for the 
contraction of the auxiliary verb Isimawl preceded by the te-form of a verb 'end up -ing' 
in casual speech as follows: 
6 
(7) Contraction of Imi+te#simawHal 'ended up watching' in casual speech (Shibatani 
1990: 177) 12, 13 
'see up PAST' 
mite simawHa 
e .... ~ 0 mit simawta 
palataiisation mitJimawta 
C-assimilation mitJimatta 
im ---+ 0 mitJatta 
In the first and last stages of the derivation Shibatani proposes e-deletion and im-deletion, 
respectively. If Japanese had such rules, every leI and liml would be completely wiped out 
before surfacing but, as the following examples show, that is not the case: 
(8) Examples against e-deletion and im-deletionl4 
Underl):ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. o+negaw+i onelJal onelJai I *OlJIJai 'request, favour' 
b. te#okmre teokmre teokmre I *tokmr ' being too late' 
c. te#s+i#koto teJiIJoto teJiIJoto I *tJiIJoto 'handwork' 
d. ki#mono kimono kimono I *kono 'kimono' 
e. mi+mas+m mlmasm mimasm I *masm 'see (POLITE)' 
f. simaw+ta Jimatta Jimatta I *Jatta 'put away (PAST)' 
None of the forms with *, except in (8b),lS violates Japanese phonotactics, which clearly 
indicates that e-deletion or im-deletion fails to apply in these words for other than 
phonotactic reasons, and that these two deletion rules, as formalised by Shibatani (1990), 
12 As a matter of fact, I consider Isimal -+ ISal as m-deletion followed by coalescence of lsi and /iI, which will 
be discussed in Chapter 4, 4.3. For convenience sake, however, let us adopt Shibatani's analysis here to 
continue our discussion. 
13 Itel after Imil is a suffix added to a verb root to make the fe-form of a verb, which roughly corresponds to 
the English present participle. 
14 In regard to the morphemes: 
(i) Affixes: 101 is added before a noun, a verb or an adjectives to indicate politeness; Iii is added after a verb 
root to turn the verb into a noun equivalent; Imasl is a morpheme indicating politeness, directly or indirectly 
suffixed to a verb root; Iml and /ta! indicate the non-past tense and the past tense, respectively. 
(ii) Others: Inegaw/, lokmre/, lsi, Ib/, Imil and Isimawl are full verb roots meaning 'request', 'be delayed', 
'do', 'put on, wear', 'see, watch' and 'put away', respectively. Itel, Ikotol and Imonol are nouns meaning 
'hand', '(intangible) thing' and '(tangible) thing', respectively. 
15 This candidate violates CODACOND due to the deletion of the final vowel. 
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are not general rules of the language. In fact, they only apply to a very limited number of 
words. How, then, will we know in rule-based theories when rules are applied and when 
they are not? In OT, on the other hand, this question can be easily answered with the 
introduction of one simple constraint, MAX-IO(Open). 
(9) Constraint 2 
MAX-IO(Open): No deletion of segments from open-class items (Kawai 2003a, 
2003b). 
In all the examples in (8) lei, Iii, Iml or liml is part of either a noun or a full verb root, that 
is, an open-class item, and MAX-IO(Open) protects such segments from deletion.16 By 
ranking this constraint above the constraint that disallows lei, Iii or Iml (let us tentatively 
call it ex), we can make an accurate prediction as to when these segments are deleted and 
when they are not, as seen in the following tableaux: 17 
(10) Tableaux for Ite#simaw+tal 'ended up -ing' and Isimaw+tal 'put away (PAST)' in 
casual speech 
[Input: MAX-IO Cx Input: MAX-IO Cx 
Ite#simaw+tal (Open) Isimaw+tal (Open) 
I a. w tSatta c. Satta *' 
b. teSimatta *1 d. w Simatta * 
Note that Isimawl can be used either as an open-class item (Le. a full verb meaning 'put 
away') or as a closed-class item (Le. an auxiliary verb meaning 'end up -ing'), thus, it is 
sometimes subject to elision, sometimes not. 
Constraint ranking in a strict-dominance hierarchy plainly explains, without imposing 
conditions on individual cases, why some morphemes or words undergo a certain 
16 The deletion of Iwl in (8a) is due to *wV[-low] (Kawai 2003a, 2003b), which disallows velar glides before 
non-low vowels. It is an undominated constraint in Yarnato, Sino-Japanese and Mimetic vocabulary. In 
Foreign vocabulary, however, it is outranked by FAITH (Ito, Mester & Padgett 1995) and such examples as 
[wediIJIJrn] 'wedding', [wi:biIJIJrn] 'weaving' and [wo:miIJIJrnapprn] 'warming up' (all from Shin Meikai 
Kokugo Jiten Fourth Edition (1989» can be seen. 
17 Other constraints do intervene between MAX-IO(Open) and ex and, therefore, not every iel, Iii or Iml in 
closed-class items is deleted in casual speech. 
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phonological process while others do not and this is a strong advantage of OT over rule-
based theories. 
Another advantage of OT is that OT brings to light the functional unity of processes, 
or 'conspiracies' (Kisseberth 1970:295), through a constraint hierarchy, while rule-based 
theories often miss generalisations by accounting for the processes with different rules. 
Here are two more examples from Japanese. 
(11) Conspiracy in casual speech18 
Underl~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. mi#aw+i mla! mijai 'marriage meeting' 
b. te#i+rm teirm term 'be -ing' 
Let us account for these two processes through derivation in rule-based theories. 






It looks as if we were dealing with two separate processes, but on closer inspection we can 
see that we are actually dealing with just one thing, and that is avoidance of hiatus. In 
(12a) neither Iii nor la! of !ia/ can be deleted because of high-ranking MAX-IO(Open),2o so 
that the only way to avoid hiatus is to insert a segment between the two vowels.21 In C12b), 
18/awl is a verb root meaning 'match', Iii in (lib) is an auxiliary verb root indicating the progressive aspect. 
lew! is suffixed to a vowel-final verb root to indicate the non-past tense (cf. Im/: suffixed to a consonant-final 
verb root; see fn.l). The causal form [mijai] (lla) is also heard in fast speech even in formal situations. For 
further discussion on j-epenthesis between Ii! and lal, see Maeda (1971 :ch.9). 
19 w-deletion in (l2a) is due to *wV[-low] (see fn.16). 
20 The reason why [ail is not avoided is (i) the deletion of lal is prohibited by MAx-IO(Open), (ii) the deletion 
of Iii incurs a violation of GRWD>RooT(Open) (see Chapter 5, 5.3.1), and (iii) if Iwl is realised as [j] just to 
get around an onsetless syllable, it will result in a violation ofIDENT-ONSET-IO(place) (Beckman 1998). 
21 Unlike some other languages, neither It I nor I'll is employed to break up hiatus in Japanese. The inserted 
segment is either Ijl or Iw/, depending on the value for lback] of the first vowel (e.g. Is+i#awase/-+ 
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on the other hand, Itel is a suffix and IiI is an auxiliary verb root, both of which are closed-
class items, and are not protected by MAX-IO(Open). Therefore, either lei or Iii can be 
deleted in order to avoid hiatus,22 and because of its lower sonority IiI is chosen in this 
context23 In OT, avoidance of hiatus is due to a markedness constraint called ONSET. 
(13) Constraint 3 
ONSET: Syllables must have onsets (Ito 1986, 1989) 
The following tableaux show how ONSET interacts with the faithfulness constraints that 
have been introduced up to this point:24 
(14) Tableaux for Imi#aw+il 'marriage meeting' and Ite#i+nul 'be -ing' in casual speech 
I Input: Imi#aw+il MAX-IO(Open) ONSET MAx-IO DEP-IO 
• a. ~ mlJ I * * * * 
b. .. * **1 * mlal 
I c. mal **1 * ** 
What looked like two separate processes, in fact, aim to achieve the same goal: avoidance 
of onsetless syllables, and the only difference between these processes is the way they 
achieve the goaL This kind of generalisation becomes crystal-clear in OT analysis but in 
rule-based theoretical analysis it is easily overlooked. The second advantage of OT is the 
predictability of generalisations which rule-based theories fail to detect. 
In order to account for just one phonological process, rule-based theories may need 
only a few rules, while OT often requires a number of constraints. This is one of the 
reasons why people question the superiority of OT to rule-based theories. However, once 
[Jijawase] 'happiness', [gm#aw+i] -, [gmwai] ~physical condition'). Note that glide inseltion does not take 
place when the second vowel of a hiatus is not a low vowel. 
12 To avoid hiatus, deletion is preferred in many contexts over insertion due to *STRUC(cr) (Zoll 1993b). 
23 For vowel sonority, see Ladefoged (1993:245-246), and for a set of sonority-based anti-vowel constraints 
(Le. *i » *m» * e » *0» *a), see Chapter 3, 3.3 as well as Kawai (2003a). 
24 Tableaux (14) are simplified versions. The constraints briefly mentioned in footnotes, such as *wV[-low] 
and *STRuc(a), and other potential candidates are omitted. 
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the constraint ranking is established, OT can account for many combinations of processes 
observed in the same register of speech with one simple constraint hierarchy, while rule-
based theories may still require a different rule for each process, being unable to identify 
how the processes conspire to achieve the same goal. It is for this reason that I employ OT 
to account for a variety of processes Japanese exhibits in casual speech and to eventually 
formalise the grammar underlying this register of speech. 
1.4 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 
The first step we should take in order to formalise casual speech grammar by means of 
constraint reranking is to establish the hierarchy of constraints for formal speech. Chapter 
2, therefore, is devoted to this end. In formal Japanese speech, most underlying segments 
are realised faithfully at the surface level and only a handful of consonants are subject to 
phonetic change or deletion. Predecessors, such as Ito & Mester (1995a) and Fukazawa 
(1998), have proposed a number of constraints and constraint rankings to account for the 
different behaviours observed in the four-stratum vocabulary of Japanese (i.e. Yamato, 
Sino-Japanese, Mimetic and Foreign).25 My main focus in this chapter, however, will be 
the establishment of the constraint ranking for Yamato vocabulary alone in formal speech, 
and as a related subject, an attempt will be made to account for the formation of the te-
form of verbs from the point of view of constraint interaction as welL26 
Chapter 3 deals with syncope in the te-from with auxiliary verbs. When hiatus is 
created in the process of concatenating the te-form with a vowel-initial auxiliary verb, one 
of the vowels is frequently deleted in casual speech due to the interaction of ONSET and 
MAX-V-IO (no vowel deletion; Kager 1999). In order to account for the choice of vowels 
to be deleted in this syncope, I will propose a set of sonority-based anti-vowel constraints, 
to which I refer as the *V subhierarchy. 
Featural markedness is the focal point of Chapter 4, in which the roles played by two 
markedness constraints, namely, *LAB (no labials; Smolensky 1993) and *r (no flaps; 
25 For general phonology of Japanese outside 0'1', see Bloch (1946a), Arisaka (1959), McCawley (1968), 
Mabuchi (1971), Hattori (1979), Shibatani, et al. (1981), Vance (1987), and Okumura (1988), among others. 
26 As far as I know, Lombardi (1998) is the only one who has presented an account of this (but not fully) 
within the framework of OT. 
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McCarthy & Prince 1995), in casual speech are elucidated by accounting for the 
contraction of /te#simaw+w/ ~ [tSaw] 'end up -ing', /keredomo/ ~ [kedo] 'although' 
and /kereba/ ~ [kia] 'if'. All three contraction processes involve flap and/or labial 
deletion. With the exception of only a few isolated cases, flap deletion and labial deletion 
are limited to closed-class items but not every flap or labial is deleted from such items. In 
this chapter I will employ Positional Faithfulness Theory (Beckman 1998) and propose 
three positional faithfulness constraints to explain why some flaps and labials are protected 
from deletion. 
The concept of floating segments (Hyman 1985), or ghost segments (Zoll 1993a, 
1993b, 1994, 1996), plays an important role in Chapter 5. Avoidance of flaps in casual 
speech manifests itself in two ways: flap deletion and flap nasalisation,z7 When a flap 
cannot be deleted due to MAX-IO(Open), it systematically surfaces as a nasal in the process 
of making the negative form of a verb with root-final Irl (e.g. Iwakar+ana+il ~ 
[wakannai] 'not understand, not know') and a few other forms of a verb with 
Ir+V(+I#)nVI (e.g. Ijar+i#nasa+iI ~ Uannasai] 'do!', Ihair+w#nol ~ [hainno] 'enter?, 
will enter'). This flap nasalisation raises a question as to why a vowel is deleted from a 
well-formed syllable in these phrases when [rVnVJ is perfectly acceptable elsewhere in the 
language. In this chapter flap nasalisation will be accounted for through the interaction of 
*r and IDENT-IO(nasal) (McCarthy & Prince 1995) and by invoking Ghost Segmental 
Theory developed by Zoll. 
When contraction involves glide formation (e.g. Ikerebal ~ [kJal 'if'), the loss of 
mora count is often compensated for by lengthening the final vowel (e.g. /kereba/ ~ [kja:] 
'if'). Within the framework of OT, compensatory lengthening has been dealt with by Lee 
(1996), Sprouse (1997), Goldrick (2000) and Kawahara (2001), among others, who all 
consider that underlying vowels project their own mora, which is on a par with Hayes' 
(1989) Moraic Phonology. Based on this shared notion, an attempt will be made in 
Chapter 6 to account for compensatory lengthening in Japanese through the interaction of 
27 Some phonologists (e.g. Hasegawa 1979, Tsujimura 1996) employ the term 'nasal syllabification'. 
However, I do not think it is appropriate to describe the process as such because the underlying If I surfaces as 
a coda of the preceding syllable and, although it occupies a node on a moraic tier, it does not form a syllable 
by itself. 
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two conflicting faithfulness constraints, PARSE-J.t (moras must be parsed; McCarthy & 
Prince 1993a) and WT-IDENT-IO (no lengthening or shortening of segments; McCarthy 
1995). Also in this chapter, we will discuss a number of cases of 'inverse CL' (Hayes 
1989) attested in Japanese from the point of view of 'anti-faithfulness' (Horwood 2000, 
Alderete 2001), 
Chapter 7 is dedicated to vowel coalescence and vulgarisms. Vowel coalescence can 
be observed in normal (Le. non-vulgar) speech when a sequence of certain vowels occurs 
within a single morpheme and/or across a morpheme boundary. In vulgarisms, which are 
mainly used by men to show 'roughness', vowel coalescence is also applied to sequences 
that never undergo coalescence in normal speech. Vulgarisms thus can be seen as a kind 
of institutionalised distortion of phonology for affective purposes.28 In this chapter, we 
will first discuss contexts in which vowel coalescence takes place and in which it does not, 
and after establishing the constraint ranking required to account for occurrence and non-
occurrence of vowel coalescence in normal speech, I will suggest how vulgarisms can be 
accounted for by simply adding one 'anti-faithfulness' constraint to the constraint 
hierarchy. 
In emphatic expressions a number of high-ranking constraints, some of which are 
undominated in Yamato vocabulary, are violated by lengthening segments. The parts of 
speech that are involved in this process are adjectives and adverbs, with the exception of 
only a few nouns and verbs, and so it seems that we need to invoke a constraint specific to 
lexical category in order to differentiate the behaviour of adjectives and adverbs from that 
of the others. Another aspect of emphatic expressions we must examine is 'gradient well-
formedness' (Hayes 2000). While any segment, except for the initial consonant, of an 
adjective or an adverb can be lengthened29 and, therefore, a number of emphatic forms are 
possible for each word, native speakers of Japanese find some variants more natural than 
others and some utterly unacceptable. It is likely that the sonority of segments to be 
lengthened and the locus of lengthening conspire to produce' gradient well-formedness' 
effects. In Chapter 8, all these will be explored in depth. 
"8 This somehow resembles Coekney phonology adopted by RP speakers of English when they wish to sound 
'tough'. 
:29 When lengthened, an intervocalic !f/ surfaces as [11]. See Amanuma, et a1. (1978:75). 
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Chapter 9 concludes the thesis. Based on the discussions in Chapters 2-8, two full 
constraint rankings, one for formal Japanese speech and the other for casual Japanese 
speech, will be presented. Problems with our OT analysis, as weB as some residual issues, 
will also be discussed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
CONSTRAINT RANKING FOR FORMAL SPEECH 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we will look at what constraints are actively involved and how they interact 
with each other in formal speech in Japanese. There are two sections in this chapter; the 
first section, to which I refer as "general phonology", examines verbal paradigms, 
consonant alternations and sequential voicing; the second section is devoted solely to 
accounting for the formation of the te-form of verbs, which more or less corresponds to the 
English present participle. The aim of this chapter is to establish the grammar underlying 
formal Japanese speech. 
2.2 GENERAL PHONOLOGY 
2.2.1 Constraint Interaction in Verbal Paradigms 
Let us first look at verbal paradigms to see what constraint interaction is observed in 
Yamato vocabulary. 
(1) Verbal paradigms l 
i. Ikasl 'lend' Underl)'ing Surface Gloss 
a. negative form kas+ana+i kasanai 'not lend' 
b. polite form kas+i+mas+rn kaJimasrn 'lend (POLITE), 
c. dictionary form kas+rn kasrn 'lend' 
d. imperative form kas+e kase 'lend!' 
e. volitional form kas+002 kaso:3 'will lend, let's lend' 
I In Japanese there are two irregular verbs [SWflU] 'do' and fkwflU] 'come' (both given in the dictionary 
form, or the non-past plain affirmative form, for convenience sake), and all the other verbs are classified into 
two groups: those whose root ends in a vowel and those whose root ends in a consonant. The root of the 
former, or an i-dan (pronounced as [itSidaND verb, must end in either lei or Iii and that of the latter, or a 5-
dan (pronounced as [godaND verb, must end in Ibl, Iml, Iw/, ItI, lsi, Inl, IrI, Ikl or Ig/. Ibl, Im/, Inl, If I and IkJ 
all surface as they are in the forms mentioned in (1) and Igl is nasalised (see 2.2.3). We will deal with 
unfaithful realisation of these consonants, except for Inl, later in this chapter. 
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11. Ikatl 'win' Underl~ing Gloss 
a. negative form kat+ana+i katanai 'not win' 
b. polite form kat+i+mas+UI katSimasUI 'win (POLITE)' 
c. dictionary form kat+UI katsUI 'win' 
d. imperative form kat+e kate 'win!' 
e. volitional form kat+oo kato: 'will win, let's win', 
iii. jkawl 'buy' Underl~ing Gloss 
a. negative form kaw+ana+i kawanai 'not buy' 
b. polite form kaw+i+mas+UI kaimasUI 'buy (POLITE)' 
c. dictionary form kaw+UI kaUI 'buy' 
d. imperative form kaw+e kae 'buy!' 
e. volitional form kaw+oo kao: 'will buy, let's buy' 
Let us now take a look at the negative form (or the nai-form) of verbs: (Li.a), (ULa) and 
(Uii.a). lanai is the negative morpheme used with a consonant-final root verb, or a 5-dan 
verb, and Iii indicates the non-past tense. They are both closed-class items and, in spite of 
that, no effort is made to avoid an ONSET (Ito 1986, 1989) violation. This is due to the 
interaction of two M·PARSE (McCarthy & Prince 1993a) constraints.4 
(2) Constraints 4 
a. M.PARSE(neg): Negative morphemes must be parsed. 
b. M·PARSE(tense): Tense morphemes must be parsed. 
NB: The minimal requirement to satisfy these constraints is the parsing of the final 
vowel. As far as M-PARsE(neg) is concerned, lana1, Ina] and the morpheme-
finalla] satisfy the constraint but [an] and In] do not.5 
Languages vary considerably in regard to which morphosyntactic contrasts are consistently 
expressed and which are sometimes neutralised. In Japanese, polarity and tense are always 
2 I consider /00/, not loml, as the volitional morpheme because even in very slow speech it is pronounced as 
[ooJ. 
3 A cluster of two identical vowels smiaces as a long vowel. See Chapter 7,7.3 for further discussion on this. 
4 The reason I invoke these M-PARSE constraints rather than MAx-IO is that, although MAX-IO(Open) is a 
high-ranking constraint as we discussed in Chapter 1, MAx-IO(Closed) is not and, thus, some closed-class 
items are subject to elision. 
5 The crucial feature of negative morphemes may appear to be the nasality. However, if we consider that the 
minimal requirement to satisfy M-PARsE(neg) is [n], then we will end up selecting *[kasani] for Ikas+ana+il 
'not lend', for instance, in order to satisfy both M-PARsE(tense) and ONSET. 
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expressed.6 I thus consider the above two constraints to be undominated. The following 
tableau shows the interaction of ONSEf with the M-PARSE constraints: 
(3) Tableau for Ikas+ana+il 'not lend' 
Input: Ikas+ana+il M-PARsE(neg) ; M-PARSE(tense) ONSET 
a. ~ kasanai , i , , 
b. kasana 
, 
*! , , 
kasani *! , c. , , 
, 
Next, let us examine the polite form (or the masu-form) of verbs. In Japanese, except 
in Foreign vocabulary,7 coronal obstruents are always palatalised when followed by Iii, as 
seen in (1.i.b) and (1.ii.b).8 
(4) Palatalisation of coronals in Japanese9 
a. t -+ tJ 1_(+) i 
b. d ~ d3 1_(+) i 
c. s -+ J 1_(+) i 
d. z ~ d3 1_ (+) i 10 
This means that IDENT-IO(antcrior) is dominated by the constraint that forces coronal 
obstruents to assimilate their place of articulation to the following voweL Ito & Mester 
name this constraint CVLINKAGE(I). II 
(5) Constraints 5 
a. IDENT-IO(antcrior): No change in the values for [anteriorJ. 
6 On condition that a negative or tense morpheme is underlyingly present. 
7 Examples of non-palatalisation in Foreign vocabulary include [ti:SatsUI] 'T-shirt' and [Ji:di:] 'CD' (Shin 
Melkai Kokugo Jiten Fourth Edition (1989». 
8 Palatalisation of coronals before front vowels is a cross-linguistically common process, which is observed in 
such languages as Hausa (McCarthy 1986:231), Karak (Odden 1977:185), Nupe (Hyman 1975:77) and Polish 
(Booij & Rubach 1984:3). 
9 In fact, Inl is also palatalised to [fl] before IiI but I transcribe this segment as [nJ, as has been transcribed by 
many Japanese phonologists. 
W According to Amanuma, et al. (1978:69), some speakers realise palatalised Izl as [3] intervocalically. 
II In Ito & Mester (1995a) they name the same constraint *TI, but I opt for CVLlNKAGE(I) in this thesis 
because its name describes the process more generally than *TI. When referring to palatalisation of coronals, 
some phonologists (Orgun 1996, for one) employ McCarthy & Prince's (1995) PAL(ATALISATION), but as 
PAL specifically refers to palatalisation of dorsals in McCarthy & Prince's terminology, I will set aside this 
constraint for that process. 
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b. CVLINKAGE(I): Coronal obstruents are palataJised before a high front vowel (Ito 
& Mester 1995b). 
A related process to palatalisation of coronals is affrication of coronal stops. When It I and 
Idl are followed by Im/, they always smface as [tsml and [dzmJ, respectively, at the 
expense of an IDENT-IO(strident) violation, as seen in (1.iLc). 12 
(6) Affrication of coronal stops in Japanese13 
a. t -+ ts I _ (+) m 
b.· d -» dz I _ ( +) m 
This is due to another constraint proposed by Ito & Mester (1995b), which demands the 
presence of continuancy (or stridency) in coronal obstruents before a high back vowel. 
(7) Constraints 6 
a. IDENT-IO(strident): No change in the values for [strident]. 
b. CVLINKAGE(*TU): Coronal stops are affricated before a high back vowel (Ito & 
Mester 1995b).14 
The following tableaux summarise the discussion so far: 
(8) Tableaux for Ikas+i+mas+ml 'lend (POLITE)' and Ikat+ml 'win,15 
ut: Ikas+i+mas+m/ CVLINKAGE(I) IDENT -I O( anteri or) 
a. 1& kaSimasm * 
b. kasimasUl *! 
12 The reason why It! before a non-high vowel does not surface as Itsl or ItSI is that there is no such constraint 
as CVLINKAGE(*TV[-highJ) or, even if there is such a constraint, it is ranked too low to have any effect on 
the quality of It!. 
!3 Word-initial Izl and word-medial Izl directly preceded by In} are also often affricated to Idzl (Joo 1988:76). 
When Iz/ is geminated, it always surfaces as Iddzl (see Chapter 8). 
14 Perhaps this constraint can be redefined as "coronal stops are affricated before a high vowel", because 
palatalisation of coronal stops also involves affrication, as shown in (4a-b). 
15 In accounting for Ikat+wl 'win', Ito & Mester propose CVLINKAGE(*TU»> No-AFFRIC» PARSE-FEAT 
(or DEP-IO) (1995b: 196), though PARSE-FEAT does not play any role in selecting the optimal candidate. My 
analysis differs from theirs in that I consider the process from the point of view of interaction of a markedness 
constraint and a faithfulness constraint instead of two conflicting markedness constraints. 
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Input: Ikat+wl CVLINKAGE(*TU) IDENT-IO(strident) 
c. I@f katsw * 
.' .. 
d. katw *! , :. 
" 
Palatalisation of coronals and affrication of coronal stops are two examples of Prince & 
Smolensky's principle, "Do Something Except When Banned" (1993/2002:23), in which a 
higher-ranked markedness constraint forces a violation of a lower-ranked faithfulness 
constraint. Although the lower-ranked constraint favours the candidate more faithful to the 
underlying representation, the higher-ranked constraint forces rejection of the otherwise 
favoured option. 
Let us now move to a case of w-deletion, as seen in (l.iii.b-e). In Japanese, again 
except in Foreign vocabulary,16 velar glides are completely disallowed before a non-low 
vowel due to undominated *wV[-low]. A Iw/+Vr-Iow] cluster is only created in the 
process of affixing a vowel-initial suffix to a Iw/-final verb root, and a *wV[-low] violation 
is resolved by deleting the glide at the cost of MAx-IO(Open) (see Chapter 1, (9) and 
ONSET violations (e.g. Ikaw+w/······" [kaw] 'buy'). 
(9) Constraint 7 
*wV[-low]: No velar glide before a non-low vowel (Kawai 2003a, 2003b). 
Apart from a few isolated cases,17 the only time MAx-IO(Open) is systematically violated is 
when a Iw/-final verb root is followed by a suffix with an initial non-low vowel in order to 
avoid a *wV[-low] violation. ONSET, on the other hand, is frequently violated not only 
within open-class items but also across morpheme boundaries, as seen in the following 
examples: 
16 Examples include: fwi:biIJIJw] 'weaving', [wediIJIJw] 'wedding' and fwo:miIJlJwappw] 'warming up' 
(repeated from Chapter 1, fn.16; Shin Meikai Kokugo Jiten Fourth Edition (1989)). 
I7 Examples include Imonol---+ [mon] '(tangible) thing', Itokorol---+ ttoko] 'place (n.)', and IkosiraeHw/' 
[kosaerw] 'produce'. I believe that the first two examples are due to frequency effects (lmonol and Itokorol 
are the lIth and the 50th most frequently used word of all Japanese vocabulary, according to the National 
Institute of Japanese Language (1962)) and that the third example is due to lexicalisation. See Chapter 4, 4.4 
for further discussion. 
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(10) Examples of ONSET violation 18 
Underl)'ing Gloss 
a. aida aida 'interval' (open-class item) 
b. warm+i warun 'bad' (open-class item + suffix) 
c. o+mti omtSi '(your) house' (prefix + open-class item) 
d. te#o teo 'hand'(Acc.)' (open-class item + particle) 
e. minami#e mmamle 'to the south' (open-class item + particle) 
*wV[-low] is never violated while MAX-IO(Open) is violable, as seen in Ikaw+m/---+ 
[kamJ 'buy' (l.iiLc). In Chapter 1, 1.3 we established MAX-IO(Open) » ONSET, so these 
three constraints are ranked in the following order: 
(11) Constraint ranking 1 
*wV[-low] »MAX-IO(Open»> ONSET 
Let us confirm that this ranking correctly selects optimal candidates for Ikaw+ml 'buy' 
(Uii.c), laidal 'interval' (lOa) and Iwarm+il 'bad' (lOb) in tableaux where undominated 
CODACOND (Ito 1986, McCarthy & Prince 1986) and M-PARsE(tense) are also included. 
(l2) Tableaux for Ikaw+ml 'buyd9, laidal 'interval,20 and /warm+il 'bad' 
i i 
ONS ! Input: Ikaw+ml CODACOND : M-PARsE(tense) : *wV[-low] MAX-IO(Open) 







b. km , , **! , , , , 
kawm 
, , 










e. kaw *! , * . , , , , 
Input: I . SE(tense) i *wV[-low] 
I g. 
h. ida 
18 In (lOc-e) non-deletion of the prefix and the particles are due to ALIGN-L(Open) or M-PARsE(Particle). 
See Chapter 3, 3.4 and Chapter 7, 7.2.5, respectively, for discussion on the effects of these constraints. 
19 Another possible but not successful candidate is *[kajrn], which violates IDENT-ONSET-IO(place). See 
(17) and fn.29 for this constraint and further discussion. 
20 Non-avoidance of an ONSET violation by the initial/al is due to ANCHOR-IO(Open) (see Chapter 3, 3.4). 
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i Input: /warUl+i/ CODACOND : M-PARsE(tense) : *wV[-low] MAX-IO(Open) ONS , , 




j. , *1 I waf! 
, , 
, , 
.. , , 
k. warUl , *! , , , , 
We have so far examined the interaction of constraints observed in verbal paradigms. 
Seven constraints have been introduced in this section and three more have been re-
introduced. Let us recapitulate those constraints. 
(13) Summary of constraints 1 
l. Undominated constraints ii. Dominated constraints 
a. CODACOND a. IDEl\TT-IO(anterior) 
b. CVLINKAGE(I) b. IDENT-IO(strident) 
c. CVLINKAGE(*TU) c. MAX-IO(Open) 
d. M-PARsE(neg) d. ONSET 
e. M-PARsE(tense) 
f. *wV[-low] 
The ranking of MAX-IO(Open) and ONSET has been determined but the positions of the two 
IDENT-IO constraints have not in relation to the other two dominated constraints. From the 
data we have at hand (i.e. verbal paradigms in (1», however, we are unable to establish the 
ranking of these four constraints, so I assume for the time being that IDENT -IO(anterior) is 
ranked in the same stratum as ONSET and IDENT-IO(strident) below ONSET.21 This yields 
the following constraint ranking: 
(14) Constraint ranking 2 







I DENT -IO(strident) 
21 This ranking will be confirmed when more data are presented in Chapter 3, 3.3, Chapter 4,4.5, Chapter 5, 
5.3.3 and Chapter 6, 6.4. 
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2.2.2 The Ha-Column Consonants22 
Historically, Japanese did not possess the voiceless glottal fricative Ih/. Although there is 
no written record to indicate the precise values for the consonant of the ha-column before 
the Nara period (710-794), Veda's (1900) view that it was pronounced as [p] and later as 
1<1>] seems to be widely accepted nowadays.23 In the first half of the Edo period (1603-
1868), the bilabial fricative was replaced with the glottal fricative before a non-high vowel 
and with the palatal fricative before a high front vowel as part of underpronunciation of 
labials, but it remained the same before a high back vowel (Okumura 1972: 128, Toyama 
1972:244, and Tsukishima 1988:97, among others).24 According to Carr (1993:270), 
histories in which voiceless stops become voiceless fricatives and then become [h] due to 
loss of articulatory activity, are cross-linguistically very common,25 and underpronunciation 
of labials in Japanese, therefore, is far from an isolated case of this kind of lenition. 
The legacy of [hl .... { 9 } .... { <1>] alternation for the consonant of the ha-column is still 
observed in Modern Japanese, as seen in the following examples: 
(15) [h} .... {9}· .. {<1>] alternation 
Vnderl~ing Surface Gloss 
a. hido+i 9idoi 'horrible' 
b. heta+na hetana 'poor, bad' 
c. haja+i hajai 'fast, early' 
d. hoso+i hosoi 'thin, slender' 
e. hwnn+i <1>wrwi 'old' 
22 See Appendix 3 for the ha-column and the other columns of the Japanese syllabary (or gojuonzu). 
23 In regard to [p]-+ [~], Hashimoto (1950:39) cites Ueda's and And6's view as 'before the beginning of the 
Nara period' and 'from the Nara period to the Heian period (794-1192)" respectively. Although there is no 
clear evidence to determine the exact time when this spirantisation took place, it is a well-known fact, thanks 
to Collado's detailed description in "Nihon Bunten" (1632), that around 1600 in Kyoto the ha-column 
consonant was pronounced as [~] (Tsukishima 1988:68). 
24 I believe that the reason why the consonant in question ended up being pronounced as [<;] before a high 
front vowel and as [~] before a high back vowel was because of the close link between the consonant and the 
vowel: [<;] because of palatality of the high front vowel and [~J because of labiality of the high back vowel. 
Although the high back vowel is [-round] in Modem Japanese (at least in standard Japanese, or Tokyo 
dialect), jUdging from the fact that [~] was not replaced with [h) in the Edo period, it is very likely that the 
high back vowel was [+roundJ in those days. 
25 Lass (1984:179) argues that the majority of Ihl in present-day languages can perhaps be traced back to the 
lenition of other obstruents, and gives Dravidian, Kanna<,la, and Armenian as examples of languages with Ihl 
from earlier Ip/. 
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To account for this alternation, I propose the following constraints, in the fashion of Ito & 
Mester (I 99Sb): 
(16) Constraints 826 
a. CVLINKAGE(*HI): Glottal fricatives are palatalised before a high front vowel. 
b. CVLINKAGE(*HU): Glottal fricatives are labialised before a high back vowel. 
These CVLINKAGE constraints are never violated in Yamato vocabulary, thus, considered 
to be undominated. However, in order to satisfy them, one constraint must be violated and 
that is IDENT-ONSET-IO(place)?7 
(17) Constraint 9 and constraint ranking 3 
a. IDENT-ONSET-IO(place): No change in the place of articulation of an onset 
(Beckman 1998).28 
b. CVLINKAGE(*HI), CVLINKAGE(*HU»> IDENT-ONSEf-IO(placei9 
Let us see how the CVLINKAGE constraints interact with IDENT-ONSET-IO(place) to select 
optimal candidates for (lSa), (ISb) and (lSe). 
26 Another possible constraint is *hV[ +high]. However, this does not explain why /hl is realised differently 
depending on the backness of the vowel, so it is considered to be less useful than those in (16), 
27 IDENT-ONSET-IO(place) is a positional faithfulness constraint. See Beckman (1998) for in-depth discussion 
on Positional Faithfulness Theory. 
2S I do not consider that palatalisation of coronal obstruents (e.g. Isi/ ~ lSi]) incurs a violation of IDENT-
ONSET-IO(place). The only feature that differentiates between lsi and lSI, for instance, is [anteriorj so that the 
constraint which Isil ~ lSi] violates is not IDENf -ONSET -IO(place) but IDENT -IO(anterior). 
29IDENT-ONSbT-IO(place) must dominate MAX-IO(Open) so that a *wV[-low] violation is avoided by means 
of w-deletion instead of changing the place of the glide from velar to palatal, as seen in the following tableau 
for Ikaw+rnI 'buy': 
! Input: Ikaw+rnI CODACOND : M-PARSE : *wV[-low] 
(tense) , , 
a,l& kanr 
: b. kajru *! 
c. kawUl *! 
d. kaw *! * 
If we assume that Ihl does not have a place node, then neither Ihl ~ ['l?] nor /hI ~ [<p] will violate IDENT-
ONSET-IO(place). In this case, we will need such a constraint as DEP-ONSET-IO(place) in order to select 
[hetana], not ['l?etana] or [<petana], for Iheta+na! 'poor, bad' (see Tableau (18». 
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(18) Combined tableau for Ihido+il 'horrible', Iheta+nal 'poor, bad' and Ihmrrn+il 'old' 
Input: CVLINKAGE , CVLINKAGE IDENT -ONSET -10 
(*HI) , (*HU) (place) , 






• b. 1& 9idoi 
, 
* , , 
~idoi *! ' ' * • c. , , , 





f. ~etana · *! 
· 
, 










i.1& ~mrmi , * · 
· 
2.2.3 The Ga-Column Consonants 
In standard Japanese, or Tokyo dialect, the consonant of the ga-column surfaces as [g] 
word-initially and (1)] elsewhere, as seen in the following examples: 









, lazy bones' 
'sitting cross-legged on the floor' 
'thought, idea' 
The tendency to alternate [g] and (1) 1 this way, according to Okumura (1972:91), can date 
back as far as the Heian period (794-1192) or possi bly earlier. Based on their observation 
of the process of a child learning to pronounce voiced obstruents, Donegan & Stampe 
(1979: 141) conclude that, due to the smaller air-chamber between the articulator and the 
glottis, posterior voiced stops are more difficult to articulate than anterior released voiced 
stops (cf. Vance 1987:111). Yet, as voicing must be maintained to distinguish Igi from Ikl 
at the sUlface level (e.g. Itog+ml 'sharpen' from Itok+ml 'solve'; Ikag+ml 'smell' from 
30 It seems that there are not many words with word-initial Igl or word-medial INgl in Yamato vocabulary, 
and (19a) and (l9c) are two of only a few such words that I can think of. However, there are plenty of such 
words in Sino-Japanese, Mimetic and Foreign vocabulary, although /gl is never realised as [1)] in Mimetic 
vocabulary (about which, see McCarthy & Prince 1995:354). 
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Ikak+wl 'write'), the difficulty in maintaining voicing is alleviated by releasing the airflow 
through the nasal cavity (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1995:353, Ito & Mester 1997:424). 
However, as Ito & Mester (1997:421) point out, the alternation is no longer consistently 
observed among younger generations even in Tokyo, many of whom never seem to nasalise 
Igl in any context these days. In this thesis, nonetheless, I consider the intervocalic 'Voiced 
Velar Nasalisation' (henceforth, VVN) as the norm in standard Japanese. 
VVN is the main topic of Ito & Mester (1997), in which they discuss the [g} ..... {gl 
alternation in detail within the framework of QT. Their analysis of VVN involves the 
following: 
(20) Constraints 10 and constraint ranking 4 (from Ito & Mester (1997:425» 
a. *[:g: [g] is prohibited word-initially (also proposed by McCarthy & Prince 1995). 
b. *g: Voiced dorsal obstruents are prohibited (ibid.). 
c. IDENTLS(nasal): Lexical-Surface correspondents are identically specified for 
[nasal]. (This constraint is basically the same as McCarthy & Prince's 
(1995) IDENT-IO(nasal).) 
d. *[g» *g »IDENTLS(nasal) 
Here are a couple of tableaux Ito & Mester (1997) provide to account for the alternation. 
(21) Tableaux for [kagi] 'key' and [geta] 'clogs' (Ito & Mester (1997:425-426)?1 
, Input a. Ikagil ( ... [-nasl ... ) *[g I *g IDENTLS(nasal) 
b. IkaI)il ( ... [+nas] ... ) 
c. IkaGil ( ... [Onasl ... ) 
a. 
--
kagi ( ... l-nas] ... ) *! b. * 
- ~ ~ ~-
c. * 
a. * 
-----------w kaI)i ( ... [+nas] ... ) b. 
~ .. ------ .... '" --- .. 
c. * 
31 Based on one of the tenets of QT, 'Richness of the Base' (Le. no constraints hold at the level of underlying 
forms), three underlying forms are posited in each of the tableaux. In both cases the tableaux clearly indicate 
that, whichever of the three inputs is chosen, the desired output is selected as optimal through the interaction 
of *[1) and *g. 
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Input d. /geta/ ([-nas] ... ) *[1) *g IDENTLS( nasal) 
e. /1) eta/ ([+nas] ... ) 
f. /Geta/ ([Onas] ... ) 
Ikilr geta ([-nas] ... ) 
1)eta ([+nas] ... ) *' ----~----~--~~--
c. * 
These tableaux correctly select respective optimal candidates from a set of two candidates 
each. What is missing from the tableaux, however, is other possible candidates, such as 
*[kad3i] (*[kadi] violates CVLINKAGE(I» *[kani] and *[kai] for 'key', and *[deta], *[neta] 
and * [eta] for 'clogs'. None of these candidates violates *[1) nor *g, and if there is such a 
markedness constraint as *g, we must be able to explain why underlying voiced velar stops 
never surface as coronals nor are deleted at the surface level. This is where IDENT-ONSET-
IO(place) and MAx-IO(Open) come into play. The domination of *g by these faithfulness 
constraints can ensure that underlying velars surface as velars, as seen in the following 
revised tableaux of (21): (I assume /g/ as the underlying voiced velar to make the tableaux 
look simpler. The assumption of /1)/ or /G/ will bring about the same results.)32 
(22) Tableaux for [ka1)i] 'key' and [geta] 'clogs' (revised) 
Input: /k IDENT-ONSET -IO(place) MAX-IO(Open) *g IDENT -IO(nasal) 
a. *' 
b. Ikilr ka1)i * 
c. kai *! 
d. kad3i *1 
e. kani *1 * 
32 Deletion of segments from closed-class items is not prohibited by MAX-IO(Open). However, /g/ is in fact 
never deleted from closed-class items either. This is because (i) almost all the closed-class items containing 
/g/ have it as their leftmost consonant (e.g. the nominative particle /ga/; auxiliary verb roots /age/ 'do 
(someone) the favour of -ing' and /gar/ 'show signs of -ing') and it is protected by high-ranking MAX1NlT-C-
10 (Kawai 2003a, 2003b), and (ii) the /g/ in a conjunctive particle /nagara/ 'while', which I believe is the 
only closed-class item with non-leftmost /g/, cannot be deleted due to homophony avoidance (cf. a 
cOlliunctive particle /nara/ 'if'). See Chapter 4,4.2.1 and Chapter 5,5.4 for further discussion. 
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IDENT-ONSET-IO(place) • MAX-IO(Open) *g IDENT-IO(nasal) • 
* 
• g. *! * 
h. *! 
l. *! 
j. neta *! * 
2.2.4 The Ra-Column Consonants 
Many believe that Japanese lacks laterals. However, as Amanuma, 6tsubo and Mizutani 
observe, quite a large number of native speakers of Japanese use [1] for word-initial Ir/ and 
all use [1] for Irl that directly follows Inl (Amanuma, et al. 1978:75-76). In this subsection 
I will account for this [r ]~[l] alternation - an alternation often overlooked even by 
Japanese phonologists. 
In Yamato vocabulary, words with initial Irl or medial INri are almost non-existent. 
This is because until the Nara period (7lO-794) Irl was only used word-medially and the 
moraic nasal originally did not exist in Japanese; in the Heian period (794-1192) and 
thereafter Irl started to appear word-initially and the moraic nasal came into use, through 
the nationalisation of Sino-Japanese vocabulary (Mabuchi 1971:47, Okumura 1972:73, 
113, Kishida 1998:53). 
Here are some examples of [fJ~[11 alternation. 
(23) [r}--{l] alternation 
Underl~ing Surface 
a. riNgo lilJlJo 'apple' 
b. rappa lappa 'bugle' (from the Dutch 'roeper'?) 
c. rokmro lokmro 'lathe, potter's wheel' 
d. karada karada 'body' 
e. harm harm 'spring (season)' 
f. ri+roN liroN 'theory' (lri/: 'logic', IcoN/: 'theory') 
g. roN+ri lonli 'logic' (lroN/: 'theory', lri!: 'logic') 
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Lateral-rhotic alternation seems to be cross-linguistically common among languages with 
only one Iiquid,33 and here is what van der Hulst (1996) has to say: 
In systems that have no laterallrhotic contrast, the liquid can often vary from 
rhotic to lateral depending on contextual factors. ( ... ) In some cases the choice 
depends on the manner properties of surrounding segments: the rhode occurs in 
intervocalic position and the lateral elsewhere. This suggests that rhotics have a 
weaker constriction than laterals since the environment V _V counts as a 
weakening or lenition context (1996:345). 
This precisely describes the alternation of [e] and [1] in Japanese. In Japanese, this 
contextual ll} .... {r] alternation is almost identical to that of (1)J and [g]: [e] word-medially 
and [1] word-initially. The only difference, however, is that not [r] but [11 must be used 
after Inl (see (23g); cf. 10N+gakrn/-+ [o1)1)akrnl 'music' (loN/: 'sound', Igakrn/: 'happy, 
enjoyable'», which complies with van der Hulst's above statement. 
How, then, should we account for the [fl--'ll] alternation within the framework of OT? 
One way of doing this is to assume that the underlying segment for [rl and [1] is Ill, not Ir/, 
as in Korean,34 and invoke such constraints as *V1V and IDENT-IO(lateral). 
(24) Constraints 11 
a. *VIV: No intervocalic laterals.35 
b. IDENT-IO(lateral): No change in the values for [lateral] (Lee 2003). 
33 Maddieson (1984) reports that, in addition to Japanese, Apinaye, !Xu and perhaps Bribri are among 
languages with lateral allophones of a flapped r-sound and that Korean, Dan and Zande are among languages 
with flapped r-sounds as allophones of a lateral phoneme (1984:83). In some languages the choice between 
[1'] and [1] depends on the backness of the following vowel (i.e. [1'] before front vowels and [IJ before 
centrallback vowels) (ibid.). 
Further to Korean, [1'1 occurs word-initially and intervocalically and [1] occurs elsewhere, and underlying 
Inll surfaces as Ul], thus there is no [n1] cluster in Korean (Martin 1992:28,30-31, Lagefoged & Maddieson 
1996:243, Lee 2003). (It seems that there is no word of Korean origin that starts with underlying III and that 
only loanwords have word-initial [1'].) Therefore, the only difference between Japanese and Korean in terms 
of [1' J-[1] alternation is how word-initial liquid is realised. 
34 Lee (2003) proposes *NON-MORAIC-I » *1' » *1, IDENT-IO(lateral) in order to account for the [11-[1'] 
alternation in Korean. However, undominated *NON-MORAIC-l eliminates any actual output with [11], as the 
second half is non-moraic, although she regards Ill] as monomoraic. I believe that *NON-MORAJC-I should be 
replaced with *VJV and *[1. 
35 I consider *VIV to be cross-linguistically motivated to some extent, based on van der Hulst's (1996:345) 
observation that in some cases the rhotic occurs intervocalically and the lateral elsewhere. 
Incidentally, a number of 'no intervocalic C' constraints have been proposed in OT. Examples include 
*VhV (McCarthy & Prince 1995), *VdV (ibid.), *VkV (Sprouse 1997) and *VwV (Kager 1999). 
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(25) Tableaux for lli+IoNI 'theory' and IloN+liI 'logic,36 
Input: lli+loN 













*! . * .. . ..... . . 




This seems to work perfectly well, but only if every single native speaker of Japanese uses 
flJ word-initially, which in fact is not the case. The assumption that the underlying 
s~gment is 11/ fails to explain the emergence of word-initial [r] for some speakers. Let us, 
therefore, assume this time that the underlying segment is Ir/, as has been conventionally 
understood. In order to account for the lrJ"'[l] alternation with If I being the underlying 
segment, we need a few more constraints in addition to IDENT-IO(lateral). Based on van 
der Hulst's above statement, I propose the following two constraints: 
(26) Constraints 12 
a. *[r: [rj is prohibited word-initially.37 
b. *Nr: [r] is prohibited after a nasal. 
*Nr is an undominated constraint because it is never violated, while the relative ranking of 
*[r and IDENT -IO(lateral) varies depending on the speaker; * [r is ranked higher than IDENT-
IO(lateral) by those who use [1] word-initially and lower than IDENT-IO(lateral) by those 
who do not. 38 
36 Intervocalic III cannot be deleted due to MAX-IO(Open). 
37 The word-initial position is known to be one of the strongest positions. If [r] occurs in a lenition context, as 
van der Hulst (1996) suggests, it will be plausible to assume that it does not occur word-initially. 
38 This analysis will pose a problem if there are speakers who vary between them. Further investigation will 
be required to deal with this matter. 
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(27) Constraint ranking 5 
a. For those who use [I] word-initially: *Nr, *[r » IDENT-IO(lateral)39 
b. For those who use [r] word-initially: *Nr» IDENT-IO(lateral»> *[r 
(28) Tableaux for Iri+roNI 'theory' and IroN+ril 'logic,40 
a. For those who use rl] word-initially. 
Input: Iri+roNI *Nr , *[r ! IDENT-IO(lateral) , 
, 
a. IfW liroN II 
, 
* , I 








d. riloN , *! * , , 
• Input: / roN Nr *[r IDENT -I O(lateral) 
• e. IfW lonH ** 
! f. ronli *! 
g. lond 
· h. ronn * 
b. For those who use [r] word-initially. 
~ ...... 
Input: Id+roNI *Nr IDENT-IO(lateral) *[r 
a. liroN *! 
b. ~ riroN * 
~-
c. liloN *'* 
d. riloN *! I * 
I Input: /roN+r~ *Nr I DENT -IO(lateral) *[r • 
• e. lonH **! I 
! f. ~ ronH ! * * 
I g. lond *! * 
I h. ronn *! * ! 
39 I consider that this is the norm in standard Japanese, and regard *Ir as an undominated constraint which is 
ranked together with *Nr. 
40 The fact that Ifl does not sUiface as [U), [t] or [d) is due to a couple of positional faithfulness constraints 
IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal) (see Chapter 5,5.2.1) and IDENT-ONSET-IO(obstruent). 
As far as these two words and other open-class items containing If I are concerned, neither word-initial If I 
nor word-medial If I is deleted due to MAX-IO(Open). See Chapters 4,4.6 for discussion on f-deletion from 
closed-class items. 
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2.2.5 Sequential Voicing 
Indisputably, Ito and Mester are two of the leading OT researchers in the field of Japanese 
phonology. They have proposed a number of constraints and developed a variety of 
theories to formalise the grammar underlying the four-strata vocabulary of Japanese. One 
of their most notable analyses is that of Rendaku, or sequential voicing (Ito, Mester & 
Padgett 1995, Ito & Mester 1997, 1998,2003). 
Sequential voicing is a process in which the initial voiceless consonant of the second 
member of a compound word smfaces as voiced when there is no voiced obstruent in the 
same member.41 Here are some examples of those that comply with sequential voicing and 
those that do not. 
(29) Sequential voicing (Ito & Mester 1998:25-26t2 
Underlxing Surface Gloss 
a. natw#sora natswzora 'summer sky' 
b. otome#kokoro otome1]OkofO 'maiden heart' 
c. mOf+i#soba morisoba 'soba serving' 
d. onna#kotoba onnakotoba 'women's speech' 
Ito & Mester (2003) consider that a linking morpheme m, which solely consists of [+voice], 
acts as a prefix to the second member of a compound word and account for sequential 
voicing with the following constraints and constraint ranking: 
(30) Constraints 13 and constraint ranking 6 
a. No-D: No voiced obstruents (Ito & Mester 2003). 
4! The blocking of voicing when there is already a voiced obstruent in the second member of a compound is 
due to Lyman's Law (i.e. at most one voiced obstruent per morpheme). According to Ito & Mester (1998:70), 
Lyman's Law is named after the first explicit statement of the generalisation in western literature made by 
Lyman in 1894, but the discovery of the generalisation itself is due to the 17th century linguistic and literary 
scholar Motoori in his work on the phonology of Old Japanese. 
Okumura (1988:264) argues that the voicing is also blocked when the last consonant of the first member of 
a compound is a voiced obstruent (e.g. Imizm#tama/--+ [midzmtama] I *Lmidzmdama] 'drop of water, 
polka dots'). This might have been the case in Classical Japanese but it is doubtful in Modern Japanese 
because there seem to be more counterexamples (e.g. /mizm#hana/ --+ [midzmbana] 'running nose'; Ito, 
Mester & Padgett 1995:573) than those that comply with his theory. See Ito & Mester (l998:chA) for further 
discussion on this. 
Voicing is also blocked often when the second member is not a word of Yamato origin (e.g. /ato#kiN/-~ 
[atokiN] (Yamato+Sino-Japanese) 'left-over money'; /jasm#hoterm/··-> [jasmhoterm] (Yamato+Foreign) 
'cheap hotel' (Tsujimura 1996:56-57). 
42 The original references are written in the Hepburnian system. The IPA transcription is by the author. 
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b. No-D2m: No two voiced obstruents per morpheme domain (ibid.).43 
c. REALISE-M(oRPHEME): Every morpheme in the input has a nonnull phonological 
exponent in the output (ibid.). 
d. No-D2 m » REALISE-M» No-D 
(31) Combined tableau for InatUI#ffi:+soral 'summer sky' and Imor+i#ffi:+sobal 'soba 
serving' 
I Input: i No-D2 REALISE-M No-D 





i lb. natsUIsora *! ,. 
I/mor+i#ffi:+sobal ! c. morizoba *! ** 
I d. JkS1r morisoba * * 
One of Ito & Mester's (1998) arguments is that IDENT-IO(voice) should be divided 
into two: IDENT-IO[+voice] and IDENT-IO[-voice]. 
(32) Constraints 1444 
a. IDENT-IO(voice): No change in the values for [voice] (McCarthy & Prince 1995). 
b. IDENT-IO[+voice]: An output correspondent of a (+voiceJ input segment must be 
r +voice] (Ito & Mester 1998). 
c. IDENT-IO[-voice]: An output correspondent of a [-voice] input segment must be 
[-voice] (Jto & Mester 1998). 
In the case of /mor+i#ffi:+soba/ 'soba serving', as the second member never surfaces as 
*[zopa] or *[zoha]45 just to accommodate sequential voicing, IDENT-IO[+voice] must 
dominate REALISE-M. On the other hand, the fact that /sora/ surfaces as [zora] in InatUI# 
ffi:+soral 'summer sky' indicates that REALISE-M must outrank IDENT-IO[-voice]. Thus: 
43 NO-D2 is a self-conjunction of constraints, which is a kind of local conjunction. Under local conjunction, 
two constraints are conjoined as a single composite constraint which is violated if and only if both of its 
components are violated within some domain (Kagel' 1999:392). See Smolensky (1993, 1995) and Ito & 
Mester (2003:20-32) for local conjunction. 
44 In their 2003 analysis IOENT-IO and IOENT-IO[+voice] have the specification [-son] (Le. IOENT[VOI]/OBS, 
IOENT[+VOI]/OBS, respectively). Ito & Mester (2003) replace IOENT-IO[+voiceJ with AGREE[VOI]&seg-
IDENT[VOI) in their final analysis, but let us employ IDENT-IO[+voice] here because IDENT[+VOl]/OBS will 
play an important role in ollr analysis of the formation of the fe-form of verbs later in this chapter. 
45 In Yamato vocabulary, [pI is an allophone of Ihl and it surfaces only when !hI is geminated. (lhl can be 
geminated as [hhJ on odd occasions. See Lawrence (1999).) 
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(33) Constraint ranking 7 
IDENT-IO[+voice]» REALISE-M» IDENT-IO[-voice] 
In regard to the ranking of NO-D2m and IDENT-IO[+voice], Ito & Mester argue that the 
former must dominate the latter by giving the following example: 
(34) Tableau for w[mabmta] (Ito & Mester 1998:50) 
Input: jmabmdal (hypothetical) No-D2 m IDENT-IO[ +voice] 
a. w[mabmda] *! 
•••• b. W w[mabmta] * 
i 
However, the problem with this argument is that they hypothesise the underlying 
representation with two voiced obstruents. They do not state whether wrmabmta] is an 
actual word or a hypothetical word. If [mabmta] is the actual word meaning 'eyelid', then 
its etymological underlying representation is Ime#hmtal (fme/: 'eye', Ihmta/: 'lid'), which 
is clearly a case of sequential voicing. If [mabmtaJ is a hypothetical word, why, then, do 
we have to assume that its underlying representation is Imabmdal instead of Imabmtal? 
Lexicon Optimisation (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2002:209) surely prefers Imabmtal to 
Imabmda/. Also, granting that the underlying representation is Imabmdal and that No-D2m 
dominates IDENT-IO[+voice], why does the output have to be lmabmta], not *[mapmda] 
or *[mahmda]?46 Unless all these questions are answered, No-02m »IDENT-IOL+voice] 
cannot be established with this example. While it is correct to point out that Yamato 
vocabulary generally complies with No-02m , we do find such pairs of words as follows: 47 
(35) Examples of pairs of words with and without No-0 2 m violation48 
a. Ididil - [d3id3i] 'grandfather, old man' 
46 *[mapurda) may be ruled out by *p (Ito & Mester 1995a) but we still cannot eliminate the possibility of 
* [mahurda). (In It6 & Mester (2003:164) they employ ImagudaJ (hypothetical) .... ~ [maguta]/[makuda] to 
show NO-D2m» IDENT-IO[+voice], but this does not provide an answer to the first question raised above.) 
47 Other examples that do not comply with NO-D2m include Idobm/-+ [dobur) 'ditch', Idozil -+ [dod3i] 
'blunder' and Igurzur/·····~ [gurdzm] 'laggard', all of which are of japanese origin. 
48 These examples are all proper words, not baby talk, and they all have a proper entry in dictionaries. Ididil 
(35a) is possibly /Zizi/. Both Ididil and Izizil surface as [d3id3i) due to undominated CVLINKAGE(I). 
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ltitil -+ [tJitJi] 
b. Jbabal -+ [baba] 
Ihahal -> [hahaJ 
'father' 
'grandmother, old woman' 
'mother' 
If No-D2m dominated IDENT-IO[+voice], Ididil would surface as *[d3itJi] or *[tJid3i], but 
the fact that it actually does not indicates that No-D2m » lDENT-IO[+voice] is incorrect. 
Therefore, I propose the following constraint ranking to account for sequential voicing: 
(36) Constraint ranking 8 
IDENT-IO[+voice] »No-D2m» REALISE-M» IDENT-IO[-voice], No-D 
Let us apply this ranking to Ididil 'grandfather, old man'. 
(37) Tableau for Jdidil 'grandfather, old man' 
Input: Ididil I DENT -10 [+voice] No-D2m ! REALISE-M IDENT-IO[-voice] i No-D i 
a. II:ltr d3id3i * · ** I · 
· 







c. tJid3i *! , * I · 
· 
The domination of No-D2m by IDENT-IO[+voice] ensures that underlying voiced obstruents 
surface as [+voice] regardless of the number of such segments in the underlying 
representation of a morpheme. 
Ito & Mester (1998) argue that No-D2m must dominate IDENT-IO[+voice] but, in fact, 
whether the former outranks the latter or the latter outranks the former has no impact on the 
account of sequential voicing, as seen in the following tableaux: 
(38) Tableaux for Imori#sobal 'soba serving' (revised) 
Input: Imof+i# No-D2 IDENT-IO[+voice] REALISE-M IDENT-IO[-voice] : No-D I m 
m+sobal : . 
a. morizoba *! * . ** . , 
! b. II:ltr morisoba * * 
I c. mOflzopa *! * * 
d. morizoha *! * * 
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• f. ~ morisoba * 
, 
* , , 
g. mOflzopa I *! 
. * 
, * ' .. 
.' 
, 
h. morizoha *! , ...... * 
, 





However, in order to account for such words as Ididi/--* [d3id3i] 'grandfather, old man' 
and Ibaba/--* [baba] 'grandmother, old woman', we must rank IDENT-IO[+voice] higher 
than No-D2m (see Tableau (37) above). 
2.2.6 Summary 
In 2.2.1 we have established the following constraint ranking: 
(39) Summary of constraint ranking 1 








In 2.2.2-2.2.5 the following constraints were introduced: 
(40) Summary of constraints 249 
i. Undominated constraints 
a. CVLINKAGE(*HI) d. *Nr 
b. CVLINKAGE(*HU) e. *[r 
c. *[1) 
49 Note that 0) *VIV is omitted from this summary because it is not needed to account for the [lJ~[f] 
alternation in Japanese; Oi) IDENT-IO(nasal), instead of IDENTLS(nasal), is adopted here so that it is in line 
with the other IDENT-IO family constraints; (iii) the reason why IDENT-IO[+voice] is under the dominated 
constraints is that Iwl and If I surface as [t] before /tal (a morpheme indicating the past tense) and Itel (a 
morpheme attached to a verb root to make the te-form, which more or less corresponds to the English present 
participle) (see 2.3 for further discussion); and (iv) I consider that the use of llJ word-initially is the norm, 
thus *[f is undominated. 
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II. Dominated constraints 
a. IDENT-IO(lateral) f. IDENT -ONSET -IO(place) 
b. IDENT -IO(nasal) g. REALISE-M 
c. IDENT -IO(voice) h. No-D 
d. IDENT-IO[+voice] i. No-D2 m 
e. IDENT -lOr -voice J j *g 
Among the dominated constraints, we have so far established the following rankings: 
(41) Summary of constraint ranking 2 
a. IDENT-ONSET-IO(place»> MAX-IO(Open»> *g »IDENT-IO(nasal) .. (22) 
b. IDENT-IO[+voice]» No-D2m» REALISE-M» IDENT-IO[-voice], No-D .. (36) 
From (27a) (i.e. *Nr, *[r » IDENT-IO(lateral», (39) and (41), we can yield the following 
constraint ranking: 
(42) Constraint ranking 9 
CODACOND, CVLINKAGE(*HI), CVLINKAGE(*HU), CVLINKAGE(I), 
CVLINKAGE(*TU), M-PARsE(neg), M-PARsE(tense), *[1], *Nr, *[r, *wV[-low] 
» 
IDENT -ONSET -I O(place) 
» 
IDENT-IO(lateral), IDENT-IO[+voice], MAX-IO(Open) 
» 
IDENT-IO(anterior), ONSET, No-D2m' *g 
» 
IDENr-IO(nasal), IDENT-IO(strident), REALISE-Mso 
» 
IDENT-IO(voice), No-D 
Note thatIDENT-IO[-voice] has been replaced with IDENT-IO(voice). This is because (i) the 
former is more specific than the latter and should outrank the latter, but it is such a low-
ranking constraint that, according to the tenet of Occam's razor, there is no point in keeping 
it in addition to the more general IDENT-IO(voice); and (ii) IDENT-IO(voice) will be needed 
later in the following section. 
50 REALISE-M is violated rather freely in order for *STRUC to be better satisfied in casual speech (e.g. 
Ite#i+rml --.. [term] 'be -ing' (Iii: auxiliary verb; see Chapter 3), lik+i#kata/--" [ikkata] 'way of living' (Iii: 
suffix; see Chapter 4 (21)). The position of this constraint will be revised later in this chapter. 
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2.3 TE-FORM PHONOLOGY 
When consonant-final root verbs are suffixed with Itel (a morpheme attached to a verb root 
to form the te-form, which is more or less equivalent to the English present participle), they 
exhibit a number of processes not observed anywhere else in the language.51 
(43) Te-form of consonant-final root verbs52 
I. Ibl, Iml or Inl + Itel -+ [nde] 
Underl~ing Surface Gloss 
a. tob+te tonde 'flying, jumping' 
b. kam+te kande 'biting' 
c. sin+te Jinde 'dying' 
11. Ifl, It! or Iwl + Itel -+ ltte] 
Underl~ing Surface Gloss 
a. kaf+te katte 'mowing, cutting' 
b. kat+te katte 'winning' 
c. kaw+te53 katte 'buying' 
III lsi + Itel -+ [Site] 
Underl~ing Surface Gloss 
a. kas+te kaJite 'lending' 
iv. Igi + Ite/-+ [ide] & IkJ + Itel -+ [ite] 
Underl~ing Surface Gloss 
a. kag+te kaide 'smelling' 
b. kak+te kaite 'writing' 
In this section we will closely look into the formation of the te-form of consonant-final 
verbs and establish its grammar by means of constraint interaction. 
2.3.1 Ibl, 1m! or Inl + Itel -+ [nde] 
In Japanese, CODACOND is an undominated constraint and the only consonants that can 
directly precede [t] without violating CODACOND are [tl and [n]. In Yamato vocabulary, 
however, [nt] is not permissible due to undominated *N<; (a.k.a. POSTNASAL VOICING). 
51 This is because Itel is one of only two consonant-initial suffixes that are directly attached to consonant-final 
root verbs. The other suffix is Ita!, which indicates the past tense, and it also induces the same processes. 
5~ As explained in Chapter 2, fn.l, there are nine consonants that ean be used verb-root-finally. 
53 I do not agree with McCawley (1968:94) and Vance (1987:190) who claim Ikap+te/-+ [katte] 'buying'. 
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(44) Constraint 15 
*NG: No nasal-voiceless obstruent sequences (Pater 1999). 
Because of *NG, a voiceless consonant directly preceded by a nasal must be voiced at the 
expense of an IDENT-IO(voice)54 violation.55 Hence, /sinHe/-+ [Jinde] 'dying' (43.i.c). 
(45) Tableau for /sin+tel 'dying,56 
I Input: CV , *NG\ MAx-IO IDENT-IO IDENT-IO , , , 
i /sin+tel I LINKAGE(I) , (anterior) (voice) , i (Open) , 














c. , , 
, 




I , , 
Next, let us examine Ikam+tel -+ [kandel 'biting' (43.i.b), in which the interaction of 
CODACOND and *NG is observed. In order to satisfy both CODACOND and *NG, Ikam+tel 
could alternatively surface as *[kamme], *[kambe], *[kabbe], *[kappe], *[kanne], 
*[kadde], *[katte] or *[kamite], but the actual output is [kande]. What constraint rules 
out all the other competitors? There is another undominated constraint in Yamato 
vocabulary, as well as in Sino-Japanese and Mimetic vocabulary, and that is NOVOIGEM.57 
(46) Constraint 16 
NOVOIGEM: No voiced geminates except nasals (Ito & Mester 1995b).58 
54 Lombardi (1998) employs DEP(voice) instead of IDENT-IO(voice) in her analysis of Isin+ta/-~ [Jinda], but 
whichever constraint is cmployed, the same results will be obtained. I employ IDE/>''T-IO(voice) in this thesis, 
as its position in the constraint ranking has already been cstablished. For an account of this process from the 
point of view of licensing and underspecification, see Ito, Mester & Padgett (1995:601). 
55 In the other three strata of vocabulary, *N<;; is freely violated, as seen in [ta1]ka] 'tanka' (Sino-Japanese), 
[ka1]kaNJ 'in hot anger' (Mimetic) and [i1]ki] 'ink' (Foreign). 
56 *[Jine J is another possible but not successful candidate because the deletion of It! incurs a violation of 
undominated MAX-IOI+obsUcorJ (see 2.3.3 of this chapter) as well as high-ranking MAXIN1T-C-IO (see 
Chapter 4,4.2.1) and MAX-C-IO (see 2.4 of this chapter). 
57 This constraint is violable in Foreign vocabulary (e.g. [mobbmJ 'mob', [beddo] 'bed', [baggm] 'bag'; Ito 
& Mester 1998:22). [bbl, however, scems to bc less acceptable and [mobbm] is the only example with [bb] 
that I can think of. 
58 My definition of NoVOIGEM is different from that of Ito & Mester's. In Japanese, gemination of liquids 
and glides is prohibited as well, at least in formal speech. Hence, it should be incorporated into the constraint. 
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In the formation of the te-form in (43), Itel is always realised either as [tel or as [de], and 
unless forced by undominated CVLINKAGE family constraints, the place of an onset 
consonant is never altered across all four strata of vocabulary. This is due to the previously 
introduced positional faithfulness constraint, IDENT-ONSET-IO(place).59 
These two constraints can eliminate all the competitors but *[kanne], *[katte] and 
*[kamite]. The first two incur a violation of IDENT-IO(nasal) as well as that of IDENT-
IO(place), IDENT-IO[+voice] andiorIDENT-IO(voice), while the actual output Lkandel only 
violates IDENT-IO(place) and IDENT-IO(voice). 
(47) Constraint 17 
IDENT-IO(place): No change in the place of articulation (Kager 1999). 
* [kanne 1 and * [katte ], therefore, can never beat [kande]. The insertion of a vowel, on the 
other hand, seems to be a less costly violation than a violation of both IDENT-IO(place) and 
IDENT-IO(voice), because DEP-IO is a low-ranking constraint in Japanese, as we saw in 
Chapter 1, 1.2. However, there is a difference between i-insertion in Ikam+tel and the 
cases we dealt with in Chapter 1 (i.e. m-insertion in the process of word-borrowing, and 
glide inseltion to avoid hiatus). In word-borrowing, once a loanword is adopted in the 
Japanese way, the form with an epenthetic vowel (or epenthetic vowels) becomes the new 
underlying representation (e.g. IkAmp;;)sl -+ IkoNpasml -+ [kompasm] 'compass'), thus 
Iml is not considered to be epenthesised and a DEP-IO violation is not incurred. In the case 
of hiatus avoidance, glide insertion does incur a DEP-IO violation, but it never incurs a 
violation of the following constraint: 
(48) Constraint 18 
DEP· V·IO: No insertion of vowels. 
Vowel insertion is extremely uncommon in Japanese. Although DEP-V -10 is violable, as 
seen in (43.iii.a), it is a very high-ranking constraint and vowel insertion is never invoked 
59 Lombardi (1998) proposes MAX-ONsET(place) instead. In Japanese, however, an onset consonant never 
becomes placeless, so that the use of MAx to refer to the place of articulation of an onset consonant seems 
inappropriate. For this reason, I opt for IDEI\'T-ONSET-IO(place). 
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when there are other measures to be taken. Therefore, I consider that DEP-V -10 is only 
outranked by undominated constraints. For *[kamite], a violation of DEP-V-IO alone is 
serious enough to lose the contention. As for the ranking of IDENT-IO(place), being a more 
general constraint than IDENT-ONSEf-IO(place), I assume that it is ranked immediately 
below its more specific counterpart. 
Thus, so far we have established the following constraint ranking for the formation of 
the fe-form: 
(49) Constraint ranking 10 
CODACOND, CVLINKAGE(I), *N<;, NoVorGEM 
» 
DEP-V -10, IDEl\T -ONSET -IO(place) 
» 







Let us see how this constraint ranking evaluates a variety of candidates for Ikam+te/ 
'biting'. (From now on, constraints that none of the candidates violates and those that all 
the candidates violate equally are omitted from the tableaux in this chapter, together with 
some low-ranking constraints that do not play any role in the selection of the optimal 
candidate.t1 
60 I assume that DEP-IO is ranked quite low in the constraint hierarchy, based on the discussion in Chapter 1, 
1.2. 
61 Also omitted from the tableaux in 2.3 are candidates without the root-final consonant (e,g. *[kate] > 
Ikam+tel 'biting') due to a violation of MAX-IO(Open) as well as that of MAX-C-IO and candidates without 
It! (e.g *[kame] > Ikam+te/ 'biting') due to MAx-IO[+obs][cor], MAx1"IT-C-10 and MAX-C-IO violations. 
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(50) Tableau for Ikam+tel 'biting' 




COND , I (place) V i (pi) [+voiJ (nas) (voi) , , , I 
a. ~ kande I , I * I * , , I I , I 
b. kanne I I I * I *' * , , , , i I , , , , , , , 
i c. katte , , , * , *! * * , , , I , , 
I d. kamite I 
, , 
*1 ! , , , 








* e. , , I 
, I ! , I , , , I I ... I 
If. kamme , , *! , * 
, 
* * , , I , , , .... 
I g. kappe , , *' I * 
, 
* * * 
. i , I , . I 








, , , 
, , , , 
, , , , 
i. kabbe , , *! * , .* *. * .' ! I , , , , , ~ 









k. kamde *! 




, , , 
1. kamte *' , * , I , I I I · , I I I , 
The actual output fkande] (50a) violates IDENT-IO(place) and IDENT-IO(voice), forced by 
undominated CODACOND and *N<;, respectively, but as it satisfies all the high-ranking 
constraints, it is correctly selected as optimal for Ikam+tel 'biting'. 
Next, let us bring Itob+tel --)- [tondej 'flying, jumping' to the test. 













, , (pI) , -V (pI) 1 [+voi] I (nas) (voi) , , , , , I 
, 
. a.~ tonde , , , * , * * , , . , , 





*! * i C. , I , , I , , , , 
I d. tobite I 
, 
*! , , , I I , I , , :L , , , , 









, , , 
, , , , 
*' * 
, 
* * i g. toppe I , , I , , , , . 
h. todde : : *! · * 
, 
* ! , , ! : I , 










* J. tonte , , , , , , , , 
I k. tomde *! 
, , , , 
* * , , , , , , I , 
1. tobte *! 
, , I , 
, , I 
, , , , 
, , , , 
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In this tableau, the domination of IDENT-IO(place) and IDENT-IO(nasal) by CODACOND and 
by DEP-V-IO rejects the most faithful candidate *[tobte] (511) and the second most faithful 
candidate *[iobitej (SId), respectively, and [tonde] (51 a), a somewhat deviated form from 
the underlying representation, is duly selected as optimal. 
So far, the constraint ranking proposed in (49) seems to be able to precisely account 
for the formation of the te-form. Let us see how this constraint ranking performs with the 
te-form of the other consonant-final root verbs. 
2.3.2 Ir/, It I or Iwl + Itel -+ [tte] 
The te-form of Itl-final root verbs does not pose any problem, as the most faithful candidate 
surfaces as the actual output, as seen in Ikat+tel -+ [katte] 'winning' (43.iLb). However, 
when the root-final consonant is neither an obstruent nor a nasal (Le. Irl or Iw/), it surfaces 
as [t] to form a geminate with the initial consonant of Ite/, as seen in Ikar+te/ -+ [katte] 
'mowing, cutting' (43.ii.a) and /kaw+tel -+ [katteJ 'buying' (43.ii.c). First, let us see if the 
constraint ranking in (49) can correctly select [katte] as the optimal candidate for Ikar+te/. 
(52) Tableau for Ikar+tel 'mowing, cutting,62 
. Input: Ikar+te/ I CODACOND : *N<; DEP-V ID[+voi] ID(nas) ID(voi) 
I a. katte 
, 
*! * , , 
, 








i c. kanne , **! * , , 
I d. karite 
, 




i e. , , 
If. karte *! , , , 
In this tableau, the actual output [kattej is incorrectly eliminated by IDENT-IO[+voice] and 
*rkande] is selected as optimal. The problem with this tableau is IDENT-IO[+voice] and so 
this constraint needs to be modified or replaced with another constraint. In 2.2.5, we saw 
that, in the process of sequential voicing, voicing of the initial voiceless consonant of the 
second member is blocked only when there is already a voiced obstruent in the same 
62 *[kalle] is another possible but not successful candidate due to a violation of undominated NOVorGEM. 
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member (see (29c-d». This means that the voicing status of the other segments, such as 
nasals, liquids and glides, is disregarded in the process (e.g. inatw#m+sora/-+ 
[natswzora] 'summer sky' (29a».63 This fact strongly supports Pater's (1999) claim about 
non-equivalency of sonorant and obstruent [voice].64 Therefore, along the same line as 
Pater's (1999) IDENT -IO(ObsVoice), I propose the following constraint to replace IDENT -10 
[+voice]: 
(53) Constraint 19 
IDENT-IO[+ObsVoice]: An output correspondent obstruent of a [+voice] input 
obstruent must be [+voice]. 65 
It must be noted that, when an output correspondent of a [+voice] input obstruent is not an 
obstruent, IDENT-IO[+ObsVoice] is not violated, just as Pater's IDENT-IO(ObsVoice) is not 
violated when an output correspondent of an input obstruent is not an obstruent. 
Let us see what will happen to Tableau (52) when IDENT-IO[+voice] is replaced with 
IDENT-IO[+ObsVoice]. 
(54) Tableau for Ikar+tel 'mowing, cutting' (revised)66 
I Input: Ikar+tel CODACOND 
, 
*NC DEP-V • ID[+ObsVoiJ ID(nas) ID(voi) • , , , . 










c. kanne II , , I *!* * i 
I d. karite II , *! I , I , 
kante 
, 
*! * e. , I , , 
f. karte *! , I , , 
63 Russian voicing assimilation is another example in which the phonetic voicing of sonorants is ignored. See 
Kiparsky (1985:104). 
64 Steriade (1995) also argues that sonorant [voice] is originally left out of lexical entries and that it is inserted 
by redundancy rules while obstruent [voice] is lexically specified. 
65 Ito & Mester (2003) propose basically the same constraint, called IDENT[+VOlj/OBS, as my proposal. 
MAX-IO[+ObsVoi), the kind of constraint that Lombardi (1998) proposes to account for the te-form of Ib/-
final root verbs, does not work because, if it were a high-ranking constraint, [kalJi] for Ikagil 'key' would 
never be selected as optimal even though *g dominates IDENT-IO(nasal), and VVN (voiced velar nasalisation) 
would never be observed in Japanese. 
66 The optimal candidate violates IDENT-IO(obstruent). I assume that IDENT-IO(obstruent) is a low-ranking 
constraint. 
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There is no [+voice] obstruent in the underlying representation of this word so IDENT-IO 
[+ObsVoice] has no role to play in this tableau, and [katte] is correctly selected as optimaL 
The next task is to see if the same constraint ranking can select [kattel as optimal for 
/kaw+te/ 'buying' as well. Here is a tableau for Ikaw+te/ 'buying'. 
(55) Tableau for /kaw+te/ 'buying,67 
I Input: CODA ! *N<;;! *wV I DEP ID , ID ID ID I · 
· 
• /kaw+te/ COND : : [-low]. -V (pI) : [+ObsVoi] (nas) (voi) 
· 




















* · *!* * c. , , · 
· · · 






kante * ! · * · e. 
· · 
· · 
J , , J 
~ .. 
kawte *! · f. : , J , 
· 
, 
As (54) and (55) clearly show, when the root-final consonant is not a voiced obstruent, 
IDENT-IO[+ObsVoice] has no influence on the configuration of the actual output. 
However, it does have some effects in Itob+te/ -+ [tonde] 'flying, jumping', so Tableau 
(51) needs to be reconsidered. Also, in Tableau (50) we eliminated *[katte] for /kam+te/ 
'biting' due to a violation of IDENT-IO[+voice], which has now been replaced with IDENT-
IO[+ObsVoice], thus Tableau (50) needs redrawing as well, so here they are. (Candidates 
that violate undominated constraints are omitted from the following two tableaux.) 
(56) Tableaux for /tob+te/ 'flying, jumping' and /kam+te/ 'biting' (revised) 
Input: /tob+te/ II ID-ONS(pl) : DEP-V ' ID(pt) : ID[+ObsVoi] ID(nas) ID(voi) • 
• a. 1& tonde 
, 




· · b. tonne , * , **! * , 
· I , 
· 
totte · * 
, 




I d. tobite 
, 










if. tomme *! · * 
, 








* * I I g. , , , , , 
67 The optimal candidate violates IDENT-IO(cons) and IDENT-IO(cont) as well as IDENT-IO(obs). I assume 
that these are also low-ranking constraints. 
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*! * , , , , , , 
j. katte , * *! * I , , , 
I k. kamite I 
, 
*1 , , , 
I , , ." ' .. . , 
11. kambe *! 
, 




kamme II *! , * , . * * , .'. , , ... ' 




* * I 
, 
, : 
After replacing IDENT-IO[+voice] with IDENT-IO[+ObsVoice], we can still obtain the same 
results for Itob+tel 'flying, jumping' and Ikam+tel 'biting'. Thus, the constraint ranking in 
(49) should now be replaced with the following: 
(57) Constraint ranking 11 
CODACOND, CVLINKAGE(I), *Ny, NOVOIGEM, *wV[-low] 
» 
DEP-V -10, IDENT-ONSET-IO(place) 
» 
IDENT-IO(place), [DENT-IO[+ObsVoice], MAx-IO(Open) 
» 





2.3.3 lsi + It I -+ [fite] 
In this process, a high front vowel is inserted, rather than lsi becoming [t], to avoid a CODA 
COND violation. This is a clear case of a DEP-V -10 violation and, due to this serious 
violation, the actual output [kaSite] for Ikas+tel 'lending', for instance, is not only beaten 
by *[kasse] and *[katte] but also by *[kase] and *[kate], as seen in the following 
tableau:68 
68 Lombardi (1998: 13) argues that MAx-IO[+strident] » DEP-IO is needed to account for the process in 
question, with which I utterly agree, but this ranking is far from sufficient to eliminate such a candidate as 
*[kasse], thus it needs further consideration. (See (61-62).) 
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(58) Tableau for /kas+te/ 'lending' 
Input: Ikas+tel CODACOND ! CVLINKAGE I DEP-V MAx(Open) IDENT(anterior) I 
kaSite 
, 
*! * a. , , 
.'. . 
b. ® katte , , , 
c. ® kasse II 
, 
I , , , 





e. kate , *! ; .... , 
... 
, 
f. kasite II 
, 
*' * 
. ; .... .. i , 
, ;. 
i g. kaste *! , , , .. 
In Japanese, alternations between stops and affricates (e.g. [t]~[tn''''Hs] in the ta-column; 
see Appendix 3), between fricatives and affricates (e.g. [z}-{d3l-..{dz] in the za-column; 
ibid.), and between stops and nasals (e.g. [b]~[n]; see (43.i.a)) are frequently attested, but 
those between stops and fricatives are not,1° with the exception of [h} ..... {p}'-'[b].71 Non-
alternation between coronal stops and coronal fricatives is also demonstrated in the process 
of making compound verbs. When a Ir/- or Iw/-final root verb is followed by Iii and 
another verb with initial It/, gemination in conjunction with vowel deletion is observed in a 
number of words, such as the following, in casual speech. 
(59) Compound verbs 1 
Underl~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) ( casual) 
a. har+i#taos+w hari taosw hattaosw 'knock down' 
b. tor+i#twke+rw tori ts wkerw tottswkerw 'install' 
c. ow+i#tate+rw oitaterw ottaterw 'drive away' 
d. ow+i#twk+w oitswkw ottswkw 'catch up' 
69 This candidate can be eliminated by MAX1NlT-C-IO (see Chapter 4, 4.2.1), which is ranked in the same 
stratum as MAX-IO(Open). 
70 It is reported that intervocalic /bl can be spirantised to [j3] in careless speech, as seen in la buma+ il -+ 
[a13mnai] 'dangerous' and Isibarakm/+ [Ji13arakm] 'for some time' (Hattori 1951:81, Amanuma, et al. 
1978: 65-66, Joo 1988:75). However, intervocalic weakening like this is not a common process in Japanese, 
and coronal stops and coronal fricatives never alternate in Yamato vocabulary. 
71 This alternation can be seen in such classifiers as Ihail 'cupful': liti+hai/--+ [ippai] 'one cupful' Ini+hai/-+ 
[nihai] 'two cupfuls', IsaN+hail ...... [sambai] 'three cupfuls' (cf./h/--+ [w]~[b]~[p]; McCawley 1968:82), as 
well as in emphatic expressions, such as Ijahari/--+ Ijappari] 'as expected', in casual speech. (See Chapter 8 
for the latter.) 
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The surface forms in casual speech in (59) display the same outcome as that of the te-form 
of Ir/- or Iw/- final root verbs, but when a lsI-final root verb is combined with a It/-initial 
verb, the reduction never takes place. 
(60) Compound verbs 2 
Underl,Ying: Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. nas+i#toge+rm naSitolJerm naSitolJenu 'achieve' 
b. mes+i#tor+m meSitorm meSitorm 'arrest' 
The non-alternation between coronal stops and coronal fricatives is due to the following 
constraint: 
(61) Constraint 20 
IDENT-IO(cont) [cor]: Corresponding coronal segments must have the same value for 
[continuant]. 72 
Non-deletion of lsi or It/ from Ikas+te/, on the other hand, is due to a constraint that 
militates against deletion of coronal obstruents, which I formulate as follows: 
(62) Constraint 21 
MAX-IO[+obs][cor]: No deletion of coronal obstruents.73 
Neither IDENT-IO(cont)[cor] nor MAx-IO[+obs][cor] is violated by any of the optimal 
candidates we have discussed so far in this chapter (i.e. Isin+tel -+ [Jinde] 'dying' (45), 
Ikar+tel -+ Lkatte] 'mowing, cutting' (54), Ikaw+te/ -+ LkatteJ 'buying' (55), Itob+te/ -+ 
[tondeJ 'flying, jumping' (56), and /kam+tel -+ [kande] 'biting' (56f4); in fact, these two 
constraints are never violated anywhere in the language. Therefore, I consider that both 
72 This constraint can replace Lombardi's (1998) MAX-IO[+strident]. MAX-IO[+strident] can militate against 
Is/-+ [tl but cannot prohibit It I from surfacing as Is]' Thus, MAX-IO[+strident] is not as useful as IOENT-IO 
(cont) [corJ. 
73 There are cases in which lri andlor Ibl is deleted (e.g. Ikefeba/-+ [kia] 'if', see Chapter 4,4.6.2) so that 
both [+obsJ and [cor1 are necessary. 
74 None of Ir/-+ It], Iw/-+ ttl, Ibl -+ [nl and Im/-+ [n] violates IOENT-IO(cont)fcor] because Ci) both If I and 
It! are [corl and [-contI and CU) /w/, fbi and frnJ are not [cor1 so that IOENf-IO(cont)[corJ is irrelevant. 
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IDENT-IO(cont)[cor] and MAX-IO[+obs][cor] are undominated. Here is a revised tableau of 
(58). 
(63) Tableau for Ikas+te/ 'lending' (revised) 
• Input: Ii CODA i CV i ID( cont) , MAX DEP I MAX ID , , , 
Ikas+tel COND : LINK: [cor] , [+obs] [cor] -V • (Open) (ant) , , 
a. w kaSite , , , * * , , , .... 
. 
lb. katte *' , , , , , , , 
kasse 
, , 
*! , c. , , . , 
. , 
I d. kase I 
, , 
*! I , I I , I , , , 
e. kate ! I , , *! * , , , 
If. kasite I *! , , * 
.. 
, , , 
I I , 
, , 
kaste *! 
, I , J g. , , I , I I , 
With the addition of undominated IDENT-IO(cont)[cor] and MAx-IO[+obs][cor], [kaSite] is 
correctly selected as optimal this time. 
A question arising from here is why the inserted vowel is Iii, not Iml or any other 
vowel. In accounting for epenthetic vowels of Lenakel (Le. til and l~J), Kager (1999: 127) 
invokes three markedness constraints: *[+low], *[+round] and *[-back]. From the point of 
view of markedness, Lombardi (2002:5) also claims that the usual epenthetic vowel is Iii if 
neither schwa nor IiI is present in a given language, and she gives more than a dozen 
languages with the epenthetic Iii as examples. Japanese does not possess central vowels so 
the choice of Iii as the epenthetic vowel in the te-form of lsi-final root verbs is cross-
linguistically well supported.75 Based on this argument, we could incorporate such 
constraints as * [+back] , *[-high] and IDENT-V _1076 into the constraint ranking in (57). 
However, when vowel deletion takes place in casual speech in order to satisfy ONSET, it is 
Iii that is deleted from hiatus in such words as Imi+te#i+nul 'be watching' (see Chapter 1 
15 In word-borrowing, the epenthetic vowel is hul (but 101 after It! and Id/), as seen in Chapter 1, 1.2. 
However, once a loanword is adopted in the Japanese way, the form with epenthetic vowel(s) becomes the 
underlying representation, so 1m! is not considered to be epenthesised. 
76 This constraint would be needed so that vowels in the underlying representation would surface without their 
features being altered. 
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(11» due to its low sonority,n so that it is not feasible to invoke *[+back] or *[-high]. 
Since we are discussing the features of the epenthetic vowel which is not present in the 
underlying representation, I propose the following constraints instead: 
(64) Constraints 22 
a. DEP.IO[+back]: No insertion of [+backl. 
b. DEP-IO[-highJ: No insertion of [-high]. 
Vowel lengthening often occurs in causal speech when adjectives and adverbs are uttered in 
an emphatic way,78 but I cannot think of any case of simple vowel insertion in Japanese, 
other than the case we are currently dealing with (i.e /s/ directly followed by It/). 
Therefore, I assume that the above two constraints are undominated. Here is a revised 
constraint ranking: 
(65) Constraint ranking 12 
COOACONO, CVLINKAGE(I), DEP-IO[+back], DEP-IO[-high], IOENT-IO(cont)[cor], 
MAX-IO[+obs][cor], *NG, NOVOIGEM, *wV[-low] 
» 
DEP-V -10, IOENT-ONSET-IO(place) 
» 
IOENT-IO(place), IOENT-IO[+ObsVoice), MAX-IO(Open) 
» 





With two new constraints, Tableau (63) will now look as follows (a few more candidates 
are added to the tableau to show the effects of DEP-IO[F) constraints): 
77 For further discussion on vowel deletion from hiatus, see Chapter 3, 3.3. 
78 See Chapter 8 for vowel lengthening in casual speech. 
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(66) Tableau for Ikas+tel 'lending' (further revised) 
Input: CODA : CV : DEP 
, DEP , ID(cont) MAX DEP- ID , , , , 
(ant) I Ikas+tel COND i LINK j r +back] j [-high] 
, [cor] [+obs][ cor] V , , , 
a. ~ kaJite , , , , , * * , , , , , , , , , , 
b. katte 
, , , , 
*! , , , , , , , , , , , 
, , , , , 
i c. kasse 
, , , , 
*! I i , , I I , , I I I , , ... 
I d, kate I 
I , I , 
*! ..•.. I , , , , , , , , 
, , 
! e. kase 
, , , , , 
*! , , , , , , , , , : ... , , , , 
If. kasete , , , *1 , , * , , , , , , , , , .... 
kasmte 
, 
*! , , * g. , , , , , , , , , , 
i h. kasite 
, 
*! , , , * , , , , , I , , 
, , , , , 
.1. kaste *! , , , , , , , , , I , , , 
2.3.4 Igi +Itel -+ [ide] I Ikl + Itel -~ [itel 
Historically, the fe-form of a consonant-final root verb was underlyingly IRooT+i+te/, and 
those of Ikagl 'smell' and IkaIeI 'write' were [kagite] and [kaIeite], respectively. In the 
Heian period (794-1192), however, due to weak occlusion of the velar stops, intervocalic 
Igil and Ikil started to surface simply as [i] (Mabuchi 1971:83, Okumura 1972:116, and 
Tsukishima 1988:80-81, among others). Hence, Ikag+i#tel -4 [kaidef9 'smelling' and 
Ikak+i#te/ -+ [kaite] 'writing'. This process is called 'i-onbin', and its consequence is still 
systematically observed in the te-form of Ig/- and lIe/-final root verbs, even though the 
underlying representation no longer has Iii before Ite/.so 
I-onbin started as a process of velar stop deletion,8! but De Chene & Anderson (1979) 
regard it as an alternation of velar stops with [i] before suffixes beginning with It I ,82 
79 It seems that [+voice] of Igl was passed onto Itl in this process. Accounting for this, however, is beyond 
the scope of this dissertation. 
80 Imaizumi (2000) argues that the underlying representation of the te-form of a consonant-final root verb is 
still IROOT+i-ttel and that the process in question is due to velar stop deletion while the te-form of all the 
other consonant-final root verbs involves i-deletion. However, the deletion of a root-final consonant, except 
that of Iw/ before a non-low vowel due to undominated *wV[-low], is not observed elsewhere in Japanese 
and, furthermore, his argument cannot account for non-reduction of IRoOT+i+ta+il 'want to' (e.g. 
Ikak+i+ta+il -+ [kakitai]/*[kaitai] 'want to write'). (He ascribes the non-deletion of Iii, Igl or Ikl from 
IRoOT+i+ta+il to structural differences from IROOT+i+tel but his argument seems somewhat arbitrary to me.) 
81 In the mid-Heian period, Isil -+ [i] was also observed (Hashimoto 1950:84-86, Tsukishima 1988:80-81). 
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Historically, this was definitely incorrect but it may well be the case in Modern Japanese. 
Let us first assume that it is the case. Here are tableaux for IkagHel -+ [kaide] 'smelling' 
and Ikak+tel -+ Ikaite] 'writing' (candidates that violate undominated constraints, except 
for DEP-IO(+back], are omitted from the tableaux).83 
(67) Tableaux for Ikag+tel 'smelling' and Ikak+tel 'writing' 
I Input: Ikag+tel I DEP DEP ID 
, ID ONS , *g ID ID I , , , , 
I f+back] -V (place) : [+ObsVoi] , (nas) , (voi) i , 
I a. kaide * 
, 





lb. ® kande II * 
, , 
* * , , , , 
... 
Ie. kanne I * , **! * I , , , , 








Ie. katte * , *! · * , , , , 
If. kagite *! I , * , , , , 
.. , , 







I h. kawde *! .... , : * 




I Input: Ikak+tel DEP[ +back] I DEP-V ID(place) ONS ID(nas) ID(voi) I 
11. kaite * *! i * I 
I j. ® katte I * J 
Ik kande ! * I *' ** i 
II. kakite I *! 
im. kawte *! * * I 
In both tableaux the actual outputs, (67a) and (67i), are eliminated due to an ONSET 
violation, and * lkande] and * [katte] are incorrectly selected as optimal for Ikag+tel 
'smelling' and Ikak+tel 'writing', respectively. So that the actual outputs do not violate 
1<2 k ---+ jI_t seems to have been a common process in the transition from Latin to Romance languages, as seen 
in the following examples from Portuguese (Williams 1962): [perfektu] ---+ [paxfeitu] and [::lkto:] ---+ [oitu]. 
R3 In both tableaux, candidates with lUll instead of Iii are eliminated by DEP-IO[+back]. We could, however, 
invoke Boersma's (1998) *EFFORT to eliminate them so that in the actual outputs the distance between the 
vowel and It! in Itel will be minimal at the surface level. 
Lombardi (1998) offers some proposals but does not provide a definite account of the process in question. 
One of her proposals to account for IgHel ---+ [ide] is to invoke MAXVOICE. However, if the velar sUliaces as 
a vowel, MAXVOICE is satisfied so that It! does not have to surface as [d], thus her proposal is not acceptable. 
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ONSET, we could consider that [ail is a diphthong.84 According to the definition of 
diphthongs in Japanese which a number of phoneticians employ, [ail (HL) is a diphthong 
but [aU (LH) is not. Both lkaideJ 'smelling' (67a) and [kaite] 'writing' (67i) have the 
HLL pattern so that we could conclude that they do satisfy ONSET. However, not every [ail 
in the te-form of velar-final root verbs has the HL pattern; we do have /ak+te/ -+ [aite] 
(LHH) 'opening', /sak+te/ -+ [saite] (LHH) 'blooming', /nak+te/ -+ [naite] (LHH) 
'crying' and so forth. As far as Ikag+te/ -+ [kaideJ 'smelling and '/kak+te/-+ [kaite] 
'writing' are concerned, we could get around an ONSET violation by treating [ail as a 
diphthong but this is just a temporary makeshift solution and it does not solve the problem. 
Alternatively, we could assume that IDENT-IO(place) is irrelevant to a correspondence 
between a consonant and a vowel. This appears to work well for /k+te/, but we still have a 
problem with /g+te/; the actual output [kaide] (67a) violates low-ranking IDENT-IO(voice) 
while *O(aitej (67d) does not, so that the latter will be selected as optimal for /kag+te/ 
'smelling' if we rely on this assumption.85 
We could further propose such a constraint as IDENT-IO[dor] to account for non-
alternation of velars with coronals in order to prevent Ikag+te/ and Ikak+te/ from surfacing 
as fkande] and [kattel, respectively, but this would fail to explain why a root-final velar 
glide surfaces as It] in the te-form (e.g. Ikaw+te/ -+ [katte] 'buying'). Ultimately, we 
could invoke IDENT-IO[-lab/+dor] so that /wl would not be targeted by this constraint. 
However, the approach I take here is a quite unconventional one and, as far as I 
know, no one has attempted this approach for the Japanese data at hand. In order to 
account for the alternation of velar stops with the high front vowel in the formation of the 
te-form, I propose that verbs with a root-final velar stop have two distinct underlying 
84 There does not seem to be agreement among phonologists on what counts as a diphthong in Japanese. For 
instance, Hattori (1979:159-160) considers [ail in [kaiJ (HL) 'shell' as a diphthong but that in IkaiJ (LH) 
'worth doing' as a set of monophthongs. Sakuma (1963:203-204) agrees with Hattori when the pitch of the 
second segment goes down but when the pitch does not go down, he believes whether it is considered to be a 
diphthong or not depends on how it is pronounced. Maeda (1954) appears to treat every [ail as a diphthong, 
while Kindaichi (1967:116) argues that there is no diphthong in Japanese because the second segment can be 
separated from the first 
85 We dismissed such a constraint as MAx-IO[+ObsVoice] (see fn.65), so it cannot solve the problem either. 
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representations: one when directly followed by vowel-initial suffixes86 and the other when 
directly followed by consonant-initial suffixes (Le. Itel and Ita/). 
It is not uncommon to assume two distinct underlying representations to account for 
stem alternants. For instance, Cameron-Faulkner & Carstairs-McCarthy (2000) argue that, 
among masculine singular nouns in Polish, some have a distinct underlying representation 
only for the locative and/or the vocative (e.g. profesorz (rz pronounced as [~) for the 
locative and the vocative and profesor for the other cases). Polish has undergone several 
processes of palatalisation, triggered originally by the front vowels [i] and [e] and glide [j], 
and further changes have left these palatalisations synchronically rather opaque. One of the 
consequences is that the output of the palatalisation of stem-final [r] is no longer [rj ] but [2';] 
before the locative and vocative suffix lei (Cameron-Faulkner & Carstairs-McCarthy 2000: 
820),87 thus the alternation of [r] and [~ is not due to constraint interaction but to distinct 
lexical entries.88 
As mentioned earlier, i-onbin started as a process of velar deletion and it can be 
accounted for from a derivational analytical point of view as follows: 













In Modern Japanese, the effect of i-onbin on the te-form is completely obscured and opaque 
due to the deletion of the morpheme Iii from its underlying representation. However, the 
traces of i-onbin are still observed in adjectives (e.g. atsui > atsuki 'hot'; hiroi > hiroki 
86 Apart from Itel and Ital, all the other suffixes that directly follow consonant-final root verbs are vowel-
initial. See (1) of this chapter for some of the vowel-initial suffixes. Also see Chapter 9, 9.6 for discussion on 
verbal suffixes. 
!ri Zulu, a member of a completely different language family from Japanese and Polish, has also left traces of 
phonological changes in the formation of passives, the underlying representation of which should be 
considered to be distinct from that of tile other forms. See Doke (1973: 136-137) for further details. 
88 Further to an OT analysis of lexical allomorphy, see Kager (to appear) who provides an account of Dutch 
allomorphs. 
89 Intervocalic velar deletion is also observed in Turkish (Sprouse 1997:3, Orgun & Sprouse 1999:11). 
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'wide, spacious')90 and a limited number of words (e.g. tsuigaki > tsukigaki 'roofed mud-
wall', kaimaki > kakimaki 'sleeved coverlet'), which clearly indicates that the process we 
are dealing with is not [g/k]~[i] alternation but velar deletion. Based on this argument, I 
propose the following underlying representations for velar-final root verbs: 
(69) Underlying representations for velar-final root verbs 
a. l-gI and /-kI when followed by vowel-initial suffixes. 
b. l_i[+yoiceJI and I-il when followed by consonant-initial suffixes. 
There are two more constraints required to account for Ikai[+Yoice1+tel -+ lkaide] 'smelling' 
and Ikai+tel -+ Ikaite] 'writing'. l_i[+voice[1 has a floating feature,91 which must be parsed so 
that, when followed by Ite/, together they surface as [ide]. The constraint that militates 
against the deletion of the floating feature is MAX-IO(Float). The other constraint is 
CONTIG-IO(Open),92 which prevents insertion of segments before IiI in spite of an ONSET 
violation. 
(70) Constraints 23 
a. MAX-IO(Float): No deletion of floating features. 
b. CONTIG-IO(Open): No medial insertion/deletion of segments within an open-
class item.93 
In regard to the ranking of these constraints, as long as MAX-IO(Float) and CONTIG-IO 
(Open) dominate IOENT-IO(voice) and ONSET, respectively, [kaide] and Ikaite] should 
surface as optimal for Ikai[+voicel+tel 'smelling' and Ikai+tel 'writing', respectively. 
However, as there is no evidence at hand which indicates that these constraints are violable, 
90 The forms without k-deletion are still often used in poems and lyrics in Modern Japanese. 
9} Floating features occur cross-linguistically. Among them, probably the best known is a floating tone, but 
other features are not uncommon and are observed even in English and German, which have a floating vowel 
feature (Roca & Johnson 1999:160-165). See Kager (to appear) and Akinlabi (1996) for an OT analysis of 
floating mora and that of a number of other non-tonal floating features, respectively. 
92 DEP-IO(Root) is another possible option. 
93 In (11) we did not consider a candidate with consonant insertion to break up hiatus (e.g. *[a?ida]/*[ atJida] 
for laidal 'interval'). However, such a candidate has no chance of beating the actual output due to a CONTIG-
IO(Open) violation. In Chapter 1, (11) we saw Imi#aw+i/-+ (mijai] 'marriage meeting', in which the glide 
insertion does not incur a CONTlG-IO(Open) violation due to a word boundary between Imil and law/. 
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I assume that they are undominated. Here are the tableaux for IkaiL+Yokel+tel 'smelling' and 
Ikai+tel 'writing'. 
(71) Tableaux for Ikai[+YDice1+tel 'smelling' and Ikai+tel 'writing' 
• Input: !! CONTIG : MAX IDENT I MAX ONSEr IDENT 
, IDENT I , , , 











,/, , , , , , , ., , 
b. kade 
, 
*1 * .' , , , I , , .'. ." , , , . 








* ..•. , .. , , 
I •. , I , , . 
kalJite *! 
, 
* I I e. , , , 
Input: Ikai+tel CONTIG IDENT 
, 
MAX ONSEf IDENT , , , 
(Open) I (place) : (Open) (voice) 
f.1& kaite , * · , , , , 
kate : *! 
, 
g. I · : , , 
I h. katte *! I , * I , , , 
!I. kakite *! 
, 
I · , , , 
By assuming two distinct underlying representations, we can successful1y account for the 
formation of the te-form of velar-final root verbs without invoking rather ad hoc IDENT-
IO[-lab/+dor 1-
The final constraint ranking for the te-form phonology is as follows: 
(72) Constraint ranking 13 
CODACOND, CVLINKAGE(I), CONTIG-IO(Open), DEP-IO[+back], DEP-IO[-high], 





IDENT-IO(place), IDENT-IO[+ObsVoice], MAX-IO(Open) 
» 







In this section, I have discussed general phonology and te-form phonology. 
In order to account for alternations observed in verbal paradigms, I have invoked Ito 
& Mester's (1995b) CVLINKAGE(I) and CVLINKAGE(*TU), along with CODACOND and 
ONSET, and have proposed two M-PARSE constraints, namely M-PARsE(neg) and M-PARSE 
(tense), as well as *wV[-low], IDENT-IO(anterior) and IDENT-IO(strident). 
To account for the alternations of the ha- and ra-column consonants, the following 
constraints have been proposed: CVLINKAGE(*HI), CVLINKAGE(*HU), *[r and *Nr. To 
account for the .alternation of the ga-column consonants, on the other hand, IDENT-IO 
(nasal), *[1) and *g have been brought in and their interaction with IDENT-ONSET-IO(place) 
and MAx-IO(Open) has been discussed in the relevant subsection. 
Sequential voicing has been discussed in depth by Ito & Mester's (1997, 1998,2003). 
I have pointed out, contrary to their argument, that IDENT -lOr +voice] should actually 
dominate No-D2m by presenting Ididil -+ [d3id3il 'grandfather, old man' and Ibaba/-+ 
[baba] 'grandmother, old woman' which cannot be accounted for if No-D2m outranks 
IDENT -lOr +voice]. 
The formation of the te-form posed a number of problems to solve. Many of the root-
final consonants surface as coronals (i.e. either [t] or [nD before Ite/; this is due to the 
interaction of undominated CODACOND and NOVorGEM (Ito & Mester 1995b) with high-
ranking IDENT-ONSET-IO(place) and DEP-V -10. The voicing of the suffix-initial It I in 
some cases is due to *N<; (Pater 1999). The lack of an alternation of coronal fricatives with 
coronal stops and non-deletion of coronals, on the other hand, are due to IDENT-IO(cont) 
[cor] and MAX-IO[+obs][cor], respectively. When the root-final consonant cannot surface 
either as It] or as In], as is the case with lsi, a vowel is inserted. The choice of the 
epenthetic vowel is determined through the interaction of faithfulness constraints on vowels 
and, along a similar line to Kager (1999) and Lombardi (2002) but with some differences, I 
have accounted for the Japanese epenthetic vowel by employing DEP-IO[+back] and DEP-
10[-highl. The most challenging problem was posed by the formation of the te-form of 
velar-final root verbs, where at first sight velar stops seemed to surface as [i]. I have 
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suggested, however, that this should be accounted for by assuming a distinct underlying 
representation for the fe-form. 
In (42) we have established the following constraint ranking for general phonology: 
(73) Constraint ranking 14 
CODACOND, CVLINKAGE(*HI), CVLINKAGE(*HU), CVLINKAGE(I), 




IDENT-IO(place), IDENT-IO(lateral), IDENT-IO[+voice], MAx-IO(Open) 
» 
IDENT-IO(anterior), ONSET, No-D2ru, *g 
» 
IDENT-IO(nasal), IDENT-IO(strident), REALISE-M 
» 
IDENT-IO(voice), No-D 
I wish to add to this constraint ranking two more constraints that will be of relevance to our 
discussion on casual speech. 
(74) Constraints 24 
a. MAX-V-IO: No deletion of vowels (Kager 1999). 
b. MAx-C-IO: No deletion of consonants (ibid.). 
In formal speech, no underlying vowel is deleted, so MAX-V -10 is undominated. MAx-C-
Ia, on the other hand, is a violable constraint as can be seen in the paradigm of a Iw/-final 
root verb, such as Ikawl 'buy' (l.iii).94 I assume that it is ranked together with MAX-IO 
(Open) among others. 95 
94 Strictly speaking, Iwl is [-cons] so may not be considered as a consonant. However, as Iwl and Iml never 
alternate thus Iwl never surfaces as a vowel in Japanese, I treat Iwl as a consonant in this thesis. 
95 IDENT-ONSEf-IO(place) » IDENT-IO(place), MAx-IO(Open), MAX-C-IO can actually be established as 
seen in the following tableau for Ikaw+ml 'buy': 
I Input: Ikaw+ml II IDENf-ONSEf-IO(place) IDENT-IO(pJace) , MAX-IO(Open) , MAX-C-IO ONSET , , , , 





* . , , 
, , 
Ib. kajm ~ *! * , , , , 
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Let us combine (73) and the two additional MAx-IO constraints with (72). The result 
will be the grammar underlying formal Japanese speech, and will be considered as the 
original constraint ranking on which reranking of constraints in casual speech is based. 
Note that IDENT-IO[+voice] has been replaced with IDENT-IO[+ObsVoice] and that 
REALISE-M has been demoted so that *STRUC, which will be introduced in Chapter 4, can 
intervene between IDENT-IO(nasal) and REALISE-M (see fn.50). 
(75) Constraint ranking for formal speech 
Faithfulness constraints 











IDENT-ONSF:r-IO( lace) . DEP-V-IO 
I IDENT-IO(lateral) 
IDENT-IO(place) 

































SYNCOPE IN THE TE-FORM WITH AUXILIARY VERBS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Japanese, syncope is frequently observed in casual speech, especially when the te-form 
of a verb is followed by vowel-initial auxiliary verbs. Unlike other environments where 
only a limited number of words and phrases seem to undergo syncope, the te-form with 
vowel-initial auxiliary verbs exhibits a very systematic process of syncope. This chapter is, 
thus, dedicated to accounting for this systematic syncope through the interaction of ONSET 
(Ito 1986, 1989), MAX-V -10 (Kager 1999) and a set of sonority-based *V constraints, to 
which I refer as the *V subhierarchy. 
3.2 SYNCOPE IN CLASSICAL JAPANESE 
In Classical Japanese, there was a tendency to avoid hiatus, and especially until the Nara 
period (710-794) hiatus was basically banned within single-morpheme words, frequently 
avoided within compound words, and from time to time avoided in phrases by means of 
vowel deletion. l (See Hashimoto (1950:210-214) for further discussion.) Here are some 
examples of vowel deletion from hiatus.2 
(1) Vowel deletion from hiatus (Kishida 1984) 
Underlxing Surface Gloss 
a. ara#iso arISO 'rough beach' 
b. ama#ori amOfl 'descending from the sky' 
c. toko#iha tokiha 'Tokiwa (place name)' 
d. haja#rnma hajrnma 'fast horse' 
e. ja#no#rnti janrntSi 'inside of a house' 
1 Vowel deletion is a cross-linguistically common strategy to avoid hiatus, and is observed in such languages 
as Greek (Foley 1977:46-48), Odawa (Piggot 1980; ref. to Lombardi 1997:13) and Yoruba (Pulley blank 
1988:242-243), as well as Axininca Campa (McCarthy & Prince 1994a) and Fuzhou (Yip 1996:768) in their 
respective processes of reduplication. 
2 The phonetic transcription in (1) is based on Modem Japanese phonetics and it may not necessarily represent 








'Akashi (place name)' 
'sUlface of a river' 
'small house' 
In regard to the principles of vowel deletion from hiatus, Mabuchi (1971) summarises 
predecessors' works as follows: 
." when a vowel is deleted from hiatus created as a result of concatenating a 
vowel-final word with a vowel-initial word, dropping the final vowel of the 
first word is the norm. However, if the sonority of the initial vowel of the 
second word is lower than that of the final vowel of the first word, the initial 
vowel of the second word may drop (l971:47). 
What this means is that, in CV I#V 2' (i) when V 2 is more sonorous than V l' VI drops and (ii) 
when V 1 is more sonorous than V 2' VI should still drop but V 2 may drop instead. In each 
hiatus of the examples in (1), the second vowel is less sonorous than the first vowel, and in 
(la-e), following the principle, the first vowel is deleted, while in (If-h) the second vowel is 
deleted. They all comply with the rule (ii) above, but how will we know exactly which 
vowel is deleted when Viis more sonorous than V 2? 
It seemed to me at first that the less sonorous vowel was deleted from hiatus in 
principle unless this would lead to a violation of the OCP (Goldsmith 1976) (e.g. (la-d)) 
and that, if deletion of either vowel would lead to an OCP violation (e.g. (If-g)), then the 
less sonorous vowel was deleted according to the principle. This could actually account for 
the vowel deletion observed in all the examples above, except for (Ie), and we could 
consider (Ie) as an isolated case. However, there are, in fact, far too many cases in which 
the OCP and the vowel sonority cannot account for the actual choice of the deleted vowel. 
What we know for sure about Classical Japanese is that hiatus was avoided so that an 
ONSET violation was not incurred. Within the framework of OT, this can be accounted for 
through the interaction of ONSET and MAX-V-IO. In Modern Japanese, MAX-V-IO is an 
undominated constraint in formal speech so that vowel deletion does not take place to 
resolve onsetless syllables, but in Classical Japanese, apparently ONSET outranked MAX-V-
10. Let us take (Ia) and (Ih) as examples to see how ONSET» MAX-V -10 performs. 
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(2) Tableaux for lara#isol 'rough beach' and /ko#ihe/ 'small house'3 
I Input: /ara#iso/ ONSET MAX-V-IO I Input: /ko#ihe/ ONSET MAX-V-IO I 
• a. 1& ariso * * d.1& kohe * I ... 
lb. ® araso * * I ... ... e. ® kihe * .. .... . . 
I c. araISO **! . .. I • f, koihe *! . I 
In both tableaux the candidates with hiatus is eliminated by ONSET but the other candidates 
cannot be differentiated. It does seem that the OCP and vowel sonority played some role in 
Classical Japanese but, because establishing the constraint ranking in Classical Japanese is 
beyond the scope of this thesis, I will leave it to be decided by future investigation. 
3.3 HIATUS AVOIDANCE IN MODERN JAPANESE 
In Modern Japanese, with the exception of a number of words that have gone through 
lexicalisation, such as /hada#asi/ -+ Ihadasil-+ [hadaSi] 'bare foot', syncope is no longer 
observed in the process of making compound words, due to the promotion of MAx-V -10 
above ONSET. 
(3) Non-avoidance of hiatus4 
Underl~ing Surface 
a. karm#isi karmiSi 
b. hoho#ern+m hohoernm 
c. haja#asi hajaaSi 
d. asi#oto aSioto 
e. mti#mrni mtSimmi 
Gloss 
'f]oatstone' (lkarm/: 'light', lisi/: 'stone') 
'smile' (/hoho/: 'cheek', lern/: 'smile', Im/: suffix) 
'quick pace' (lhaja/: 'quick', /asi/: 'foot, leg') 
'footstep' (lasi/: 'foot, leg', loto/: 'sound') 
'inland sea' (/mti/: 'inside', /mmi/: 'sea,)5 
3 DEP-IO is a low-ranking constraint in Modern Japanese, but it is hard to determine where in the constraint 
hierarchy it was ranked in Classical Japanese, because there were cases, such as Iharm#ame/--+ [harmsame] 
'spring rain' and Ihi#ame/-+ l<;isame] 'chill rain', where hiatus was avoided by way of consonant insertion. 
(In the case of lamel 'rain', however, we could assume that there are two a\lomorphs, lamel and Isame/.) 
An OKSET violation by a word-initial vowel was not avoided in Classical Japanese, and it is not avoided in 
Modern Japanese either. This was because ANCHOR-IO (no deletion/insertion at edges; McCarthy & Prince 
1995) dominated ONSET. As an alternative solution to this ONSET violation, we could argue that a glottal stop 
is added to a vowel-initial word (e.g. 10+baa#saN/···~ [?oba:saN] 'grandmother, old woman'), as is argued by 
Shirota (1995:45), for a glottal stop is sometimes perceivable when a vowel is preceded by a pause. 
4 These examples are from Kenkyusha's New Japanese-English Dictionary Fourth Edition (1974) (henceforth, 
NJED). 
5/mti#mmi/--+ [mtsmmi] can be observed in place names and surnames. 
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However, in casual speech, syncope does crop up from time to time and the most obvious 
and productive example is the one in the te-form followed by vowel-initial auxiliary verbs. 
In formal speech, when a vowel sequence is created in the concatenation of the te-
form with a vowel-initial auxiliary verb, hiatus is left unscathed and the vowel sequence 
surfaces as it is. MAX-V -10 dominating ONSET ensures that no vowel is deleted. 
(4) Te-form with vowel-initial auxiliary verbs in formal speech6 
Underlying Surface Gloss 
a. ta be+te#i +rW tabeteirw7 'be eating' 
b. mat+te#iraSSar+w matteiraSSarw 'be waiting (RESPECTFUL)' 
c. kie+te#ik+w8 kieteikrn 'die down gradually' 
d. kaw+te#ok+w katteokrn 'buy in advance' 
e. ne+te#or+w neteorw 'be sleeping (HUMBLE)' 
f. mi+te#age+rw miteal)erw 'check (as a favour), 
g. sime+te#ar+w Simetearrn 'have been closed' 
In casual speech, on the other hand, the less sonorous vowel is deleted in order to avoid an 
onsetless syllable, as shown below. 9 
(5) Te-form with vowel-initial auxiliary verbs in casual speech 
Underlying Surface Gloss 
a. tabe+te#i+rw tabeterw 'be eating' 
b. mat+te#iraSSar+w matteraSSarw 'be waiting (RESPECTFUL)' 
c. kie+te#ik+w kietekw 'die down gradually' 
d. kaw+te#ok+w kattokw 'buy in advance' 
e. ne+te#or+w netorw 'be sleeping (HUMBLE)' 
f. mi+te#age+rw mital)erw 'check (as a favour)' 
g. sime+te#ar+w Simetarw 'have been closed' 
6 Iii, liraSSar/, likJ, loki, 101'1, lagel and larl can all be used as full verbs meaning 'exist, stay', 'exist, stay, go, 
come (RESPECTFUL)', 'go', 'put, place', 'exist, stay (HUMBLE)', 'give' and 'exist', respectively. Inul is a 
suffix attached to a vowel-final root verb to indicate the non-past tense (cf. Im/, attached to a consonant-final 
root verb). 
7 liHml was Iwi+rml in Classical Japanese, which was realised as Iwirm]. The concatenation of this 
auxiliary verb with the fe-form, therefore, did not create hiatus in Classical Japanese. 
8/kl is palatalised when followed by a front vowel. For convenience sake, however, I employ [k] for both 
this palatalised voiceless velar stop and the non-palatalised counterpart. 
9 Syncope in the fe-form followed by vowel-initial auxiliary verbs was already observed in such literature as 
"Vkiyoburo" (1809-1813), so it has been a common practice for at least two centuries. 
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Among the auxiliary verbs mentioned in (4) and (5), the most frequently used in 
speech is /i+fml, and it was observed 1211 times in the data I collected for my Master's 
thesis (1995).10 Here are some statistical data on its occurrence and how it was realised 
according to the degree of formality. 11 
(6) Occurrence and realisation of /te#i+flul according to the degree of formality 
I Formal Semi-formal Casual Total 
i [teifUI] 150 (48%) 75 (15%) 19 (5%) 244 (20%) 
I 
I [tefUI] 160 (52%) . 422 (85%) 385 (95%) . 967 (80%) 
i Total 310 (100%) 497 (100%) 404 (100%) 1211 (100%) 
Iii is never deleted from Ite#i+fUI/ in news and narration because news readers and 
narrators are simply reading scripts, but when uttered spontaneously, /te#i+fUII is very 
often realised as [tefUI] even in formal speech. I believe that this is due to frequency 
effects. Arisaka (1959:152) argues that commonly used words and phrases tend to be 
pronounced casually and to be realised incompletely but that they can still be understood 
because people are accustomed to such incomplete forms. As seen in (4a) and (Sa), Ite# 
i+fUI/ is used to indicate the progressive aspect, but it is also used to describe habitual 
actions (e.g. 10sie+te#i+fUII 'teach (habitually)" cf. /osie+fUI/ '(will) teach') and resultant 
states (e.g. Ikom+te#i+fUII 'be crowded', cf. Ikom+UII 'become crowded'). The use of 
/te#i+fUI/, therefore, is extremely common, and frequency effects produced by its common 
use must be playing an important role in i-deletion even in formal speech. 
Let us return to hiatus avoidance by means of vowel deletion in casual speech. If we 
disregard frequency effects, hiatus is not avoided in formal speech and all vowels surface as 
they are, while vowels are readily deleted to avoid onsetless syllables in casual speech. 
10 See Appendix 1 for full details of the source of the data. 
11 'Formal', 'semi-formal' and' casual' speech includes the following, respectively: 
a. Formal: interviews in a formal setting such as those with political leaders on TV, news reading, narration 
in TV documentaries, lectures, conference reports, and conversation between total strangers. 
b. Semi-formal: interviews in a less formal setting such as those in TV variety shows, conversation 
between newscasters and between those who know each other but not too well, and addressing from 
juniors to seniors (except among family members). 
c. Casual: conversation between those who know each other well, such as family members and close 
friends. 
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This means that in casual speech reranking of constraints takes place and that MAX-V -10 is 
demoted below ONSET. The difference between Classical Japanese and Modern Japanese 
with regard to syncope, however, is that in the latter the more sonorous vowel is never 
deleted to resolve hiatus. Based on this fact, I propose the following constraints and 
constraint ranking for syncope in Modern Japanese: 
(7) Constraints 2S12 and constraint ranking IS 
a. *i: No [i]. 
b. *m: No [w]. 
c. *e: No [e]. 
d. *0: No [0]. 
e. *a: No [a]. 
f. ONSET » *i » *rn » *e » *0 » *a» MAX-V -IO 
In regard to the constraint ranking, we can establish *i » *e from (Sa-c), *e » *0 from 
(Sd-e) and *e » *a from (Sf-g), but we cannot establish the exact ranking of *w and the 
relative ranking of *0 and *a from the data at hand. However, the sonority hierarchy of a> 
0> e> w > i (more sonorous to less sonorous) has been reported by individual researchers 
and institutes through their respective experiments13 and is well established in Japanese 
phonetics. Therefore, I rank *w between *i and *e, and *0 higher than *a. 14 
12 The reason for proposing *i, *Ul, etc., instead of a constraint requiring the less sonorous vowel to be deleted 
from hiatus, is that the *V sub hierarchy can also correctly account for such vowel deletion processes as 
/anataJ -+ [ant a] 'you' and /no#de/ -+ [nde] 'because' in casual speech as well as vowel coalescence (e.g. 
/ei+go/ -+ [e:I]o]/*li:I]o] 'English'). Both Kirchner (1996) and Orgun (1996) propose No V (Le. V is not 
allowed in open syllables). The *V constraints I am proposing, however, are context-free. 
These constraints may remind the reader of Golston's (1996) Direct Optimality Theory. However, I do not 
intend to account for syncope or any other processes observed in casual Japanese speech from the point of 
view of pure markedness. 
13 According to Hattori, et al. (1957), the first formant of each Japanese vowel is: [a]: 790 Hz, [0]: 500 Hz, 
[e]: 460 Hz, [Ul] 340 Hz and til: 250 Hz for males, and [a1: 950 Hz, [0]: 610 Hz, le]: 590 Hz, [Ul] 400 Hz and 
[il: 290 Hz for females. 
14 Greek also displays sonority-based vowel deletion from hiatus. However, with the exception of Northern 
Greek which appears to have exactly the same constraint ranking as Japanese, Greek is different from 
Japanese in that it places *e higher than *u. (This may be because the high back vowel of Greek is rounded 
and, thus, more sonorous than the Japanese counterpart.) See Foley (1977:46-48) for fUl'ther discussion on the 
sonority-based vowel deletion of Greek. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the epenthetic vowel in Japanese is the least sonorous Ii] due to DEP-
IO[ +back] and DEP-IO[ -high]. It is worth noting that the same vowel is the first to be deleted due to low 
sonority. Also note that DEP-IO[+back] and DEP-IO[-high] have no effect on vowel deletion. 
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If there are such constraints as the *V subhierarchy, one may wonder why vowels are 
not completely wiped out. When an open syllable is followed by a consonant, however, the 
vowel in the open syllable is protected by NUCLEUS, which is an undominated constraint, 
and *COMPLEX, which is ranked higher than the *V hierarchy. 
(8) Constraints 26 
a. NUCLEUS: Syllables must have a vowel (Prince & Smolensky 1993). 
b. *COMPLEX: Syllables have at most one consonant at an edge (ibid.). 
Japanese disallows complex onsets, except for coronal affricates, as discussed in Chapter 2, 
2.2.1, and palatalised consonants, such as [pj], [mll and [rj]. CODACOND (Ito 1986, 
McCarthy & Prince 1986) limits a licit coda consonant to the first half of a geminate, a 
nasal homorganic to the following stop or liquid, or a word-final moraic nasal. Therefore, 
random deletion of vowels would simply end up creating consonant clusters that cannot be 
parsed. 
Also, a vowel in an open-class item is protected by MAX-IO(Open), whether followed 
by a consonant or by another vowel, so that no vowel deletion takes place in open-class 
items. For instance, the following compound words have ftel (meaning 'hand') followed 
by a vowel as a result of concatenation of morphemes but, unlike the Ie-form followed by 
vowel-initial auxiliary verbs, syncope never takes place even in casual speech, because both 
members of each compound belong to open class: 
(9) Compound nouns with initial Itel in formal and casual speech (from NJED) 
lInderl):ing Surface Gloss 
a. te#ire teire I *tere 'care' (lire/: 'put, insert') 
b. te#wsw tewsw I *tesw 'sh0I1 of hands' (/wsw/: 'thin') 
c. te#oke teoke I *toke 'pail' (loke/: 'tub') 
d. te#asi teaSi I *taSi 'arms and legs' (lasi/: 'foot, leg') 
This predicts that vowel deletion to resolve hiatus should be observed only in closed-class 
items. This prediction, in fact, proves right in the case of syncope in the Ie-form followed 
by vowel-initial auxiliary verbs. The following tableaux show how [tabeterw] and 
[kattokw] are selected as optimal candidates for Itabe+te#i+rwl 'be eating' (5a) and 
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Ikaw+te#ok+rul 'buy in advance' (5d), respectively: (Constraints that none of the 
candidates violates and some of the constraints that all the candidates violate equally are 
omitted from the tableaux in this chapter from now on.) 
(10) Tableau for /tabe+te#i+frul 'be eating' in casual speech 
Input: CV IDENT : ONSEf • IDENT *i i *ru *e *a MAX-
/tabe+te#i Hru! LINKAGE (ant) , (stri) V-IO I , , 
, 
• a. w tabetefUI . , .. ' * ** * , * , , , 
b. tabetSifru *! * * * * * * , 
, 
tabetifru I *! 
, 







• d. tabeteifru 
, 
*! * * ** * , , 
(11) Tableau for Ikaw+te#ok+rul 'buy in advance' in casual speech 
I Input: Ikaw+te#ok+rul ONSET *ru I *e *0 *a MAX-V-IO 
a. w kattokru * * * * ! 
b. kattekru * I *! * * 
c. katteokru 
.1 
*! * * * * 
3.4 OPEN CLASS VERSUS CLOSED CLASS 
In Classical Japanese, syncope frequently took place to avoid hiatus within compound 
words, but what triggers syncope is no longer any hiatus created in the process of making 
compound words in Modern Japanese,15 and the fe-form followed by vowel-initial auxiliary 
verbs seems to be the only context where syncope takes place systematically in order to get 
around hiatus. (Even so, it only occurs in casual speech.) 
The te-form can precede just about any verb, and when the te-form is followed by 
vowel-initial full verbs, syncope does not take place even in casual speech, as seen in the 
following examples: 
15 This may be partly due to the fact that Modern standard Japanese is actually a dialect in Tokyo, which is not 
really a direct descendent of Classical Japanese which was a dialect in Kyoto. However, I believe that even in 
Kyoto dialect vowel deletion no longer takes place to avoid hiatus in open-class items. 
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(12) Te-form with vowel-initial full verbs in formal and casual speech 
Underl~ing Smface Gloss 
a. mi+te#oboe+rw miteoboerw 'watch and learn' 
b. os+te#ake+rw oJiteakerw 'push and open' 
c. kaw+te#ire+rw katteirerw 'buy and put in' 
d. hor+te#rnme+rw hottewmerw· 'dig and bury' 
In (12a) and (12b), lei in the suffix Itel is less sonorous than the following vowel and, 
because it is part of a closed-class item, it should be deleted to satisfy ONSET. In (12c) and 
(12d), on the other hand, the second vowels in hiatus are less sonorous than lei but, as they 
belong to open-class items (i.e. lirel 'put, insert' and Iwmel 'bury', respectively), they 
cannot be deleted. When both MAX-IO(Open) and ONSET dominate MAX-V-IO in casual 
speech, we expect lei to drop from Itel even when a high vowel follows, provided that this 
vowel belongs to an open-class item.16 However, as mentioned above, syncope never takes 
place when the te-form is followed by vowel-initial full verbs. This suggests that some 
kind of alignment constraint and a constraint that militates against deletion at an edge are at 
work here. I formulate these constraints as follows: 
(13) Constraints 27 
a. ALIGN-L(Open): The left edge of an open-class item must coincide with the left 
edge of a syllable. 17 
b. ANCHOR-IO(Open): No deletionlinsertion of segments at edges of an open-class 
item. IS 
ALIGN-L(Open) and ANCHOR-IO(Open) are variations of ALIGN-L (McCarthy & Prince 
1993a)19 and ANCHOR-IO (McCarthy & Prince 1995), respectively, but are class-specific 
constraints. Both constraints are violated when a low vowel is directly preceded by a high 
16 Another possible but not acceptable solution to an ONSET violation in this context is vowel coalescence. 
See Chapter 7 for further discussion. 
17 For discussion on ALIGN-R(Open) (the right edge of an open-class item must coincide with the right edge 
of a syllable), see Chapter 5, 5.5.3. 
18 Some phonologists (Hattori 1960, Kindaichi 1967 and McCawley 1968, among others) argue that a glottal 
stop is inserted between two members of a compound word when the second member statts with an identical 
vowel to the final vowel of the preceding word (e.g. /sato#ojal -+ [sato'ioja] 'foster parent'). However, 
unless such a word is uttered very carefully or a pause is inserted between the two members, I do not think a 
glottal stop is perceivable at all. 
19 See McCarthy & Prince (1993b) for in-depth discussion on generalised alignments. 
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front vowel (e.g. Imi#aw+il -+ [mijai] 'marriage meeting', see Chapter 1, (11)),20 so they 
cannot be undominated constraints.21 However, they are considered to be high-ranking 
constraints, thus I rank them both in the same stratum as another class-specific constraint 
MAX-IO(Open). 
Let us see how newly introduced ALlGN-L(Open) and AKCHOR-IO(Open) interact 
with other constraints before and after the reranking of constraints by taking Ikaw+te# 
ok+ml ('buy and put on' where lokI is used as a full verb22 and 'buy in advance' where 
lokI is used as an auxiliary verb) as an example. 
(14) Te-form + open-class item (e.g.lkaw+te#ok+ml 'buy and put on') 
a. Before reranking (formal speech) 
I Input: • MAX- I AUGN-L ! ANCHOR-IO ONSET *e *0 
i Ikaw+te#ok+ml I V -10 i (Open): (Open) 
I : * * * I a. ~ katteokm 




" I i , ,. , 
I c. kattekUI *! I , * * , , 
b. After reranking (casual speech) 
I Input: ALIGN-L i ANCHOR-IO I ONSET *e I *0 i MAx-I 
• Ikaw+te#ok+m/ (Open): (Open) • V-IO i 
a. ~ katteokUI , * * * i , , 





c. kattekm , *! * * I , , 
10 Glide insertion is probably forced by a constraint that prohibits a cluster of Vr +hi gh)V [+low ], which is only 
created in the process of concatenation of morphemes and never occurs within a single morpheme in Yamato 
and Sino-Japanese vocabulary. Let us provisionally call this constraint *ia. 
21 ANCHOR-IO(Open) is also violated when a Iw/-final root verb is followed by a suffix with an initial non-low 
vowel (e.g. Ikaw+rnl ~~ [karn] 'buy'). This violation is due to the domination of ANCHOR-IO(Open) by 
undominated *wV[-low). 
22 In real life, a locative is probably inserted between [katte] and [okrn], as in [sofa:okatteimaniokrnJ 'buy a 
sofa and put it in the lounge'. However, [katteokrnj is a perfectly grammatical phrase which native speakers 
of Japanese should have no problem understanding. 
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(15) Te-form + closed-class hem (e.g./kaw+te#ok+rul 'buy in advance') 
a. Before reranking (formal speech) 
i Input: AUGN-L : ANCHOR-IO ONSET *e *0 
i /kaw+te#ok+ru/ (Open) (Open) 
a. I@f' katteokru 
b. kattokru *! 
c. kattekUI *! 
b. After reranking (casual speech) 
Input: 11 AUGN-L !ANCHOR-IO ONSET *e I *0 MAx-
Ikaw+te#ok+UI/ i (Open): (Open) i V-IO' 
katteokru 
, 




b. I@f' kattokru : 
i * * 
kattekru 
, 
I *! I * c. , , , 
Beckman (1998: 1) argues that cross-linguistically root-initial syllables, stressed 
syllables, syllable onsets, roots and long vowels are privileged positions which are 
psycholinguistically prominent and which bear the heaviest burden of lexical storage, 
lexical access and retrieval, and processing. As was discussed in the previous chapter, 
syllable onsets and roots are privileged positions in Japanese as well. In Japanese, 
however, there is a strong contrast between open-class items and closed-class items in 
terms of susceptibility to reduction, and open-class items should also be considered as 
privii eged.23 
3.5. SUMMARY 
In this shOlt chapter, I have discussed a process of syncope observed in casual speech when 
the te-form of a verb is followed by a vowel-initial auxiliary verb. In Classical Japanese, 
avoidance of hiatus by means of vowel deletion was a common practice, but due to the 
promotion of MAx-V -10 above ONSET, hiatus is now left unscathed in Modem Japanese, 
except in casual speech where constraint reranking takes place. 
23 In accounting for VVN (voiced velar nasalisation), Hibiya (1988:83) states that closed class escapes the 
plosive realisation more than open class in Japanese. It seems that the difference between open class and 
closed class also manifests itself in this regard. 
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There are two major differences in the process of hiatus avoidance by means of 
vowel deletion between Classical Japanese and casual speech in Modern Japanese. One is 
that in Modern Japanese the vowel to be deleted is always the one with less sonority. This 
is because of the establishment of the sonority-based *v subhierarchy (i.e. *i » *rn » *e 
» *0 »*a). The other is that vowel deletion no longer takes places within an open-class 
item (because of MAx-IO(Open) » ONSET) or across a boundary between an open-class 
item preceded by another item (because of ALIGN-L(Open), ANCHOR-IO(Open) » 
ONSET). In Modern Japanese, open-class items require more faithfulness to the underlying 
representation than closed-class items, due to the burden of lexical storage they carry. In 
Beckman's terms, therefore, open-class items are 'privileged' in Japanese. 
Before moving to the next chapter, let us recapitulate the constraint ranking in casual 
speech we have established so far. (Constraints that were not discussed in this chapter are 
omitted.) 
(16) Constraint rankings 1624 
a. Formal speech b. 




















*i» *rn» *e» *0» *a 
» 
MAX-V-IO 
24 *COMPLEX is a high-ranking constraint in Japanese but not undominated; it must be ranked in the third 
stratum with MAX-IO(Open) so that the constraint that requires an onset consonant to be palatalised (e.g. 
/poko+REDI -" [pjokopjoko] 'jumping around imprudently'; see Chapter 8, fn.53) can intervene between 





In addition to vowel deletion, with which we have dealt in the previous chapter, casual 
Japanese speech exhibits a variety of contraction processes involving consonant deletion. 
For instance, /te#simaw+m/ 'end up -ing', /keredomo/ 'although' and /kereba/ 'if' 
faithfully surface as [teSimam]/ [keredomo] and [kereba] in formal speech, while in 
casual speech they are dramatically abbreviated to [tSam], [kedo] and [kja], respectively. 
At first sight it looks as though there were two distinct underlying representations for each 
of these, one for formal speech and the other for casual speech. However, the contraction 
in question can actually be easily accounted for, without positing any other underlying 
representation, with the demotion of two MAXIMALITY family constraints2 and the 
introduction of two featural markedness constraints, *LAB (Smolensky 1993) and *r 
(McCarthy & Prince 1995). In this chapter, I will propose a number of positional 
faithfulness constraints and discuss how *LAB and *r interact with such constraints, as well 
as others, to account for contraction processes observed in casual Japanese speech. 
4.2 UNDERPRONUNCIATION OF LABIALS 
Underpronunciation of labials has been well attested throughout the history of Japanese. 
Classical Japanese saw the loss of /w/ before non-low vowels3 and the gradual featural 
1 Isil --> [Si] and Iw+wl --> [w] are due to CVLlNKAGE(I) and *wV [-low], respectively. 
2 One of the constraints is MAX-V-IO; its demotion below the *V subhierarchy and its implications were the 
focal point of the previous chapter. 
3 The merger of [wi], [we] and [wo] with Ii], [e] and [0], respectively, in word-medial positions was already 
often observed circa 1100. Word-initial [wo] merged with [0] around 1000, while word-initial [wi], [we] and 
two] merged with Ii], Ie] and [0], respectively, in the Kamakura period (1192-1334) (Tsukishima 1988:79). 
In Classical Japanese there was no distinction between [wUI1 and [UI] (or possibly [wul and luI, as there is no 
evidence to indicate that the high back vowel was unrounded back then) (Kishida 1998:50). 
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change of Ipl > /<1>/ > Ih/,4 while Modern Japanese presents various instances of labial 
deletion in casual speech. The examples of the latter include the following: 
(1) Labial deletion in casual speech5 
Underl)l:ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) ( casual) 
a. slUm+i+mas+eN slUmimaseN smimaseN6 'excuse me, I am sorry' 
b. so+re#de#wa soredewa sored3a 'then' 
c. mi+te#simaw+lU miteSimalU mitSalU 'end up watching' 
d. keredomo keredomo keredo I kedo 'although' 
e. kereba kereba kerja I kja ' if' 
In terms of the place of articulation, labials are more marked than coronals (Prince & 
Smolensky 1993, Smolensky 1993, Beckman 1998) and the deletion of labials observed in 
casual Japanese speech is due to the following constraint: 
(2) Constraint 28 
*LAB: No labials (Smo\ensky 1993). 
We will closely examine (lc-e) in Sections 4.3-4.7, so let us focus on (la-b) in this section. 
4.2.1 [slUimaseN] 'excuse me, I am sorry' 
In Modern Japanese, except for Iwl before a non-low vowel, as we discussed in Chapter 2, 
2.2.1 (e.g./kaw+lU/ -j> (kalU] 'buy'), labials are never deleted from open-class items. 
4 See Chapter 2, 2.2.2 for further discussion on this. 
5 ISlUml is a verb root meaning 'be settled, be over'; leNI is a non-past negative morpheme which follows 
Imas/; Isol is attached to a demonstrative stem, such as Irel 'one', and indicates that the personlobject/place is 
closer to the listener; Idel is a copula equivalent to the English 'be'; Iwal is a particle used either to mark the 
topic or to make a contrast. 
6 Some phonologists consider Isrnm+i+mas+eN/--+ [srnimaseN] as i-onbin, on which I do not agree. The 
consequence of i-onbin, which mainly involved /kil and Igil in the Heian period (794-1192), is still 
systematically observed in the fe-form of a verb with root-final/kl or 191 and i-adjectives in Modern Japanese 
(see Chapter 2, 2.3.4). On the other hand, among verbs with root-final Im/, ISlUrol is the only one that 
appears to lose the root-final consonant before Iii. If i-onbin were the norm for Im+i/, I would expect to see 
many more cases in which the underlying Im+il surfaces as Iii. 
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(3) No deletion of labials from open-class items 
Underl~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. kam+i+masHu kamimasUl kamimasUl 'bite (POLITE), 
b. tob+i+mas+Ul tobimasUl tobimasUl 'fly, jump (POLITE), 
c. kUlrUlma kUlrUlma kwrUlma 'car' 
d. kawai+i kawai: kawai: 'cute' 
e. totemo totemo totemo7 'very' 
This is because MAx-IO(Open) dominates *LAB. Therefore, (la) appears to be an isolated 
case in which a higher-ranked constraint is violated to satisfy a lower-ranked constraint, 
but is this really the case? I assume that the deletion of the first labial from 
ISUlm+i+mas+eNI was diachronically caused by its frequent use in conjunction with 
underpronunciation of labials, but it is very likely that the underlying representation of 
[sUlimaseN] 'excuse me, I am sorry' is no longer ISUlm+i+mas+eNI because native 
speakers of Japanese, including myself, do not consider [sUlimaseN] as the polite negative 
non-past form of ISUlml 'be settled, be over'. In fact, when one means to say 'not be 
settled, not be over', the labial in question is never deleted even in casual speech, and its 
deletion can only be observed when one means to say 'excuse me, I am sorry'. Thus, my 
conclusion is that [sUlimaseN] is not the output of ISUlm+i+mas+eNI 'not be settled, not 
be over' in casual speech and that it is now stored as a lexical item in itself (i.e. 
ISUlimaseNI 'excuse me, I am sorry'). [sUlimaseN], therefore, is a case of lexicalisation, 
and (la) should be rewritten as follows: 
(4) Lexicalisation of ISUlm+i+mas+eNI 
Underl~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. sUlm+i+mas+eN sUlmimaseN n/a 'excuse me, I am sorry'S 
b. sUlimaseN n/a sUlimaseN 'excuse me, I am sorry' 
cf. sUlm+i+mas+eN sUlmimaseN sUlmimaseN 'not be settled, not be over' 
7/totemol is usually realised as [tottemo] in casual speech when expressed in an emphatic way. For in-depth 
discussion on emphatic expressions, see Chapter 8, 
8 In casual speech [smmimaseN] 'excuse me, I am sorry' may still be heard. In such a case, we should 
assume that its underlying representation is Ismm+i+mas+eN/, 
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Here is another puzzle to solve in relation to ISUIm+i+mas+eNI ~ ISUIimaseNI ~ 
[sUIimaseN] 'excuse me, I am sorry'. If the deletion of the root-final labial was due to the 
combination of frequency effects and underpronunciation of labials, why did the labial in 
the polite morpheme Imasl survive? The answer is as follows: in Japanese, the first 
consonant of a morpheme almost never drops regardless of the formality of speech. The 
motivation for this is the necessity to clearly indicate where within a word or a phrase each 
morpheme starts for the sake of speech perception.9 This can be formulated as follows: 
(5) Constraint 29 
MAXIN1T-C-IO: No deletion of the leftmost consonant of a morpheme (Kawai 2003a, 
2003 b). 10 
This positional faithfulness constraint outranks *LAB so that a labial is not deleted when it 
is the first consonant of a morpheme, whether the morpheme is an open-class item or a 
c1osed-class item, as seen in the polite morpheme Imasl ~ [mas]. MAXINrr-C-IO, however, 
cannot be an undominated constraint because in casual speech a conditional morpheme 
lebal 'if' surfaces as [ja] (e.g. Itob+ebal ~ [tobia] 'if fly/jump'; see Chapter 6, 6.5 for in-
depth discussion).ll In regard to its place in the constraint hierarchy, I assume that it is 
ranked in the same stratum as MAx-IO(Open), thus: 
(6) Constraint ranking 17 
MAx-IO(Open), MAXINn-C-IO» *LAB 
9 This notion is well supported in studies of word recognition. See Horowitz, et aL (1968), Nooteboom (1981) 
and Cutler, et aL (1985:736-737), among others. 
to When the initial syllable of a morpheme lacks an onset, the leftmost consonant is the first consonant from 
the left edge of the morpheme. It may be the onset of the second or third syllable (e.g. It I in IT.Util 'house', Idl 
in laidal 'interval'), or the coda of the initial syllable (the first It I in lottol 'husband'). In Japanese the initial 
segment of a morpheme can drop, as seen in Ite#ik+lliI .. -+ [tekT.Ul '(do) gradually' (see Chapter 3, 3.3), so '-
C' is needed for this constraint. 
11 The other cases that 1 can think of where the leftmost consonant of a morpheme appears to be deleted are 
the topiclcontrast marker Iwal --+ fal, as scen in (Ib) (see the next subsection as well as Chapter 5,5.5.3 for 
further discussion) and a first person singular pronoun Iwatasi/-> [ataSi] 'I, me' (probably due to 
lexicalisation; [ataSi] implies informalness). In both cases the deleted consonants are labials in closed-class 
items. 
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4.2.2 Topic/Contrast Marker /wa/ 
The topic/contrast marker /wa/ undergoes a contraction process with the preceding c1osed-
class item when the latter ends in a front vowel, as seen in (lb) and the following: 12 
(7) Contraction of /e#wa/ and /i#Wa/ to /ja/ in casual speech13 
UnderI~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. te#Wa tewa/ dewa tJa / d3a te-form + /wa/ 
b. de#wa dewa d3a particle /de/ + /wa/ 
c. de#wa#na+i dewanai d3anai 'be not' (copula /de/ + /wa/) 
d. ni#wa niwa Jla particle /ni/ + /wa/ 
e. watasi#wa wataJiwa wataJa 'I (TOPIC)' 
From a derivational theoretical point of view, this contraction can be accounted for as 
follows: 
(8) Derivational theoretical analysis of contraction of /te#wa/, /de#wa/ and /de#wa# 
na+i/14 
/te#wa/ /de#wa/ /de#wa#na+i/ 
labial deletion tea dea deanai 
glide formation tja dja djanai 
assibilation [tJa] Id3a] Id3anai] 
Here are some statistical data on the contraction involving /wal from my Master's thesis 
(1995): 
12 twa! also undergoes contraction in casual speech when preceded by a closed-class item with a final back 
vowel, as in !bokm#wal -+ [boka] 'I (TOPIC)' (Goko 1979:24-25, Shibatani 1990:176). 
Shibatani (ibid.) argues that open-class items can undergo contraction with Iwa/ (e.g. Itori#wa/ -+ [torja] 
'bird (TOPIC)'), but such contraction was not even once observed in the data I collected in 1993-1994 and 
2001. (Miyara (1980:101) also dismisses this kind of contraction.) This is because ALIGN-R(Open) militates 
against the glide formation at the right edge of an open-class item. See Chapter 5, 5.5.3 for discussion on this 
constraint. 
13 The process in question often involves compensatory lengthening. See Chapter 6 for in-depth discussion on 
compensatory lengthening in Japanese. 
14 In accounting for the contraction of _site#wa_ 'do-CoNJ Top' and .Jonde#wa_ 'read-CoNJ Top', 
Shibatani (1990: 176) employs j-epenthesis and e-deletion instead of glide formation. However, I opt for 
glide formation in my analysis, following Miyara's (1980: 107-111) analysis of the contraction of /kereba!-+ 
[kjaJ 'if', for the reason that glide formation is a cross-linguistically common process, which is observed in 
such languages as Greek (Fukuda 1985:4), llokano (Hayes 1989:269-279) LuGanda (Clements 1986:47-48) 
and Spanish (Takahashi 1967:18-19). 
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(9) Occurrence and realisation of (7a-c) according to the degree of formali ty 15, 16 
/te#Wa/ Formal Semi-formal Casual Total 
[tewa / dewa] 4 (40%) 2 (2 (9%) • 
[tSa / d3a] 6 (60%) 5 (91 %) i 
Total 10 (100%) 7 (100%) 
/de#Wa/ 
! [dewa] (69%) 5 (21%) 3 (8%) 17 (23%) 
I [d3a] (31%) 19 (79%) 34 (92%) 57 (77%) 
Total (100%) 24 (100%) 37 (100%) 74 (100%) 
I /de#wa#na+i/ Semi-formal Casual Total 
I (dewanai] (28%) 7 (7%) 1 (1%) 29 (8%) 
(72%) 93 (93%) 172 (99%) 319 (92%) 
(100%) 100 (100%) 173 (100%) 348 (100%) 
As the data clearly show, in casual speech, the reduced forms are almost exclusively used. 
However, if MAx1;;n-C-IO dominates *LAB, why can /w/ be deleted from /wal? It is very 
likely that, just like [surimaseNl 'excuse me, I am sorry', this was diachronically caused 
by the combination of frequency effects and underpronunciation of labials. Unarguably, 
/wa/ is one of the most common particles (according to the National Institute of Japanese 
Language (1962), it is the third most frequently used particle, after /no/, which indicates 
the genitive case, and /ni/, which indicates the dative and the locative case among others), 
and its frequent use appears to be the driving force behind the deletion of the initial /w/. 
The domination of *LAB by MAX1Nn-C-IO and MAX-IO(Open) means that, under 
ordinary circumstances, labials always surface when they are the leftmost consonants of 
morphemes and are never deleted from open-class items, with the exception of root-final 
/w/ followed by a non-low vowel due to undominated *wV[-low]. However, it looks as if 
there were cases in which a labial protected by a high-ranking constraint is deleted in 
casual speech, and w-deletion from /wa/ when preceded by a closed-class item appears to 
15 Maekawa (2002) reports that the contraction of copula Ide/ + /wa/ is much more frequent than that of 
particle /de/ + /wa/. The results of my survey also show this tendency, although the difference between them 
is not as prominent as that of Maekawa' s. 
16 It seems that it is completely up to the speaker as to when a shift from formal speech to casual speech takes 
place; for some the shift may start even in a situation which is considered as formal or semi-formal by others. 
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be one example. Should we ascribe this w-deletion to frequency effects and treat it as an 
isolated case? We will revisit the contraction of closed-class items with /wal in Chapter 5, 
5.5.3, where it will be argued that Iwl in Iwa/ is a ghost segment in casual speech. 
4.3 RERANKING OF CONSTRAINTS IN CASUAL SPEECH 
When/simaw+ml is used as a full verb meaning 'put away', contraction never takes place 
due to MAX-IO(Open). However, when used as an auxiliary verb meaning 'end up -ing', it 
often undergoes a contraction process with the preceding te-from (see (lc)) even in formal 
speech, and in casual speech the contracted form is almost exclusively used. Here are some 
statistical data, again, from my Master's thesis (1995). 
(10) Occurrence and realisation of /te#simaw+lUl 'end up -ing' according to the degree of 
formality 17 
Ite#simaw+mI Formal Semi-formal Casual Total 
[teJimam I deJimam] 8 (44%) 20 (24%) 8 ( 36 (14%) 
10 (56%) I 62 (76%) 151 (9 223 (86%) 
Total 18 (100%) 82 (100%) 159 259 (100% 
We have established the following constraint ranking for formal speech in Chapters 2 and 
3: 
(11) Constraint ranking for formal speech 18 
CODACOND, CVLINKAGE(I), M-PARSE(tense), MAX-V-IO, *wV[-low] 
» 






*i » *m » *e » *0 » *a 
17 When the root-final consonant of a verb is Ibl, Iml, Inl or IgI, Itel surfaces as [de]. See Chapter 2, 2.3 for 
the formation of the te-form. 
18 Constraints that are not required to account for the contraction of Ite#simaw+ml 'end up -ing' are omitted. 
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Let us confirm that this constraint ranking selects [teSimaw] as the optimal candidate for 
ite#simaw+wi 'end up -ing' in formal speech. (Low-ranking constraints are omitted from 
the following tableau.) 
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** 1. , , , , , , , , , , 
, , , , , 
j tSaw , *! * , ** , * , , , , , , , , , , , 
k. tesimawUl *1 , , , , * , , , , , , , , , , 
The candidate most faithful to the underlying representation (12k) is eliminated due to 
CVLINKAGE(I) and *wV[-low] violations, and the candidate that satisfies the undominated 
constraints at the expense of a violation of MAX-C-IO as well as those of lower-ranking 
constraints (e.g. IDENT-IO(anterior), ONSET) (l2c), which is the actual output, is correctly 
selected as optimal. In casual speech, on the other hand, [tSaw] (l2a) is the actual output 
so we expect reranking of constraints to take place. In the previous chapter, we established 
ONSET» MAX-V-IO in casual speech to account for the syncope in the fe-form followed 
by vowel-initial auxiliary verbs. In the contraction process of ite#simaw+Uli to [tSaw] 
'end up -ing', the demotion of MAx-V -10 below ONSF:r can account for e-deletion20 but 
19 Note the number of violation marks in the MAX-V-IO column. I consider Isil··-* rJ] (via Isjl) as glide 
formation, in which the Iii features move into the onset lsi, and that Iii is not deleted at the surface level. 
According to Hayes (1989:277), an identical process was observed in Old English (e.g./pasi<>ns/--+ [pa:J<>ns] 
(Modem English [peiJ<>ns] 'patience'». 
:]0 Japanese allows coronal affricates and palatalised consonants as licit onsets (see Chapter 3, 3.3). Therefore, 
the deletion of lei between It I and lsi does not create a consonant cluster that cannot be parsed. In fact, 
[tJimam] (12b) can be occasionally heard in casual male speech. See 4.7 for discussion on this. 
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not for m-deletion, which indicates that further reranking of constraints is required. 
Ite#simaw+ml -+ [tSam] is a clear case of consonant deletion so MAX-C-IO must be 
ranked lower than at least *LAB, but the question is how far it needs to be demoted in 
casual speech. Let us suppose that it is ranked together with MAX-V-IO below the *V 
subhierarchy, and put Ikmdasar/ to the test. Ikmdasarl can be used as a full verb meaning 
'give (me) (RESPECTFUL)' and as an auxiliary verb meaning 'do (me) the favour of -ing 
(RESPECTFUL),. When used as a full verb, it should surface as it is because every segment 
is protected by MAX-IO(Open), but what will happen to it when used as an auxiliary verb? 
(13) Tableau for Ite#kmdasar+m/ 'do (me) the favour of -ing (RESPECTFUL), in casual 
speech21 
Input: M-PARSE MAX1i':n ONSET *m *e *a MAX- : MAX-, 
I/te#kmdasar+mi (tense) -C-IO C-IO , V-IO , , 
! a. tekmdasarm **! * ** , . .. , 
i b. ® tekm * * *** : *** i 
: c. tekarm * * *! ** 
, 
** , , 
, 






e. tekmdarm **! * *! * , * , , 
tekmarm 
, 
f. *! ** * * ** , * , 
, 
km i *! * **** 
, 
**** g. , i , , 
h. teka *! ! * * *** , *** , , 
Although the actual output is [tekmdasarm] (l3a), *[tekm] (13b) is incorrectly selected 
as optimal because its violations of the *V constraints are minimal. If MAX-C-IO is ranked 
below the *V subhierarchy, unprotected consonants, such as Id/, lsi and Irl in /kmdasarl 
'give (me) the favour of -ing (RESPECTFUL)', will be wiped out together with their 
neighbouring vowels. Therefore, in order to avoid this kind of random consonant deletion, 
we must rank MAX-C-IO above the *V subhierarchy. Let us redraw a tableau for 
Ite#kmdasar+ml 'do (me) the favour of -ing (RESPECTFUL)' for casual speech, this time 
with the order of *V constraints and MAX-C-IO being reversed. 
21 Candidates that violate CODACOND (e.g. *[teknuD or *COMPLEX (e.g. *rtkrn]) are omitted from the 
tableau. 
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(14) Tableau for /te#kwdasar+w/ 'give (me) the favour of -ing (RESPEC'TFUL), in casual 
speech (revised) 
Input: M-PARSE MAXJN[T ONSET MAX- *w *e *a MAX- i 
/te#kUIdasar+w/ (tense) -C-IO C-IO V-IO I 
a. n:w tekwdasarw ** * ** • 
• 
b. tekw *!** * * *** 
i c. tekarUI *!* * * ** 
d. tekasarw *! * * ** * 
e. tekwdarw *' ** * *1 * 
if. tekwarw *! ** ** * * * 
! a kw *! **** * 
• 
**** : o· , 
h. teka *! *** * * *** 
" 
In 4.2.1 we established MAx-IO(Open), MAXINrr-C-IO »*LAB. In casual speech, 
*LAB must dominate MAx-C-IO so that labial deletion can take place in Ite#simaw+wl 
'end up -ing', Ikeredomol 'although', /kereba/ 'if' and so forth. I thus rank *LAB 
between ONSET and MAX-C-IO.22 This yields the following constraint rankings: 
(15) Constraint rankings 18 














*i » *w » *e » *0 » *a 















*i » *w » *e » *0 » *a 
» 
MAX-V-IO 
22 The reason why *LAB should be ranked lower than ONSET will become apparent in Chapter 5, 5.5.3 when 
ALIGN-R(Open) is introduced. 
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In casual speech the full verb Isimaw+ml 'put away' and Ite#simaw+ml 'end up 
-ing' surface as lfimam] and [tSam], respectively. Let us see if the constraint ranking 
(1Sb) can correctly select the actual outputs, rSimam] and [tSamj. (Candidates that violate 
undominated constraints are omitted together with such constraints, as well as some low-
ranking constraints, from Tableaux (16-17).) 
(16) Tableau for Isimaw+ml 'put away' in casual speech 
I Input: I DENT -ONSET IDENT-IO 
I MAX-IO ONSET * LAB MAX- MAX-, 
Isimaw+ml -IO(place) (place) , (Open) C-IO V-IO , , 
a.OW S~ 
, 




b. Sam : **! * ** 
i I 
• c. Siam 
, 
**! ** ** , , 
i d. 
, 
**!* * ** * sam , , .. 
, 
e. Simajm *! * * 
....... I 
f. Sinam *' * 
, 
* * * , , , , 
(17) Tableau for Ite#simaw+ml 'end up -ing' in casual speech23 
! Input: IDENT -ONSET IDENT-IO ONSET *LAB MAX- MAX-
Ite#simaw+ml -IO(place) (place) C-IO V-IO 
I a. I&' tS am * ** * I 
lb. tSimam * *! * * 
I c. teSimam * *! * I 
• d. tSajm *! * * * I 
• e. tSinam *! * * i * * I 
In both tableaux the actual outputs are correctly selected. Next let us put Ite#simaw+i+ 
mas+mP4, the polite counterpart of Ite#simaw+ml 'end up -ing, to the test. (Candidates 
that violate undominated constraints are omitted together with such constraints, as well as 
some low-ranking constraints, from Tableau (18).) 
23 *ltsamJ is another possible candidate but, because [ts] is not a permissible consonant cluster in Yamato 
vocabulary unless followed by [m], *[tsam] will never be optimal. ([otottsaN) 'father' (Block 1950:146-
147) may be heard in some dialects but is not in common use,) 
24 I do not consider li+masl as a monomorphemic limas/, which is on a par with Suzuki (1972:265) and 
Shirota (1998:7) among others. Some morphologists may argue that there is no formative boundary between 
Iii and /mas/. Even if we accept that, it does not affect our OT analysis because /m/ is still the leftmost 
consonant of the polite morpheme. 
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(1S) Tableau for Ite#simaw+i+mas+rnl 'end up -ing (POLITE), in casual speech2s 
I Input: Ite#simaw IDENT-ONS IDENT-IO : MAXINrr ONS * LAB MAX- MAX-
-IO(place) (place) , -C-IO C-IO V-IO 
I + i +mas+ur/ , , , 
a. tSaimasrn , , , *! * ** * 




*! ** * c. , , , 
d. tSawasrn ! , *! * ** ** , '" ,',' , 
Ie. tSainasrn *' * i * ** * ,., .. 
f. ® tSamasrn II 
, 
* ** ** , , 
.--, 
The actual output is [tSaimasrn] (1Sa) but our constraint ranking incorrectly selects 
*[tSamasrn] (lSf) because the latter does not violate ONSET. In fact, the polite non-past 
affirmative form of any full Iw/-final root verb will never be selected as optimal either with 
our current constraint hierarchy. For instance: 
(19) Tableau for Ikaw+i+mas+rnI 'buy (POLITE), in casual speech26 
Input: /kaw+i+ II MAX-IO 
, 
MAX1N1T : ANCHOR- ONSET * LAB MAx- MAX- I , , , 
mas+rnl (Open) , -C-IO i IO(Open) C-IO V-IO , , 
kaimasrn I * 
, , 
*! * * * a. , , , , 




* * * , , , , , , 
c. kamasrn * , , *! * * * , , , , 
In this tableau the actual output (19a) fares worse than a candidate with li+ml deletion 
(19b) as well as a candidate with Iw+il deletion (19c). None of the constraints in our 
current constraint hierarchy can eliminate these unwanted candidates before the actual 
candidate is ruled out, so we need a constraint which at least dominates ANCHOR-IO(Open) 
but what can it be? The difference between the actual output (l9a) and the unwanted 
candidates (19b-c) is that the latter involve deletion of segments on both sides of a 
morpheme boundary while the former involves deletion of only one segment. It is likely 
J5 We cannot ascribe the non-deletion of the suffix iiI from /te#simaw+i+mas+url to REALISE-M (Ito & 
Mester 1998, 2003), because in casual speech the deletion of the suffix in question can be observed in such 
words as Ijom+i+mas+ur/-* [jommasur] 'read (POLITE)'. (Also see (21c-d) below.) 
16 Candidates that violate undominated constraints (e.g. *[kawimasur], *[kawmasur]) are omitted from the 
tableau. 
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that there is a constraint that militates against deletion of more than one segment at a 
morpheme boundary. I thus formulate this constraint as follows: 
(20) Constraint 30 
ALIGN-SFX2: No deletion/insertion of more than one segment at a boundary between 
a suffix and a morpheme that directly precedes.27 
Deletion of one segment at a root-suffix boundary is well attested in both formal and 
casual speech in Japanese. 
(21) Deletion of one segment at a root-suffix boundary 
Underl~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. kaw#w kaw kaw 'buy' (see Chapter 2) 
b. tabe+te#i +fW tabeteifW tabetefw 'be eating' (see Chapter 3) 
c. kaef+ana+i kaefanai kaennai 'not return' (see Chapter 5) 
d. ik+i#kata ikikata ikkata 'way of living' 
e. j of+i#kakaf+ W28 jorikakafw jokkakafw 'lean' 
However, deletion of more than one segment at a boundary between a suffix and another 
item is never observed in Modern Japanese. This is because, if such deletion takes place, it 
will obscure the relationship between the two items and will simply cause the listener a 
problem with word recognition. Let us add ALIGN-SFX2, which I assume is undominated, 
to Tableaux (18) and (19) to confirm that this time the actual outputs are selected correctly. 
(22) Tableau for /te#simaw+i+mas+w/ 'end up -ing (POLITE)' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: /te#simaw ALIGN IDENT -ONS I IDENT : MAX ONS * LAB MAX MAX i 
+i+mas+wl -SFX2 (place) • (place) i INII'-C -v I 
.lCl:r'tSaimasw 
, 




* **! I * * ! , , , 
c. teSimaimasw , * **! * , , 
d. tSawasw I *! 
, 




Ie. tSainasw *' * 
, 




f. tSamasw II *! , * ** ** , , 
27 This constraint is self-conjunction of ALIGN-SFX (McCarthy & Prince 1994a). 
28 Poser (1986:172) considers the IiI between two verb roots in a compound verb to be epenthetic. 
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(23) Tableau for Ikaw+i+mas+uri 'buy (POLITE), in casual speech (revised) 
• Input: Ikaw+i+ ALIGN MAx-IO 
, MAX1NIT : ANCHOR- ONS *LAB I MAX MAX I , , 
-SFX2 (Open) , -C-IO i IO(Open) . -C -V mas+uri , , , 
a. I@' kaimasw * 
, , 
, , 
* * * * 
b. kawasw *! , * , * * * , . , , , 
I c. kamasw *! * 
! , 




.... , - , 
In this section we have examined the contraction of Ite#simaw+wl from the point of 
view of constraint reranking and have shown that, in order to account for the contraction in 
question, all we need to do is to simply demote MAx-C-IO below *LAB in addition to 
MAX-V -10 below the *V subhierarchy. In the following section, we will discuss another 
marked segment in Japanese: the flap. 
4.4 AVOIDANCE OF FLAPS 
In Japanese, there seems to have been a tendency to avoid flaps. The following are some 
such examples observed in Classical Japanese and Modern Japanese: 
(24) A voidance of flaps in Classical Japanese (Kishida 1984i9 
Contracted 
a. kenariIJe kenaIJe 'brave' 
b. naretswkw natswkw 'get used' 
c. saraba saba 'if so' 
d. odorokasw odokasw 'surprise' 
e. arwmefl ammen 'there seems' 
(25) A voidance of flaps in casual speech of Modern Japanese 
Underl~ing Surface Contracted 
a. kosirae+rw koSiraerw kosaerw 'produce' 
b. tokoro tokoro toko 'place (n.)'30 
c. iro+RED+na lrOlrona lronna 'various' 
d. oki+rare+rw oldrarerw okirerw 'can get up' 
e. wakar+ana+i wakaranai wakannai 'not know, not understand' 
29 The phonetic transcription is based on Modem Japanese. 
30 There are single-morpheme open-class items that are phonotactically similar to Itokoro/, such as Ikokorol 
'heart' and Itakaral 'treasure', but only Itokorol appears to go through contraction. 
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Let us examine (25a-e) in a little more detail. Both Ikosirael 'produce' (25a) and /tokorol 
'place' (25b) are open-class items so that deletion of any segment from these words should 
be prohibited at least by MAX-IO(Open), as the following combined tableau shows: 
(26) Combined tableau for /kosirae+rw/ 'produce' and Itokorol 'place' in casual speech 
Input: I II CONTIG MAX : ANCHOR I IDENT MAX MAX 
•• (Open) (Open): (Open) . (ant) -C -V 
. Ikosirae+rwl a. ® koSiraerw I >: * 
• b. kosaerw *!* ** ! * * 
Itokorol c. ® tokoro , I . , 
d. toko *!* 
, 




How, then, should we account for the reduction observed in (25a) and (25b)? According to 
the National Institute of Japanese Language (1962), Itokorol 'place' is the 50th most 
frequently used word in Japanese, thus we could consider that the reduction of Itokorol to 
[toko] is due to the combination of frequency effects and avoidance of tlaps. In fact, my 
own survey in 1993-1994 confirms one of the arguments made by Bybee (2001:59) 
familiar, and thus high-frequency, words tend to be used in familiar social settings, where 
there are fewer restrictions on reduction. Itokorol 'place' was observed 50 times in the 
data I gathered; in casual speech 15 out of 28 times (54%) it was realised as [toko], while 
in formal speech not even once was it reduced to [toko]. My interpretation of [tokoro],,-, 
[toko] alternation, however, is as follows: there are two underlying representations for this 
word, one for formal speech (i.e. Itokoro/) and the other for casual speech (i.e Itoko/); 
some possess both while others only possess Itokoro/, and this explains why some people 
use [tokoro] even in casual speech. 
Ikosirael 'produce', on the other hand, is not a high-frequency word and by no 
means can we invoke frequency effects to account for [koSirae}-v[kosae] alternation. 
Also, unlike [tokoro }v[toko] alternation, it is not the case that [koSirae] is used in formal 
speech and Ikosae] in casual speech. The difference between the use of [toko] and that of 
[kosaej, however, is that those who use [toko] are aware that its unreduced form is 
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[tokoro] but that those who use [kosae] do not seem to realise that they are contracting the 
word. This assumption is based on the results of my search on the Internet in July 2003.31 
(27) Occurrence of [koJirae] and [kosae] on the Internet 
i Plain non-past aff. [+rru] 
Plain non-past neg. [+nai] 
Plain past aff. [+tal 
i Plain past neg. [+nakatia] 
• Polite non-past aff. [+masru] 
Polite non-past neg. [+maseN] 
Polite past aff. [+maSita] 
i Polite past neg. [+masendeSita] 
• Te-form [+tel 
Total 
[kosaeJ 
approx. 2200 ( 
124 (52%) 
approx. 9210 (69%) approx. 
12 (55%) 
362 (72%) 
8 (62%) 5 (38%) 
approx. 1220 (68%) • 585 (32%) . 
5 (1 
approx. 10500 ( 
a rox.26531 (66%) 
Total 
pprox. 7290 (100%) 
239 (100%) i 






a rox. 40437 (100%) 
Regardless of the degree of formality, some use [koJirae] and others use [kosae]. Thus, I 
consider that (25a) is a case of lexicalisation (e.g. Ikosae+rwl -+ [kosaerwJ) for those 
who use [kosae] and that approximately one third of all the speakers of the language now 
have Ikosae/ as its underlying representation. Yet, I consider that the driving force behind 
this lexicalisation is avoidance of flaps. 
liro+RED+nal 'various' (25c) involves reduplication. Reduplication is commonly 
observed among plural nouns, adjectives and adverbs in Japanese. Here are some more 
examples of reduplication with a flap in the base: 
(28) Reduplication in Japanese 
Underl)':ing Surface Contracted Gloss 
a. gad+RED gaflgafl n/a 'making a scratching sound' 
b. kwrw+RED kwnukwnu nla 'round and round' 
c. sore+RED#ni sorezorem n/a 'to each, for each' 
d. ori+RED#no OflorlllO n/a ' occasi onal ' 
In the process of reduplication in Japanese, both MAX-BR (McCarthy & Prince 1994a, 
1994b) and IDENT-BR (ibid.) are high-ranking and the reduplicant is required to be as 
31 I utilised the search engine of www.yahoo.co.jp. 
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faithful as possible to the base, and that is why neither VVN (voiced velar nasalisation) nor 
sequential voicing applies to reduplicants in Mimetic vocabulary, as seen in (28a-b) (e.g. 
* [gariI)ari], *[kUIrUIgUIrUID. In (28c-d) the fourth vowel is never deleted nor is the 
second flap nasalised, so [sorezoreni] 'respective' and [oriorino] 'occasional' are 
definitely not contracted to * [sorezonni] and *[orionno], respectively, in any register of 
speech. Why, then, is liro+RED+nal 'various' (2Sc) contracted to [ironna]? According to 
the National Institute of Japanese Language (1962), it is the 281st most frequently used 
word and the most frequently used reduplicated word in Japanese, so we could conclude 
that this is another case of frequency effects in conjunction with avoidance of flaps. My 
conclusion, however, is that, just like [tokoro] and [toko 1, [iroirona] and [ironnaJ simply 
do not share the same underlying representation (Le. liro+RED+nal for [iroirona]; 
lironnai for [ironna]); liro+RED+nal mainly used in formal writing and lironnai for all 
the other occasions. This is based on the fact that, unlike rkoSirae}--{kosaej, both 
[iroirona) and [ironnaj are used by anyone speaker but that [ironna] is almost 
exclusively used in speech regardless of formality of speech.32 
Forms like (2Sd) called ranuki kotoba (word without ra) or the short form, which is 
the potential form without Irl and fa/, are frequently observed nowadays both in speech and 
in writing. The contraction of lrarel to [re] started to appear early in the Showa period 
(1926-1989) and quickly spread in the second half of the same period (Tsukishima 
1988: 111). In some dialects (Nagoya dialect, for one) this contraction is now applicable to 
the potential form of any vowel-final root verb, but in standard Japanese the potential form 
does not seem to be contracted readily if the root has more than two moras. Since the 
speakers of standard Japanese who use the contracted potential form do not contract the 
passive form despite its underlying representation being identical to that of the potential 
form,33 I assume that such speakers possess two distinct underlying potential morphemes 
32 In my 1993-1994 survey, [ironna] was observed 15 times (83%) and [iroirona] 3 times (17%). This ratio 
was more or less the same across all three registers of speech. 
33 This is probably due to thc more common use of the potential form than that of the passivc form. 
Back in 1994 I gave a little quiz to native Japanese speakers of around 20 years of age who were attending 
my Japanese classes. I asked them to write the potential form and the passive form of [kmflu] 'come' and all 
ten of them wrote [korerm] for potential and [korarerm] for passive, although the correct answers are both 
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for vowel-final root verbs: Irel for monomoraic and bimoraic roots and Irarel for roots 
with more than two moras, as exemp1ified below. 
(29) Potential morphemes for the speakers who use the contracted potential form 
a. For monomoraic and bimoraic roots: Irel 
e.g. Imi+re+rurl -+ rmirerUI] 
Itabe+re+rUI/ -+ [tabererUI] 









e.g. IwasUIre+rare+rUII -+ [wasUIrerarerUI 1 
/kaN gae+rare+rUIi -+ [ka1]1]aerarerUI] 
'can forget' 
'can think' 
It is likely that the deletion of Irl and lal from the potential form was originally due to 
haplology and avoidance of flaps, and that the reason why shorter-root verbs underwent 
contraction more readily than longer-root verbs was that there are more words that are 
frequently used in the former group of verbs than in the latter. 
(30) No. of vowel-final verbs found in the frequency ranking (from the National Institute 




No. of vowel-final verbs in fre uency rankin Sub- Total No. of 
i-.: total entries in the 
700 800 1000 ranking 
0 0 0 0 5 7 
2 0 3 3 2 21 70 
5 2 2 5 3 1 86 
0 0 0 0 0 0 61 
4 7 2 5 8 6 3 224 
Frequency appeared to have played some role in determining the choice between Irel and 
Irarel when the contraction emerged, but it seems that the generalisation stated in (29) has 
[korarenu]. This elearly indicates that, insofar as [kmrm] 'come' is concerned, they only have Irel as its 
underlying potential morpheme, and I believe that that is also the case with high-frequency monomoraic and 
bimoraic vowel-final root verbs, such as Imil 'watch, see', Ikil 'put on, wear', Itabel 'eat', lokil 'get up' and 
so forth. 
34 Verbs that are never used in the potential form are excluded. 
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already been established because, whether a vowel-final monomoraic or bimoraic root is in 
frequent use or not, its reduced form sounds acceptable in most cases. 
Flap nasalisation is another manifestation of avoidance of flaps, which was also 
observed in Classical Japanese (e.g. lanumeri] -~ [ammeri] 'there seems' (24e)). Unlike 
(25a-c), flap nasalisation is a systematic process, which the root-final Irl undergoes in 
casual speech when followed by lanai 'not' (25e), li#nasa+iI (command), Im#nol 
(question with a rising intonation; assertion with a falling intonation), and so forth, as seen 
below: 
(31) Nasalisation of flaps in casual speech35 
Underl~ing: Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) ( casual) 
a. kaer+ana+i kaeranai kaennai 'not return' 
b. jar+i#nasa+i .. . . . 'do!' Jannasal Jannasal 
c. hair+m#no hairwno hainno 'enter?, will enter' 
Of the above three types of flap nasalisation, Ir+ana+il -+ [nnaiJ is observed the most 
commonly and, in casual speech, the contracted form is predominant, as the following table 
shows: 
(32) Occurrence and realisation of Ir+ana+il 'not' according to the degree offormality36 
Formal Semi-formal Casual Total 
2 (67%) 10 (42%) 4 (17 16 (31%) . 
1 (33%) 14 (58%) 20 (83 35 (69%) 
3 (100%) 24 (100%) 24 51 (100%) 
Being a systematic process frequently observed in casual speech, flap nasalisation deserves 
further investigation. Therefore, I will dedicate the next chapter solely to this flap 
nasalisation and attempt to account for part of it by invoking the concept of floating 
segments (Hyman 1985, Zoll1993a, 1993b, 1994, 1996). 
35 Closely related is the contraction process of Irare+na+il to [rannaij 'cannot (do), not be (done)" as seen in 
the potential and passive forms of vowel-final root verbs. See Chapter 5, 5.2.3 for in-depth discussion on this 
flap nasalisation. 
36 The reason why Ir+ana+il is not used as frequently in formal speech as in semi-formal or casual speech is 
that in formal speech lr+i+mas+eN/, the polite counterpart of Ir+ana+il is preferred. 
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In this section we have examined a number of instances of flap avoidance observed 
in Modem Japanese in order to show that the flap is a marked segment. It is very likely 
that the contraction of (25a-d) was diachronically caused by overapplication of flap 
avoidance, but accounting for such alternations as [koSirae}--{kosae] (25a), [tokoro]'" 
rtoko] (25b), [iroirona],,-, [ironna] (25c) and (rare]"-'rre] (25d) should now be considered 
by positing two distinct underlying representations for each pair. This, however, does not 
necessarily mean that other contraction processes involving flap avoidance also need to be 
addressed from the same perspective. In the next section we will discuss how flap 
avoidance observed elsewhere should be dealt with within the framework of QT. 
4.5 *r 
McCarthy & Prince (1995) propose *r to account for an allophonic alternation between [d] 
and [r] in Tagalog, in which the latter occurs intervocalically. 
(33) Constraint 31 
*r: No flaps (McCarthy & Prince 1995). 
(34) *VdV» *r in Tagalog (McCarthy & Prince 1995:337) 
Ima-Damotl'stingy' *YdY *r IDamot! 'stinginess' *YdV *r 
a. I@f maramot * c. ramot *! 
b. madamot *! d.1@f damot 
In Japanese both intervocalic [d] and word-initial [r] are allowed, as the following minimal 
pairs show:37 
(35) Minimal pairs with [dl I [r] in Japanese 
a. Intervocalic [d] I [r] 
sode 'sleeve' murda 'waste' kido 'wooden door' 
37 As discussed in Chapter 2, 2.2.4, a large number of native Japanese speakers actually use [1] for word-initial 
[f]. However, when there is no pause between a word with initial If I and the preceding word, Irl is always 
realised as a flap unless the preceding word ends in a moraic nasal, in which case it is realised as [1]. 
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sore 'that one' 








kiro 'way back' 
dokru 'poison' 
rokru 'six' 
Thus, *r manifests itself in Japanese not in accounting for allophonic alternation, as seen in 
Tagalog, but through differences between formal and casual speech?8 
Although there is a tendency to avoid flaps in casual speech, it is not the case that 
flaps can be deleted or assimilated to nasal in any environment. For instance, the flaps in 
(36a-b, e-g) never drop and those followed by a vowel and a nasal in (36c-d) never undergo 
nasali sati on. 
(36) Non-avoidance of flaps 
Underl~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. karada karada karada 'body' 
b. te#moraw+ru temoraru temoraru 'receive the favour of -ing' 
c. taira+na tairana tairana 'flat' 
d. hare#nara harenara harenara 'if the weather is good' 
e. mi#nagara minal]ara minal]ara 'while watching' 
f. watasi#jori wataJijori wataJijori 'than me' 
g. sO+re#krurai sorekUIrai soreklUrai 'that much, to that extent' 
This is because (i) /karada/ 'body' (36a) is a noun, which is an open-class item, and MAx-
IO(Open) militates against deletion of the flap, (ii) although /moraw/ 'receive the favour of 
-ing' in (36b) is an auxiliary verb, it is a root (Japanese has some roots in closed class) and 
MAX-IO(Root) (see (37a) below) prevents the flap from being deleted, and (iii) both 
/tairai 'flat' in (36c) and Iharei 'good weather' in (36d) are open-class items and, because 
their respective morpheme-final vowels cannot be deleted due to MAX-IO(Open), the 
nasalisation of the preceding flaps is prevented. How, then, can we account for non-
38 In fact, even in Japanese the identical d~r alternation can be observed in child phonology and in some 
dialects. However, the one observed in dialects differs from that of Tagalog in that some dialects show both 
ways of alternation (e.g. /deN+wa/ ..... ~ [delliwa] 'telephone' and Irom+sokml .....,. [do:sokmj 'candle' in 
Shima and Okayama dialects; 1m doNI .. -* [mroN] 'noodles' and Ikarada/~' [kadada] 'body' in Hida dialect 
(Kishida 1998:348-349)). For data on the alternation in child phonology, see Ueda & Davis (200 I: 113-114). 
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deletion of flaps from such particles as Inaral 'if' in (36d), Inagara/ 'while' in (36e), Ijoril 
'than' in (36f) and Ikmrail 'about, to " . extent' in (36g)? 
In 4.2 and 4.3, we discussed the effects of MAXIN1T-C-IO. In Japanese the leftmost 
consonant of a morpheme is protected so that where within a word each morpheme starts 
can clearly be indicated. It seems that there is another positional faithfulness constraint that 
militates against deletion of the rightmost consonant of a morpheme, which I caB MAXF1N-
C-IO. This constraint protects the flaps in Inara/, Inagara/, Ijoril and Ikmrai/.39 
(37) Constraints 32 
a. MAX-IO(Root): No deletion of segments from roots (Kawai 2003b). 
b. MAXF1N-C.IO: No deletion of the rightmost consonant of a morpheme (ibid.).40 
We now know from the above discussion that *r is outranked by both constraints in (37) as 
well as MAx-IO(Open), so that flaps are not deleted from open-class items or from roots 
and are not deleted from closed-class items either when the flaps are the rightmost 
consonants of morphemes. On the other hand, as flaps do drop from some morphemes (see 
(ld-e)), MAX-C-IO must be dominated by *r. 
Where, then, is *LAB ranked in relation to MAx-IO(Root) and MAxF1N-C-IO? The 
labial is deleted from Isimawl when it is used as an auxiliary verb (e.g. Ite#simaw+ml -+ 
[tSam] 'end up -ing) so MAx-IO(Root) is dominated by *LAB. Thus, we can establish the 
following rankings for casual speech: 
(38) Constraint rankings 19 
a. *LAB» MAx-IO(Root»> *r» MAX-C-I041 
b. MAXPIN-C-IO» *r 
39 Non-deletion of the flap from Inaral and Ijodl can be accounted for with NO-CASUAI,-MERGER (see 
Chapter 5,5.4) because we already have Inal and Ijot among particles, but this constraint cannot explain why 
the flap is not deleted from Inagaral and Ikurrai/. Therefore, we still need MAXF1,,-C-IO. 
40 Horowitz, et al.'s (1968, 1969) experiments prove that endings are better recall prompts than middles in 
word recognition, and Nooteboom's (1981) experiment also shows that final fragments can be keys to 
successful word recognition. I thus believe that it is feasible to propose such a constraint as MAXRN-C-IO 
which outranks MAX-C-IO 
41 In Chapter 3, 3.3 we saw Ite#i+rurl -'> [terw]/*[tjirw] 'be -ing', where a violation of IDENT-IO(anterior) is 
more serious than that of MAx-IO(Root), thus IDENT-IO(anterior»> MAx-IO(Root) can be confirmed. 
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The relative ranking of *LAB and MAxFIN-C-IO, however, cannot be established from the 
above data. It will be discussed in the next section where the reduction of Ikeredornol 
'although' is accounted for. 
4.6. INTERACTION OF MAX-C-IO WITH *LAB and *r 
The interaction of these constraints emerges from the consideration of the reduced forms, 
[kedo J 'although' and [kja 1 'if' - forms which, from a general phonological point of view, 
look unlikely as optimal candidates for Ikeredornol and Ikereba/, respectively. Therefore, 
the fact that they do emerge as optimal provides support both for the constraints I propose 
and their ranking. 
4.6.1 Ikeredorno/' although' 
The conjunctional particle Ikeredomol 'although' sUlfaces in four ways: lkeredorno], 
[keredoJ, [kedorno] and [kedo], and, as the following table shows, the most reduced form, 
[kedo], is the one that is the most frequently used in casual speech: 
(39) Occurrence and realisation of Ikeredornol 'although' according to the degree of 
formality 
Ikeredornol Formal Semi-formal Casual Total 
[keredorno] i 100 (52%) 90 (29%) 10 (8%) • 200 (32%) I 
I [keredo] 14 (7%) 28 (9%) 3 (2%) 45 (7%) I 
t[kedorn0] i 48 (25%) 77 (25%) 8 (7%) II 133 (21 %) I 
! [kedo] 30 (16%) 116 (37%) 100 246 (40%) • (83%) 
I Total 192 (100%) 311 (100%) (100%) . 624 i 121 (100%) • 
From a derivational theoretical point of view, the contraction of Ikeredornol can be 
accounted for as follows: 
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(40) Derivational theoretical analysis of contraction of Ikeredomol 
Ikeredomol Ikeredomol Ikeredomol Ikeredomol 
labial deletion n/a keredoo nla keredoo 
vowel deletion n/a keredo n/a keredo 
flap deletion n/a n/a keedomo keedo 
vowel deletion nla n/a kedomo kedo 
[keredomo] [keredo] [kedomo] [kedo] 
In terms of OT, labial deletion and flap deletion are due to *LAB and *r, respectively, and 
vowel deletion is due to avoidance of an ONSET violation, and these three constraints are 
ranked in the constraint hierarchy as follows: 
(41) Constraint ranking 2042 
ALIGN-SFx2, CODACOND, CVLINKAGE(I), M-PARSE(tense), *wV[-low] 
» 
IDENT -ONSEf -IO(place) 
» 












*i » *m » *e » *0 » *a 
» 
MAX-V-IO 
Let us first consider which candidate the constraint ranking we have established so far 
selects as the optimal candidate for Ikeredomol 'although'. (The constraints that none of 
the candidates violates and those that all the candidates violate equally are omitted from 
the tableaux in this chapter from now on.) 
41 This is a combined constraint ranking of (ISb) and (38a) with ANCHOR-IO(Open) and the undominated 
constraint from (20). 
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(42) Tableau for /keredomo/ 'although' in casual speech43 
Input: /keredomo/ MAxINIT- ONSET * LAB *r MAX- MAX-
C-IO C-IO V-IO 
a. ~ kedo ** ** 
b. keredo *! * * . .... 
c. kedomo *! * * 
d. keredomo *! * .. . .. I 
... 
: keredoo *! * * e. . ... 
f. keedomo *! * .. * 
g. ko ***! *** 
h. do *1 . *** *** 
The tableau correctly selects the actual output [kedo] (42a). We thus see how 
independently needed constraints account for striking abbreviation of this conjunction in 
casual speech, without needing to posit a distinct underlying representation for this register 
of speech. 
In (38) we left the relative ranking of *LAB and MAxF1N-C-IO undecided. What will 
happen when MAXF!N-C-IO is added to the tableau? MAXF!,,-C-IO is ranked above *r (see 
(38b) above) but it cannot be an undominated constraint because the root-final /w/ is 
deleted when followed by non-low vowels. Therefore, it could be ranked in any of seven 
ways: (i) above MAXINIT-C-IO (i.e. in the second highest stratum), (ii) in the same stratum as 
MAXINIT-C-IO, (iii) below MAXINn-C-IO but above ONSET, (iv) in the same stratum as 
ONSET, (v) below ONSET but above *LAB, (vi) in the same stratum as *LAB, or (vii) below 
*LAB but above *r (Le. in the same stratum as MAX-IO(Root)). Let us see what will 
happen if we select (vi). 
43 Candidates with vowel coalescence (e.g. *[ke:do:], *[ke:domo], *[keredo:]) are omitted from the tableau. 
*[ke:do:] appears to fare better than the actual output [kedo] because it preserves all the vowels that are 
underlyingly present, but I believe that the reason why *[ke:do:] cannot be optimal is that coalescence of two 
vowels which are not adjacent underlyingly is prohibited in Japanese. (It cannot be due to a violation of 
UNIFORMITY·IO (no coalescence; McCarthy & Prince 1995). See Chapter 5, 5.5.1 and Chapter 7, 7.2 for 
further discussion on UNIFORMITy-IO and its effects.) 
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(43) Tableau for Ikeredomol 'although' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: ~0NsET LiAB i MAXFIN *r MAX MAX- • Ikeredomo/ , -C-IO C-IO V-IO , , 
kedo 
, 




* *! * * , , 
c. ® kedomo * , * * , 




* * * e. 
, 
, 
f. keedomo *! * , * I. , , 
ko 
, 
* ** 1* *** g. , , 
h. do *! 
, 
* *** *** 
, 
, 
This tableau would work well when accounting for another contracted form, [kedomol, 
which is often used in formal and semi-formal speech,44 but not when accounting for the 
most reduced form, Ikedo 1, that is dominant in casual speech. MAXF1N-C-IO, therefore, 
must be dominated by *LAB. The following is a further revised tableau for Ikeredomol in 
casual speech, where *LAB outranks MAxF1N-C-IO which in turn dominates *r. 
(44) Tableau for Ikeredomol 'although' in casual speech (further revised) 
Input: ~*LAB MAXF1:-;- *r MAX- MAX-
Ikcredomol C-IO C-IO V-IO 
a, ~ kedo * ** ** 
b. keredo * *! * * 
c. kedomo *1 * * 
d. keredomo *1 * 
e. keredoo *! * * * 
f. keedomo *! * * 
I g. ko * ***! *** 
h. do *! * *** *** 
44 It is assumed that those who use [kedomo] have MAXFllrC-IO ranked no lower than * LAB, as Tableau (43) 
shows. This ranking opts for *[keba] for Ikereba/ 'if' in spite of the fact that *[keba] is never used even by 
those who use [kedomo]. This is hecause there is a constraint that prohibits intervocalic [b] in closed-class 
items, which dominates MAXFiN-C-IO. See Chapter 6,6.5 for further discussion on this constraint and Chapter 
8, 8.6.1, for a 'gradient well-formedness' account of [kedomo J~[kedo]. 
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This time the tableau selects the optimal candidate correctly. I, therefore, consider that 
MAXp,N-C-IO is ranked in the same stratum as MAx-IO(Root), which is between *LAB and 
*r. Here is a revised constraint ranking of (41). 
(45) Constraint ranking 21 
ALIGN-SFX2, CODACOND, CVLINKAGE(I), M-PARsE(tense), *wV[-low] 
» 
IDENT -ONSEf -I O(place) 
» 












*i » *w » *e » *0 » *a 
» 
MAx-V-IO 
This constraint ranking can be interpreted as follows: (i) a labial is deleted unless it is the 
leftmost consonant of a morpheme or it is in an open-class item, such as a noun, an 
adjective root or a full verb root; (ii) a flap is deleted unless it is either the leftmost or 
rightmost consonant of a morpheme, it is in an open-class item, or it is in a root, including 
an auxiliary verb root; (iii) all the other consonants are protected from deletion by MAX-C-
10, because there is no *C for any other consonant,45 or because any such constraints are 
ranked below MAX-C-IO.46 Hence Ite#simaw+w/ -+ [tSawj 'end up -lng' (from (1» but 
Ite#moraw+wl -+ [temoraw] 'receive the favour of -ing' (from (li», and Ikeredomol-+ 
45 There is. in fact, *g, which we discussed in Chapter 2, 2.2.3, but Igl is never deleted. See Chapter 2, fn.32 
and Chapter 5, 5.4 for further discussion on this. 
46 There is no such constraint as *d and that is why Ikeredomol 'although' is never contracted to *[keremo], 
*[kero] *[kemo), or *[ko). 
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lkedo] 'although' (from (i) and (ii)) but /so+re#de#mo/ ---+ [soredemoj 'even so' (from (i) 
and (ii)) and /nagaral---+ [naIJara] 'while' (from (ii) and (iii)).47 
4.6.2. /kereba/ 'if' 
/kereba/ is a conjunctive particle meaning 'if', which follows the negative morpheme 
/(a)na/ or an adjective root. In formal speech every segment in /kefebal is expected to 
surface as it is, but in less formal speech the morpheme is often contracted to [kerja] or 
[Icia].413 The following table shows how Ikerebal is uttered when preceded by Ina/: 
(46) Occurrence and realisation of Ina+kerebal 'if not ... ' according to the degree of 
formality 
Ina+kerebal Formal Semi-formal Casual 
rnakereba] 19 7 (23%) 0 
[nakerja] 8 1 (3%) 0 
[nakja] 22 (74%) 29 
Total 30 (100%) 29 
The contraction of Ikerebal to [kja] is twofold. The following is its derivational theoretical 
analysis:49 
47 The only exceptions that I can think of are: (i) the topic/contrast marker Iwal -+ I a] (see Chapter 5, 5.5.3), a 
conjunctive particle leba/-+ [ja] 'if' (see Chapter 6, 6.5), and a first person singular pronoun Iwatasi/-+ 
[ataSi] 'I, me', in which the leftmost labials are deleted from closed-class items (see fn.ll); (U) a second 
person singular pronoun Ikimi/--> [kimi] 'you' and an adverbial particle Inomi/--> [nomi] 'only', in which 
the rightmost labials are not deleted. (I consider [temo] 'even if', [demo] 'even if' and [tomo] 'even if, also 
with .. .' as !te#mo/, Ide#mol and Ito#mo/, respectively, so they all comply with the above interpretation.) I 
assume that non-deletion of the labial from Ikimi/is due to a constraint that requires a pronoun to be at least 
disyllabic (it cannot be due to a CONTIGUITY constraint because we do have lanata)-> [ant a] 'you'), and that 
from Inomil is due to homophony avoidance (we already have both Inil and Inol among particles). See 
Chapter 5,5.4 for homophony avoidance in casual speech. 
48 The contraction, in fact, is often accompanied by the lengthening of the final vowel (Le. [kerja:], [kja:]) in 
order to compensate for the loss of mora count. See Chapter 6 for discussion on compensatory lengthening. 
49 I regard the process as labial deletion followed by glide formation, following Fukui (1986) and Poser 
(1988). Miyara (1980: 112) proposes assimilation of Ibl to Ia) before glide formation, and Shibatani (1990: 
176), when accounting for Ite#wal -+ [tSa], proposes w-deletion followed by .i-epenthesis and e-deletion 
before assibiliation (see also fn.14). However, neither of their proposals is compatible with my OT analysis. 
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(47) Derivational theoretical analysis of contraction of Ikerebal 
Ikerebal 
labial deletion kerea 
glide formation kerja ~ [Stage I] 
flap deletion keja 
vowel deletion kja ~ [Stage II] 
[kja] 
Let us see which of the two forms the constraint ranking we have established in (45) selects 
as optimal. 
(48) Tableau for Ikerebal 'if' in casual speech50 
Input: Ikerebal ONSET *LAB MAXF1N *r MAX- *e *a MAX- • 
-C-IO C-IO V-IO 
a. J@r kja * ** * * 
b. ka * ** * **! 
c. keja * ** *' * 
d. kerja * *! * * * .... 
e. kera * *! * * * 
f. keba *! * * * * 
g. kereba *! * ** .. * 
h. kerea *' * * * ** * 
1 kea *! I * ** * * * 
j keea *!* I * ** ** * 
The actual output [kja] is correctly selected in this tableau, which also supports the validity 
of the constraint ranking I am proposing. 
We need the *V subhierarchy to account for the choice of vowels to be deleted from 
hiatus in casual speech (see Chapter 3, 3.3), but when hiatus avoidance is not involved in 
contraction, the *V subhierarchy can be replaced with more conventional *STRUC.51 
(49) Constraint 33 
*STRUC: No structure (Prince & Smolensky 1993).52 
5(] Candidates with vowel coalescence (e.g. *Lke:aD are omitted from the tableau. 
51 Another choice is No V (Kirchner 1995, Orgun 1995). 
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Prince & Smolensky (1993/2002:25) argue that undesirable options typically involve extra 
structure in syntax and phonology, and propose the *STRUCTURE family constraints which 
ensure that structure is constructed minimally. Although *STRUC outranks MAX-V-IO, it is 
dominated by MAx-C-IO so that candidates which comply with it can emerge only when 
the deletion of nucleus does not create a consonant cluster that cannot be parsed or when 
glide formation is permitted to avoid an ONSET violation, as seen in Ikerebal -+ [kja] 'if'. 
Here is a revised tableau of (48), in which *STRUC has replaced *V subhierarchy. 
(50) Tableau for Ikerebal 'if' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: Ikerebal ONSET *LAB MAXF1N- *r MAX- *STRUC MAX-
C-IO C-IO V-IO 
a. Ililf' kja * ** * * 
b. ka * ** * **! 
c. keja * ** **! 
d. kerja * *! * ** 
e. kera * *! * ** * 
f. keba *! * ** * 
g. kereba *! * *** 
h. kerea *! * * * *** 
1. kea *! * ** ** * 
J. keea *!* * ** *** 
4.7 VARIANTS AMONG CONTRACTED FORMS 
In 4.3 and 4.6, we have discussed three cases of contraction of closed-class items: Ite# 
simaw+wl 'end up -ing', Ikeredomol 'although' and Ikerebal 'if'. As mentioned in 
relevant sections, they all have variants. 












52 The use of *STRUC in this thesis is that of Zoll' s (l993b) * STRuc(a) , which functions to minimise the total 
number of syllables in a word. 
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The constraint ranking that we have established in (45) can account for the contraction of 
Ite#simaw+wl --). [tSaw], Ikeredomol --). Ikedo], and Ikerebal --). [kja], but how should 
we account for the intermediate forms listed above? It looks as though there were at least 
one transitional stage before reranking of constraints has been completed. As far as I know, 
no one has modelled reranking of constraints in terms of transitional stages to account for 
variants observed synchronically in any language. In this section, we will look into this 
underdeveloped area and see how constraints are reranked as the degree of formality shifts 
from formal to casual. 
Although [tSimaw] (51a) was never observed in the data I collected in 1993-1994, it 
has its own entry in dictionaries (with specification as 'casual/spoken') and native Japanese 
speakers should have no difficulties in understanding it when uttered. In the contraction in 
question, the vowel between It I and lsI drops and the two consonants flanking the vowel 
surface as an affricate. The contraction does not involve any consonant deletion so that 
MAX-C-IO must still dominate *LAB, but the fact that the vowel is deleted to reduce the 
number of syllables indicates that MAx-V -10 is demoted below *STRUC.53 Thus: 
(52) Constraint reranking 1 
a. Formal speech 
MAX-V-IO» MAX-C-IO» *LAB» *r» *STRUC 
b. Transitional stage to casual speech I 
MAX-C-IO» *LAB» *r» *STRUC» MAX-V -10 
Let us apply (52b) to Ite#simaw+wl 'end up -ing' to see which candidate is selected as 
optimal. (Candidates that violate an undominated constraint and the constraints that all 
three candidates violate equally are omitted from the tableau.) 
53 As vowel deletion to resolve hiatus when the fe-form is followed by a vowel-initial auxiliary verb starts to 
be observed before the degree of formality shifts from fonnal to semi-formal, it is assumed that MAX-V-IO is 
demoted directly from the highest stratum to a stratum below *STRUC. 
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(53) Tableau for /te#simaw+m/ 'end up -ing' at a transitional stage I 
Input: /te#simaw+m/ MAX-C-IO *LAB *r *STRUC MAX-V-IO • 
a. ~ tSimam * I * *** * 
b. teSimam * I * ****! 
! c. tSam **! . ... ** * 
As we saw in (17), [tSam] is optimal in casual speech when constraint reranking has been 
completed. However, at a transitional stage where MAx-C-IO still dominates *LAB, 
[tSimamj is selected as the optimal candidate for /te#simaw+m/ 'end up -ing'. 
Next, let us apply this ranking to /keredomol 'although' and Ikereba/ 'if'. 
(Candidates that violate ONSET are omitted from the tableaux.) 
(54) Tableaux for Ikeredomol 'although' and Ikereba/ 'if' at a transitional stage I 
Input: Ikeredomo/ MAX-C-IO *LAB *r *STRUC MAX-V-IO 
a. ® keredomo * * 
b. keredo *! * *** * 
c. kedomo *! * *** * . .. 
, -
• d. kedo *'* ** ** 
Input: Ikereba/ MAX-C-IO *LAB *r *STRUC MAX-V-IO 
e. ® kereba * * *** 
f. kerja *' * "'* ......... 
• g. kja **! * 
In both contraction processes consonant deletion is observed. Therefore, as long as MAX-
C-IO is ranked higher than the featural markedness constraints, the forms with no deletion 
of consonants (Le. actual outputs for formal speech) are selected as optimal. This means 
that there must be another transitional stage of constraint reranking. In the contraction of 
/keredomo/ -+ [keredo] 'although' and /kereba/ -+ [kerja] 'if', as labials are deleted but 
flaps still surface, MAX-C-10 must be ranked between *LAB and *r. 
(55) Constraint reranking 2 
a. Formal speech 
MAX-V-IO» MAX-C-IO» *LAB» *r» *STRUC 
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b. Transitional stage to casual speech I 
MAX-C-IO » *LAB » *r » *STRUC » MAX-V -10 
c. Transitional stage to casual speech II 
*LAB» MAx-C-IO» *r» *STRUC» MAX-V-IO 
Here are revised tableaux of (54). 
(56) Tableaux for Ikeredomol 'although' and Ikerebal 'if' at a transitional stage II 
Input: Ike! *LAB MAX-C-IO *r *STRUC MAx-V 10 . 
a. keredomo *1 * **** 
.. 
b. I@" keredo * * *** * 
c. kedomo *! * I *** •. * 
.... 
d. kedo *1* ** ** 
Input: Ikerebal *LAB MAX-C-IO *r *STRUC MAX-V-IO 
e. kereba *1 * .. *** 
f. I@" kerja * * 
g. kja **! ... * * 
Let us see which candidate the constraint ranking at the second stage of transition selects as 
optimal for Ite#simaw+wl 'end up -ing'. 
(57) Tableau for Ite#simaw+rn/ 'end up -ing' at a transitional stage II 
Input: Ite#simaw+wl I *LAB MAX-C-IO *r *STRUC MAX-V-IO 
a. tSimaw *1 * *** * 
b. teSimaw *1 * **** 
c. I@" tSam ** ** * 
We now know that there are two transitional stages in the process of constraint 
reranking. The following summarises the above discussion: 54 
54 As briefly mentioned in i'n.53, I consider that MAx-V-IO is demoted below *STRlJC straight away, without 
intervening between MAX-C-IO and *LAB, between *LAB and *r, or between *r and *STRlJC. When MAX-V-
10 dominates *STRlJC, [teSimaur], which is the actual output for formal speech, is selected as optimal for 
ite#simaw+ur/ 'end up -ing', regardless of the position of MAx-V-IO. 
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(58) Constraint reranking 355 
a. Formal speech (before reranking) 
MAX-V-IO» MAX-C-IO» *LAB 
»*r» *STRUC c) [teSimaw] rkeredomol [kereba] 
b. Transitional stage to casual speech I . 
MAX-C-IO » *LAB » *r 
»*STRUC» MAX-V-IO c) [tSimaw] [keredomo] [kereba] 
c. Transitional stage to casual speech II 
*LAB» MAX-C-IO» *r 
»*STRUC» MAX-V-IO c) [tSaw! [keredo] [kerja] 
d. Casual speech (after reranking) 
*LAB » *r » MAX-C-IO 
»*STRUC» MAX-V -10 c) [tSaw] [kedo] [kja] 
What (58) implies is that all four rankings are potentially possessed by anyone speaker. 
However, judging from the fact that [tSimaw] 'end up -ing' was never observed in my 
1993-1994 data and that the occurrence of [keredo] 'although' and that of [kerja] 'if' are 
considerably low (see (39) and (46)), it is plausible to say that many simply do not possess 
(58b) or (58c).56 Another thing which is noteworthy is that the constraint reranking merely 
involves the downgrading of two faithfulness constraints (i.e. MAX-V -10 and MAX-C-IO) 
with no mutual reranking of markedness constraints. 
4.8 SUMMARY 
In Japanese there are two featural markedness constraints, namely, *LAB and * r, which 
have effects in casual speech. Context-free MAx-IO constraints are high-ranking in formal 
speech; MAx-V-IO is undominated and MAX-C-IO outranks *LAB and *r. Thus, neither 
vowel nor consonant deletion takes place. However, when MAx-V -10 and MAx-C-IO are 
55 None of these rankings selects [kedomo] for Ikeredomol 'although'. In order for this candidate to become 
optimal, *LAB and MAXFl,,-C-IO need to be ranked in the same stratum, as seen in Tableau (43). As 
mentioned in fn.44, we will discuss how [kedomo] surfaces as optimal in the light of 'gradient well-
formedness' in Chapter 8, 8.6.1. 
56 I do not use [tSimam], [keredo] or rkerja] so I must say that I am one of those who do not possess (58b) or 
(58c). 
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demoted below *STRUC (or the *V subhierarchy) and *r, respectively, the two featural 
markedness constraints interact with other constraints to create less marked structures by 
means of deletion of labials/flaps or nasalisation of flaps (see Chapter 5 for the latter). 
However, not every labial or flap is deleted in casual speech. With the exception of 
stem-final /w/ followed by a non-low vowel and a small number of isolated cases, neither 
labials nor flaps are deleted from open-class items. This is because open-class items are 
privileged in Japanese, as discussed in Chapter 3, 3.4, and are far more resistant to deletion 
of segments than closed-class items. 
Although both *LAB and *r affect the configurations of closed-class items in casual 
speech, these two constraints do not behave in exactly the same way. Because of a high-
ranking positional faithfulness constraint, MAXlxrr-C-IO, both labials and flaps are protected 
from deletion when they are leftmost consonants of morphemes. However, as two other 
positional faithfulness constraints, MAX-IO(Root) and MAXF'>l-C-IO, intervene between 
*LAB and *r, flaps are also protected from deletion when they are in roots or when they are 
rightmost consonants of morphemes, while no such treatment is given to labials so that 
labials in those positions are readily deleted. Thus, we can say that labials are more 
susceptible to deletion than flaps. 
In Japanese, there are two transitional stages in the process of constraint reranking as 
the degree of formality shifts from formal to casual, and the constraint ranking at each stage 
leaves a mark upon the surface form to create variants among contracted forms. In the last 
section of this chapter, we discussed how simple reranking of constraints can account for 
such variants. 
While labials surface as they are in protected positions, those in unprotected positions 
are simply deleted. Flaps in unprotected positions are also subject to deletion. However, 
there are cases in which flaps in both protected and unprotected positions undergo 
nasaJisation, instead of deletion, in order to better satisfy MAx-C-Io. In the next chapter, 
we will deal with flap nasalisation another manifestation of flap avoidance. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
FLAP NASALISATION AND GHOST SEGMENTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter, we saw how *LAB (Smolensky 1993) and *r (McCarthy & Prince 
1995) interact with a number of MAXIMALITY family constraints to produce less marked 
structures in casual Japanese speech. IDENT-ONSET-IO(place) (Beckman 1998) is a high-
ranking constraint in Japanese so that labials cannot surface as coronals l , and the 
domination of MAx-C-IO by *LAB and *r means that a violation of these two markedness 
constraints is resolved by way of deleting the offending segments, unless such segments are 
protected by constraints ranked higher than the markedness constraints in question. 
However, there are cases in which flaps surface as nasals in order to satisfy both *r and 
MAX-C-IO at the expense of an IDENT-IO(nasal) (McCarthy & Prince 1995) violation. In 
this chapter, we will examine this nasalisation of flaps, to which I refer simply as 'flap 
nasali sation',2 in the light of constraint interaction and, in some cases, by invoking the 
concept of floating segments (Hyman 1985) (or latent/ghost segments in Zoll's (1993a, 
1993b, 1994, 1996) terms). Along the way I will propose NO-CASUAL-MERGER to discuss 
the case of non-merger of /sir/ 'know' and /sin/ 'die', among others, in casual speech. 
5.2 FLAP NASALISATION 
Apart from a few isolated cases, such as /toko/ (casual allomorph of /tokoro/) ~ [toko] 
'place' and Ikosirae+flul ...... » /kosae+nu/ ~ [kosaerur] 'produce' (due to lexicalisation), 
no deletion of flaps from open-class items takes place. This is because MAX-IO(Open) 
I With the exception of root-final Ibl and Iwl when followed by Itel or Ital, in which case the labials surfaces 
as [n] and as [t], respectively, due to un dominated CODACOND, yet neither violates IDENT-ONSET-IO(place). 
See Chapter 2, 2.3 for detailed discussion. 
2 As briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, 1.4, some phonologists describe this process as 'nasal syllabification'. 
However, when a flap surfaces as a nasal, it always occupies a coda position and, although it is moraic, it is 
never syllabic. Therefore, the tenn 'nasal syllabification' to refer to the process in question is misleading. 
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dominates *r. Also, both MAXbllT-C-IO and MAXF1N-C-IO outrank *r so that a flap is not 
deleted when it is the leftmost or rightmost consonant of a morpheme. Furthermore, as a 
flap in a root is protected by MAx-IO(Root), it never drops from an auxiliary verb either. 
Thus: 









Underl),:ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
karada karada karada 'body' 
te#moraw+w temoraw temoraw 'receive the favour of -ing' 
taira+na tairana tairana 'flat' 
hare#nara harenara harenara 'if the weather is good' 
mi#nagara mmal)ara mmal)ara 'while watching' 
watasi#jori wataSijori wataSijori 'than me' 
so+re#kwrai sorekwrai sorekwrai 'that much, to that extent' 
Protected by MAX-IO(Open) - Irl in Ikaradal (1a), Itairal (Ic) and Iharel (1d); 
Protected by MAX1Nrl,-C-IO - Irl in Irel (Ig); 
Protected by MAXFIN-C-IO Irl in Inaral (1d), Inagaral (Ie), Ijoril (If) and 
Ikwrail (Ig) as well as Irl in Itairal (Ic) and Iharel (1d); 
Protected by MAX-IO(Root) - Irl in Imorawl (1 b). 
This means that a flap only drops when it is flanked by consonants within a closed-class 
item other than an auxiliary verb root, such as Ikeredomol 'although' or Ikerebal 'if', and 
that flap deletion only applies to a limited number of words which happen to be closed-
class items with at least three syllables and a medial flap. However, avoidance of flaps can 
manifest itself not only through deletion but also through nasal assimilation, as seen below: 
(2) Avoidance of flaps by nasal assimilation (from Chapter 4 (25), (31) and fn.35) 
Underlyjng Surface Surface 
(formal) (casual) 
a. iro+RED+na lfOlfona ironna 'various' 
b. rare+na+i rarenal rannaP 'cannot (do), not be (done)' 
c. kaer+ana+i kacranai kaennai 'not return' 
d. jar+i#nasa+i .. . . . 'do!' Jarmasal Jannasal 
e. hair+w#no hairwno hainno 'enter?, will enter' 
3 See 5.2.3 for in-depth discussion on this flap nasalisation. 
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5.2.1 Non-Occurrence of Flap Nasalisation 1 
The fact that avoidance of flaps by means of flap nasalisation can take place in IrVnVI in 
conjunction with vowel deletion, suggests that it is more important to satisfy *r than IDENT-
IO(nasal). Therefore, we can establish *r »IDENT-IO(nasal). However, the fact that flap 
nasalisation is blocked when the first V of IrVn VI belongs to an open-class item, as seen in 
(Ic-d), means that there is a high-ranking constraint that prevents the V in question from 
being deleted, and the constraint responsible for it is MAx-IO(Open).4, 5 The following 
combined tableau shows the effect of MAx-IO(Open) on IrV+nVI in which IrVI belongs to 
an open-class item: 
(3) Combined tableau for Itaira+nal 'flat' and Ihare#naral 'if the weather is good' in 
casual speech 
I Input: MAx-IO(Open) *r IDENT-IO(nasal) I 
Itaira+nal a. ~ tairana * 
b. tainna *! * .•...... 
Ihare#naral c.~ harenara ** .. 
... 
d. hannara *! * * .. 
When the first V of IrVnVI belongs to a closed-class item, on the other hand, it can drop 
and prompts the preceding flap to assimilate to the following nasal, as seen in (2), but this 
does not apply to any vowel in a closed-class item. For instance, a IrVnVI sequence is 
created when a verb with root-final Irl is followed by a potential morpheme leI and a 
morpheme with initial In/; this lei is never deleted and flap nasalisation never takes place in 
this context, as seen below:6 
4 Alternatively, ANCHOR-IO(Open), which is ranked in the same stratum as MAx-IO(Open). 
5 There is an exception, however. Both Miyara (1980:93) and Shibatani (1990: 176) give Ikmre+na+i/> 
[kmnnai] 'not give (me)' as one of their examples of flap nasalisation. However, as [kumnai] violates MAX-
IO(Open), it should be considered as an isolated case caused by the combination of frequency effects and flap 
avoidance (/kmre/ is the 89th most frequently used word in Japanese, according to the National Institute of 
Japanese Language (1962)). Miyara (ibid.) also provides /tari+na+i/' [tannai] 'not suffice' as another 
example, but [tannai] should be regarded as the reduced form of /tar+ana+i/ 'not suffice'. 
6 I consider that [Jinnai] in [kamoJinnai] 'maybe' has /sire+na+i/ 'not be known', not /sir+e+na+i/ 'cannot 
know', as its underlying representation. 
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(4) Non-occurrence of flap nasalisation: potential negative form 
Underl)::ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. kaef+e+na+i kaefenai kaefenai 'cannot return' 
kaef+ana+i kaefanai kaennai 'not return' 
b. jaf+e+na+i . . . . 'cannot do' Jarenal Jarenal 
jaf+ana+i . . 'not do' Jafanal Janna! 
c. haif+e+na+i haifenai haifenai 'cannot enter' 
haif+ana+i haifanai hainnai 'not enter' 
The potential morpheme lei always surfaces regardless of the register of speech because its 
deletion incurs a violation of M.PARSE(potential).7 
(5) Constraint 34 
M-PARSE(potential): A potential morpheme must be parsed. 
Potential morphemes (lei for consonant-final root verbs; Ifafei for vowel-final root verbs) 
are never completely deleted so that potentiality can be clearly expressed, and M-PARSE 
(potential) is considered to be inviolable. Let us draw a tableau for Ikaef+e+na+il 'cannot 
return' (4a) and confirm that Ikaef+e+na+il must surface as [kaefenai]. (Constraints that 
none of the candidates violates and those that all the candidates violate equally are omitted 
from the tableaux in this chapter, together with some low-ranking constraints). 
(6) Tableau for Ikaef+e+na+iI 'cannot return' in casual speech 
Input: Ikaer+e+na+il ACOND i M-PARsE(potential) *f IDENT-IO(nasal) • 




*! * , I 
I 
• c. kaefnai *! I * * , , 
In the above tableau the actual output (6a) is correctly selected as optimal, but if we include 
*[kaenenai] among the candidates, this candidate seems to fare better than [kaefenai] 
7 As mentioned in Chapter 4, 4.3, IiI, a morpheme which turns a verb stem into a noun equivalent, can drop in 
casual speech in order to better satisfy *STRUC, so what we need to account for non-deletion of the potential 
morpheme leI is more than just M-PARSE (or REALISE-MORPHEME). 
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because the former does not violate CODACOND, M-PARsE(potential) or *r. The reason 
why it cannot be optimal, however, is that it involves a violation of IDENT-ONSET-IO 
(nasal).8 
(7) Constraint 35 
IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal): No change in the values for [nasal] of an onset. 
In standard Japanese, /g/ preceded by a moraic nasal and intervocalic IgI surface as [1]] (e.g. 
IkaNgae/ -+ [ka1]1]ae] 'thought, idea', Ikagi/ -+ [ka1]i] 'key'; see Chapter 2,2.2.3), thus 
IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal) is violated in order to satisfy *g (McCarthy & Prince 1995, Ito & 
Mester 1997). IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal), therefore, must be outranked by *g but it has to 
dominate *r in order for [kaerenai] (6a) to beat * [kaenenai]. In Chapter 2, 2.4, we ranked 
*g in the same stratum as ONSET for formal speech. If we assume that *g and ONSET are 
still ranked together in casual speech, then we expect IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal) to be placed 
either in the same stratum as *LAB or in the same stratum as MAxFlN-C-IO and MAX-
IO(Root) (see Chapter 4 (41)). As we do not have any evidence to prove that IDENT-
ONSET-IO(nasal) should be ranked any lower than *LAB, I rank it in the same stratum as 
*LAB. 










8 Alternatively, we could invoke NOGAP (no spread of features between non-adjacent segments; Ito, Mester 
& Padgett 1995). NOGAP is an OT equivalent of the No-Crossing constraint in Autosegmental Phonology 
(Goldsmith 1976). This constraint is likely to be violated in languages with voicing assimilation andlor vowel 
harmony. In Japanese, non-adjacent voicing assimilation never takes place and vowel harmony does not 
exist, thus NoGAP is an inviolable constraint. (Classical Japanese displayed what could be considered to be 
vowel harmony. See Hattori 1976:257-259, Kamei 1981:690-692, and Tsukishima 1988:70-71, among 
others.) For an OT analysis of vowel harmony, see Kirchner (1993). 
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Let us add *[kaenenai] and IOEl\T-ONsET-IO(nasal) to Tableau (6) to confirm that the 
actual output [kaerenai] is still opted for by our constraint ranking. 
(9) Tableau for Ikaer+e+na+il 'cannot return' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: : M-PARSE IOENT -ONSET *r IOENT-IO 
• Ikaer+e+na+il 1 (potential) -IO(nasal) (nasal) 
• a. 1& kaerenai * 
i i 
! b. kaenenai ! *1 * 
! c. kaennai *! * 
d. kaernai *! * * 
5.2.2. Non-Occurrence of Flap Nasalisation 2 
Flap nasalisation is a regressive assimilation process, as seen in (2) and (4), but can it also 
be a progressive assimilation process, that is, can a flap surface as a nasal when it is 
preceded by another nasal and a vowel (Le. IVnVr/, the mirror image of IrVnV/)? When 
the verb between the nasal and the flap belongs to an open-class item, we expect that flap 
nasalisation never takes place due to high-ranking MAX-IO(Open), but when it belongs to a 
closed-class item, is it possible for the vowel to drop and induce flap nasalisation? I only 
know three contexts in which the second vowel of IVnVrl belongs to a closed-class item: 
(i) Isinl 'die' followed by a potential morpheme and a non-past tense morpheme le+rw/, 
(ii) Isinl 'die' followed by a passive morpheme lare/, and (iii) a conjunctive particle Inaral 
(10) IVnV rl sequence 
Underl~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. sin+e+rw Sinerw Sinerw I * Sinnw 'can die' 
b. sin+are+rw Sinarerw Sinarerw I * Sinnerw 'die (on me)' 
c. ik+w#nara ikwnara ikwnara I *ikwnna 'if go' 
9 In Classical Japanese, flaps could surface as [m], as seen in [arwmeri] -+ [ammeriJ 'there seems' (see 
Chapter 4 (24», but this kind of flap nasalisation is no longer observed in Modern Japanese due to high-
ranking IDENT -IO(place). 
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The deletion of leI from Isin+e+fUlI (lOa) incurs a violation of undominated M-PARSE 
(potential) so that Isin+e+rUlI can never surface as *rSinnUl]. In Isin+are+rUlI (lOb), on 
the other hand, the deletion of lal does not incur any of the undominated or high-ranking 
constraints we have discussed so far, and neither does the deletion of the first fal from 
lik+Ul#naral (lOc). However, as the fol1owing tableaux show, IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal) can 
prevent /sin+are+rUl/ (lOb) and lik+Ul#nara/ (lOc) from undergoing flap nasalisation. 
(l1) Tableaux for /sin+are+fUl/ 'die. (on me)' and lik+Ul#nara/ 'if go' in casual speechJO 
Input: *Nr IDENT-IO MAX1Nrr IDENl'-ONSET *r IDENT-IO 
/sin+are+rrnl (lateral) -C-IO -IO(nasal) (nasal) 
** 
*! * * 
c. SinanerUl 
d. Sinan 
i e. Sinar *! 
f. Sinlerw *! 
g. SinrerUl *! 
*Nr IDENT IDENT MAX IDENT-ONSET MAx *r IDENT 




j. *! * 
k. *! * 
1. *! * * 
m. *! * 
in. *! 
o. ikUlnra *1 * 
Although IDENT-IO(nasal) is ranked lower than *r, the domination of the latter by IDENT-
ONsET-IO(nasal) makes sure that a flap in /nVrVI is never turned into a nasal, and this 
answers the question raised at the beginning of this subsection: can flap nasalisation be also 
a progressive assimilation process? The answer is no, because the corresponding input 
10 See Chapter 2,2.2.4 and 2.4 for the ranking of *Nr and IDENT-IO(lateral). 
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segment of an onset En] must be I+nasal]; a flap can smface as a nasal in a coda position 
but not in an onset position due to IDENT-ONSEf-IO(nasal»> *r. 
5.2.3 Flap Nasalisation Across a Boundary Between Two Closed-Class Items 
As we have discussed in the last two subsections, flap nasalisation is a regressive 
assimilation process and it can only take place when the first V in IrVnVI belongs to a 
closed-class item. In this subsection we wiJI examine a case of flap nasalisation observed 
across a boundary between two closed-class items, namely, Irarel and Ina/ (e.g. 
Irare+na+i/ --+ [rannai] 'cannot (do), not be (done)' (2b». 
Irarel is a morpheme attached to a vowel-final root verb to mean 'can' or to indicate 
the passive voice. Let us call this morpheme 'potential/passive morpheme'. When this 
morpheme is followed by the negative morpheme Ina/, the vowel between the second flap 
and the nasal drops and the flap assimilates to the nasal in casual speech. The vowel is not 
protected by either MAX-IO(Open) or MAX-IO(Root), and its deletion only incurs a 
violation of low-ranking MAx-V -10. Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the vowel in 
question should drop and flap nasalisation should follow. Here is a tableau for irare+na+ii 
'cannot (do), not be (done)' in casual speech. 
(12) Tableau for irare+na+ii 'cannot (do), not be (done)' in casual speech 
lput: irare+na+i/ • IDENT -ONSET-I O( nasal) MAXFr;;-C-IO *r IDENT-IO(nasal) . 
a. ~ rannai I * * I 
b. rarenal **! 
. 
c. ranal *! * 
d. nanna1 *! ** 
The above tableau, indeed, confirms our assumption and [rannai] is correctly selected as 
optimal. 
Up until now we have not yet established the exact ranking of IDENT-IO(nasal) in 
relation to other low-ranking constraints, such as MAx-C-IO (Kager 1999), *STRUC (Prince 
& Smolensky 1993) and * MAX-V -10 (Kagel' 1999). As long as IDENT-IO(nasal) is placed 
lower than *r, a flap can surface as a nasal but exactly where should this constraint be 
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ranked? There is a piece of evidence that can shed light on it; Iko+ko#de#nol 'of this 
place' is composed of Iko+ko/, a demonstrative pronoun meaning 'this place', the locative 
particle Idel and the genitive particle Ino/. Although the vowel between Idl and Inl is not 
protected by any constraint ranked higher than *STRUC, this phrase never surfaces as 
* [kokonno] just to satisfy *STRUC at the expense of an IDENT-IO(nasal) violation. This 
means that IDENT-IO(nasal) must dominate *STRUC, II thus the only stratum where IDENT-
IO(nasal) can be placed is between *r and *STRUC, that is, the stratum to which MAX-C-IO 
belongs. Here is a revised tableau for Irare+na+i/ 'cannot (do), not be (done)' in casual 
speech withMAx-C-IO, *STRUC and *MAX-V-Io. 
(13) Tableau for /rare+na+il 'cannot (do), not be (done)' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: IDENT-ONS MAXF1N *r IDENT- : MAX- *STRUC MAX-I 
Irarc+na+iI -IO(nasal) -C-IO IO(nasal) C-IO V-IO 
a. l@' rannai * * , *** , * , 
b. rarcnal **! , **** , I 
*! * I * *** * c. ranal , , 
, 
I d. nannal *! I ** 
, 
*** * I , 
5.2.4. Flap Nasalisation Across a Boundary Between Open- and Closed-Class Items 
Next, let us discuss flap nasalisation in IrVnV/, in which a root-final flap is followed by a 
vowel and a nasal/2 as seen in (2c-e), which are repeated below. 
(14) A voidance of flaps by nasal assimilation 
Underl):ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) ( casual) 
a. kacr+ana+i kacranai kacnnai 'not return' 
b. jar+i#nasa+i .. . jannasai 'do!' Jarlllasal 
c. hair+m#no hairlUno hainno 'enter?, will enter' 
Il When IDENT-IO(nasal) dominates *STRUC, flap nasalisation will never take place if there is no such 
markedness constraint as *r, due to the interaction of CODACOND and IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal). Therefore, 
the need for *r in our constraint hierarchy is well supported by independent evidence. 
12 If! as a morpheme-final segment is only acceptable in consonant-final verb roots. 
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When a verb with root-final Irl is followed by such suffixes as lana+iI (negation; lanai: 
negative, IiI: non-past tense), li#nasa+il (command; IiI: turning a verb into a noun 
equivalent, Inasa/: allomorph of honorific auxiliary verb Inasar/, Iii: non-past tense) and 
Im#nol (question/assertion; Im/: non-past tense, Ino/: explanatory predicate question with 
a rising intonation and assertion with a falling intonation), systematic avoidance of flaps is 
observed in casual speech by means of flap nasalisation in conjunction with vowel deletion. 
This can be accounted for from the point of view of derivational theoretical analysis as 
follows: 
(15) Derivational theoretical analysis of flap nasalisation 13 
Ikaer+ana+il I j ar+i#nasa+il Ihair+m#nol 
vowel deletion kaernai . . hairno Jarnasal 
flap nasalisation kaennai . . hainno Jannasal 
rkaennai] [jannasail [hainno] 
Let us draw a combined tableau for (14a-c) to see if our constraint ranking correctly selects 
respective optimal candidates. 
(16) Combined tableau for Ikaer+ana+il 'not return', Ijar+i#nasa+il 'do!' and Ihair+m# 
nol 'enter?, will enter' in casual speech 
put: RSE(tense) IDENT-IO(nasal) MAX-V-IO 
a. kaeranai 
b. IJE kaennai * * 
Ijar+i#nasa+il c. jarinasai 
d. IJE jannasai * * . 
Ihair+m#nol , e. ® hairmno 
f. hainno *! * * 
The deletion of lal from the negative morpheme lanai in Ikaer+ana+il 'not return' and that 
of Iii from Ijar+i#nasa+il 'do!' do not pose any problem,14 but the violation incurred by the 
13 This analysis is on a par with Miyara (1980:93) and Shibatani (1990: 176). 
14 When the preceding root-final consonant is Ibl, Iml, Iw/, /gl or Ik/, neither la/ nor Iii can be deleted because 
(i) if the vowel is deleted, a CODACOND violation will be incurred and Oi) one of the consonants at the root-
suffix boundary could assimilate to the other in order to avoid a CODACOND violation but this would lead to a 
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deletion of the tense morpheme lUll from Ihair+Ul#nol 'enter?, will enter' is serious 
enough to eliminate the actual output (l6f) from the contention completely. We could 
assume that lUll is not present underlyingly in casual speech (e.g. /hair#nol -+ [hainno] 
'enter?, will enter'), but two questions would arise from this assumption. (i) When the 
root-final consonant is not a flap, [Ul] must precede [no] when one wishes to say '(do)?, 
will (do)' even in casual speech, as in [kakUlno] 'write?, will write' and [jomUlno] 'read?, 
will read'. We saw in Chapter 2, 2.3 that, in the formation of the fe-form of verbs, a 
CODACOND violation is never resolved by means of vowel insertion, except for Is+tel -+ 
[Site], due to high-ranking DEP-V -10. Whether in formal speech or in casual speech, the 
formation of the fe-form remains the same, and DEP-V -10 is still a high-ranking constraint 
in casual speech. How, then, could we account for the different measures taken to satisfy 
CODACOND if we assumed lUll to be epenthetic? (ii) The Japanese epenthetic vowel is [i], 
as we discussed in Chapter 2,2.3.3. If we had to insert a vowel in order to resolve a cluster 
of consonants that cannot be parsed, why would lUll be employed as an epenthetic vowel 
only in the context in question?15 The easiest way to answer these two questions is to 
assume that IUl/ is, in fact, present or at least encoded in the underlying representation for 
the expression '(do)?, will (do)'. 
We could assume that there are two suffixes for question/assertion for consonant-final 
root verbs in casual speech: one for verbs with root-final/rl and the other for the rest; that 
is, 10#nol for the former and IUl#nol for the latter. However, the analysis I adopt here is 
proposed by Zoll (l993a, 1993b, 1994, 1996): ghost segmental analysis. 
violation of high-ranking IDENT -IO(pJace). When the root-final consonant is lsI or Itl, IDENT -IO(place) will 
not be violated even if the vowel is deleted and one of the consonants at the boundary assimilates to the other. 
However, alternation between a coronal obstruent and a nasal is more eostly than palatalisation/affrication of 
a coronal obstruent in terms of constraint violations (see 5.3.2 and 5.3.3), thus no deletion of a vowel takes 
place when lana+il or li#nasa+il follows lsI or IV. When Inl is the root-final consonant, CODACOND will not 
be violated even if Ia! or IiI is deleted, but it will result in a violation of NO-CASUAL-MERGER (see 5.4 below). 
15 A possible answer to this questions is Output-Variant correspondence proposed by Kawahara (2001), but 
the answer to the first question will still remain a mystery. 
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5.3 GHOST SEGMENTS 
Zoll (1993a:184) describes 'ghost segments' (or 'latent segments') as consonants and 
vowels which surface in some contexts but not in others. 16 According to Hyman (1985), 
yers in Russian are such segments, which he calls 'floating segments'; they are realised 
with their vowel height lowered when followed by a consonant and another yer, as in (17a), 
and are deleted when followed by a consonant and a non-yer vowel, as in (17b). 










In the case of the Russian yer, the ghost segment surfaces only when the output would lack 
a nucleus without it, and a complex onset is permitted as long as a syllable has a nucleus. 
Within the framework of OT, this can be accounted for with the interaction of four 
constraints: NUCLEUS (Prince & Smolensky 1993), *COMPLEX (ibid.), *STRUC and MAX-IO 
(McCarthy & Prince 1995). The following combined tableau shows how these constraints 
interact with each other to select [lob J and [lba] as optimal candidates for IIUbUI 'forehead 
(NOM), and IIUbal 'forehead (GEN)', respectively: 
(18) Combined tableau for IIUbUI 'forehead (NOM)' and IIUbal 'forehead (GEN)' 
Input: NUCLEUS : MAX-IO *STRUC * COMPLEX 
IIUbUI a. ~ lob I * I I 
b. lbo I * *! I I 
) 
c. lobo , **! , , 
~r *! , * , , ) 
• IIUbal e. lob ) *! I 
I 
f. IlS' Iba ) * * ) I 
loba I **! g. I 
I 






16 Zoll (l993a:188, 1996:198) gives the following as examples of languages that possess ghost segments: 
Afar, Armenian, Axininca Campa, Dakota, Swahili, Wolof, Korean, French, Tiwi, Polish, Slovak and Yokus. 
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The crucial point in this account is that the deletion of a ghost segment does not incur a 
violation of MAX-IO. When it does not surface, it is considered to be absent in the 
underlying representation. 
Let us return to flap nasalisation in Japanese. I consider the non-past tense suffix hul 
in /rn#no/ (question/assertion) to be a ghost segment which, just like the Russian yer, 
surfaces only when needed to satisfy high-ranking constraints. 
5.3.1 Ghost Segment Preceded by aNon-Coronal Consonant 
In Japanese there are nine consonants that are used root-finally: fbi, /m/, /w/, tl, Is/, In/, Ir/, 
Igl and Ik/. Of these consonants, all but Inl violate CODACOND when directly followed by 
/nV/. Therefore, if a ghost segment does not surface, a violation of CODACOND will have 
to be avoided by deleting one of the consonants at the root-suffix boundary or by 
assimilating the place of articulation (and the manner of articulation in some cases) of one 
of the consonants to the other. 17 First let us take Ikam+(rn)#nol 'bite?, will bite' (a ghost 
segment is parenthesised) as an example and see if the constraint ranking we have 
established so far permits either deletion or assimilation to resolve the unacceptable cluster 
of consonants. Here is a tableau for Ikam+(rn)#nol 'bite?, will bite'. 
(19) Tableau for Ikam+(rn)#nol 'bite?, will bite' in casual speech 
Input: •• CODA: M-PARSE IDENT-ONS ANCHOR : IDENT : MAX : MAX , , , 
Ikam+(m)#no/ COND: (tense) (place) (Open) ; (place) ! (Open) i iNIT-C , 
a. I1lW kammno , , , , , , , , 
b. kamo 
, , , , 







· ~ kanno · 
, 













e. kammo , , , , , , , , 
, , 
if. kamno II *! 
, , , , 
, , , 




17 Insertion of a vowel between the two consonants is not an option because, if a vowel needs to be inserted 
there, then the ghost segment should surface. 
18 When a ghost segment does not surface, it is not considered to be deleted. Therefore, a candidate without 
the root-final segment and the ghost segment does not violate ALIGN-SFX2. 
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If the ghost segment does not surface, a CODACOND violation has to be resolved (i) by 
changing the place of articulation of one of the consonants at the root-suffix boundary, as in 
(19c) and (1ge), or (ii) by deleting one of the consonants at the root-suffix boundary, as in 
(19b) and (19d). However, (i) incurs at least an IDENT-IO(place) violation and (ii) at least 
one of ANCHOR-IO(Open), MAX-IO(Open) and MAXINrI.-C-IO violations, while the 
candidate with the ghost segment (19a) does not violate any of them. This applies to any 
non-coronal consonant when followed by /(w)#no/, with the exception of /w/, which is 
deleted before a non-low vowel. Let us thus examine what happens when the ghost 
segment follows /w/. Here is a tableau for /kaw+(w)#no/ 'buy?, will buy' (M-PARSE 
(tense) is omitted as none of the candidates violates it). 
(20) Tableau for /kaw+(w)#no/ 'buy?, will buy' in casual speech 
Input: /kaw+ 
(w)#no/ 
CODA i *wV 




ANCHOR i IDENT : MAX 
· . (Open) i (place) i (Open) 
· , 
ONS IDENT , 
(nasal) I 
a. kawno * : *! .. " .... * . 
b. ® kanno · : * * , 
c. kano * *! 
d. kajwno *' * 
i e. kawwno *! I 
f. kawno *! 
In this tableau, the actual output (20a) is not only beaten by (20b) but also by (20c) so we 
need some constraints to eliminate these unwanted candidates before (20a) is ousted by 
ONSET. In Chapter 2 we saw that /gl is realised as [1)] intervocalically (e.g. /kagi/ -+ [ka1)i] 
'key') and that root-final Ibl surfaces as [n] in the formation of the fe-form (e.g. Itob+te/ -+ 
[ton de] 'flying, jumping'). We also saw in 5.2.3 that If I can undergo nasal assimilation. 
However, Iw / -+ [n] is not attested in Modern Japanese. 19 Judging from these facts, it 
seems that an underlying [+continuant] segment cannot surface as a nasal. I thus propose 
the following undominated local conjunction constraint to militate against Iwl -+ [n]: 20 
19lt does not seem that Iw/-+ [n) was attested in Classical Japanese either. See Kishida (1998:ch.3). 
20 MAx-IO[+cont) does not work because Iwl surfaces as [t) in the formation of the te-form (e.g. Ikaw+te/-+ 




(21) Constraint 36 
[IDENT-IO(nasal) & IDENT-IO(cont)]: Corresponding segments must agree on the 
values for [nasal] and/or [cont]. 
[IDENT-IO(nasal) & IDENT-IO(cont)] is violated only when corresponding segments involve 
a violation of both IDENT-IO(nasal) and IDENT-IO(cont). In Ikaw+(m)#no/ - *[kanno] 
(20b) both members of the local conjunction constraint are violated by /w/- [n], so this 
candidate will be eliminated in the first stratum. 
Now for *[kano] (20c); in Japanese, there are a number of forms of verbs because 
polarity, tense, voice and a variety of aspects are indicated by means of inflection, and 
when it comes to consonant-final root verbs, any form that is considered to be a word must 
have at least one more mora than its root projects because consonant-final root verbs 
always require a suffix or suffixes in order to be recognised as a grammatical word21 due to 
undominated CODACOND (e.g. [kakml (non-past affirmative form; bimoraic) > Ikakl 
'write' (projecting one mora)22 + non-past tense morpheme Im/). I thus propose the 
following constraint: 
(22) Constraint 37 
GR WD>RoOT(Open): In open class a grammatical word must have at least one more 
mora than its root projects.23 
This constraint is violable because a vowel-final root verb can be a grammatical word by 
itself (e.g. [mil (nominal form) > Imil 'see, watch'). However, as long as it does not 
dominate WT-IDENT-IO(Open) (no lengthening or shortening of segments in open class),24 
which is ranked in the third stratum, then a violation of GRWD>RooT(Open) is not fatal for 
such a candidate as [mil for Imi/, as seen in the following tableau: 
21 My definition of a 'grammatical word' is a 'minimal unit that is recognised as a word' which is separated 
from affixes underlyingly by #. 
22 We cannot assume that the root-final consonant also projects a mora because an underlying representation 
is not supposed to be syllabified and there is no guarantee that the consonant surfaces as a coda. 
23 The specification 'open' is necessary because Isimawl in Ite#simaw+ml 'end up -ing, for instance, 
violates GRWD>ROOT. See Chapter 4, 4.3 for detailed discussion on this. 
24 WT-IDENT-IO(Open) is a variation of McCarthy's (1995) WT-IDENT-IO. We will discuss these two 
constraints and their interaction with other constraints in detail in Chapter 6 when we examine compensatory 
lengthening. 
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(23) Tableau for !mil 'seeing, watching' 
Input: !mil DEP-V-IO GRWD>RoOT WT-IDENT-IO ONSET WT-IDENT-IO 
(0 en) (0 en) 
ml * 
b. ml: * *! 
c. mn *! * 
In the case of Iw/-final root verbs, Iwl is deleted when followed by a non-low vowel due to 
undominated *wV[-lowl so that, in order to satisfy GRWD>RooT(Open), at least one mora-
carrying segment of the suffix that follows must surface to form a grammatical word. In 
Ikaw+(m)#nol --.. *[kano] (20c), [ka] cannot be recognised as a grammatical word, thus it 
violates GRWD>RooT(Open). Let us add [IDENT-IO(nasal) & IDENT-IO(cont)] and GRWD 
>RooT(Open) to Tableau (20) to confirm that this time the actual output [kamno] is 
correctly selected as optimal for Ikaw+(m)#no! 'buy?, will buy'. 
(24) Tableau for Ikaw+(m)#no/ 'buy?, will buy' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: Ikaw+ CODA 
, 
*wV i ID(nas) & ID-ONS ANCHOR , ID : MAX: GRWD , , , 
COND i , , , (m)#no! [-low] , ID(cont) (place) (Open) (pI) , (Op) , >ROOT , , , , , 
, , , , , 
i a. ~kamno , , * , , * , i 













, , , , , 






*! , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 






, t , . 
e. , , 
· 
, , 
, , t , , , , t , , 
! f. kawno *' 










With the addition of two new constraints, we can confirm that a ghost segment is needed 
when preceded by a Iw/-final root verb as well. Therefore, we must conclude that all the 
verbs with a root-final non-coronal consonant require the ghost segment to surface. 
5.3.2 Ghost Segment Preceded by lsI 
Unlike the non-coronal consonants we have just discussed above, lsi shares the same place 
of articulation with Inl so that at least IDENT-IO(place) violation will be avoided if one of 




COND violation. Let us check if either assimilation or deletion is an option for lsi-final root 
verbs when followed by I(rn)#no/. Here is a tableau for Ikas+(rn)#+nol 'lend?, will lend' . 
(2S) Tableau for Ikas+(rn)#nol 'lend?, will lend' in casual speech25 
Input: CODA i ID(cont) i ID(nas) & i MAX[+obs] GRWD : MAX: MAX· 
, , 
Ikas+(rn)#nol COND: [cor] : ID(cont): [cor] >ROOT : (Open) : I;;rr-C 
a. ~ kasrnno 
b. kaso 
I c. kano 
d. kasso *! * 
e. kanno *! * 
kasno *1 
*! .. * ' 
.. : 
....... >! 








As we saw in Chapter 2, 2.3.3, both IDENT-IO(cont)[cor] and MAx-IO[+obs][cor] are 
undominated and cannot be violated, so that candidates with Is(,,[n] or In/,,-,[s] alternation 
(2Sd-e) or without lsi (2Sc) are all eliminated in the first stratum of the constraint hierarchy. 
The candidate without Inl of Inol (2Sb) is not successful either because it violates MAXlNrr-
C-10. This leaves the actual output [kasrnno] (2Sa) alone in the contention, thus it is duly 
selected as optimal. Therefore, the ghost segment l(rn)1 must surface when preceded by Is/-
final root verbs as well. 
25 Further to fn.14, the undominated constraints in (25) also eliminate all the candidates with Is/~[n] or In/~[s] 
alternation or without lsi for Ikas+i#nasa+il 'lend!'. *[kasasai] cannot be eliminated by any of the 
undominated constraints in (25), but it fatally violates another undominated constraint ALlGN-SFX2 as well as 
MAX!NlT-C-IO. Although the actual output [kaSinasai] violates IDENT-IO(anterior) in order to satisfy 
CVLINKAGE(I), this violation is so trivial it has no effect on the selection of the optimal candidate. 
Input: il II AUGN-
, CODA , CV , IDENT-IO , IDENT-IO(nas) & , MAX-IO IDENT-IO I , , , , 
i Ikas+i#nasa+i SFX2 
, , , , 
, COND LINKAGE , (cont)[cor] , IDENT-IO(cont) , [+obsj[cor] (anterior) , , , , , , , , , , 
a. ~ kaSinasai i , , I , , * , , I , , , I , , 
b. kassasai 





I I , , , 
, , , , 
c. kannasai 
, , , 
*! , * , , , I I I I I I I 
d. kasinasai I , *! I I , I I I I , 
e. kasnasai I *! , I I I I I I , I 
I I I , 
f. kasasai *! , 
, I I I 
I , I I , , , I I 
g. kanasai *! 
, , , , 
* , , I , , , I , I , 
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5.3.3 Ghost Segment Preceded by It! 
As we saw in Chapter 2, 2.2.1, the ta-column consonant has surface variation and when It I 
is followed by Im/, it surfaces as [tsJ in order to satisfy undominated CVLINKAGE(*TU) 
(Ito & Mester 1995b) at the expense of an IDENT-IO(strident) violation. Let us see what 
option our constraint ranking prefers for Ikat+(m)#nol 'win?, will win'. (Some constraints 
are omitted from the tableaux in this subsection in order to save space.) 
(26) Tableau for Ikat+(m)#nol 'win?, will win' in casual speech 
Input: CODA i MAX[ +obs J MAX i MAX ID-ONS I ID lID, I *STRUC 
Ikat+(m)#nol COND: [cor] (Open) i INrr-C (nasal) • (nas) : (stn) , 
a. katsmno , , , * ***! , , , , , . 






I ** c. 
, , , 
, , , 
, , , 
d. katto , , *! * , ** , , , , , , 
.... 
e. ® kanno I , , * , ** , , , , , , 





, , , 
In this tableau *[kanno] (26e) is incorrectly selected as optimal. In Chapter 2, 2.4, we 
ranked both IDENT-IO(nasal) and IDENT-IO(strident) in the same stratum. If we place the 
former higher in the constraint hierarchy than the latter, then we will be able to select the 
actual output [katsmno] (26a) as the winner, but this solution does not work when it comes 
to Ikat+i#nasa+il 'win!', as seen in the following tableau: 
(27) Tableau for Ikat+i#nasa+il 'win!' in casual speech 
Input: ALIGN: CODA MAX : MAX ID ID-ONS ID ID 
Ikat+i#nasa+il -SFX2 : COND (Open) i INn·-C (ant) (nasal) (nas) (stri) 
katJinasai 
, 
*1 I * a. , , , 






c. kanasai *! . * , , , , , 
d. kattasai , , *! * . , , , , 










In Chapter 3, 3.3, we saw /tabe+te#i+fUI/ -+ [tabetefUI] 'be eating', where MAX-IO(Root) 
is violated. In order for rtabeterUI] to beat *[tabetSifUI] which satisfies MAx-IO(Root), 
we must rank IDENT-IO(anterior) higher than MAX-IO(Root). MAX-IO(Root) dominates 
*f, which in turn dominates IDENT-IO(nasal) (see Chapter 4, (38) and Chapter 5, 5.2.1, 
respectively); by transitivity, IDENT-IO(anterior) must dominate IDENT-IO(nasal). 
Therefore, even if we promote IDENT-IO(nasal) above IDENT-IO(strident), we still cannot 
obtain [katSinasai] (27a) for Ikat+i#nasa+il 'win!' with our current constraint hierarchy. 
This suggests that there is a constraint ranked higher than IDENT-IO(anterior), which 
*[kannasai] fatally violates. In Japanese, an alternation of a voiced obstrnent with a nasal 
is well attested (e.g. Itob+tel -+ [tonde] 'flying, jumping', Ikagil -+ [ka1)i] 'key') but an 
alternation between a voiceless obstruent and a nasal is not. In Chapter 2, we ranked both 
IDENT-IO(voice) (McCarthy & Prince 1995) and IDENT-IO(nasal) quite low in the 
constraint hierarchy, but the violation of both constraints by a single segment seems fatal 
for any candidate with the alternation between a voiceless obstruent and a nasal. I thus 
propose the following local conjunction constraint to account for the lack of alternation 
between It! and In/. 
(28) Constraint 38 
[IDENT-IO(voice) & IDENT-IO(nasal)]: Corresponding segments must agree on the 
values for [voice] andlor [nasal].26 
This local conjunction constraint is not violated by fbi -+ In] or Igl -+ [1)] because IDENT-
IO(voice) is satisfied, but it is violated by /tl -+ In] and lsi -+ In] (also by nasals -+ 
voiceless obstruents). Thus, (27e) as well (26d-e) and (27d) can be eliminated by this 
constraint. Let us add [IDENT-IO(voice) & IDENT-IO(nasal)] to Tableaux (26) and (27) to 
confirm that this time the actual outputs [katsUIno] and [katSinasai] are correctly selected 
and that the ghost segment must surface when it is preceded by Itl. 
26 IDENT-IO(nasal)[corJ does not work because in casual speech root-final If! can surface as [nl as seen in 
Ikaer+ana+il -~ [kaennai] 'not return'. 
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(29) Tableau for Ikat+(m)#nol 'win?, will win' in casual speech (revised) 
• Input: II CODA i IDENT(voice) & i MAX[+obs] MAX iMAX IDENT-ONS 
, Ikat+(m)#nol COND i IDENT(nasal) , [cor] (Open) i INrr-C (nasal) , , , 
I a. ~ katsmno , , , , , , , , , , 
b. kato 
, , , 
*! .... , , , , , , 
, , , 
c. kano , , *! * , , .. , , , , 
I d. katto *! , .'.'. , 
.>* 
, , , 
, , 
.... ' ..... 
, 
, , 
kanno *! : ..... , .•.... ':: .: .. ,:' ...•.. :,., .. ,, e. , , , , 
.' L , , ,. 
f. katno *! , , , , , I , .. , , , 
(30) Tableau for Ikat+i#nasa+il 'win!' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: ALIGN : CODA: IDENT( voice) & MAX : MAX IDENT IDENT I 
Ikat+i#nasa+il -SFX2 : COND: IDENT( nasal) (Open) i []';fl-C (ant) ( std) , , 
a. ~ katS~H~~~. , , .. , . •... * * I , , , , , , 
b. katasai 
I 
*1 , , , * I 
, , , 
, , 
..... : , 





*1 , ! , , , 









, , , 
If. katnasai *! , I , , , , 
In the last three subsections, we have seen that, when the root-final consonant is Ibl, 
Iml, Iw/, Itl, lsI, IgI or Ik/, neither deletion nor nasalisation/denasalisation takes place across 
the root-suffix boundary and that the ghost segment must surface to avoid a CODACOND 
violation. Therefore, they all satisfy newly introduced [IDENT-IO(voice) & IDENT-IO 
(nasal)] for non-voicing/non-devoicing and non-nasalisation/non-denasalisation. Next, let 
us see what happens when If I precedes a ghost segment. 
5.3.4 Ghost Segment Preceded by If I 
In casual speech If 1 surfaces as En] when followed by lana+il (negation), li#nasa+il 
(command) and I(m)#nol (question/assertion). Flap nasalisation does not involve either an 
IDENT-IO(voice) violation or an IDENT-IO(cont) violation, and neither the root-final If I nor 
the morpheme-initial Inl is deleted, so that the actual output of IfVn VI can satisfy all the 
undominated and high-ranking constraints, including newly introduced [IDENT-IO(voice) & 
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IDENT-IO(nasal)J, [IDENT-IO(nasal) & IDENT-IO(cont)] and GRWD>RooT(Open), even 
when the V between the flap and the nasal does not surface.27 In Tableau (16) we saw that 
[kaennai] and [jannai] were selected as optimal for Ikaer+ana+il 'not return' and 
Ijar+i#nasa+il 'do!', respectively, but [hainno] was not selected as optimal for 
Ihair+m#nol 'enter?, will enter' due to a violation of undominated M-PARsE(tense). Let us 
see what happens when we consider the tense morpheme to be a ghost segment. Here is a 
tableau for Ihair+(rn)#nol 'enter?, will enter'. 
(31) Tableau for Ihair+(m)#nol 'enter?, will enter' in casual speech 
Input: 
• /hair+(m)#no! 
I a. hairrnno! 





CODA ANCHOR: GRWD : ID : MAx : MAX 
COND (Open) i >ROOT i (lat) i (Open) i INIT-C 
*! 
: *!* ' 
*! * * 














In this tableau the crucial role is played by *r. We saw in Chapter 4 that labials and flaps 
are systematically avoided in casual Japanese speech. Although flaps are not deleted from 
open-class items or roots due to ANCHOR-IO(Open), MAX-IO(Open) and MAx-IO(Root) all 
dominating *r, avoidance of flaps still manifests itself through flap nasalisation, as can be 
seen in the above tableau. 
In this section we examined cases of the ghost segment preceded by a root-final consonant, 
except for Inl, and confirmed that unless the ghost segment directly follows a flap, it must 
surface to avoid all the undominated and high-ranking constraints. In the next section we 
will discuss why contraction does not occur to a root-final In/ followed by /ana+il 
(negation), li#nasa+i/ (command) or /(rn)#nol (question/assertion). 
27 Ihair+(m)/lnol -, [hainno] 'entre?, will enter', for instance, satisfies GRWD>RooT(Open) because the flap 
surfaces as a coda which is a mora carrier. Also, it does not incur a violation of M-PARSE(tense) because 1m! 
is not considered to be deleted even when it does not surface. 
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5.4 NO-CASUAL~MERGER 
As mentioned earlier, CODACOND is not violated when Inl directly precedes another In/. 
Therefore, it is expected in casual speech that the initial vowel of each suffix, including the 
ghost segment, does not surface in such words as Isin+ana+i/ 'not die', /sin+i#nasa+il 
'die!' and /sin+(w)#no/ 'die?, will die,28 due to *STRUC. However, this is not the case and, 
even in casual speech, these words surface as [Jinanai], [Jininasai] and rSinwnoJ, 
respectively. The problem is that our constraint ranking opts for candidates without the 
initial vowel of the suffix, whether it is a ghost segment or not, as seen in the following 
tableaux (some undominated and low-ranking constraints are omitted): 
(32) Tableaux for /sin+a+na+i/ 'not die' and /sin+(w)#nol 'die?, will die' in casual 
speech 
I Input: ~ CV MAX-IO I MAX1>lIT I IDENT-IO MAX- *STRUC I MAX-I I 
/sin1+an2a+i/ •. LINKAGE (Open) 
I 
-C-IO (anterior) C-IO V-IO I I , 
a. Sinanai I I * ****! I I 
I b. ® Sinnai I * *** * I I 
Sinzai *! 
I 
* * *** * c. I I 
I 
I d. Sinlai ! I *! * * *** * I I 
*' 
I 
**** e. smanal I I 
• f. sinnai *! 
I 
*** * I I 
Input: /sinl+ CV I MAX-IO MAX!l\1T ! IDENT -10 . MAX- I *STRUC . MAX-
(w)#n20/ LINKAGE ! (Open) -C-IO I (anterior) C-IO V-IO i 
rg. SinUIno =: I * ***! I I I 
I I h. ® Sinno ! I * ** * I 
I 
i. Sinzo *! : * * ** * I .. 
J. Sinlo i *! * * ** * 
k. *! 
, 





.1. smno *! , ** * I , I 
The actual outputs, [Jinanai] (32a) and [SinUInoj (32g), and the incorrectly selected 
candidates, *[Sinnai] (32b) and *[SinnoJ (32h), are even until they reach *STRUC but, due 
to one more violation marks incurred by the former, the latter become optimal in the above 
18 In Japanese there is only one verb with root-final In/: Isinl 'die'. 
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tableaux. In the same way, *[.finnasaiJ will be selected as optimal, instead of IJininasai] 
for Isin+i#nasa+il 'die!'. ([.finnai], IJinnasai] and [.finno J are in fact the surface forms of 
Isir+ana+i/ 'not know', Isir+i#nasa+il 'know!' and Isir+(ur)#nol 'know?, will know', 
respectively.) We desperately need a constraint that can oust such candidates as (32b) and 
(32h) before the actual outputs are eliminated by *STRUC, but what can that constraint be? 
Yamato vocabulary has a number of homophones;29 some share the same underlying 
representation (e.g. [hana] for Ihanal 'flower' and 'nose') while others do not (e.g. [katte] 
for Ikat+tel 'winning', Ikar+tel 'cutting, mowing' and Ikaw+tel 'buying/)?O Therefore, it 
does not appear that Japanese has such a phonological phenomenon as 'homophony 
blocking' (Crosswhite 1999). However, if we take a close look at formal-casual 
correspondence, we can start to see 'homophony blocking'. Here are some examples. 
(33) No formal-casual merger 
Underlxing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. nagara na1]ara na1]ara 'while' 
nara nara nara 'if' 
b. nom 1 noml noml 'only' 
no no no genitive particle 
111 111 111 dative/locative/allati ve particle 
We accounted for VVN (Voiced Velar Nasalisation) by invoking the constraint ranking: 
*[1] » *g » IDENT-IO(nasaJ) (see Chapter 2,2.2.3), In standard Japanese, intervocalic /g/ 
surfaces as [1]] so that no violation of *g is incurred in (33a), but because the velar in 
question is intervocalic, its nasalisation incurs a violation of IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal), which 
dominates *r (see 5.2.1), thus, dominates MAX-C-IO as well, and the candidate with no 
violation of *g and IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal), *rnara] (34c), should beat both [na1]ara] 
(34a) and *rnagara] (34b), as seen in the following tableau: 
29 If we include Sino-Japanese vocabulary, the number of homophones will be boosted dramatically. 
30 When taking the pitch into consideration, 'flower' (LRL) and 'nose' (LH-H) are not quite homophonous 
because the first pitch of any morpheme suffixed to 'flower' is low (LH-L) while that to 'nose' is high (LH-
H) due to floating pitch. Also, /kaw+te/ (LHH) has a different pitch pattern from the other two (HLL). 
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(34) Tableau for Inagaral 'while' in casual speech 
Input: Inagaral *g IDENT -ONSEf MAXF1N- *r MAX- *STRUC I MAX- • 
-IO(nasal) C-IO C-IO V-IO 




b. nagara *! 
• •••••••••••••• 
. * . ';'. ' .. *** . .... , .•...... 
.. . ' ....... 
c. ® nara I '* * ** * 
d. na *1 ** * ... ** 
.. ". 
. 
Also, the fact that Inomil surfaces as [nomi] (33b), not * [no 1 or *[ni], cannot be explained 
with our current constraint ranking because the rightmost consonant in a closed-class item 
is only protected by MAXFlN-C-IO or MAx-C-IO, both of which are ranked lower than 
*LAB. Here is a tableau for Inomil 'only'. 
(35) Tableau for Inomil 'only' in casual speech 
, Input: Inomil CENT -ONSET ONSET *LAB MAXF1N- ~iQJ *STRUC MAX-
-IO(place) C-IO V-IO 
a. nom! *! ** 
.: 
b.® no * * * * 
! c. ® ni * * .. ' * * 
d. nOl *! * * ** 
e. nom *! ** 
Due to a *LAB violation, [nomi] should never be optimal and either *[noj or *[ni] should 
be the surface form of Inomi/.31 How, then, can [nomiJ be optimal? We need a constraint 
that outranks *LAB, and it is an anti-homophony constraint which I call NO-CASUAL-
MERGER. 
(36) Constraint 39 
NO-CASUAL-MERGER (NCM): For Sl and Sz that belong to the same part of speech, 
if Sl :j:. Sz in formal speech, then Sl :j:. Sz in casual speech. 
When Sl and S2 are two items of the same part of speech and are not phonetically identical 
in formal speech, then their respective surface forms in casual speech should also not be 
31 If we replace *STRUC with the *V subhierarchy, [no] will be selected as optimal. 
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phonetically identical. Conjunctive particles Inagaral 'while' and Inaral 'if' surface 
faithfully to their respective underlying representations in formal speech where MAX-C-IO 
outranks both *g and IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal), and similarly an adverbial particle Inomil 
'only' and the genitive particle Inol (or the dative/locative/allative particle Ini/) surface as 
they are in formal speech because MAX-C-IO dominates *LAB. Therefore, Inagaral and 
/nara/ are not phonetically identical in formal speech, and Inomi/ and /nol (or Ini/) are not 
either, thus NO-CASUAL-MERGER prohibits Inagaral and Inomi/ from merging with Inaral 
and Inol (or Ini/), respectively, in casual speech. 
As mentioned earlier in this section, there are a number of homophones in formal 
Japanese speech which do not share the same underlying representation, and these 
homophones are still homophonous in casual speech. The difference between such 
homophones and the words we are currently dealing with is that the former have already 
merged at the surface level of formal speech (37.ii) while the latter have not (37.i) and, 
therefore, the former do not violate NO-CASUAL-MERGER but the latter do if they merge at 
the surface level of casual speech. 
(37) Violation and non-violation of NO-CASUAL-MERGER 
I. Violation (items of the same part of speech) 
Underl~ing Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. nagara na1]ara *nara 'while' 
b. nom! nomi *no 'only' 
c. nom! nomi *ni 'only' 
11. Non-violation (items of the same part of speech) 
Underl~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. hana hana hana 'nose' 
b. kaw+te katte katte 'buying' 













iii. Non-violation (items of different parts of speech)32 
Underl~ing SUlface Surface Gloss Merged with 
(formal) (casual) 
a. te#i+flu teirm term 'be -ing' Itef+ml 'shine' 
b. te#ok+m teokm tokm '(do) in Itok+m/'solve' 
advance' 
c. te#or+m teorm torm 'be -ing Itor+ml 'take, get' 
(HOMBLE), 
d. te#af+m tearm tafm 'have been Itar+ml 'suffice' 
(done)' 
(37.iii) are examples of mergers between items of different parts of speech. The vowel-
initial auxiliary verbs preceded by Itel and the full verbs in (37.iii) are not phonetically 
identical in formal speech but they merge in casual speech. However, because they belong 
to different parts of speech, no violation of NO-CASUAL-MERGER is incurred by the former. 
When the part of speech is different, it is very unlikely for the listener to take one word for 
the other as the function of the former within a sentence differs from the latter. When the 
part of speech is the same, on the other hand, a merger of two or more words will definitely 
cause the listener confusion. 
(38) Non-merger of items of the same part of speech 
i. a. asob+i#nagara 'while playing' 
b. asob+i#nafa 'ifit is a play' 
n. a. anata#nomi#des+m 'It is only you.' 
b. anata#no#des+m 'It is yours.' 
c. anata#ni#des+m 'It is for you.' 
Even when homophony is unavoidable in formal speech, homophones are quite often 
differentiated by pitch (e.g. Ijom+tel --» [jonde] (HLL) 'reading' vs. Ijob+tel --» [jonde] 
(LHH) 'cal1ing'; Ikakil --» [kaki] (HL) 'oyster' vs. Ikakil--» [kaki] (LHL) 'hedge' vs. 
Ikakil --» [kaki] (LHH) 'persimmon'; Iki+nom/--» [kino:] (HLL) 'function' vs. Ikinool --» 
[kino:] (LHL) 'yesterday' vs. Iki+noml --» [kino:] (LHH) 'induction'). If further mergers 
are allowed as the formality of speech shifts from formal to casual, (i) there will be too 
32 See Chapter 3 for syncope observed in the fe-form followed by vowel-initial auxiliary verbs. 
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many homophones for the pitch to handle and (ii) morphemes whose pitch is determined by 
the preceding morpheme, such as particles, will have no way of being differentiated, as 
seen in (38). It is not hard to assume that the language does not tolerate further mergers in 
casual speech in order not to increase the number of homophones. 
However, NO-CASUAL-MERGER is not an undominated constraint because /rUI#no/ 
'(do)?, will (do)' and /N#no/ '(will) not (do)' (see 5.5.1) and some compound verbs33 can 
merge in casual speech, yet as long as it is ranked higher than any *C constraint (i.e. *LAB, 
*g or *r), a formal-casual merger by means of consonant-vowel (or vowel-consonant) 
deletion can be prevented. I assume for the time being that NO-CASUAL-MERGER is ranked 
in the third highest stratum in the constraint hierarchy. Here are revised tableaux of (34) 
and (35) with NO-CASUAL-MERGER (NCM). 
(39) Tableau for /nagarai 'while' in casual speech (revised) 
i Input: NCM *g IDE1"lT -ONSET MAXF,"1- *r MAX- *STRUC i MAX-
/nagara/ -IO(nasal) C-IO C-IO V-IO 
a. I(g' naI]ara * * : *** 
'. '. ....... 
b. nagara * * I *** :. , 
c. nara *! * * ** * I 
d. na *! .'. * 1** * ** 
N.B. *[nara] and *[na] merge with a conjunctive particle Inara/ 'if' and a sentence-final 
particle /na/ (prohibition/command/impressiveness), respectively. 
(40) Tableau for /nomi/ 'only' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: I IDENT-ONS NCM ONSET *LAB 
I MAXF,"1- MAX- *STRUC I MAX-
/nomil -IO(place) C-IO C-IO I V-IO 
a. I(g' nomi * i ** 
b. no *! I * * * * 
i c. ni *1 I '. * * * * 
d. nOl *! * * ** 
e. nom *1 :. ** , 
N.B. *[no] and *[lll] merge with the genitive particle Inol and the dative/locative/allative 
particle Ini/, respectively. 
33 Examples include: r <pmkkake.rm ]-[ <p mkkakenu] 'overcharge', [<pmkikakefm]~[ <pmkkake.rm] 'blow 
upon'; [9ikkomm]-[9ikkomm] 'draw back', [C;lkikommJ-fc;ikkommJ 'bring around' (see Chapter 9,9.4.2). 
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! 
Let us return to Isin+ana+il -+ rSinanai]/*[Jinnai] 'not die', etc. If Isin+ana+il 
surfaces as *ITinnai] in casual speech, it will end up being homophonous to the casual form 
of Isir+ana+il 'not know'. 
(41) Isinl 'die' and Isirl 'know' in the non-past negative form 
Underl,Xing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. sin+ana+i Sinanai Sinanai 'not die' 
b. sir+ana+i Siranai· Sinnai 'not know' 
In formal speech, these two full verbs are not homophonous in the non-past negative form 
so that they must not be homophonous in casual speech either in order to satisfy No-
CASUAL-MERGER. The question is: why is it Isirl 'know', not Isinl 'die', that goes through 
reduction despite the fact that rSinnai] is a lot more faithful to Is in+ana+il than to 
Isir+ana+ if? There are two possible reasons. The first reason is frequency; according to 
the National Institute of Japanese Language (1962), Isifl 'know' is the 86th most frequently 
used word while Isinl 'die' is ranked No,419.S, and it is a cross-linguistic fact that high-
frequency words are more susceptible to reduction than low-frequency words 
(Pierrehumbert 2002). The second reason is the difference between the number of verbs 
with root-final If I and that with root-final In/. As mentioned earlier, there is only one verb 
in Japanese with root-final Inl (i.e. Isinl 'die') but there are as many as 40 verbs with root-
final Irl among the 1000 most frequently used words (National Institute of Japanese 
Language 1962). It is rather absurd to assume that, while all the other verbs with root-final 
Ir/ can undergo flap nasalisation when followed by IVn/, one of the most frequently used 
verbs, Isirl 'know' , resists the process just to gi ve way to Isinl 'die'. 
In Tableau (32), *[Jinnai] is selected as optimal for Isin+ana+il 'not die' because it 
incurs one less violation marks in the *STRUC column than the actual output ITinanai]. Let 
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us add NO-CASUAL-MERGER (NCM) to the tableau to confirm that lSinanai] is correctly 
selected this time.34 
(42) Tableau for Isin+ana+il 'not die' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: CV NCM I MAX : MAX IDENT MAX *STRUC MAX 
, 
Isin1+an2a+il LINK • (Open) : INIT-C (anterior) -C -v 
a. w Sinanai 
, 
* i**** I , ............ . .;; , .... , 








, ..... .. 
Sin2ai *! 
, 
* * .***. * c. , , 
d. Sin1ai 
, 
*! * * *** * , , 
.... , 
e. sinanai I *! .. , **** , 
.< .. .... , 
f. *! ........ . , 
... .... 
*** * smnal , .. 
. . 
, 
N.B. *lSinnail merges with Isir+ana+I1 'not know'. 
5.5 RELATED ISSUES 
5.5.1 Flap Nasalisation in Irwl + In/-Initial Morphemes 
Flap nasalisation can also be observed in casual speech when a In/-initial morpheme 
follows Irill/ (the non-past tense morpheme for vowel-final root verbs), as seen in the 
following examples:35 
















'eat?, will eat' 
'be eating?, be eating' 
'be eating' 
34 NO-CASUAL-MERGER also prevents Isin+i#nasa+il 'die!' and Isin+(ru)#nol 'die?, will die' from merging 
with Isir+i#nasa+il 'know!' and Isir+(w)#nol 'know?, will know' exactly in the same way as for 
Isin+ana+il 'not die'. 
35 The In/-initial morphemes that can follow Irwl are limited to particles, such as Ina! (negative command) 
and Inaral 'if'. 
36 The explanatory predicate Inol followed by the copula Idal is used when the speaker gives more 
information about something both the speaker and the listener share the knowledge of. 
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The contraction of Irw#nol is quite common when it follows an auxiliary verb Iii 'be -ing', 
as seen in (43b) and (43c). However, the contraction is less common when it is directly 
preceded by a full verb, such as Itabel 'eat' (43a). It is very likely that this is due to 
avoidance of a merger with IN#nol 'not (do)?, will not (do)' .37 The negation of Itabe+rwl 
'eat', for instance, is normally Itabe+na+il 'not eat' but, as mention in Chapter 2, fn.5, it 
can be Itabe+NI so that, for those who do use Itabe+N/, Itabe+rw#nol and Itabe+N#nol 
can theoretically merge in casual speech. On the other hand, the negation of Ite#i+rwl 'be 
-ing' is always Ite#i+na+i/ (I personally cannot imagine any speaker of standard Japanese 
would ever say /te#i+N/), thus the contraction does not incur a NO-CASUAL-MERGER 
violation. This is the reason why the contraction of Ite#i+rw#nol 'be -ing?, be -ing', as 
seen in (43b) and (43c), is not avoided. In this subsection, therefore, let us focus on the 
contraction of Ite#i+rw#no/. 
In (43b) and (43c), a combined process of syncope and flap nasalisation is observed, 
which can be accounted for in a derivational theory as follows: 
(44) Derivational theoretical analysis of syncope/flap nasalisation 
Itabe+te#i +r w#n 01 Itabe+te#i+rw#no#dal 
vowel deletion 1 tabeterumo tabeterwnoda 
vowel deletion 2 n/a tabeterwnda 
vowel deletion 3 tabeterno tabeternda 
flap nasalisation tabetenno tabetennda 
nasal deletion nla tabetenda 
[tabetenno] rtabetenda] 
Within the framework of OT, vowel deletion 1, vowel deletion 2, and flap nasalisation can 
be ascribed to ONSET, *STRUC and *r, respectively. Vowel deletion 3 is also due to 
*STRUC but, because M-PARsE(tense) requires at least the final vowel of a tense morpheme 
37 Even when a merger takes place, these two expressions usually require other expressions that can 
differentiate the meaning between them, so that there is no chance that the listener would take one for the 
other (e.g. /nani+ka#tabe+nu#no/-+ Inankatabenno] 'do you eat something?'; /nani+mo#tabe+N#no/-+ 
[nammotabenno] 'don't you eat anything?'), 
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to be parsed (see Chapter 2, 2.2.1), the third vowel deletion rule poses a problem. First, let 
us put Itabe+te#i+rm#nol 'be eating?, be eating' to the test and see what happens. 
(45) Tableau for Itabe+te#i+rm#nol 'be eating?, be eating' in casual speech 
Input: Itabe+te# CODA : M-PARSE ONSET MAX-IO *r IDENT-IO *STRUC 
, 
i+rm#nol COND: (tense) (Root) (nasal) , 
a. tabetenno , *! .. i* **** , , 
b. @ tabetermno 
, 




c. tabeteirmno , *! * ****** ! , 
d. tabeteinno , *! * 




e. tabeterno *1 I * . * * . **** , 
I 
• f. tabeteirno *! 
, 




[tabetenno] (45a) is eliminated in the first stratum because it violates M-PARsE(tense), and 
the candidate with full parsing of the tense morpheme [ta betermno 1 (45b) is selected as 
optimal. This candidate can actually be heard in semi-formal speech but (45a) is far more 
commonly used than (45b) in casual speech. Therefore, we must treat (45a) as the actual 
output. In order for (45a) to become optimal, a violation of M-PARsE(tense) needs to be 
avoided, and there are two possible ways to do so. One is to consider that M-PARsE(tense) 
is satisfied as long as a part of the tense morpheme is realised. The other is to consider that 
Iml in Irml is a ghost segment, just like 1m! when followed by Inol. Let us consider for the 
time being that the latter is the right option38 and examine the contraction observed in 
Itabe+te#i+r(m)#no#da/ 'be eating' next (note the parentheses around Iml to indicate that 
it is now considered as a ghost segment). 
In Itabe+te#i+r(m)#no#da/, both Irl and Inl are protected by MAXINrr-C-IO so neither 
should be deleted at the surface level, which makes the nasal deletion rule in (44) 
problematic. As seen in the following tableau, neither [tabeten1dal (46c) nor [tabeten2da] 
(46d) can be selected as optimal for /tabe+te#i+r l(m)#n20#da/. 
38 We will return to this issue in the next subsection. 
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(46) Tableau for Itabe+te#i+r(ur)#no#dal 'be eating' in casual speech 
Input: Itabe+te#i+ ALIGN : CODA: M-PARSE MAx ONS MAX *r ID 
rJ(ur)#n20#dal -SFr 1 COI\TD [ (tense) (Root) (nas) 
a. ® tabeterurnda · . * I * , , 
· 
. 







*! * * c. , , , , 
, , 









tabetennda39 , *! , * * e. , , , , 
f. tabeternoda 
, 
*1 , * * , , , 
... , , 




In order for [tabetenda] to be selected as optimal, at least MAXtNlT-C-IO needs to be 
satisfied, and the only way to do so is to consider that Irl and Inl coalesce to In] at the 
expense of a UNIFORMITY-I040 violation. 
(47) Constraint 40 
UNIFORMITY-IO: No coalescence (McCarthy & Prince 1995).41 
In order for [tabetenda] with Ir/ and Inl having coalesced to beat [tabeterurnda] (46a), 
UNIFORMITY-IO must be outranked by *r. However, as we do not have enough evidence to 
establish the exact ranking of this constraint at this stage, I rank it in the same stratum as 
IDEl\1T-IO(nasal) for now.42 Here is a revised tableau of (46) with UNIFORMITY -10. 
39 *[tabetennda] also violates *COMPLEX. 
4() Or *MC (no multiple correspondence; Lamontagne & Rice 1995). 
41 UNIFORMITY-IO is also violated by Isi/-+ [J] as in Ite#simaw+rn/-+ [tSam] 'end up -ing' (see Chapter 4 
(16-18)). *[tSiam] does not violate UNIFORMITY-IO. However, because it incurs multiple violations of 
ONSET, which dominates UNIFORMITY-IO, there is no chance that it can beat the actual output [tSam]. 
Input: -ONSET IDENT-IO ONSET * LAB MAx- · UNIFORMITY MAX-
· Ite#si lace) (place) C-IO · -10 , V-IO , 
a. ~ tSam * ** 
· * * 
· 
• b. tSimam * *! * * 
i c. teSimam * *! * · 
· 
, 





e. tSajm *! * * * * 
f. tSinam *! * * .. * · * 
· 
41 This will be revised in Chapter 7,7.2.2, when we discuss vowel coalescence. 
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(48) Tableau for Itabe+te#i+r(w)#no#dal 'be eating' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: Itabe+te#i+ AL- i CODA: M-P MAx ONS MAX *r ID UNIF 
r I (w)#n2o#dal SFX
2 ! COND i (tense) INn'-C (Root) (nas) 
• a. [:J<f tabeten12da 
, , 
* * 
, LJ , , , , , :., 






c. , , , , , 
, , , 
d. tabetenjda , , *' * * , , , , , , , 
e tabeten2da *! 
, I 
* * * 
I , , , 
, I I 
if. tabetennda 
, 
*! I * * 
, 
, I I 
, , I 







g. I I , , , .. , , , ; 
h. tabeteirnoda , *! , * * 
, 
, I , 
, I ., 
By considering [n] as the output correspondent of both Irl and Inl, the candidate with nasal 
coalescence (48a) is correctly selected as optimal for Itabe+te#i+r(w)#no#dal 'be eating' 
in this tableau. 
5.5.2 Flap Nasalisation in Irel + IdI-Initial Morpheme 
In addition to the cases we have dealt with so far, the flap can be nasalised before Idl in 
some contexts, as seen in the following examples:43 
(49) Flap nasalisation before Idl 
Unded)'ing Surface 
(formal) (informal) 
a. so+re#de sorede sonde 'so' 
b. so+re#da#kara soredakara sondakara 'because of that' 
c. ko+re#dake koredake kondake 'only this (much)' 
I rei is a closed-class morpheme attached to demonstrative affixes to make demonstrative 
pronouns (e.g. Iko+rel 'this one', Iso+rel 'that one'). Let us see which candidate our 
constraint ranking selects as optimal for each of the above. 
43 The flap in Irel also undergoes nasalisation when followed by a In/-initial morpheme (e.g. Iso+re#nara/-+ 
[sonnara] 'if so'). 
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(50) Tableaux for Iso+1'e#del 'so', Iso+1'e#da#ka1'al 'because of that' and Iko+1'e#dakel 
'only this (much)' in casual speech 
Input: Iso+1'e#de/ CODA · NOVOI i MAX I *1' IDENT MAX *STRUC MAX 
· 









· · b. s01'ede *1 · *** 
· · 
· · 












.·L ** * , , .. .. 







NOVOI MAX *1' I DENT : MAx *STRUC MAX I · 





· f. ~ sondakara , * * · **** * , 
· 
· · 
s01'edakara · **! · ***** • g. 
· 
· 
h. sodakara · *1 * · * **** · · , , ...... 
I. soddaka1'a , *! * ...... 1 **** , 
· 
, 




• Input: CODA 
· 
NOVOI MAX *1' IDENT : MAX *STRUC MAX 
· 
• Iko+1'e#dakel COND · GEM INrr-C (nasal) 
, 
-C -V · · 
· · 
· · 
I k. ~ kondake · * , *** * 
· · 
· · 
1. k01'edake : *! · **** I · : 
· 
· 
m. kodake · *! · * *** * 
· · 
· n · koddake · i · *** * n. · · 
· · 








Due to the domination of IDENT-IO(nasal) by *1', all three tableaux opt for the candidates 
with flap nasalisation. A question arising from this process is: if it is the case that the flap 
in Irel can be nasalised before Id/ to avoid a *1' violation, will the flap in the non-past tense 
morpheme Inu/ also be nasalised when followed by Id/? The answer is no. 






tabete1'wdake 'be only eating' 
44 I believe that Idakel 'only' is the only closed-class item with initial/dl that can directly follow a suffixed 
verb. 
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In the previous subsection we assumed that Iml in Irml is a ghost segment in casual speech 
and that M-PARsE(tense) will not be violated as long as Irl surfaces in some way. Let us 
thus assume that the underlying representation of [tabetermdake] is /tabe+te#i+r(m)# 
dakel in casual speech and see if flap nasalisation is prevented in this context. 
(52) Tableau for Itabe+te#i+r(m)#dakel 'be only eating' in casual speech 
Input: Itabe+te# , CODA: M-PARSE , , ONSET MAx-IO *r IDENT-IO • 
i+r(m)#dakel ,COND: (tense) (Root) (nasal) 
i ' , 
tabetermdake 
, 
* , *! , ! a. , , , 
.' .... 








*! * c. , , 






Our constraint ranking incorrectly opts for the candidate with flap nasalisation (52b) due to 
*r dominating IDENT-IO(nasal). In the discussion on Tableau (45), two possible ways for 
[tabetenno] to beat [tabetermno] for Itabe+te#i+rm#nol 'be eating?, be eating' were 
proposed. One was to consider that the parsing of any segment in the tense morpheme Irml 
satisfies M-PARsE(tense) and the other was to consider the vowel in Irml is a ghost segment 
in casual speech. In Tableau (52) we adopted the second option and ended up selecting the 
incorrect candidate. However, even if we adopt the first option, (S2b) will still be optimal 
because Irl in Irml is present as a nasal in the output, thus a violation of M-PARsE(tense) is 
not incurred. It appears that neither of the two options is adoptable, but if we assume that 
the tense morpheme has two allomorphs in casual speech, one used in contexts where a In/-
initial morpheme follows (e.g. Ir(m)#nol '(do)?, will (do)'; Ir(m)#naral 'if (do)') and the 
other in all the other contexts (e.g. Irm#dakel 'only (do)'; Irm#sikal 'nothing but (do)'),45 
then we should still be able to account for both the reduction and the non-reduction of the 
tense morpheme. 
45 This is applicable to ImJ (non-past tense morpheme for consonant-final root verbs) as well. 
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'be eating?, be eating' 
'be only eating' 
Let us, therefore, assume that [tabetenno] and [tabetermdake] have Ir(m)1 and Irm/, 
respectively, as their underlying representation of the tense morpheme and that M-Parse 
(tense) requires the final vowel to surface when it is underlyingly pre sent. 46 The following 
are revised tableaux of (45) and (52): . 
(54) Tableau for Itabe+te#i+r(m)#nol 'be eating?, be eating' in casual speech 
Input: Itabe+te# CODA : M-PARSE ONSET MAX-IO *r IDENT-IO 
i+f(m)#nol COND: (tense) (Root) (nasal) , 
betenno * * 
b. tabetermno * *! 
c. tabeteifmno *! * 
d. tabeteinno *! * 
e. tabeterno *' * 
f. tabeteifno *! * 
(55) Tableaux for Itabe+te#i+fm#dakel 'be only eating' in casual speech 
• Input: Itabe+te# CODA : M -PARSE ONSET MAX-IO *r IDENT-IO 
, 
• 
i+rm#dakel COND: (tense) (Root) (nasal) , 
., .... _ .... -
, 
i a. IXW tabetermdake , * * , 
lb. tabetendake 
, 
*! * * , , 
, 
i c. tabeteifmdake , *! * , , 
I d. tabaterdake *! , * * * , , 
By assuming two allomorphs for the tense morpheme suffixed to vowel-final root verbs in 
casual speech, the different behaviours of the morpheme can now be accounted for. 
46 As mentioned in fn.27, when 1m! in a tense morpheme does not surface, it is considered to be absent 
underlyingly. Therefore Ir(m)/-r [nJ does not incur a violation of M-PARsE(tense). 
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5.5.3 The Topic/Contrast Marker /wa/ Revisited 
In Chapter 4,4.2.2, we saw that the glide in the topic/contrast marker /wa/ is deleted when 
a closed-class item precedes it in casual speech, in spite of the fact that it is protected by 
high-ranking MAXINIT-C-IO which dominates *LAB. However, if we assume that the glide 
becomes a ghost segment in casual speech, we may be able to solve the problem with this 
glide deletion. Let us see if this assumption works. 
(56) Closed-class item + /wa/ vs. open-class item + /wa/47 
Underl)::ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) ( casual) 
a. a+re#wa arewa n/a 'that (TOPIC)' 
b. a+re#(w)a n/a arja 'that (TOPIC)' 
c. hare#Wa harewa nla 'fine weather (TOPIC)' 
d. hare#(w)a n/a harewa 'fine weather (TOPIC), 
In order to account for the above, we need the following constraint: 
(57) Constraint 41 
ALiGN-R(Open): The right edge of an open-class item must coincide with the right 
edge of a syllable. 
ALIGN-R(Open) is a variation of McCarthy & Prince's (1993a) ALIGN-R, with the 
specification of 'open'. It is freely violated when a consonant-final root verb is followed by 
a vowel-initial suffix (e.g. IkasHu/ ---+ [kasm] 'lend'; see Chapter 2 (1) but is never 
violated elsewhere in Japanese.48 In order to establish the exact ranking of this constraint, 
let us first assume that it is ranked in the same stratum as other class-specific constraints, 
such as ALIGN-L(Open), ANCHOR-IO(Open) and MAX-IO(Open), and draw a tableau for 
/kam+ana+i/ 'not bite'. 
47 We will deal with closed-class items with a final back vowel followed by Iwal in Chapter 6,6.4. 
48 As mentioned in Chapter 4, fn.12, Shibatani (1990:176) argues that open-class items followed by Iwal can 
undergo contraction (e.g. Itori#wal ---+ [torja] 'bird (TOPIC)'), but I stand by Miyara (1980:101) who 
dismisses this kind of contraction. 
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(58) Tableau for Ikam+ana+it 'not bite' in casual speech 
I Input: ALIGN : CODA ID-ONS ALIGN- I IDENT MAX MAX *LAB 




I , I 
*! a. , I , , I , I 
, 
lb. ® kannai , I * 
, I 
, , , I 
, , , , 
kamai 
, , , , 
* *! c. , , , I , , , , 
, , 


























, , , , 
, . , , 
.. , , 
In this tableau the actual output [kamanai] (58a) is eliminated due to a *LAB violation. 
This indicates that ALIGN-R(Open) must be ranked lower than IDENT-IO(place), MAX-IO 
(Open), MAX1Nn,-C-IO and so forth. I thus rank it in the same stratum as ONSET, which is 
just above *LAB.49 
Let us check if the addition of ALIGN-R(Open) to our constraint ranking has any 
effect on our ghost segmental analysis that we have developed so far. We confirmed that a 
ghost segment must surface when the root-final consonant is not a flap in Tableaux (19) 
(lkam+(m)#no/ -+ [kamrnno] 'bite?, will bite'), (24) (lkaw+(m)#no/ -+ [kamno] 'buy?, 
will buy'), (25) (lkas+(m)#no/ -+ [kasmno] 'lend?, will lend') and (29) (/kat+(m)#no/ -+ 
[katsmno] 'win?, will win') and, because in each case the selection of the optimal 
candidate is complete after MAX-IO(Open) and MAX1Nrr-C-IO evaluate candidates, ALIGN-
R(Open) does not affect any of the results. When the root-final consonant is a flap, it 
surfaces as a coda consonant (Tableau (30); Ihair+(m)#nol -+ [hainno] 'enter?, will enter') 
so no violation of ALIGN-R(Open) is incurred. Therefore, ALIGN-R(Open) has no role to 
play when a ghost segment is in the underlying representation. 
To return to the ghost segmental analysis of twa/, Let us draw tableaux for /a+re# 
waf 'that (TOPIC)' (56a) and /hare#wa/ 'fine weather (TOPIC), (56c) in formal speech and 
for la+re#(w)a/ 'that (TOPIC)' (56b) and /hare#(w)a/ 'fine weather (TOPIC)' (56d) in casual 
speech (ANCHOR-IO(Open) is omitted). 
49 ALIGN-R(Open), ONSEr » *LAB will be confirmed in the second tableau in (60), in which the domination 
of *LAB by ALIGN-R(Open) Is vital to the selection process. 
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(59) Tableaux for la+re#wal 'that (TOPIC)' and Ihare#wal 'fine weather (TOPIC), in 
formal speech 
Input: MAX- MAX-IO i MAX 1NIT ONSET *LAB *STRUC. 
la+re#wa/ V-IO (Open) -C-IO 
a. lki'f arewa 
b. arja *! 
c. area 
d. ara *! 
Input: MAx-IO : MAXrN1T ALIGN-R : ONSET *LAB *STRUC I 
/hare#wa/ (Open) , -C-IO (Open) , , , , I , , 
e. lki'f harewa * *** 
If. harja *! * 
g. harea * 
• h. ham *! * 
(60) Tableaux for /a+re#(w)a/ 'that (TOPIC), and /hare#(w)al 'fine weather (TOPIC), in 
casual speech50 
Input: x-IO MAXr:m ALIGN-R : ONSET *LAB 
la+re#( -C-IO (Open) 
a. arewa *! *** 
b. lki'f arja ** 
c. area *1 *** 
d. ara ** *' 
Input: MAX-IO , MAXINIT ALIGN-R : ONSET *LAB *STRUC MAX- I 
I /hare#(w)a/ (Open) , -C-IO (Open) 
, 
V-IO , , , , , 
e. lki'f harewa 
, , 
* *** , , , 
, , 
If. ha~a , *! , ** , , , , , 
. g. hare a 
, , 
*1 *** , , , , 








In formal speech /w I in /wal is not a ghost segment and the deletion of Iw / incurs a 
violation of MAXrNIT-C-IO, thus any candidate without [wl has no chance of beating the 
actual outputs [arewa] 'that (TOPIC)' (59a) and [harewa] 'fine weather (TOPIC)' (5ge). In 
50 In Chapter 4, 4.3 we ranked *LAB below ONSET instead of ranking both in the same stratum. If ONSET does 
not dominate *LAB, *[haria] (60f) will incorrectly become the optimal candidate for Ihare#(w)al 'fine 
weather (ToPIc)'. 
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casual speech, on the other hand, MAXINrr-C-IO is not violated even if Iwl does not surface 
because, as a ghost segment, non-surfacing of Iwl is not considered as deletion of Iw/, and 
[aria] 'that (TOPIC)' (60a) is correctly selected as optimal. In the tableau for Ihare#(w)al 
'fine weather (rOPIC), in casual speech, the crucial role is played by ALIGN-R(Open). This 
constraint eliminates *lharja] (60f), which would be selected as optimal if it were not for 
ALIGN-R(Open). 
In this subsection we confirmed that the assumption of the glide in the topic/contrast 
marker Iwal as a ghost segment does work and that we no longer have to consider that the 
contraction of closed-class items followed by the topic/contrast marker in casual speech is 
an isolated case in which high-ranking MAX1NlT-C-IO is violated to give way to lower-
ranking *LAB. 
Let us now recapitulate the constraints introduced in this chapter and their positions in the 
constraint hierarchy for casual speech. 
(61) Summary of constraints 3 
a. Undominated b. Dominated 
i. M -PARsE(potential) 1. ALlGN-R(Open) 
ii. [IDENT-IO(nasal) & IDENT-IO(cont)] ii. GRWD>RooT(Open) 
lll. [IDENT-IO(voice) & IDENT-IO(nasal)] HI. IDE~T-ONSET-IO(nasal) 
IV. N O-CASUAL-MERGER 
v. UNIFORMITY -10 
(62) Constraint ranking 23 
ALIGN-SFX2, CODACOND, CVLINKAGE, IDENT-IO(cont)[cor], M-PARsE(tense), 
M~PARSE(potential), MAX-IO[+obs][cor], *Nr, *wV[-low], 
[IDENT-IO(nasal) & IDENT-IO(cont)], [IDENT-IO(voice) & IDENT~IO(nasal)] 
» 
DEP-V -10, IDEYf-ONSEf -IO(place) 
» 
ANCHOR-IO(Open), GRWD>ROOT(Open), IDENT-IO(lateral), IDE~T-IO(place), 
MAX-IO(Open), MAXINIT-C-IO, NO-CASUAL-MERGER 
» 















The flap is one of the marked segments in Japanese and is often avoided by assimilating to 
a neighbouring nasal when deletion is not permitted. We confirmed that flap nasalisation is 
a regressive assimilation process51 and that a flap assimilates to a nasal only when the first 
V in frVnVI belongs to a closed-class item and, thus, can be deleted. 
The first case of flap nasalisation we dealt with is the one observed across a boundary 
of two closed-class items, namely, the potential/passive morpheme Irarel and the negative 
morpheme Ina/. The deletion of the suffix-final vowel from Irarel only incurs very low-
ranking MAX-V-IO, and the flap nasalisation in this context can be ascribed to another 
manifestation of flap avoidance. 
The second case we dealt with is the one observed across a boundary of a Ir/-final 
root verb and a suffix/suffixes, such as fana+il (negative), li#nasa+il (command) or 
Im#nol (question/assertion). The deletion of the initial fal and the first Iii from lana+il and 
li# nasa+i/, respectively, does not incur any serious violation but that of Iml from Im#nol 
fatally violates undominated M-PARsE(tense), thus we needed to find a way to account for 
this apparent disappearance of the tense morpheme. My proposal was to assume that in 
casual speech Iml becomes a ghost segment when followed by a In/-initial particle, that this 
segment only surfaces in order to satisfy high-ranking constraints and that no violation of 
M-PARsE(tense) is incurred when it does not surface. 
51 Progressive nasal assimilation is prevented by IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal), as discussed in 5.2.2. 
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When the root-final consonant is not a flap, a ghost segment always surfaces, so the 
first task was to make sure that our constraint ranking does select candidates with a ghost 
segment when preceded by a root-final consonant other than a flap. In doing so, we 
stumbled across a few problems, namely, (i) why Iwl and Inl do not alternate, (ii) why Iml 
must surface when preceded by Iw/, and (iii) why It I and Inl do not alternate. To account 
for the lack of these alternations, I proposed two local conjunction constraints: [IDENT-
IO(nasal) & IDENT-IO(cont)] and [IDENT-IO(voice) & IDENT-IO(nasal)], and for Iw+(m)/-+ 
[m], GR WD>RooT(Open). 
The biggest problem was posed by non-reduction of Isinl 'die' followed by IV n V I. 
[VnnV] (e.g. [Jinnail) is a permissible cluster in Japanese and does not violate any high-
ranking constraint; it even fares better than [VnVnV] (e.g. [JinanaiD when it come to 
*STRUC violations. In order to solve this problem, I proposed NO-CASUAL-MERGER, which 
militates against a merger of two items of the same part of speech in casual speech when 
they are not phonetically identical in formal speech, and, to support this proposal, I 
presented two other cases of no-casual-merger (i.e. Inagaral -+ [nal)ara]/*[nara] 'while', 
Inomil -+ [nomi]/*[no]/*[ni] 'only'). 
Flap nasaHsation is a manifestation of flap avoidance in casual speech, and is 
frequently observed when a flap is followed by a nasal. In the last section of this chapter, 
however, we saw that a flap can not only assimilate to a nasal but also coalesce with a nasal 
in some contexts (e.g. Itabe+te#i+rm#no#dal -+ [tabetenda] 'be eating') and, in order to 
account for this process, we needed to consider that the vowel in the non-past tense 
morpheme / rml is another ghost segment. In the same section, we also saw that flap 
nasalisation can be observed when IrV / in a closed-class item is followed by /d/ as well 
(e.g. /so+re#de/-+ [sonde] 'so'), but not when the tense morpheme !rm/ is followed by 
Idl. 
Also discussed in the last section is the contraction of closed-class items followed by 
the topic/contrast marker in casual speech. The apparent deletion of the glide in /wa/ is a 
violation of high-ranking constraint MAXINIT-C-IO, but by assuming the glide as a ghost 
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segment in casual speech, we could confirm that the contraction in question can be 
accounted for within the framework of QT. 
In this chapter, I have discussed a number of cases of flap nasalisation and proposed 
that the following be considered as ghost segments in casual Japanese speech: 
(63) Ghost segments in casual Japanese speech 
a. The non~past tense morpheme Irnl when followed by a /n/~initial particle. 
b. The vowel of the non-past tense morpheme Irrnl when followed by a In/-initial 
particle. 
c. The glide in the topic/constraint marker Iwa/. 
The Japanese ghost segments manifest themselves through differences between formal and 
casual speech, and they are an essential element of flap nasalisation. By invoking the 
concept of ghost segments, we succeeded in accounting for flap nasalisation within the 





Compensatory lengthening (CL) is a cross-linguistically common process, in which one 
segment becomes linked to the timing unit left empty by the delinking of a neighbouring 
segment (Clements 1986:39). In Japanese, as briefly mentioned in Chapter 4, fn.l3 and 
fn.48, a combined process of labial deletion and glide formation quite often accompanies 
CL, as seen in Ide#(w)a/1 ~ [d3a:] (Iocative/instrumental particle (or copula) + topicl 
contrast marker) and Ikerebal ~ [kerj a:]/[0a:] 'if'. Within the framework of OT, CL can 
be ascribed to PARSE~IJ. (McCarthy & Prince 1993a) at the expense of a WT-IDENT-IO 
(McCarthy 1995) violation. In this chapter, taking into consideration a number of non-OT 
analyses of CL by precursors, an attempt is made to account for CL observed in Japanese 
through the interaction of the above two conflicting faithfulness constraints. 
6.2 CONTEXTS FOR CL IN JAPANESE 
In Modem Japanese, I can think of the following six contexts in which CL appears to take 
place: 
(1) Contexts for Compensatory lengthening 
I. Closed-class items followed by the topic/contrast markel.2 
Underlying SUlface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. so+re#de#wa soredewa n/a 'then, in that case' 
so+re#de#(w)a n/a sored3a: 'then, in that case' 
1 As discussed in Chapter 5, 5.5.3, I consider /(w)a/ (lw/ is a ghost segment) to be the underlying 
representation for the topic/contrast marker in casual speech. 
2 When /(w)a/ follows an open-class item, contraction does not take place in casual speech due to ALIGN-R 
(Open), thus CL does not take place either. Compare the following: 
a. /so+re#(w)a/-+ [soria:] 'that one (Topic)' butlsore#(w)a/-+ [sorewa] 'swerving (Topic)'. 
b. /ak+i#(w)aI-+ [akja:] 'opening (Topic)' butlaki#(w)a/-+ [akiwaJ 'losing interest (Topic)'. 
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b. jom+i#wa Jowwa n/a 'reading (Topic)' 
jom+i#(w)a n/a jomja: 'reading (Topic)' 
c. bokm#Wa bokmwa n/a 'I (Topic)' 
bokm#(w)a n/a boka: 'I (Topic)' 
ll. Conditional morphemes /eba/, /rebal and /kereba/ 'if'3 
Underl~ing Gloss 
(formal) ( casual) 
a. tob+eba tobeba to~a: 'if fly/jump' 
b. ne+reba nereba nerja: 'if sleep/go to bed' 
c. na+kereba nakereba nakerja:/nakja: 'if not .. .' 
Ill. /iw+UII 'say,4 
Underl~ing Sutface Sutface Gloss 
(formal) ( casual) 
a. iW+UI iUI/jm: JUI: 'say' 
iv. /0(+)01 followed by partic1es with an initial voiceless stop 
Underl~ing Surface Sutface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. so+0+ka5 so:ka sokka 'I see' 
b. tabe+joo#to tabejo:to tabejotto '(1 think 1) will eat' 
v. /V1V1C[-voice, +obsJl in adjective roots 
Underl~ing Sutface Sutface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. tiisa+i tSi:sai tSissai/tSittS ai 'small' 
b. ooki+i o:ki: okki: 'big' 
VI. /V+i/ in adjectives (vulgarisms)6 
Underl~ing Surface Sutface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. deka+i dekai deke: 'huge' 
b. sUIgo+i SUIlJOl sUIlJe: 'terrific, terrible' 
c. samUI+i samUIi saw: 'cold' 
3 When a w-final root verb is followed by lebal in casual speech, lei occupies an onset position by itself as [j] 
(e.g. Ikaw+ebai ~ rkaja:] 'if buy'). Some phonologists (Miyara (1980) for one) assume Irebal for 
consonant-final root verbs as well as for vowel-final root verbs. See Chapter 9, 9.6 for discussion on related 
issues. 
4/iwl 'say' is the only verb root I can think of that has root-final liw/. liw+ml is given as the underlying 
representation for [jm:] but it will be revised in 6.8. 
5 I consider 180+0/, not Iso+m/, to be the underlying representation for [so:] 'that way, that's right' for the 
reason that, even when it is pronounced slowly and/or carefully, it surfaces as [soo], not as [som]. 
6 An i-adjective root can end in Iii, Iml, 101 or lal, but it does not seem that there is any i-adjective root with 
root-final lei. Therefore, we cannot tell whether le+il will surface as [e:J or [i:J in vulgarisms. 
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CL is optional in (l.i-H), preferred in (l.iv), and obligatory in (Liii, v-vi). In (Li-iii), the 
labial is deleted and, in order to avoid an ONSET violation (e.g. [kjal""*[kea] 'if') and to 
fare better for MAX-V-IO (e.g. [kjal,-..,*[ka] 'if'), glide formation takes place, then CL is 
induced to compensate for the loss of mora count. (l.iv) and (l.v) are examples of 'inverse 
CL' (Hayes 1989): a process in which a vowel is deleted/shortened with concomitant 
lengthening of the following consonant. In (l.vi) a back vowel and a high front vowel 
coalesce and surface as a long vowel, but this process is only observed in vulgarisms 
(Vance 1987) which are often used by men to express 'roughness'. Chapter 7, 7.4 will be 
solely dedicated to vulgarisms and they will be examined in detail, so let us focus on CL 
observed in (Li-v) in this chapter. 
6.3 WHEN CL DOES AND DOES NOT TAKE PLACE IN JAPANESE 
CL takes place when reduction of mora count occurs by means of deletion or shortening of 
a moraic segment. Here is a classical case of CL. 
(2) CL in Latin (Hayes 1989:262) 
a. (J (J b. (J (J c. (J (J 
trr trr -+ tr~t~ -+ tr~ffi~ ::= [ka:nus] 'grey' I II I l.// I I 
kasnus ka nus ka nus 
s-deletion CL 
According to Fukui (1986) and Poser (1988), liw+tal -+ [itta] 'said' is a case of CL 
triggered by deletion of a coda consonant. My interpretation of liw+ta/-+ [itta], however, 
is different in that Iwl surfaces as It] in order to satisfy all the undominated and high-
ranking constraints (see Chapter 2, 2.3.2f, thus Iw I is not deleted and the process in 
question is not a case of CL.8 In Japanese, a non-geminate (either full or partial9) consonant 
7 Shibatani (1990: 177) also considers /w/ -+ ttl, which he describes as 'C-assimilation'. 
8 Fukui (1986) and Poser (1988) consider that /w/ in /iw+ta/ -+ [ittaJ 'said' is moraic. In Japanese, coda 
consonants are moraic but, as an underlying representation is not supposed to be syllabified, we cannot 
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cluster is created in the underlying representation only when a consonant-final root verb is 
followed by Itel or Ital but, as we saw in Chapter 2, a root-final consonant always surfaces 
with the exception of /w/ followed by a non-low vowel. Therefore, the kind of CL 
described in (2) is non-existent in Japanese. 
Next, let us consider a case of vowel deletion. Is CL triggered when a vowel is 
deleted in Japanese? In Chapter 3 we examined the syncope in the te-form followed by 
vowel-initial auxiliary verbs. Vowel deletion in this process involves a mora loss but the 
loss is never compensated for by means of lengthening of a neighbouring segment. 
(3) Non-occurrence of CL in a syncope process 
Underl~ing Surface 
(formal) (casual) 
a. te#i+nu teiI'UJ tenu I *tellrn I *te:I'rn 'be -ing' 
b. te#ok+UJ teokUJ tokrn I *to:krn I *ttokrn ' (do) in advance' 
c. te#age+rrn teal)eI'UJ tal)eI'UJ I *ta:l)eI'rn I *ttal)errn 'do (someone) the 
favour of -jng' 
If the timing slot linked to a deleted vowel had to be re-linked to a neighbouring segment 
and if leftward spread were the norm as Fukui (1986) argues, then we would expect 
Ite#ok+rnl '(do) in advance', for instance, to surface as *[to:kUJ]. 
(4) Expected CL for Ite#ok+UJI '(do) in advance' 
a. !rf~ b. fr!r c. a a 11\ ) rr r -+ -+ /\1 I ! \ ! = *[to:kUJ] 
teokUJ t ok ill t ok rn 
vowel deletion CL 
However, CL never takes place in the syncope process and this fact suggests that, when a 
vowel is deleted, the timing slot linked to the vowel is also deleted, as seen in the 
following: 
assume that the Iwl is moraic. Once we consider that the Iwl surfaces as [t], however, whether it is moraic or 
not is of no relevance to our discussion. 
9 A partial geminate refers to a stop consonant preceded by a nasal homorganic to the stop (e.g./mp/, Ind/). 
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(5) Non-occurrence of CL for /te#ok+m/ '(do) in advance' 
a. 
Irflr b'lr~ -+ = [tokmJ 
teo km t okm 
vowel deletion 
Vowel deletion is also observed in such words as /atataka+il -+ [attakai] 'warm', lanatal 
-+ [anta] 'you', Imonol -+ [moN] '(tangible) thing', IhoN+toml -+ lhonto] 'truth, really', 
and Ikeredomol -+ [kedo] 'although', but such vowel deletion never accompanies CL. IO 
Therefore, we should consider that, in Japanese, deletion of a moraic segment does not 
trigger CL. 
If deletion of a moraic segment does not trigger CL, what triggers CL in Japanese? In 
(1) we saw six contexts in which CL appears to take place. (Li), (1.ii) and (Liii) involve 
glide formation, (Liv) and (1.v) involve vowel shortening, and (1.vi) involve vowel 
coalescence. What is common to all three cases is that the segments linked to a timing slot 
in the underlying representation are never deleted in the surface form, whether they are still 
moraic or no longer moraic. Thus, I conclude that, in Japanese, CL takes place only when 
an output segment carries less mora count than its corresponding input segment. 
So far I have assumed that underlying vowels are moraic. ll I base my assumption on 
Hayes' argument: 
The general principle is that contrastive mora count, not length per se, is 
represented underlyingly. ( ... ) The three-way contrast in the vocoid series Ij/-
Iii-Iii! is represented as the distinction between zero, one and two moras, which 
is the same as the surface mora count of these segments (1989:258-259). 
10 Possible counterarguments to these cases of vowel deletion not accompanied by CL are: (i) in the first three 
examples no other vowel can be lengthened due to the No-Crossing constraint (or NOGAP in OT) and none of 
the neighbouring consonants can be lengthened due to *COMPLEX, (ii) in the first three examples the coda 
consonant carries the mora projected by the deleted vowel so that there is no loss of mora count, and (iii) in 
the last example gemination of /d/ is prohibited by undominated NoVOIGEM. However, we still cannot 
account for non-occurrence of CL in /hoN+tow/ --* [houto] 'truth, really' and that of CL after the syncope in 
/te#ok+mI '(do) in advance' and all the other auxiliary verbs preceded by the fe-form. 
1I Within the framework of OT, CL has been dealt with by Lee (1996), Sprouse (1997), Goldrick (2000) and 
Kawahara (2001), among others, and they all seem to agree that underlying vowels project moras. 
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Japanese is a quantity-sensitive language and there is a contrast between short vowels and 
long vowels (e.g. /0/ (honorific prefix) vs. 1001 (prefix meaning 'big'); lie/ 'house' vs. IHel 
'no'). Being a language with contrastive vowel length, therefore, we should consider that 
Japanese includes mora count in the underlying representation and that each underlying 
vowel projects one mora. 
Glide formation does not involve either deletion or shortening of a segment, but it does 
involve a mora loss and CL can be triggered to preserve mora count. 12 (1.i) (i.e. contraction 
of closed-class items + I(w)al) and O,ii) (i.e. contraction of conditional morphemes) are 
some such examples in Japanese, so let us take a close look at these two cases in the next 
two sections. 
6.4 CL IN THE CONTRACTION OF CLOSED-CLASS ITEMS + /(w)aJ 
In Chapter 4, 4.2.2, we discussed the contraction of /e#(w)a/ --+ rja] and /i#(w)a/ --+ [ja], 
which is often accompanied by CL. As briefly mentioned in Chapter 4, fn.12, CL can also 
take place when /(w)a/ follows a closed-class item with a morpheme-final back vowel (e.g. 
/bokm#(w)a/ --+ [boka:] 'I (fOPIC)'). This section is thus dedicated to CL observed in the 
contraction of closed-class items followed by the topic/contrast marker /(w)a/. 
When contraction takes place in closed-class items + I(w)a/, the choice between a 
form with CL and a form without CL seems to be completely up to the speaker, and he/she 
may opt for one on one occasion and the other on another occasion even when talking to 
the same person. Thus, CL in this context has nothing to do with the formality of speech 
and can be considered as optional. 13 First, let us see what predecessors have to say about 
this process. 
Miyara (1980:112) argues that the contraction process in question involves not CL 
but regressive assimilation of the labial to [a]. 
12 Glide formation accompanied by CL is cross-linguistically common. See Clements (1986:47) and Katamba 
(1989: 124) for examples of LuGanda, and Hayes (1989:270) for examples of Ilokano, among others. 
13 This does not necessarily mean that one cannot have a range of formality with a single addressee. CL is 
optional, however, even when two people are talking in a less (or more) casual manner than they usually do. 
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(6) Miyara's analysis (1980: 109-112) 14 
a. Vowel weakening: [+syll] -+ [-syll]/.,,_[+low][+low]q,) 










[korjaaj (or [korja:J) [kotaa] (or [kota: D 
Both Fukui (1986:361) and Poser (1986:185) dismiss Miyara's regressive assimilation rule 
by pointing out that this type of assimilation, especially fbi -+ [a], is highly unlikely, with 
which I agree. Also, if [aaj is ascribed to regressive assimilation of fwl to [a], then we will 
not be able to explain why [korja:1 and [ko~a] co-exist in casual speech. Although Miyara 
is right in proposing the vowel weakening rule, his analysis is not adoptable. 
Fukui (1986), who provides diagrams for Ikaw+tal -+ [kattaj 'bought' and liw+wf-+ 
[jm:] 'say', does not provide diagrams for the process in question, but it is easily assumed 
that the following is what he has in mind: 
(7) Fukui's analysis (based on his argument) 
a. k 0 r ew a b. k 0 rea c. k 0 f e a d. k 0 f j a 
111111 
xxxxxx 
II II I 
xxxx®x 
I II //1 
xxxxxx 
III I ;1 
xxxxxx 
w-deletion leftward spread glide formation 
Fukui employs the term 'skeletal tier', which I believe refers to a 'full' one relevant to 
syllabification. He argues that w-deletion leaves a slot in the tier that needs to be re-linked. 
In (7a), however, Iw/ seems to occupy an onset slot,15 which is not linked to a timing slot, 
so that it is not plausible to assume that the slot left empty by w-deletion is re-linked to the 
14 Miyara's 'vowel weakening' is basically the same as 'glide formation'. The difference between [kor-iaa] 
and [kofJa:] is that Miyara employs [aa] and I employ [a:J to indicate a long [a]. 
15 As discussed in the previous section, there is a distinction between Iwl (non-moraic) and lUll (morale) in 
Japanese (e.g. IjUlUl+ail ~ UUl:aiV*Urnwai] 'friendship', IkUlwae+fUI!4 [krnwaefUl]/*lkrn:aefrn] 'add 
up'). Therefore, we cannot assume that Iwl is linked to a timing slot in (7a). 
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following vowel. Also, as discussed earlier, a slot is deleted when the segment linked to it 
is deleted in Japanese, so that Fukui's analysis is not adoptable either. 16 
Poser (1988:497), on the other hand, argues that only coda feature deletion and glide 
formation leave a trace, thus his analysis is assumed to be as follows: 
(8) Poser's analysis (based on his argument) 
a. k 0 r e w a b. k 0 rea 
\J\J\J \J 
x x x x x x 
d. k 0 ~ ~ .a \J \L··//] 
x X x 
c. k 0 r j a 
\ t 1 
w-deletion glide formation leftward spread 
As far as this account is concerned, I utterly agree with Poser, but there is one difference; I 
consider the initial velar glide in /wa/ as a ghost segment in casual speech (see Chapter 5, 
5.5.3) so that w-deletion is not involved in the process in question. 
Let us account for /ko+re#(w)al -+ [korja:] in terms of constraint interaction. Here, 
as we are dealing with glide formation, preservation of mora count and vowel lengthening, 
the following constraints are relevant to our discussion: l7 
(9) Constraints 42 
a. WT-IDENT-IO: No lengthening or shortening of segments (McCarthy 1995).18 
b. P ARSE-JA.: Moras must be parsed (McCarthy & Prince 1993a).19 
c. NO-PARSE-JA.(DeISeg): Moras carried by deleted segments must not be parsed. 
Moras carried by deleted segments are never parsed in Japanese, thus NO-PARsE-!"'(DeISeg) 
is considered to be undominated. As for the other two constraints, in order for CL to take 
place, PARSE-!", must dominate WT-IDENT-IO (see (lOa) below). Let us draw a comparative 
16 Fukui's analysis, just like Miyara's, cannot account for the co-existence of [korja:] and [korja] either. 
17 McCarthy (2002) proposes IDENT-IO(vowel/glide) (Le. do not change vowels into glide) to account for 
glide formation in EmaL However, as underlying high vowels and glides are not supposed to be distinguished 
in terms of syllabic roles, it does not seem appropriate to incorporate' glide' into an IDENTITY constraint. For 
this reason, I will attempt to account for glide formation in Japanese without employing IDENT-IO(voweIl 
glide). 
18 Or PresvW (Preserve melodic weight; Samek-Lodovici 1992). 
19 Lee (1996) and Sprouse (1997) propose MAX-IO(ft) and MAX~l, respectively, to account for CL. However, 
their proposed constraints are basically the same as PARSE-ft. 
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tableau for Iko+re#(w)al 'this (TOPIC), to find out where they should be ranked in the 
constraint hierarchy (some constraints are omitted). 
(10) Comparative tableau for Iko+re#(w)al 'this (TOPIC)' 
Input: Iko+re#(w)al NO-PARSE-I--t ONSET * LAB *STRUC PARSE WT- i 
CQelSeg) -p, IDENT-IO 
a. kor-ia: '" korja W L 
• 
b. korja: ""' korewa W W L 
c. kor-ia: "" korea W W L 
_. 




From (lOb) we can confirm that WT-IDENT-IO must be ranked below *LAB but we are 
unable to establish the ranking of PARSE-I--t because PARSE-I--t is not violated by the actual 
output. Let us, this time, draw a comparative tableau for Ikeredomol 'although' in casual 
speech, the actual output of which does violate PARSE-I--t. 
(11) Comparative tableau for Ikeredomol 'although' in casual speech 
Input: Ikeredomol No-P-I--t ONS * LAB MAX *r MAX *STR PARSE 
(DeISeg) FIN-C -C -p, 
a. kedo ""' keredo W L W L 
• b. kedo "" kedomo W L L W L 
• c. kedo '" keredomo W L HL W L d. kedo "" keedoo W W L 
e. kedo '" ke:do:2O W L 
'-- ---" 
already established 
Both [kedo] and [keredo] are observed in casual speech but the former is used far more 
frequently and, in order for the fonner to beat the latter, PARSE-I--t needs to be ranked lower 
than *r (see (lla)). Therefore, we can establish *r » PARSE-I--t » WT-IDENT-IO (from 
20 If we consider that [e:J and [0:] correspond le(r)el and lo(m)o/, respectively, then a violation of NO-PARSE-
~(DeISeg) will not be incurred. However, the reason why *[ke:do:] is never observed in speech is probably 
that there is a constraint which prohibits underlyingly non-adjacent vowels from surfacing as a long vowel (cf. 
Chapter 4, fn.43). 
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(IOa) and (Ila). I thus rank PARSE-fA. between *r and MAX-C-IO, and WT-IDENT-IO in the 
same stratum as MAX-C-IO for the time being. 
(I 2) Constraint ranking 24 
NO-PARsE-fA.(DeISeg»> *r» PARSE-fA.» MAx-C-IO, WT-IDENT-IO» *STRUC 
Let us confirm that the above constraint ranking can correctly select optimal candidates for 
Iko+re#(w)al 'this (TOPIC)" in which CL can take place?l and Ite#ik+UII '(do) gradually', 
in which CL cannot take place, in casual speech. (Constraints that none of the candidates 
violates and those that all the candidates violate equally are omitted from the tableaux in 
this chapter, together with some low-ranking constraints.) 
(I3) Tableau for Iko+re#(w)a/ 'this (TOPIC)' in casual speech22 
Input: NO-PARSE-fA. ONSET * LAB PARSE WT- *STRUC 
Iko+re#(w)al (DeISeg) -Ll , IDENT-IO 
a. W koria: * ** : 
i b. ko~a *! ** 
! c. korewa *! *** 
d. korea *! *** 
.. 
e. kora:23 *! .... * ** 
(14) Tableau for /te#ik+wl '(do) gradually' in casual speech 
Input: NO-PARSE-fA. IDENT : ONS MAX PARSE WT- *STRUC MAX 
I 
Ite#ik+wl (DeISeg) (ant) I (Root) IDENT -V , 
-fA. , 
a. ItW tekw 
, 
, 
, * * ** * , 
b. teikw , *! *** , 
tSikw *! 
, 
* ** * c. , , 
, , 
d. te:kw 24 *! 
, 
* oj< ** * , , , 
e. tekkw *! , * .. * ** * , I .. 
21 We will discuss alternation between a form with CL and a form without CL (e.g.[kofja:]~[kofja]) in 6.7. 
22 Non-deletion of /f/ is due to MAXFIN-C-IO »*f. *rkoWa] is another possible but not successful candidate 
because it violates undominated NOVOIGEM as well as IDE1'o.'T-IO(lateral). 
23 If we consider that [a:] corresponds to both lei and /aI, (l3e) will not violate NO-PARSE-I1(DeISeg) or WT-
IDENT -10, but will violate high-ranking IDENT-IO(back) (see Chapter 7, 7.2.1 for this constraint). 
24 If we consider that Ie:] corresponds to /e#i/, (14d) will not violate NO-PARSE-I1(DeISeg), WT-IDENT-IO or 
MAXIMALlTY constraints, but can be eliminated by high-ranking IDENT1N1T-IO(height) (see Chapter 9, 9.4,4 
for this constraint). 
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In Chapter 4, fn.12, we briefly discussed the contraction of closed-class items with a 
morpheme-final back vowel followed by the topic/contrast marker. The following are 
some examples: 
(15) Contraction of /m#(w)a/, /o#(w)al and la#(w)al in casual speech25 
UnderlJ':ing Surface Gloss 
a. bokm#(w)a boka: 'I (TOPIC)' ([boka] is acceptable.) 
b. ko+ko#(w)a koka: 'this place (TOPIC)' ([koka] is acceptable.) 
c. anata#(w)a anata: 'you (TOPIC)' (*[anata] is not acceptable.) 
We saw in (6) that, in accounting for Ikoto#wal -+ [kota:] (nominaliser + particle), Miyara 
(1980) provides a derivational theoretical analysis that involves regressive assimilation of 
Iwl to lal and vowel weakening, which is repeated below. 26 








[kotaaj (or [kota:]) 
We rejected his regressive assimilation rule earlier, but his vowel weakening (or glide 
formation) rule (e.g. 101 -+ Iw/, which is in line with lei -+ Ij/) seems plausible and the w-
deletion rule makes sense too in order to avoid CODACOND violation (cf. Ikaw+ml -+ 
[kam] 'buy'), although the vowel weakening has become opaque in the process in question. 
Let us see how our constraint ranking evaluates contraction of closed-class items with 
a morpheme-final back vowel followed by I(w)a/. First, here is a tableau for lanata#(w)al 
'you (TOPIC)' (l5c). 
25 In (l5a-b) the forms without CL is not as commonly used as those with glide formation, such as [sored3a] 
'then' and [nakja] 'if not'. (See (18) and (19) as well as 6.7 for further discussion on this.) In (15c) /anata# 
(w)a/ actually surfaces as [anta:] much more frequently than [anata:] to fare better in *STRUC. 
26 Neither Fukui (1986) nor Poser (1986, 1988) discusses contraction of closed-class items with a morpheme-
final back vowel followed by the topic/contrast marker. 
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(17) Tableau for lanata#(w)al 'you (TOPIC), in casual speech27,28 
t: NO-PARSE-f.t ONSET * LAB PARSE U NIFOR1\1lTY WT-
a1#(w)ai (DeISeg) -10 IDENT-IO 






g. anata1: *' 
h. anat~: *! * 
In Japanese, a sequence of two identical vowels is normally realised as a long vowel29 so 
that no ONSET violation is incurred and, in (17), the actual output is selected as optimal. 
Next, let us examine how Ibokm#(w)aJ 'I (TOPIC), (15a) is assessed by our constraint 
ranking. 
(18) Tableau for Ibokm#(w)aJ 'I (TOPIC)' in casual speech 
Input: NO-PARSE-f.t : CODA ONSET *LAB PARSE WT-
Jbokm1#(w)a2J (DeISeg) : COND -f.t IDENT-IO , 
a. *! * 
* 
c. *! 
i d. *! 
e. *! * 
In (18), as OT only takes into account the input-output correspondence, [boka2:] (18a), 
which complies with Miyara's (1980) Iml -+ Iwl -+ 0 rules, is eliminated due to a violation 
of NO-PARSE-~t(DeISeg) and the form without CL (I8b) is opted for by our constraint 
27 We ranked UNIFORMITy-IO in the same stratum as MAX-C-IO in Chapter 5, 5.5.1. This, however, will be 
reconsidered in Chapter 7,7.2.2. (It will be demoted below Wr-IDENT-IO.) 
28 The final raj is a realisation of lall and la2/. If they do not surface as a long vowel with two moras, a WT-
IDENT-IO violation will be incurred, as seen in (l7b), The same is applied to the coalescence of Iml and lal to 
raj in /bokm#(w)a/-+ [boka:] 'I (TOPIC)' (see (19a)). 
29 LuGanda, in which CL triggered by glide formation is also observed, takes a different measure to deal with 
la+al (and N[-highJ+VI). In this language, the first vowel is deleted then CL takes places to compensate for 
the mora loss (see Katamba 1989:171-172). 
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ranking. [boka 1 is acceptable and can be heard in casual speech, but its use is far less 
common than that of [boka:]. How, then, can we obtain [boka:] with our constraint 
ranking? If we consider that the final non-low back vowel of the closed-class item is 
deleted in this contraction, as Miyara (1980) argues, then any candidate without the vowel 
will have no chance of winning. Thus, I propose that the final non-low vowel in a closed-
class item and la/ in /(w)al coalesce to [a:]. Here is a revised tableau of (18). 
(19) Tableau for Ibokm#(w)al 'I (Topic)' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: IbokmJ No-P-/--t : CODA ONSF:r * LAB PARSE UNIFORMITY WT-
#(w)a21 (DeISeg) : COND -/--t -10 : IDENT-IO I , 









*! , * , * , , 
~ bok~: *' , , * , , .... , bok~ , *! , I , , 
e. bokmwa , *1 , I , , 





g. , , , 
I , 
This time our constraint ranking correctly selects the candidate with CL. Whether the final 
vowel of a closed-class item is Iml or 10/, if we assume /V[+back, -low]#(w)a/ -+ [a:l as 
vowel coalescence, then CL in conjunction with the contraction of closed-class items and 
the topic/contrast marker can all be accounted for with the constraint ranking we have 
established so far.30 
6.5 CONDITIONAL MORPHEMES 
There are three conditional morphemes in Japanese: leba/, Irebal and Ikereba/. leba/, 
Irebal and /kereba/ are suffixed to consonant-final verb roots, vowel-final verb roots and 
vowel-final suffixes, and adjective roots and the negative morphemes lana/ and Inal, 
respectively. Here are some examples of the contraction of the conditional forms. 
30 Vowel coalescence does not take place when I(w)al follows an open-class item with a final back vowel 
(e.g.lhako#(w)a/---> [hakowa]/*[haka:] 'box (TOPIC)'). See also Chapter 5,5.5.3 and fn.2 ofthis chapter. 
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(20) Contraction of conditional forms31 
Underl,>:ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. tob+eba tobeba to"bia: 'if fly!jump' 
b. ne+reba nercba nerja: 'if sleep/go to bed' 
c. jom+e+reba jomereba jomerja: 'if can read' 
d. ik+ase+reba ikasereba ikaserja: 'if let/make (someone) go' 
e. jo+kereba jokereba jokja: 'if good' 
f. na+kereba nakcrcba nakja: 'if not .. .' 
NB: CL is optional in this contraction process. 
In Chapter 4,4.2.1, we ranked MAXIKIT-C-IO higher than *LAB so that a labial is protected 
from deletion when it is the leftmost consonant of a morpheme. The deletion of /h/ from 
leba/, therefore, incurs a fatal violation of MAx1xrr-C-IO and we need to explain why 
[tobja:] (20a), for instance, can beat [tobeba] in casual speech. Here are some possible 
answers: (i) due to the combination of frequency effects and underpronunciation of labials; 
(ii) due to a distinct underlying representation only for casual speech (Le. iea/);32 and (iii) 
due to OO-correspondence (Benua 1995, 1997) between leba! and the other two 
conditional morphemes.3..1 However, an answer to the question that I offer in this thesis is a 
constraint that prohibits intervocalic [b 1 in closed-class items.34 
(21) Constraint 43 
*VbV(Closed): No intervocalic lb] in closed-class items.35,36 
31 As discussed in Chapter 4,4.6.2, /kefeba/ -+ [ker-ia]/[kefja:] is occasionally observed in speech as well. 
32 The underlying representation cannot be /ja/ because, if neither glide formation nor vowel coalescence 
takes place, there will be nothing to trigger CL. 
33 Benua employs OO-correspondence to account for identity between a root and a root + an affix (or affixes) 
and between a word and it." truncated form. However, I believe that we can extend her theory to accounting 
for identity between allomorphs as well. 
34 *LAB(Closed) does not work because it will end up deleting all the labials in closed-class items, including 
the ghost segment in /(w)a/ even when preceded by an open-class item (see Chapter 5,5.5.3). 
35 As mentioned in Chapter 2, fn.35, a number of 'no intervocalic C' constraints have been proposed in OT 
(e.g. *VhV (McCarthy & Prince 1995), *VdV (ibid.), *VkV (Sprouse 1997), *VwV (Kager 1999)). 
36 The only closed-class item with an intervocalic /b/ I can think of that violates this constraint is a sentenee-
final particle /teba/ which expresses the speaker's irritation. The reason why it is not contracted to *[ta], 
*[tel or *[tJa] is that we already have /ta! (command), /te/ (confirmation/assertion) and /te#(w)a/ -+ [tJa] (te-
form+/(w)al), all of which can be used sentence-finally. Thus, non-contraction of /teba/ can be considered to 
be another case of avoidance of a NO-CASUAL-MERGER violation. 
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Let us determine where in the constraint ranking *VbV(Closed) should be placed by 
employing comparative tableaux for /tob+eba/ 'if fly/jump', one for formal speech and the 
otherfor casual speech (MAx-V-IO and WT-IDENT-IO, as well as [tobia], are omitted). 
(22) Comparative tableau for /tob+eba/ 'if fly/jump' in formal speech 
Input: /tob+eba/ 
I a. tobeba '" tobia: 
b. tobeba ,....., toba 
c. tobeba "" tobea 
tobeba rv tobeda 




ID-ONS MAx: MAX ONS 
, 
(place) -C: INIT-C 
W W 
W W 
W W W 
W 
W W 







Input: /tob+eba/ NO-P-[.t ID-ONS MAx ~x (DeISeg) (place) INIT-C 
a. tobia:- tobeba L W L 
b. tobia: "" toba 
c. tobia: "'-' tobea 
I 
W 
d. tobia: '" tobeda W L L 







If we assume that the position of *VbV(Closed) within the constraint hierarchy remains 
unchanged as the degree of formality shifts from formal to casual, then *VbV(Closed) must 
be ranked no higher than MAxr:irr-C-IO (from Tableau (22a-c)) but no lower than MAX1N1T-
C-IO (from Tableau (23a)) so that [tobeba] and !tobia:] are selected as optimal in formal 
speech and in casual speech, respectively. Thus, the only place where *VbV(Closed) can 
be ranked is in the same stratum as MAXINn-C-IO. The following tableau confirms that this 
is the case: 
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(24) Tableau for /tob+eba/ 'if fly/jump' in casual speech 
Input: NO-PARSE-Il MAX: *VbV ONS *LAB PARSE WT-
, 
INIT-C : (Cld -11 IDENT /tob+eba/ (DeISeg) 
a. IIJF tobla: * * 
b. toba * * 
c. tobeba * 
d. tobea 
• e. tobeda *1 
f. toba: *! 
Here is another case in which *VbV(Closed) plays a crucial role. In Chapter 4, fn.44 we 
briefly discussed non-occurrence of * [keba] for /kereba/ 'if' in spite of the fact that the 
constraint ranking that opts for [kedomo] for /keredomo/ 'although' (Le. *LAB and 
MAXF1N-C-IO ranked in the same stratum) selects *[keba] as optimal for /kereba/ 'if'. 
(25) Tableaux with *LAB and MAXF1N-C-IO being ranked in the same stratum 
a. /keredomo/ 'although' 
Input: /keredomo/ * LAB i MAXF1N *r MAX- *STRUC MAX-
, 
-C-IO I C-IO V-IO , 
a. kedo , * , **! ** ** , 
b. keredo , * *! * * , , 
C. IIJF kedomo * 
, 




d. keredomo * , *! **** , 
• 
: , 
b . /kereba/ 'if'37 
• Input: /kereba/ *LAB *r MAX- *STRUC 
C-IO 
* **! 
* **! * ** 
* **! ** 
d. kera * *! * ** * 
e. ® keba * * ** * 
37 Candidates with CL are omitted in this tableau. 
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However, those who use [kedomo] never utter *[keba] so we need a constraint that 
eliminates *[keba] before MAX-C-IO rules out the actual output [kja], and this is where 
*VbV(Closed) comes into play. Let us add this constraint to (25b) and redraw the tableau. 
(26) Tableau for Ikerebal 'if' with *LAB and MAXF1,,-C-IO being ranked in the same 
stratum (revised) 
Input: Ikerebal *VbV * LAB 
, 
MAXF1N *r MAx- *STRUC MAx-, , , 
(Closed) , -C-IO C-IO V-IO , , 
a. ~ kja ,. * ** * * , , , 
b. ka , * ** * **! , , 
c. keja , * ** **! 1.«· 
d. kera 
, 
* *! * ** * , 
••••• 
, 
e. keba *! * , * ** * , , 
The fact that *[keba] is never optimal for Ikerebal 'if' no matter how the rest of the 
constraints are ranked provides strong support for the need for high-ranking *VbV(Closed). 
Let us now include the constraints relevant to CL in the constraint ranking we have 
just established to see which candidate is selected as optimal for lebal 'if'. 
(27) Tableau for leba! 'if' in casual speech 
Input: lebal NO-PARSE-~ • ID-ONS MAx: *VbV ONS * LAB PARSE WT-
(DeISeg) (place) INIT-C j (Cld) -/-t IDENT 
a. ~ ja: * , * , , 
b. ja * , *! 
, . 
c. a * 
, *1 I , 
, 
d. eba , * *! , , 
* 
, 
*! e. ea , , 
, 





• g. a:38 *! * 
, 
I . * , , 
Although [ja:] (27a) and reba] (27d) are even in the third stratum, *LAB in the fifth stratum 
opts for [ja:],39 which is eventually selected as optimal for lebal 'if' in casual speech. The 
38 If we consider that leI and fa! coalesce and surface as [a:], (27g) will not violate NO-PARSE-~l(DeISeg) or 
WI-IDENT-IO but will fatally violate high-ranking IDENT-IO(back) as well as UNIFORMITy-Io. 
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following tableaux show how [rja:] and [kja:l can also become optimal for Irebal and 
Ikereba/, respectively:40 
(28) Tableau for Irebal 'if' in casual speech 
Input: NO-P-f! ID-ONS MAX i *VbV ONS * LAB MAX *r P WT 
, 
Irebal (DeISeg) (place) INJT-C : (Cld) FN-C -f! -ID 
• a. ~ rja: , * * * .. , , 
, 
b. ~a , * * *! , , , 
c. ra 
, 
* *! I 
I d. I *! * * rea I , , 
reba 
, 




f. *! , * * , , 
i g. reda *! 
, 
* , , 
, 
h. *! * 
, 





(29) Tableau for /kereba/ 'if' in casual speech 
Input: NO-P-f! ID-O::'-lS *VbV ONS *LAB MAX *r PARSE WT 
Ikerebal (DeISeg) (place) (Cld) F!N-C -f! -ID 
a. ~ kja: * * * 
b. kja * **1 
c. ka * **! 
d. kera * *! 
e. kea *! I * * I 
f. keba *! * * . 
g. kereba *! * * 
I h. kereda I *! .. * 
i. ka: *! .. * * * 
In (29), the optimal candidate still violates PARSE-f! because the mora projected by 
the deleted vowel cannot be parsed due to undominated NO-PARSE-f!(DeISeg). However, if 
39 Both MAX~iN-C-IO and MAX-C-IO are ranked lower than *LAB so keeping Ibl is more costly than deleting it 
in the case of leba! 'if' and other closed-class items. 
40 In formal speech Ireba! and Ikerebal surface as [reba] and lkereba], respectively, but because the labial is 
not protected by MAxINn-C-IO in these morphemes, our current constraint ranking for formal speech will opt 
for *[rja] and *[kerja]. There are two ways to prevent this; (i) assume that CONTIG-IO(Closed) dominates 
*VbV(C1osed) only in formal speech; (ii) assume that *VbV(Closed) is low-ranking in formal speech. 
4! This candidate also violates NO-CASUAL-MERGER (cf./eba! -+ [ja:] 'if'). 
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we suppose that the first le/ surfaces as the glide, the second le/ and /a/ coalesce and they 
surface as [ja::], *[kJa::] will fare better than [kja:], as seen in the following tableau: 
(30) Tableau for /kereba/ 'if' in casual speech (revised) 
NO-PARSE-Il 
(DeISeg) 
How, then, can we reject the candidate (30a) that does not violate PARSE-Il? In Japanese, 
there is a constraint that militates against three or more mora syllables called *3Jt (Kager 
1999).42 Unless the underlying representation has a long vowel (or a sequence of two 
identical vowels) followed by a cluster of consonants (or a moraic nasal in the case of 
Mimetic and Foreign vocabulary), *311 is never violated. 
(31) Violation of *311 
Underl~ing Surface Gloss 
a. tOOf+te to:tte 'passing' 
b. koor+ta ko:tta 'froze' 
c. ga:N ga:N 'clang' (mimetic) 
d. to:N to:N 'tone' (foreign) 
The domination of PARSE-Il by *3p" therefore, ensures that such a candidate as *[kja::] is 
never selected as optimal. 
In the last three sections we have seen that, in Japanese, CL does not take place to 
compensate for the loss of mora count due to deletion of segments and that it is only 
prompted by glide formation or vowel coalescence. In the next section, we will examine 
another kind of CL observed in Japanese - 'inverse CL' (Hayes 1989).43 
42 This constraint is also known as *~t!-1!-1 (Prince & Smolensky 1993) and *TRIMoRAICSYLL (Miglio & Moren 
forthcoming), See Perlmutter (1995) for discussion on *3~l in Japanese, Also see Chapter 8, 8.4,5 for further 
discussion on *3~l, 
43 Miyara (1980), Fukui (1986) and Poser (1986, 1988) do not discuss inverse CL in their respective articles. 
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6.6 INVERSE CL 
Inverse CL is a process in which a consonant is lengthened to compensate for the loss of 
mora count caused by the deletion or the shortening of the preceding vowel.44 In casual 
Japanese speech, inverse CL is observed in two adjective roots (32a-b), and it can also take 
place when a long vowel in a closed-class item is followed by a particle with an initial 
voiceless stop (32c-d). 
(32) Inverse CL in casual Japanese speech45,46 
Underl):ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. tiisa+i tSi:sai tSissai I tSittSai47 'small' 
b. ooki+i o:ki: okki: 'big' 
c. so+o#ka so:ka sokka 'J see' 
d. tabe+joo#to tabejo:to tabejotto '(I think I) will eat' 
/tiisa+il 'small' and looki+il 'big' are undoubtedly two of the most common adjectives 
(according to the National Institute of Japanese Language (1962), they are the 98th and the 
330th most frequently used word, respectively, of all Japanese vocabulary) and, in regard to 
the use of inverse CL in these words, the following results were obtained from the survey I 
conducted between November 2002 and January 2003:48 
(33) Inverse CL in /tiisa+i/ 'small' and looki+il 'big' 
Question: Do you use the following expressions? (No. of valid answers: 31) 
[tSiss~1 Often Sometimes Maybe Probably not Never 13 (42%) 9 (29%) 6 (19%) 1 (3%) 2 (6%) 
[tSittSai] 21 (67%) 6 (19%) 2 (6%) 0 (0%) 2 (6%) 
[okki:] 25 (81%) 4 (13%) 0 (0%) 1 (3%) 1 (3%) 
44 Inverse CL is observed in LuGanda (e.g. la:ta/-+ [atta] 'he kills') (Clements 1986:58), and Sanskrit and 
Pali show the alternation of llong vowel + singleton] and [short vowel + geminate] between them (e.g. [ni:da] 
~ [nidda] 'abode, nest') (Hock 1986:441). 
45 As mentioned earlier, a sequence of two identical vowels surfaces as a long vowel in Japanese. 
46 In inverse CL, CL is optional but preferred with the exception of (32a-b), in which CL is obligatory. 
47 [tJittJai] sounds to me a little less mature than [tJissai]. See Hamano (1986) for the symbolic use of 
palatalisation in Japanese. 
48 The total number of subjects is 32 (18 males and 14 females; under 20: 6 M's, 6 F's, 20-34: 2 F's, 35-49: 11 
M's, 4 F's, 50-64: 1 F, over 64: 1 M, IF), and the survey was conducted in the form of a questionnaire using 
multiple-choice questions. See Chapter 8,8.2 for further information on this survey. 
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Insofar as /tiisa+i/ 'small' and /ooki+i/ 'big' are concerned, the forms with inverse CL are 
used by both males and females across all ages and they tend to be used when the speakers 
want to express 'friendliness' and/or to emphasise the degree of 'smallness' or 'bigness'. 
The second type of inverse CL, as seen in (32c-d), on the other hand, is less 
frequently observed than those we have just discussed above, and there seems to be a 
tendency for older speakers to use it less than younger speakers and among the latter for 
males to use it less than females. It is very likely that this is because those who use inverse 
CL do so in order to express 'friendliness', 'childishness' and/or 'cuteness; ,49 in the same 
way that those who use vulgarisms do so to express 'roughness'. 
In a moraic theory inverse CL can be accounted for as follows: 
(34) Inverse CL in moraic theory 
a. a a 
S 0 k a 
b. a a 
s 0 k a 
vowel shortening 
c. a a 
s 0 k a 
inverse CL 
In OT, the lengthening of the consonant that follows the shortened vowel is due to PARSE-I! 
but the question is: why is the vowel shortened in the first place? My assumption is that, by 
deliberately making the surface form 'anti-faithful' to its underlying representation,50 the 
speaker adds to the word or phrase a nuance that is not lexically stored - in the case of 
inverse CL, 'friendliness', 'childishness' and/or 'cuteness'. 
In order to account for the process of inverse CL, I propose the following anti-
faithfulness constraint, in the fashion of Horwood (2000) and Alderete (2001): 
(35) Constraint 44 
..., WT-IDENT-IO: It is not the case that corresponding segments agree in weight.51 
49 It seems to me that one gradually stops using the second type of inverse CL as he/she grows older. This is 
probably because one wishes to make himself/herself sound less immature. 
50 For 'anti-faithfulness', see Horwood (2000) and Alderete (2001). 
51 '....,' indicates 'anti-faithfulness'. 
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Both in formal and casual speech, ..... WT-IDENT-IO is a low-ranking constraint so that 
lengthening or shortening of segments does not take place randomly. Only when the 
speaker wants to imply 'friendliness', 'childishness' and/or 'cuteness', however, this 
constraint is promoted above WT-IDENT-IO to prompt unfaithful realisation. Here are 
tableaux for /so+o#kal 'I see' before and afterreranking. 
(36) Tableaux for Iso+o#kal 'I see' in casual speech 
a. Before reranking: WT-IDENT-IO» ..... WT-IDENT-IO 
NO-PARSE-Il PARSE UNIFORMITY WT- -,WT-





e. s02kka *! 
b. After reranking: .... WT-IDENT-IO» WT-IDENT-I052 
Input: NO-PARSE-Il PARSE 
, 
"",WT- UNIFORMITY WT-, , 
, 









b. IJ:>if' s012kka , * 
, 
** , , , , 
S012ka *! , * , * c. , , , , 






e. s02kka *! , , * , , 
In the above tableaux, [so:ka] does not violate WT-IDENT-IO, thus a violation of -. WT-
IDENT-IO is incurred. With .... WT-IDENT-IO outranking WT-IDENT-IO, at least one output 
segment needs to be unfaithful to its input correspondent in terms of mora count, and when 
unfaithful realisation involves deliberate shortening of a segment,s3 another segment must 
52 *[ssoka] and *[soka:] satisfy both PARSE-I! and ..... WT-IDENT-IO but the reason why they cannot be optimal 
is that they violate high-ranking *COMPLEX and undominated NoGAP, respectively. 
53 In order to satisfy both PARSE-/-t and .... WT-IDENT -10, deliberate lengthening of a segment is also a possible 
option (e.g. [so:ka:], but not *(so:kka] due to *3/-t, for Iso+o#kal '1 see'). In fact, if we add [so:ka:] to 
Tableau (36b), this candidate will be selected as optimal. Vowel lengthening at the end of an utterance is 
common in Japanese to indicate the speaker's doubt (with a rising intonation) or understanding (with a falling 
intonation), thus [so:ka:] can be heard in speech. However, in order to prevent random lengthening of 
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be lengthened in order to satisfy PARSE-!-l. Therefore, inverse CL can only take place when 
there is a long vowel (or a sequence of two identical vowels) underlyingly.54 
At the beginning of this section I mentioned that inverse CL can take place when a 
long vowel in a closed-class item is followed by a particle with an initial voiceless stop. If 
we only have PARSE-f,L, .., WT-IDENT-IO » WT-IDENT-IO, then inverse CL should take 
place even in open class when the condition (i.e. V:C[-voice, +obsD is met, but that is not 
the case (e.g. lookamil -+ [o:kami]/*[okkami] 'wolf'), with the exception of Itiisa+il 
'small' and /ooki+il 'big'. Therefore, we need a constraint that prevents open-class items 
from undergoing inverse CL. I thus propose the following constraint: 
(37) Constraint 45 
WT-IDENT-IO(Open): No lengthening/shortening of segments in open-class items. 
WT-IDENT-IO(Open) is rather freely violated in adjectives and adverbs when they are 
uttered in an emphatic manner but, otherwise, it is never violated. I thus rank this 
constraint in the third highest stratum together with other 'open-class' faithfulness 
constraints (i.e. ALIGN-L(Open), ANCHOR-IO(Open) and MAX-IO(Open». The following 
tableau shows how WT-IDENT-IO(Open) militates against inverse CL in open-class items: 
(38) Tableau for /ookami/ 'wolf' in casual speech55 
[nput: /olo2kami/ • WT-IDENT PARSE-
, 
",WT- WT-, , , 
-IO(Open) f,L , IDENT-IO IDENT-IO 
a. ~ o12:kami . * , , , , 
b. o I2kkami ! *!* I ** I 












segments, we will probably need such a constraint as DEP-I-t-IO, which should be ranked higher than..., WT-
IDENT-IO. 
54 The only closed-class items I can think of that have a sequence of two identical vowels are demonstrative 
adverbs /ko+o/ 'this way', /50+0/ 'that way, that's right' and /a+a/ 'that way', the volitional morphemes Ijool 
(for vowel-final root verbs) and 1001 (for consonant-final root verbs), and assumptive morphemes Idarool and 
IdeSool 'probably'. Therefore, inverse CL among closed-class items is basically limited to these items (the 
last two morphemes are resistant to CL although the final 101 can drop). 
55 Any candidate with only one 101 (e.g. [o[kami]) will be eliminated by MAx-IO(Open). 
56 This candidate can be eliminated by *31l as well. 
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One last question is: if WT-IDENT-IO(Open) is so high-ranking, how can inverse CL ever 
take place in Itiisa+il 'small' and looki+il 'big'? I will address this question in Chapter 8, 
in which emphatic expressions will be discussed in detail. 
We have accounted for 4 out of 6 cases in which CL appears to take place. (The fifth case 
is liw+ml -+ [jm:] 'say', which will be discussed in 6.8 and the sixth case - vulgarisms 
will be thoroughly examined in Chapter 7.) In the cases of inverse CL, CL is opted for, but 
in the other cases it is optional. We will discuss alternation between forms with and 
without CL in the next section. 
6.7 WITH OR WITHOUT CL 
As briefly mentioned in 6.4 and 6.5, CL is optional when contraction takes place in (i) a 
closed-class item followed by the topic/contrast marker and (ii) the conditional morphemes 
leba/, Irebal and Ikereba/.57 We have seen in the previous sections that PARSE-fA. 
dominates WT-IDENT-IO when CL occurs. Does this mean that the ranking of these two 
constraints is simply reversed when it does not take place? Let us see if that is so. Here are 
tableaux for Iko+re#(w)al 'this (Topic)' and lebal 'if'. 
(39) Tableau for Iko+re#(w)al 'this (TOPIC), without CL in casual speech (cf. (13»58 
Input: NO-PARSLj ONSEr * LAB WT- PARSE MAX-
Iko+re#(w)al (DeISeg IDENT-IO -fA. V-IO 
a. korja: *! . ... 
b. ~ korja * 
c. kora * *! 
i d. korewa *! , '. 
e. korea *! 
If. kora: *! * * ..... , 
5/ The only exception is when a closed-class item with final/a! is followed by the topic/contrast marker (e.g. 
lanata#(w)a/-* [anata:] 'you (TOPIC),) (see Tableau (17». 
58 If we consider leI and lal in Iko+re#(w)al coalesce and surface as [a] in (39c) or [a:] in (39f), (39c) and 
(39f) will not violate NO-PARSE-f.t(DelSeg) or MAX-V -10 but instead they will violate high-ranking IDENT-IO 
(back) as well as UNIFORMITY-I0. Therefore, any candidate with vowel coalescence has no chance of beating 
candidates with glide formation. The same applies to (40c) and (40g). 
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(40) Tableaux for lebal 'if' without CL in casual speech (cf. (27)) 
Input: No-P-Il • ID-ONS MAX *VbV ONS * LAB WT PARSE MAx I 




*! a. , , 
b. ~ ja * , * , , , 
c. a * 
, 
* *! , , 
d. eba 
, 
* *! ... , 
* 
, 
*! .. e. ea , , , 
f. eda *! , . , ............ 1\ •. ·.·,,·.· ••  •••· , 
a: I *! .. .* . ... * 13: i g. , , 
As the above tableaux clearly show, the domination of PARSE-Il by WT-IDENT-IO can 
prevent CL from taking place. 
Let us now move to inverse CL. As far as Itiisa+il 'small' and looki+il 'big' are 
concerned, CL is obligatory, but not necessarily so when a long vowel in a closed-class 
item is followed by a particle with an initial voiceless stop (e.g. lik+oo#ka/-+ [ikokka]l 
[ikoka] 'shall we go?'). Here are revised tableaux of (36a-b) with WT-IDENT-IO » 
PARSE-Il (candidates that violate NO-PARsE-Il(DeISeg) are omitted). 
(41) Tableaux for Iso+o#kal 'I see' in casual speech (revised) 
a. Before reranking: WT-IDENT-IO» -. WT-IDENT-IO 
Input: WT-~SE UNIFORMITY -,WT-
IS01+02#kal IDENT-J IJ -10 JDENT-IO 
a. ~ S012:ka * * 
b. s012kka *!* * 
c. S012ka * * 
b. After reranking: -. WT-IDENT-IO» WT-IDENT-IO 
Input: -,WT- WT- PARSE UNIFORMITY 
IS01+o2#kal IDENT-IO IDENT-IO -11 -10 
I a. S012:ka *! * 
! b. S012kka **! * 
c. ~ S012ka * *1 .* ' ... .... 
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In casual speech [soka] (41b.c) is acceptable and it can actually be heard especial1y when 
/so+o#ka/ is repeated (Le. [sokasokal 'I see, I see') but, as the use of [soka] by itself is 
uncommon, we still want [sokka] to be also selected as optimal. Hammond (2000:1-2) 
argues that, although many presentations of OT imply or even state that there is one and 
only one optimal candidate, a tableau can have several winning candidates. How, then, can 
we achieve this? 
At the beginning of 6.4 I mentioned that the choice between a form with CL and a 
form without CL seems to be completely up to the speaker and that he/she may opt for one 
on one occasion and the other on another occasion even when talking to the same person. 
Therefore, in order to allow both forms to surface as optimal (e.g. [soka] and [sokka] 'I 
see', [korja] and [korja:] 'this (Topic)', [tobjal and [tobja:] 'if fly/jump'), we need the 
kind of grammar that Anttila (1997, 2002) and Anttila & Cho (1998) propose, that is, 
'partially ordered grammar'. In partially ordered grammar some constraints are not ranked 
in strict domination order, thus the grammar allows variation in a single register of speech 
without any constraint reranking. In our case at hand, if we consider that PARSE-It and 
WT-IDENT-IO are ranked in this way, theoretically we can obtain both a form with CL and 
a form without CL from one constraint ranking. Here are further revised tableaux of (39), 
(40) and (41b) with PARSE-It and WT-IDENT-IO being ranked in the same stratum. 
(42) Tableau for Iko+re#(w)a/ 'this (TOPIC), in casual speech (revised) 
Input: *LAB PARSE WT- MAX-
• /ko+re#(w)al -It : IDENT-IO V-IO , 
a. ICW kor.ia: * 
b. ICW kor.ia * 
c. kora * *! 
d. korewa *! 
e. korea 
f. kora: *! * * 
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(43) Tableau for lebal 'if' in casual speech (revised) 
Input: I No-P-I-! ID-ONS MAX: *VbV ONS *LAB PARSE WI' MAXi 
lebal I (DeISeg) (place) 
, 
INIT-C : (Cld) -I-! -ID -v 
a. trllr' ja: * , , * , , , 
b. trllr' ja * , * , , , , 
, 




*! , , , 





e. ea ! * 
, 
*! , , , 
, , 




g. a: *! * , , * * , ... , 
(44) Tableau for Iso+o#kal 'I see' in casual speech (further revised) 
Input: IS01+02#ka/ ...., WI'-IDENI'-IO PARSE-I-! i UNIFORMII'Y-IO : WT-IDENT-IO 
a. S012:ka * , * , , , . 
b. trllr' S012kka * 
, 
** , , , 








In each of the above tableaux, the winning candidates are only distinguished by mora count 
and, apart from PARSE-I-! and WT-IDENT-IO, no constraint distinguishes each set of winning 
candidates. Therefore, if we assume that these two constraints are ranked in the same 
stratum rather than one strictly dominating the other, we should be able to have two optimal 
candidates, one with CL and the other without CL, for one underlying representation, and 
this can explain why a speaker chooses to use one on some occasions and the other on other 
occasions for no particular reason.59 
One last thing we need to check is what happens to closed-class items with a final 
back vowel followed by I(w)al when PARSE-I-! and WT-IDENT-IO are ranked in the same 
stratum. Here is a further revised tableau of (19) for Ibokm#(w)al 'I (Topic)'. 
59 If we follow Anttila's (1997) argument, a form with CL and a form without CL should have an equal 
chance of being selected, that is, 50% each, in utterances, but at this stage I do not have sufficient data to 







(45) Tableau for /bokm#(w)a/ 'I (Topic)' in casual speech (further revised) 
Input: No-P-/l l CODA SET *LAB PARSE : UNIF: WT- MAX 
/bokml#(w)ai (DeISeg) : COND 
, i IDENT -V -/l , , , 










*! , , , , , , 
, , , 
c. boka2: * 
, 
........... 
, .......... , L.l· * *' , . , 
· 
.. , 























bokwa · *! 
I 
* · · * g. 
· · · 
· · 
, 
In the above tableau [bokal3:] (45a) is still selected as the sole optimal candidate for 
Ibokm#(w)a/. As mentioned in fn.25, the use of a form without CL, such as (45b) or 
(45d), is not common when a closed-class item with a final non-low back vowel is followed 
by /(w)a/, and this is because a form like (45b) or (45d) has no chance of being selected as 
optimal no matter how we rank PARSE-/l and WT-IDENT-IO in relation to each other.60 
Why, then, is a form without CL not completely non-existent? Unfortunately, I do not have 
an answer to this question at this stage and, thus, further research is required in this 
respect,61 
When glide formation takes place (e.g. /ko+re#(w)a/ --+ [korja:]/[kor-iaJ 'this 
(TOPIC)'), CL is completely optional because PARSE-/l and WT-IDENT-IO always conflict 
and cannot be satisfied at the same time. When two back vowels coalesce (e.g. /bokm# 
(w)al --+ [boka:] 'I (TOPIC)'), on the other hand, CL is preferred and in some cases it is 
60 In fn.25 I mentioned that lanata#wal 'you (TOPIC)' never surfaces as *[anata], and Tableau (17) clearly 
opted for the candidate with CL. However, if PARSE-~l, WT-IDENT-IO and UNIFORMITy-IO are ranked in the 
same stratum, [anata12:], [anata1] and [anata2J will all look optimal in Tableau (17), but if we add MAx-V-IO 
to the tableau, we can still select [anata1z:J as the only winner. 
Input: lanatal#(w)~1 PARSE-~ : UNIFORMITy-IO : WT-IDENT-IO MAX-V-IO 





b. anata12 * . * 
, 
*! , , , 
· c. anataJ * 
, , 
*! , , 




61 Ibokrn#(w)al ~ [boka] 'I (TOPIC), cannot be considered in the light of anti-faithfulness. Unlike those 
words and phrases with inverse CL, [boka] does not imply 'friendliness' or 'childishness' any more than 
[boka:]. (/bokurl is used only by males so that 'cuteness' does not apply.) 
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obligatory because the coalesced vowel must have two moras in order to satisfy both 
PARSE-!! and WT-IDENT-IO. In this section, by placing PARSE-!! and WT-IDENT-IO in the 
same stratum, we managed to capture the difference between CL with glide formation and 
CL with vowel coalescence in ~T. 
6.8 rjm:] 'say' 
The process of liw+m/-+ Um:] from the point of view of CL has been discussed in depth 
by Fukui (1986) and Poser (1986, 1988).62 Fukui argues that w-deletion leaves an empty 
slot which is filled in by the vowel that follows. 
(46) Fukui's analysis (based on his argument) 
a.1 w f m b. i wm c. 1 m 
I II -+ III -+ I I 














He argues that continuant deletion deletes everything including the slot but that w-deletion 
leaves an empty slot which requires re-Iinking. His argument for the preservation of the 
slot after w-deletion is based on such a gemination process as liw+ta/-+ [itta] 'said', in 
which he considers that the slot left empty due to w-deletion is linked to Itl.63 Granting that 
liw+ta/-+ [itta] involves w-deletion and CL, the empty slot is linked to a coda, which is a 
mora bearer, while in (46c) the empty slot is linked to an onset, which is not a mora bearer. 
Thus, we cannot discuss these two processes on the same level. The problem with his 
62 They both argue that the non-past tense morpheme is Irm/, whether it follows vowel-final root verbs or 
consonant-tlnal root verbs, and that the continuant deletion rule deletes the flap when the morpheme is 
directly preceded by a consonant. However, following the more widely accepted view (Suzuki 1972:265-266, 
Shirota 1998:29, among others), I consider that the non-past tense morpheme for vowel-final root verbs is 
Irrnl and that for consonant-final root verbs is Im/. Fukui (1986:360) also argues that the non-past affirmative 
form of liwl 'say' is [jm:]. Although it is true that liw+ml (or liwHm/, according to him) appears to be often 
pronounced as such, native speakers of Japanese can and sometimes do pronounce this word as [i m] in 
careful or slow speech. For this reason, I cannot agree to his argument that [iml is ungrammatical. 
63 See 6.3 for the author's interpretation of this process. 
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analysis seems to lie in his uniform treatment of Iwl regardless of its syllabic role. Poser, 
on the other hand, is right in pointing out that it is glide formation, not w -deletion, that 
leaves an empty slot which needs to be linked to the final vowel. 
(47) Poser's analysis (based on his argument) . 
a.l w r rn b. i wrn c. 1 rn d. j rn e. J rn 
1 \j -+ 1 1\\· -+ -+ -+ , , 
xx x xxx x x x x x X 
continuant w-deletion glide leftward 
deletion formation spread 
If we consider that liw+rnl -+ [jrn: 1 is a process in which CL takes place to compensate for 
the loss of mora count caused by glide formation after labial deletion, it seems plausible 
and it makes sense in moraic phonology. However, I question the process of liw+rnl -+ 
[jrn:] itself. As we saw in (1), glide formation accompanied by CL is observed in such 
phrases as follows: 
(48) Glide formation followed by CL in casual speech 
Underl)'ing Gloss 
a. so+re#de#(w)a sored3a: 'then' 
b. jom+i#(w)a j omi a: 'reading (TOPIC)' 
c. tob+eba tobia: 'iffly/jump' 
d. na+kereba nak'a: 'if not ... ' 
The difference between alleged liw+rnl -+ [jrn:] and those in (48) is that CL is obligatory in 
the former while it is optional in the latter. If CL is not always obligatory after glide 
formation, why can we not have *[jrn] as well as [jrn:] for liw+rnl? The constraint ranking 
we have established in 6.7 (i.e. PARSE-I! and WT-IDENT-IO ranked in the same stratum) 
should surely allow both *[jrn] and [jrn:] to surface as optima1. Another argument of mine 
comes from the fact that some speakers do utter [jrnwanai] 'not say', [jrntta] 'said' and so 
forth. If we assume that their respective underlying representations are liw+ana+il and 
liw+ta/, how can we account for the sudden emergence of [rn] in these words? 
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According to the National Institute of Japanese Language (1962), /iw/ is the third 
most frequently used word of all Japanese vocabulary, so that we could conclude that all 
these antics of /iw/ are due to frequency effects. However, my conclusion is that the 
underlying representation for UUI:] 'say' is not /iW+UI/ but /jUIW+UI/.64 In Japanese, 
alternation between Ii! and /jUI/ are well attested synchronically (mostly in regional 
dialects; e.g. /iwa/,-...;/jUIwa/ 'rock', IjUIgam+UI/rv/igam+UII 'be distorted', 10+tUIjUI/,...,., 
10+tUIiI '(thin) soup') and diachronically (e.g. liware/,...,.,/jUIware/ 'reason, origin' , IjUIk+ 
UI#saki/",/ik+UI#saldl 'destination', IkosobajUI+if, .... ,;kosobai+il 'ticklish') (Kishida 1998: 
314-317). If we assume IjUIW+UII as the underlying representation for UUI:] 'say', it can 
explain why we never have *rjUI] (due to MAx-IO(Open) and M-PARsE(tense) neither 
vowel can be deleted) and why we have UUIwanai] (from IjUIw+ana+iI) 'not say' and 
UUItta] (from IjUIw+ta/) 'said'. Therefore, I conclude that UUI:] 'say' is not the output of 
liw+UI/ and that what Fukui (1986) and Poser (1986, 1988) consider to be CL is, in fact, 
not CL. 
6.9 SUMMARY 
In this chapter we have discussed CL in Japanese. Unlike in other languages which exhibit 
CL, a loss of mora count is compensated for in Japanese only when the segment projecting 
the mora is still present in the surface form, thus CL co-occurs with glide formation (e.g. 
/ko+re#(w)al -+ [kor j a:] 'this (TOPIC)'), vowel coalescence (e.g. IbokUI,#(w)a21 -+ 
[hokal2:] 'I (TOPIC),) or vowel shortening (e.g. IS01+o2#kal -+ [sol2kka] 'I see'), but not 
with vowel deletion (e.g. /te#ik+UI/ -+ [tekUI]/*[tekkUI]/*[te:kUIl '(do) gradually') or 
coda deletion.65 
64 A sequence of two identical vowels surfaces as a long vowel in Japanese (e.g. hum/ ---+ [m:]). See Chapter 
7,7.3 for further discussion on this. 
65 As mentioned in 6.3, I do not consider /iw+ta/---+ [itta] 'said' to be coda deletion accompanied by CL, and I 
believe that there is no case of coda deletion in Japanese. 
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The contraction of closed-class items followed by the topic/contrast marker /(w)al 
was the first case of CL we discussed in this chapter. Miyara's (1980) vowel weakening 
rule looked promising and it did work for morphemes with a final front voweL However, 
when a morpheme with a final back vowel precedes I(w)a/, his vowel weakening rule 
becomes opaque due to the w-deletion rule that follows, and it turned out that it is not 
compatible with OT. Our conclusion was, therefore, that a front vowel followed by la/ is 
turned into a glide, as Miyara argues, while a back vowel followed by /al cOalesces with the 
lal to surface as a long vowel.66 
In the contraction of the conditional forms, the deletion of the leftmost consonant 
from lebal 'if' posed a problem; the domination of *LAB by MAXINIT-C-IO means that Ibl 
cannot be deleted. In order to solve this problem, I proposed a class-specific markedness 
constraint *VbV(Closed), and successfully accounted for the contraction of /eba/ -+ [ja:]. 
Our third case of CL was inverse CL, in which the shortening of a vowel and the 
lengthening of the following consonant takes place concomitantly. The user of inverse CL 
deliberately makes the surface form unfaithful to its underlying representation in order to 
have the word or phrase they utter carry a connotation of 'friendliness', 'childishness' 
and/or 'cuteness'. The constraint we needed to account for inverse CL was .WT-IDENT-IO, 
which requires that at least one input segment and its output correspondent not agree in 
weight. Inverse CL showed us that 'anti-faithfulness' (Horwood 2000, Alderete 2001) 
plays some role in Japanese phonology as well. 
Following inverse CL, we discussed the alternation between forms with CL and 
without CL. CL is due to the interaction of two conflicting faithfulness constraints, PARSE-
!-! and WT-IDENT-IO, and when the former dominates the latter, CL takes place 
simultaneously with glide formation, vowel coalescence or vowel shortening. However, 
with the exception of vulgarisms as well as Itiisa+i/ -+ [tSissai]/[tSittSaiJ 'small' and 
looki+ i/-+ [okki:] 'big', CL is optional in Japanese and we needed a grammar that allows 
two candidates to be selected as optimal for one underlying representation. In order to 
(>6 Further to fn.29, in LuGanda, a high vowel followed by another vowel surfaces as a glide and a non-high 
vowel followed by another vowel is deleted, then the remaining vowel is lengthened to compensate for the 
loss of mora count (Katamba 1989: 171-172) similar processes to those of Japanese. 
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achieve this end, we adopted 'partially ordered grammar' (Anttila ]997,2002, Anttila & 
Cho ]998) and by placing both PARSE-I-t and WT-IDENT-IO in the same stratum we could 
have both forms with CL and forms without CL as surface forms. 
In the last section, we examined the al1eged case of CL: liw+rn/-+ [jrn:] 'say' (Fukui 
]986, Poser ]986, ]988). It did appear to be a process of CL at first sight, but I rejected 
this claim by pointing out that (i) CL is optional when gJide formation is involved in 
Yamato vocabulary, and (ii) [jrnwanai] 'not say', [jrntta] 'said' and so on cannot be 
derived if we assume that the underlying root is liwl for these words. I thus concluded that 
this alleged case is in fact not a case of CL but that the underlying representation for [jrn:] 
is simply Ijrnw+rn/. 
As a conclusion, I sum up the constraints discussed in this chapter as follows: 
(49) Constraint ranking 2567 
CODACOND, N 0-P ARSE-j..t(DeISeg) 
» IDENT-ONSET-IO(place) 
» MAX-IO(Open), MAXINrr-C-IO, WT-IDENT-IO(Open), *VbV(Closed) 
» IDENT-IO(anterior), ONSET 
» *LAB 
» MAX-IO(Root), MAXFnrC-IO 
» *r 
» MAX-C-IO, PARSE-j..t, UNIFORMITY-IO, WT-IDENT-IO 
» *STRUC 
» MAX-V-IO, "WT-IDENT-IO 
67 I assume that -rWT-IDENT-IO is ranked very low under ordinary circumstances and that it is only promoted 
above PARSE-fA. and WT-IDENT-IO when the speaker wants to imply a connotation of 'friendliness', 
'childishness' and/or 'cuteness' in his/her utterance. As mentioned in fn.27, we will revise the ranking of 
UNIFORMITY-IO in Chapter 7,7.2.2, and will discuss the ranking of *3fA. in Chapter 8. 8.4.5. 
]8] 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
VOWEL COALESCENCE AND VULGARISMS 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Japanese, vowel coalescence is observed when (i) a sequence of two identical vowels 
occurs within a morpheme or across a morpheme boundary and (ii) a sequence of a mid 
vowel and a high vowel occurs within a morpheme in Sino-Japanese vocabulary.l 
(1) Vowel coalescence2 
Underl,)!:ing Surface Gloss 
a. ookami o:kami 'wolf' 
b. kawai+i kawai: 'cute' 
c. gakrn+sei gakrnse: 'student' 
d. korn+korn ko:ko: 'high school' 
Even when a mid vowel is directly followed by a high vowel, however, vowel coalescence 
is blocked if (i) there is a morpheme boundary between the mid vowel and the high vowel3 
or Oi) the vowels do not share the same value for [back]. 
(2) No vowel coalescence a morpheme boundary intervening between vowels 
Underl,)!:ing Surface Gloss 
a. ne#iki neiki 'the breathing in sleep' 
b. te#ire teire 'care, repair' 
c. ko#rnma kornma 'pony, colt' 
d. o+rnti orntSi '(your) house' 
I I believe that neither leil nor lornl occurs within a single morpheme in Yamato vocabulary. 
2 The reason for postulating lei! and lornl, instead of le:1 and 10:/, in (Ic-d) is that in very slow careful speech 
these vowel sequences can surface as rei] and [om]. If we postulate /e:/ and 10:/, we wiII also have 
difficulties in explaining why a pause can be inserted between the two moras when uttered very slowly and/or 
carefully. 
3 I cannot think of any word of Chinese origin containing /e+i/ or 10+rnI. Therefore, we could say that, when 
conditions are met, Sino-Japanese vocabulary always displays the vowel coalescence in question but Yamato 
vocabulary never does (see Otsubo (ed.) (1987:31) who also makes a similar statement). Vance (1987:14) 
states that in rapid speech Ie+il and /o+rnl frequently become [e:] and [0:], respectively, but I, as a native 
Japanese speaker, am inclined to support Maeda (1971: 172) who claims that Ike#irol 'hair colour', for 
instance, is never pronounced as *[ke:roJ unless the speaker does not recognise the morpheme boundary. 
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In order for vowel coalescence to take place, all the conditions mentioned above must be 
satisfied. Therefore, vowel coalescence is not observed when (i) a vowel sequence is not 
composed of a mid vowel and a high vowel in this order even if they share the same value 
for [back] or Oi) when a sequence consists of any other combination of vowels.s 
(4) No vowel coalescence - high vowel directly followed by a mid vowel 
Underlying Surface Gloss 
a. osie+rUI oSierUI 'teach' 
b. UIrUIOW+UI UIruroUI 'become moist' 
(5) No vowel coalescence - others6 
Underlying Surface Gloss 
a. mi#UIti miUItSi 'one's relatives' 
b. i+oN ioN 'allophone' 
c. ki+atUI kijatsUI7 'air pressure' 
d kUIi kUIi 'regret' 
e. tUIkUIe tSUIkUIe 'desk' 
f. hUI+aN cpUIaN 'anxiety' 
g. se#ow+ur seoUI 'carryon the back' 
h. te#asi teaSi 'arms and legs' 
koe koe 'voice' 
j. jo#ake joake 'dawn' 
4 I believe that there is no morpheme that contains leUI! in Japanese. 
5 Kawahara (2001:38) claims that IiI and Jml coalesce to [jm:] (I believe that he has liw+UI! -> lim] ---> [jm:] 
'say' in mind, which we rejected in Chapter 6,6.8), but the fact that Imi#mtil 'one's relations' and Iki+mNI 
'opportunity', for instance, are never realised as *[mjm:tSi] and *[kjm:N], respectively, even in sloppy 
pronunciation suggests that his claim is not sustainable. Poser (1986:180) provides cases with !iUI!~[jm:l but 
because this type of alternation is limited to Foreign vocabulary (e.g. larmminimmur/---> [arurmijlm:mur] 
'aluminium'), it cannot be considered to be a general rule. 
6 I believe that in Yamato and Sino-Japanese vocabulary there is no morpheme that contains a front vowel 
directly followed by a back vowel (Le. liur/, liol, fial, leml, leol or leal), a non-low vowel directly followed 
by a low vowel (i.e./ial, lura/, leal or loa/), or lam/. 
7 When lal follows Iii across a morpheme boundary, a glide is normally inserted in speech, whether formal or 
casuaL See Chapter 1, (11) and Chapter 3, fn.20. 
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k. aida aida 'interval' 
1. kaenu kaerm 'frog' 
m. a+mN amN 'expiration and inspiration' 
n. kao kao 'face' 
In casual speech, however, males sometimes pronounce la/+/i/, 101+/il and Im/+/il as [e:], 
[e:J and [i:], respectively, in order to express 'roughness', which Kawakami (1977) 
describes as "vulgarisms" (English translation by Vance (1987». Here are some examples, 



















In this chapter, we will first discuss how we should address underlying vowel sequences 
and their realisation in Japanese within the framework of OT and later attempt to account 
for vulgarisms by upgrading just one constraint. 
7.2. PROHIBITION AGAINST VOWEL COALESCENCE 
In this section we will account for leil --+ [e:] and loml -+ [0:] in normal (i.e. non-vulgar) 
speech by examining the cases where vowel coalescence does not take place. 
7.2.1 Between Vowels Not Sharing the Same Value for [back] 
As mentioned in the previous section, vowel coalescence only takes place between vowels 
that share the same value for [back], except in vulgarisms. This can be ascribed to the 
following constraint: 
(7) Constraint 46 
IDENT-IO(back): No change in the values for [back] (Kager 1999). 
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Although IDENT-IO(back) is a high-ranking constraint in Japanese, it is always violated in 
vulgarisms, in which la+il and lo+i/ surface as le:1 and Iw+il as li:/, so it cannot be 
undominated. Therefore, I place it in the third stratum where IDENT-IO(place) and MAX-IO 
(Open), among others, are ranked.8 Let us see how IDENT-IO(back) blocks vowel 
coalescence in a tableau for Ikwi! 'regret' (5d). (Constraints that none of the candidates 
violates and those that all the candidates violate equally are omitted, together with some 
low-ranking constraints, from the tableaux in this chapter.) 
(8) Tableaux for Ikwil 'regret'9 
Input: MAX-IO PARSE-/-t ! 
Ikw1izl (Open) , , , 
a. trW kwi 
• b. kUI12: *! 
c. ki l2: *' 
d. kww *! 
e. kii *1 
f. kWn *! 
• g. kin *! 
• h. kWl *! 
1. ki2 *1 
As clearly seen in this tableau, any candidate with coalescence of two vowels that do not 
share the same value for [back] has no chance of winning due to a violation of high-ranking 
IDENT-IO(back). This applies to any combination of front and back vowels in whichever 
order. 
7.2.2 Between Vowels Not Sharing the Same Height: Within a Morpheme 
In an open-class item, when the members of a vowel sequence do not share the same 
height, they do not coalesce, except lei! and low/, due to the following constraint: lO 
8 The reason for ranking IDENT-IO(back) in the third stratum, not in the second stratum, will become apparent 
in 7.4 when we discuss vulgarisms (also see fn.45). 
9 Hiatus within an open-class item is never resolved by means of consonant insertion (e.g. *[kUI?i]) due to 
undominated CONTIG-IO(Open) (see Chapter 2, 2.3.4). 
10 The only closed-class item 1 can think of that contains a sequence of non-identical vowels is /gmrai/ 'about, 
to ... extent'. This morpheme never undergoes vowel coalescence due to high-ranking IDENT -IO(back). 
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(9) Constraint 47 
IDENT-IO(height)(Open): No change in the values for height in open-class items. 1I 
NB: IDENT-IO(height)(Open) should be considered as a gradient constraint, just like 
Kirchner's (1996) RAISING (maximise vowel height). Thus, lawl 4 [w:], for 
instance, violates IDENT-IO(height)(Open) twice. 
The fact that leil and Jowl surface as [e:] and [0:], respectively, suggests that this constraint 
is ranked no higher than ONSET, while the fact that all the other vowel sequences do not 
normally undergo coalescence suggests that it cannot be ranked any lower than ONSET, as 
the following combined comparative tableau shows: 
(10) Combined comparative tableau for Igakw+seil 'student' (Ic) and Ikaol 'face' (5n) 
Input: 
Igakw+seil a. gakwse: rV gakws 
Ikaol b. kao rV ka: L W 
c. kao rV ko: L W 
Therefore, the only place where IDENT-IO(height)(Open) can be placed is in the same 
stratum as ONSET. Let us draw tableaux for Igakw+seil 'student' and Ikaol 'face' to see 
how IDENT-IO(height)(Open) affects the selection of optimal candidates. 
(11) Tableaux for Igakw+sei/ 'student' and Ikao/ 'face"2 
! Input: I ~ IOENf-IO , ONS PARSE : UNIFORM : WT- *STRUC , , 
Igakw+se)i21 , ( (height)(Open) 
, 
j IDENT , 





*** a. , , , , , , 
, , , 
lb. gakwSil2: * 
, 
*1 , *** , , , , , , , 
c. ® gakwsei , * , , **** , , , , , 






* *** , , , , , j 







* *** e. 
, , , 
, , 
,',. , , 
f. gakwse, *! , ,', * , ! *** , , , , 
" 
, : 




*** ! g. 
, , , 
. , , 
, , , 
II We will discuss a constraint that militates against any change in the values for height in closed-class items, 
namely, IDENT-IO(height)(Closed), in 7.2.4. 
12 CVLINKAGE(I) and IDENT-IO(anterior) are omitted because they are irrelevant when leil follows a non-
coronal obstruent. 
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: l. ka12: * *! 
j. ko 12: * *! 
i k. ka12 * *! * * 
1. k012 
: kal *! m. 
n. k02 *! 
In the above tableaux, the optimal candidate for /kao/ 'face' is correctly selected but that 
for /gakw+sei/ 'student' is not due to the domination of *STRUC by UNIFORMITY-IO, 
which was provisionally established in Chapter 5, 5.5.1 because at that time there was no 
evidence to indicate that UNIFORMITY -10 should be demoted any further. If UNIFORMITY-
10 can be demoted below *STRUC, then the actual output for /gakw+seil (i.e. [gakwse:J 
(lla)) can at least beat the incorrectly selected candidate (i.e. *[gakwsei] (llc)) although it 
will end up being a tie with *[gakwSi:] (lib). However, the demotion of UNIFORMITY-IO 
below *STRUC will cause havoc to the selection of the optimal candidate for Ikaol 'face', in 
which *[ka:] and *[ko:] will adversely surface as optimal if *STRUC dominates 
UNIFORMITY-Io. Therefore, UNIFORMITY-IO can neither outrank *STImc nor be outranked 
by *STRUC. Let us now replace *STRUC with the *V subhierarchy (i.e. *i » *w » *e » 
* 0 » *a; see Chapter 3, 3.3 for these constraints and their ranking) and assume that 
UNIFORMITY-IO can intervene between two members of the *v subhierarchy, namely, *w 
and *e.13 The following are revised tableaux for Igakw+seil 'student' and Ikaol 'face' in 
which UNIFORMITY-IO intervenes between the *V[+high] constraints (i.e. *i and *w) and 
the *V [-high] constraints (i.e. *e, *0 and *a): 
13 The demotion of UNIFORMITY -10 below *ur will not cause trouble to the tableaux in the previous chapters, 
in which the former plays some role in the selection of the optimal candidate. See Chapter 5 Tableau (48) and 
Chapter 6 Tableaux (17), (19) and (45), in which all the actual outputs violate UNIFORMITY -10 and are still 
selected as optimal. 
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(12) Tableaux for Igakm+seil 'student' and Ikaol 'face' (revised) 
Input: MAX IDENT-IO , ONS PARSE , WT- *. UNIF *e , 1 
Igakm+se1iz/ (Open) (height)(Open) 
, 
: IDENT , -fA, i , , I 
a.1& gakmsel2: * 
, I 
* I * 
, 
, I 






c. gakmsei II , * , *! i * , , , , .. 
d. gakmsel2 I * *! 
, 






* * * e. , , , , , , 












* g. , , , , 
. 
i Input: MAX-IO IDENT-IO ONSET PARSE WT- UNIF *0 *a I 
lka1021 (Open) (height)(Open) -fA, IDENT 
h. 1& kao , * 
, 
* * I I , I , 
: . kal2: * 
, , 





I j. k0 12: * , , *! * , , , 
k. ka12 I * I *! * * * I I , 
!I. k0 12 * 
, 
















.. , , 
This time the actual candidates for both Igakm+seil 'student' and Ikao/ 'face' are correctly 
selected, and in the tableau for Igakrn+seil 'student' we can eliminate the unwanted 
*[gakmSi:] at the same time as *[gakrnsei] by simply placing UNIFORMITY-IO between *i 
and *e. What the intervention of UNIFORMITY-IO between *Vl+high] and *Vl-highl 
ensures, therefore, are (i) vowel coalescence is allowed only when one of the members of a 
vowel sequence is [+high] and (ii) a coalesced vowel must be [-high]. Further to the 
members of a vowel sequence to which coalescence can occur, the other member must be a 
mid vowel; when a vowel sequence is composed of a low vowel and a high vowel (e.g. 
lam/),14 its coalescence incurs multiple violations of IDENT-IO(height)(Open) so that a 
candidate with vowel coalescence can never beat a candidate that preserves the sequence 
which only violates ONSEf once, as seen in the following tableau for lamto/ 'out': 
14 As mentioned in fn.6, no morpheme contains Imal or laml in Yamato and Sino-Japanese vocabulary, so 
these two vowel sequences can only occur in Foreign and Mimetic vocabulary. 
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(13) Tableaux for lawto/ 'out' 
Input: lawtol IDENT-IO ONSET 
(hei ght)( Open) 
a. I@" awto * * 
b. a:to **! 
c. o:to **! 
d. w:to **! * 
From the above discussion, we now know that our constraint ranking can allow only 
an underlying vowel sequence composed of a mid vowel and a high vowel to coalesce and 
surface as a long mid voweL However, it fails to explain why lie/ and /wol never surface 
as [e:] and [0:], respectively, as seen in the following tableaux for /osie+rw/ 'teach' (4a) 
and Iwrwow+wl 'become moist' (4b). 
(14) Tableaux for /osie+rrul 'teach' and /wrwow+w/ 'become moistl!5. 16 
Input: IDENT-IO : ONSET *i UNIFORMITY *e 
I losie+rrul ! (height)(Open) · -10 
· 
· 
a. oSierw · * *! >.1 .. * .. 
· 
c 








Input: IDENT-IO : ONSET *w UNIFORMITY *0 
, 
/wrwow+w/ (height)(Open) , -10 
· 
· 






i e. ® wro:rn * , ** * * , , 
if. rnrrn:rw * · ***! * , , 
If we assume that [ie] and [rno] are diphthongs and do not violate ONSET, the actual 
outputs (l4a) and (14d) will be selected as optimal. However, as mentioned in Chapter 2, 
fn.84, I consider Japanese to be a language that does not permit diphthongs for the reason 
that the second member of any vowel sequence can be separated from the first member by 
15 (l4a) and (l4c) also violate IDENT-IO(anterior), which is ranked in the same stratum as IDENT-IO(height) 
(Open) and ONSET, but, in order to show that it is *V[+high] that casts the deciding vote when IDENT-IO 
(anterior) is irrelevant, IDENT-IO(anterior) is omitted from the tableau. 
16 fief and /lliO/ cannot surface as /jef and fwo/, respectively, in Japanese just to avoid an ONSET violation, 
due to undominated *jV[-back] and *wV[-low]. 
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inserting a pause or a glottal stop, which is on a par with Kindaichi (1967: 116).17 r, 
therefore, officially bring in the following undominated constraint: 
(15) Constraint 48 
*DIPHTHONG: Diphthongs are disallowed (Prince & Smolensky 1993). 
This constraint prohibits any underlying vowel sequence, whether there is a morpheme 
boundary in it or not, from surfacing as a diphthong, and forces any vowel sequence at the 
surface level to violate ONSET. 
(16) Tableau for leil 
Input: leil *DIPHTHONG 
c. ei 











In Tableaux (14), due to undominated *DIPHTHONG, an ONSET violation by the actual 
outputs (l4a) and (14d) is unavoidable so we need to eliminate the incorrectly selected 
candidates (14b) and (l4e) before *V[+high] rules out (l4a) and (14d). Earlier in this 
subsection we accounted for leil -+ [e:] and lornl -+ [0:]. In both cases the height the 
coalesced vowel carries is that of the first member of the underlying vowel sequence, so 
there seems to be a kind of positional faithfulness constraint that requires the identity 
between a long vowel and the initial segment of its corresponding underlying vowel 
sequence. I formulate this constraint as follows: 
(17) Constraint 49 
IDENT-LoNGV1N1T-IO(Open): In open class an output long vowel and the first 
member of its corresponding input vowel sequence must have identical features 
except for length. I8 
17 There are other languages that disallow diphthongs; Hungarian (Kenesei, Vago & Fenyvesi 1998:410-411) 
is one of such languages. 
18 Thc spccification 'open' is necessary so that no violation is incurred by vowel coalescence observed in 
closed-class items with a final back vowel followed by the topic/contrast marker /(w)a/. 
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NB: This constraint is not violated when at least one segment of an underlying vowel 
sequence belongs to a closed-class item (e.g. Ideka+il -+ [deke:] 'huge' (6a)). 
When diphthongs are disallowed, the only bimoraic nucleus permitted in Japanese is a long 
vowel as a result of vowel coalescence (e.g. leil -+ [e:], faal -+ [a:]) or vowel lengthening 
(e.g. fal -+ [a:]). When two vowels in an open-class item coalesce and surface as a long 
vowel, it is always the values of the initial segment that the long vowel carries, so IDENT-
LONGV'NIT,-IO(Open) is considered to be undominated. Let us add *DIPHTHONG and IDENT-
LONGV1N1T-IO(Open) to Tableaux (14) to see if the actual outputs are correctly selected as 
optimal for fosie+rmi 'teach' and Imrmow+ml 'become moist' this time. 
(18) Tableaux for losie+rml 'teach' and Imrmow+mi 'become moist' (revised)19 
Input: *DIPHTHONG IDENT-LoNGV1Nrr- IDENl'-IO ONS *. 1 UNIF 
losie+rml IO(Open) (height)(Op) : 
a.1lW * * 
b. ose:rm *! 
c. oSi:rm 
d. oSi£rm *! 
Input: *DIPHTHONG 
, 
IDENT-LoNGV1NIT- IDENT-IO ONS • *m UNIF I , , , , 
(height)(Op) i Imrmow+ml , IO(Open) , , 
, , 
* *** e. IlW mrmom , , , 
, , 










~ , , 
We have so far confirmed that coalescence does not take place (i) between vowels 
that do not share the same value for [back] (e.g. lail -+ *[e:]), whether within a morpheme 
or across a boundary, due to IDENT-IO(back), (ii) between vowels whose distance is more 
than one (e.g. lam! -+ *[0:]) in an open-class item due to IDENT-IO(height)(Open),2o (iii) 
between non-high vowels (e.g. lao I *[a:]) in an open-class item due to UNIFORMITy-IO 
» *V[-high], and (iv) between a high vowel and a mid vowel in this order in an open-class 
19 In the tableau for losie+rml 'teach', (l8a) will still be selected as optimal even when IDENT-IO(anterior) is 
added because of IDENT-LoNGV1NlT-IO(Open»> IDENT-IO(anterior). 
~() There is no closed-class morpheme that contains lam! or Iwa!. 
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item due to IDENT-LoNGVI:XlT-IO(Open). What we have not accounted for are (i) non-
occurrence of coalescence between lei and Iii and between 10/ and Im/ across a morpheme 
boundary between an open-class item and another item and (ii) non-occurrence of vowel 
coalescence when a vowel sequence involves only closed-class items. In the next two 
subsections, therefore, we will look into these issues. 
7.2.3 Between Vowels Not Sharing the Same Height: Across a Morpheme Boundary 
A sequence of non-identical vowels across a morpheme boundary which involves at least 
one open-class item, surfaces as it is (see (2), (3) and (5». This is due to ALIGN-L(Open) 
and/or ALIGN-R(Open). In Japanese, the underlying mora count is always preserved (e.g. 
lei/ -+ [e:]) when two vowels coalesce so let us assume that the first vowel corresponds to 
the first mora and the second vowel to the second mora. Here the important point is that 
the first mora does not coincide with the right edge of a syllable and neither does the 
second mora to the left edge of a syllable, thus an ALIGNMENT violation will be incurred if 
two vowels coalesce across a morpheme boundary. Let us examine how ALIGNMENT 
(Open) constraints interact with others in the tableaux for Ine#ikil 'the breathing in sleep' 
(lne/: 'sleep', /iki/: 'breath') (2a), lo+mtil '(your) house' (/0/: honorific prefix, Imti/: 
'house') (2d) and Ikaerm#ol 'frog (Acc.), (lkaerm/: 'frog' (51),/01: accusative particle). 
(19) Tableaux for Ine#ikil 'the breathing in sleep', /o+mtil '(your) house' and Ikaerm#ol 
'frog (Acc.)' 21 
Input: ALIGN-L • ALIGN-R i IDENT-IO : ONSET *. UNIFORMITY 1 
, 
Ine1#i2kil (Open) • (Open) i (height)(Open) , -10 , , 
a. l@' neiki 
, 
* I ** , , , : , 
















I Input: ALIGN-L ALIGN-R 
, IDENT-IO : ONSET *m UNIFORMITY • , , 
(Open) (Open) , (height)(Open) • 101+m2til , , -10 , , , , 
• d. l@' omtSi , , * * , , , , 








If. m 12:tSi *! 
, , 
* * , , , 
2l Candidates with vowel deletion are omitted from these tableaux. 
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Input: AUGN-L AUGN-R IDENT-IO ONSET *w UNIFORMITY 
/kaerw1#02/ (Open) (Open) (hei ght)( Open) -10 
g. I@' kaerwo , , ** I * , , , 




*! * I 
kaerw12: * 
, I 




As seen in the above tableaux, when an open-class item is involved in a vowel sequence, 
ALIGN-L(Open) and/or ALIGN-R(Open) block vowel coalescence.22 
7.2.4 Non-Occurrence of Vowel Coalescence in Closed Class 
In closed class, coalescence between non-identical vowels is observed when a pronoun 
with a morpheme-final non-low vowel is followed by the topic/contrast marker /(w)a/ in 
casual speech,23 as seen below. 
(20) Vowel coalescence in closed class (from Chapter 6 (15» 
Underlying Gloss 
a. bokw#(w)a boka: 'I (TOPIC), 
b. ko+ko#(w)a koka: 'this place (TOPIC)' 
(21) Tableau for /bokw#(w)a/ 'I (Topic)' in casual speech 
Input: NO-PARSE PARSE NIFORM *a 
/bokwl#(w)a2/ -f.!(DeISeg) -f.! : IDENT , 
boka12: * * 
bokm12: *! * 
c. boka12 *! * * * 
d. boka2 *! * 
e. bokmwa *! * * 
f. bokwa *! * * 
g. boka2: *! * * 
However, apart from the above-mentioned context, vowel coalescence does not take place 
even in closed class, although the open-class-specific IDENTITY constraints proposed in this 
22 We wiII discuss cases with a sequence of two identical vowels across a morpheme boundary, which 
involves a violation of AUGNMENT(Open) constraints, in 7.3. 
23 In Chapter 5, 5.5.3 we considered that Iwl in the topic/contrast marker /wa/ becomes a ghost segment in 
casual speech. 
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chapter (i.e. IDENT-IO(height)(Open) and IDENT-LoNGVrt'm.-IO(Open» have no effect on the 
configurations of closed-class items. In this subsection we will examine why vowel 
coalescence is blocked in closed-class items. 
As far as I can think of, the only closed-class morpheme that contains a sequence of 
non-identical vowels is Igrnrail 'about, to ... extent'. The reason why this morpheme does 
not undergo vowel coalescence is that high-ranking IDENT-IO(back), which is class non-
specific, militates against any change in the values for [back]. 
(22) Tableau for Igrnrail 'about, to ... extent' 
Input: Igrnrail IDENT-IO(back) ONSET *. 1 *m UNIFORMITY -I 0 
a. IkW gmrai ... * ... * * 
b. gmra: *! * 
•••• 
* i 
c. grnro: *! * * 
d. grnrm: I *! ** * 
e. grnre: *! * * 
f. grnf1: *! * * * 
A sequence of non-identical vowels across a morpheme boundary, on the other hand, 
is often created when a case particle lei (allative) or 101 (accusative) follows a pronoun. 









A pronoun followed by a case particle never undergoes vowel coalescence, unless the 
vowels across the boundary are identical (e.g. Ikare#el -+ [kare:] 'to him'),24 but our 
current constraint ranking cannot prevent vowel coalescence in this context when the 
vowels share the same value for [back], as seen in the following tableaux for Ikimi#el 'to 
you' and Ibokrn#ol 'me (Ace.)': 
24 We will discuss coalescence between two identical vowels in 7.3. 
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(24) Tableaux for Ikimi#el 'to you' and Ibokm#ol 'me (Acc.),25 
Input: Ikimi,#eil~ ONSEf PARSE-I-" *. 1 UNIFORMITy-IO • 
a. kimie *1 ** . 
b. ® kime'2: * * 
..•... 
c. kimi'2: **1. * 
. d. kime2 *1 * 
Input: I ill PARSE-I-" *m UNIFORMITy-IO 
e. bokulO *! 
i f.® boko'2: * 
g. bokm'2: *1 * 
h. bok02 *1 
We thus need a constraint to account for non-occurrence of the vowel coalescence in 
question. The difference between (20a-b) and (23a-b) is that I(w)al is an adverbial particle 
while leI and /01 are case particles, without which the listener might have difficulties in 
figuring out what case the preceding word is,z6 Thus, it is plausible to assume that there is 
a constraint that requires a case particle to stand alone without becoming part of the 
preceding syllable. I propose the following constraint: 
(25) Constraint 50 
ALIGN-L(CasePartic1e): The left edge of a case particle must coincide with the left 
edge of a syllable,z7 
As mentioned earlier, Ikare#e/ 'to him' surfaces as [kare:], which violates ALIGN-L(Case 
Particle), so this constraint is not undominated. The fact that Ikimi#el 'to you' surfaces as 
25 Candidates without a particle (Le. *[kimiJ1 and *[bokmd) are omitted from the tableaux. They cannot be 
optimal because they violate M-PARsE(Particle) which is considered to be undominated. The speaker may 
omit a certain particle in a sentence (e.g. [kore aIJefm] '(I'll) give this (to you)'), but in such a case it is 
assumed that the particle is not present underlyingly (e.g. Iko+re#age+rmJ). 
Candidates with the height of the case particle being altered (e.g. *[kimi:J) are also omitted. The fact that 
all the particles, including /(w)a/, always maintain their vowel height is due to another undominated 
constraint IDENT-IO(height)(particle). If the vowel height of particles were freely altered, the listener would 
have difficulties in grasping the syntactic function of each word within a sentence. 
26 lei and 101 are the only case particles that begin with a vowel, and all the other case particles have an initial 
consonant (e.g. Ino/: genitive particle; Ide/: locative particle, Ini/: dative particle). 
27 See Chapter 9, 9.4.3 for discussion on a problem this constraint may hold. 
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[kimie] suggests that ALIGN-L(CasePartic1e) must not be ranked lower than ONSET, but the 
fact that Ikare#el 'to him' does not surface as [kari e] just to avoid an ALIGN -L( Case 
Particle) violation indicates that this constraint must not be ranked higher than ONSET. 







Therefore, the only place where ALIGN-L(CaseParticle) can be placed is in the same 
stratum as ONSET. Let us add this constraint to Tableaux (24). 
(27) Tableaux for Ikimi#c/ 'to you' and Ibokm#ol 'me (Acc.)' (revised) 
ALIGN-L(CaseParticle) : ONSET P 
I 
a. kimie * 
* 
* 
d. kime2 * 
Input: Ibokm1#ozl ALIGN-L(CaseParticle) : ONSET PARSE-f.1, *m UNIFORlvlITY-IO • 
bokmo 
, 
* I *! e. , , , 
f. ® boko12: * * I , 
bokm12: * 
, 
*! * ! g. , 






Although the actual outputs (27a) and (27e) are not eliminated by ONSET this time, the 
addition of ALIGN-L(CasePartic1e) alone does not help them surface as optimal. Thus, we 
need another constraint, and that is IDENT-IO(height)(Closed).28 
28 The constraint we need must dominate *V subhierarchy so that the actual outputs are not eliminated by 
*V[+high], so IDENT-IO(height) cannot be the constraint we need. If we assume that IDENT-IO(height) is the 
one we are looking for, then leil and lour! will never coalesce to surface as long vowels, as seen in the 
following tableau for !gakur+seil 'student'. 
Input: Igakur+se1i21 IDENT-IO(height)(Open) , ONSET IDENf -IO(height) *i UNIFORMiTY *e , , 
a. gakurse12: * *! * * , 
b. gakurSi12: * : *! * * 
• c. ® gakursei 
, 




(28) Constraint 51 
IDENT-IO(height)(Closed): No change in the values for height in closed-class items. 
This constraint is violated when the final back vowel of a pronoun coalesces with /a/ in the 
topic/contrast marker /(w)a/ (e.g. /bokm#(w)a/ -+ [boka:] 'I (Topic)' (20a)) and, in order 
for a candidate with vowel coalescence (e.g. [boka:]) to beat a candidate with deletion of 
the final back vowel (e.g. [hokaD, IDENT-IO(height)(Closed) must be ranked lower than 
PARSE-!J.. (see Tableau (21)). However, In order for [kimie] (27a) and [bokmo] (27e) to 
beat *lkime:] (27b) and *[boko:] (27f), respectively, we need to rank IDENT-IO(height) 
(Closed) higher than the *V[+high] constraints?9 Thus, the only place where it can be 
ranked is between PARSE-!J.. and *i. Let us redraw tableaux for /bokm#(w)a/ 'I (Topic)', 
/kimi#e/ 'to you' and /bokw#o/ 'me (Acc.)' with IDENT-IO(height)(Closed) to see if the 
actual output is selected as optimal in each case this time. 
(29) Tableaux for /bokm#(w)al 'I (Topic)', Ikimi#el 'to you' and /bokm#ol 'me (Acc.), 
(further revised) 
Input: II NO-PARSE-!J.. ONSET * LAB PARSE : WT- IDENT(height) *m 
Ibokml ll~_ '/'-'2'· \' elSeg) 
-!J.. l IDENT (Closed) 
a. I@" boka12: 
, 
** ~ , , , b. bokm12: , ** , , , 
c. boka12 *! 
, 
* ** , , 
' .. 
.. 











f. bokwa *! , * , , 
boka2: *! 
, 
* g. , , 
Input: ALIGN-L ONSEI PARSE • IDENT-IO *' I 
Ikimi1#e2/ (CaseParticle) -!J.. (height)(Closed) 
h. I@" kimie , * ** , , 
kime12: * 
, 
*l * 1. , , , 
J. kimi12: * 
, 
*! ** , , 
k. kime2 * 
, 
*! * , , 
28 The domination of the *V subhierarchy by both IDENT -IO(height)(Open) and IDENT-IO(height)(Closed) 





ONSET PARSE IDENT-IO *rn 
-I-t (height)(Closed) 
* * 
m. boko12: * *! 
n. bokrnl2: * *! * 
o. bok02 * *! 
The above tableaux indeed confirm that the actual outputs are duly selected as optimal. 
In addition to a pronoun fol1owed by a vowel-initial particle, a sequence of non-
identical vowels involving only closed-class items can be created when a classifier (and 
another suffix) is suffixed to a numeral (e.g. Ihati#eNI ~ [hatJieN]/*[hate:N]I*[hatJe:N] 
'8 yen', !go#ko#amaril ~ [gokoamariJ/*[goka:mariJ 'about 5 (of those)', !rokrn#okrnl 
~ [lokrnokrn]/*[loko:krn] '6 million' ,).30 If we assume high-ranking ALIGN(Classifier), 
which requires both edges of a classifier to coincide with a syllable edge, then we should be 
able to account for non-occurrence of vowel coalescence in this context as well. 
7.2.5 Summary 
In this section we have confirmed that in normal speech (i.e. non-vulgar speech) vowel 
coalescence does not take place in the following contexts: 
(30) Contexts in which vowel coalescence is disallowed 
a. In a vowel sequence in which the vowels do not share the same value for [back] 
(e.g. loil ~ *[e:]), due to IDENT-IO(back»> ONSET. 
b. In a vowel sequence involving at least one open-class item in which a morpheme 
boundary intervenes between the vowels (e.g. !e+i! ~ *[e:]), due to ALIGN-L 
(Open) » ALIGN-R(Open), ONSET. 
c. In a vowel sequence with no high vowel in open class (e.g. lao! ~ *[a:]), due to 
UNIFORMITY-IO» *V[-high]. 
d. In a vowel sequence with rising sonority in open class (e.g. lie! ~ *[e:]), due to 
IDENT-LoNGV1NTr-IO(Open»> ONSbl. 
30 There is one more context in which a sequence of non-identical vowels that share the same value for [back] 
is created at the surface level: a Iw/-final auxiliary verb root (e.g. Isimawl 'end up -ing') followed by a suffix 
with an initial back vowel. The fact that Ite#simaw+urI surfaces as [tJam], not as *[tJa:]/*[tJo:]/*[tJm:], 
cannot be accounted for with our current constraint hierarchy. We will discuss this issue in Chapter 9,9.4.4. 
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e. In a vowel sequence involving a case particle (e.g. Ikimi#e/-+ *[kime:]), due to 
ALiGN-L(CaseParticle), IDENT-IO(height)(Open), ONSET » IDENT-IO(height) 
(Closed) » *V subhierarchy. 
We also confirmed that coalescence between a high vowel and a mid vowel, in whichever 
order, to a high vowel (e.g. lei/ -+ [i:], Imo/ --+ [m:]) is not permissible due to *V[+high] 
» UNIFORMITY -10. This means that in open class the only sequences of non-identical 
vowels that can undergo coalescence are /eil and lom/ with no morpheme boundary 
between the vowels and that they must surface as [e:] and [0:], respectively.31 
7.3 COALESCENCE OF TWO IDENTICAL VOWELS 
When two identical vowels occur consecutively within a morpheme or across a morpheme 
boundary, they usually coalesce and surface as a long vowel, as seen in (la-b). Here are 
some more examples. 
(31) Coalescence of two identical vowels32 
Underlxing Surface Gloss 
a. o+kaa+saN oka:saN 'mother' 
b. jmm+ki jm:ki 'courage' 
c. oow+m o:m 'cover' 
d. tiisa+i tSi:sai 'small' 
e. ooki+i o:ki: 'big' 
f. kare#e kare: 'to him' 
g. ko+ko#o koko: 'this place (Acc.)' 
The coalescence between two identical vowels does not violate any of the IDENTITY 
constraints proposed in the previous section (i.e. IDENT-IO(back), IDENT-IO(height)(Open), 
IDENT-LoNGV1"rr-IO(Open) and IDENT-IO(height)(Closed», whether or not there is a 
morpheme boundary between the two vowels. Let us first draw a tableau for 10+kaa+saNI 
'mother' to confirm that our current constraint ranking does opt for vowel coalescence. 
31 In closed class, Im#(w)a/ -+ [a:] and [o#(w)a] -+ [a:J are attested, as we discussed in 7.2.4. Otherwise, 
vowel coalescence does not take place even in closed class. 
32 I consider that the underlying representation in each case has IV.V/, not IV:/, for the reason that the second 
V can be separated from the first V in unusually slow, careful speech. 
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(32) Tableau for 10+kaa+saNI 'mother,33 
Input: 10+kaa+saNI CONTIG-IO(Open) MAX-IO(Open) ONSET UNIFORMITY-IO 
a. II:llr' oka:saN * * ! ... 
b. okaasaN **! .. 




d. okalasaN *! ·.·.1 * 
' .... '.' 
... 
In this tableau the actual output [oka:saNJ is correctly selected as optimal, and these four 
constraints can account for coalescence between two identical vowels within an open-class 
non-root item, such as (31 a) and (31 b). When a sequence of two identical vowels occurs 
within a root, as seen in (31c) and (31d), the number of segments in the root decreases by 
one due to vowel coalescence but the mora count is preserved, thus GRWD>Roor(Open) 
(see Chapter 5,5.3.1) is still satisfied and the candidate with a long vowel duly surfaces as 
optimal. 
(33) Tableau for loow+ml 'cover' 
Input: *wV GRWD : MAX-IO ONSET MAX-IO UNIFORM 
loow+ '-low] >ROOT (Open) (Root) 
a. II:llr' o:m * ** * * 
b. oom * ***! * 
c. om * *!* ** ** 
d. o:wm *! * * 
e. olom *! * * 
When a sequence of identical vowels occurs across a morpheme boundary between a 
root and a suffix, as seen in looki+il 'big' (31e), ALIGN-R(Open) is violated but this 
violation is not fatal. Let us confirm that coalescence of two identical vowels in this 
context is also permitted by our constraint ranking in a tableau for looki+il 'big'. 
33 See Chapter 2, 2.3.4 for CONTIG-IO(Open) and its ranking. 
CONTIG-IO(Open) will not be able to prevent a consonant from being inserted between two identical 
vowels within a closed-class item. There is only one closed-class item with two consecutive identical vowels 
in Japanese: /iie/ 'no'. However, this word usually surfaces as [ie], instead of *[i?ie], both in formal speech 
and in casual speech. 
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(34) Tableau for looki+il 'big,34 
Input: 
100kil+i21 
ALIGN- I IDENT-IO ONSET 
R(Open) I (height)(Open) 
* 
** 
c. o:kie ** 
d. o:kei * **! 
IDENT-IO 
(height)(Closed) 
*' 1 UNIFORMITY 
-10 
We have so far confirmed that, within open-class items and between an open-class 
root and a suffix, two consecutive identical vowels must surface as a long vowel. Let us 
see if our constraint ranking can bring about the same outcome for two consecutive 
identical vowels across a morpheme boundary between two closed-dass items, as seen in 
(31f) and (31g), in which the allative particle leI or the accusative partic1e 101 fo11ows an 
identical voweL 
(35) Tableaux for/kare#el 'to him' and Iko+ko#ol 'this place (ACC.),35 
ALIGN-L : ONSET 
, 
PARSE IDENT(height) *, 1 UNIFORM *e 
(CasePartic1e) , -~ (Closed) , , 
* *! * 
* ** 
c. karie * *! * * 
d. kare2 * *' * 
Input: ALIGN-L : ONSET PARSE IDENT(height) *UI UNIFORM *0 
, 
Iko+ko#ol (CaseParticle) , -~ (Closed) , , 
koko 12: * 
, 
*! ** e. , , , , 
f. ®kokoo , * *** 
g. kokUIO , * *! * ** , , 
h. kok02 * 
, 
*! ** , , 
.. , 
In the above tableaux, the actual outputs (35a) and (35e) lose to candidates with no vowel 
coalescence due to a UNIFORMITY-IO violation. The demotion of ALIGN-L(CaseParticle) 
34 Candidates that violate constraints ranked higher than ALIGN-R(Open), such as M-PARSE(tense), GRWD> 
RooT(Open) and MAx-IO(Open), are omitted. 
35 *[kare'fe] and *[koko'fo] are omitted from the tableaux. The reason why these candidates are not optimal 
is that the case particles leI and 101 are not allowed to have an onset. ANCHOR-IO(Padicle) will do the job. 
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below ONSET will cause havoc to Ikimi#el -+ [kimie] 'to you' and IbokUI#ol -+ [bokUIO] 
'me (Acc.)' (see Tableaux (29)), so we must keep ALIGN-L(CaseParticIe) and ONSET in the 
same stratum. In order to eliminate the unwanted candidates, * [karee] (35b) and * l kokoo J 
(35f), we need a constraint ranked higher than ALIGN-L(CaseParticIe) that prefers a long 
vowel to a sequence of two identical vowels. I propose the following constraint: 
(36) Constraint 52 
OCP(JdentV): A sequence of two identical vowels is disallowed.36 
In slow and careful speech an underlying sequence of two identical vowels can be 
pronounced as two monophthongs so OCP(ldentV) is not an un dominated constraint but 
because it is not violated in normal speech, whether formal or casual, I consider that it is 
ranked in the second highest stratum.37 Let us add OCP(ldentV) to Tableaux (35) and 
confirm that the actual outputs are correctly selected this time. 
(37) Tableaux for/kare#el 'to him' and Iko+ko#ol 'this place (Acc.)' (revised)38 
Input: OCP • ALIGN-L · ONS PARSE I ID~~~:/l .~'.' *. UNIF · 
· 
1 
· ikare j #e21 
, -~ osed) (ldentV) (CaseParticle) , , 
a. IlE kare i2 : * 
, 
* , , 
b. karee *! , * , , 
katie 
, 




d. kare2 * 
, 
*! , , , 
Input: OCP ALIGN-L 
, 
ONS PARSE IDENT(height) *UI UNIF , , , 
Iko+ko#ol (IdentV) (CaseParticle) , (Closed) , -~ , 
e. Jki" koko12: * 
, 
* , , 
f. kokoo *! · * , , 
kokUIO 
, 




h. koko2 * 
, 
*! , , 
36 When one of the vowels is oral and the other is nasal (e.g. [00] as in IhoN#ol-;. [hooo] 'book (ACC.)') or 
one is long and the other is short (e.g. [0:0] as in Ihom#ol -;. [ho:o] 'low (Acc.)'), OCP(IdentV) is not 
considered to be violated. 
37 The addition of OCP(IdentV) to our constraint hierarchy docs not cause any problem with Tableaux (32), 
(33) and (34) because in all the tableaux the optimal candidates do not violate this constraint. 
38 Changing the weight (e.g. Ikare#e/-;. *[kare:e D or the values for [nasal] (e.g. Ikare#el -;. *[kareeD is not 
an option just to avoid OCP(ldentV) because both WT-IDENT-IO and IDENT-IO(nasal) are ranked higher than 
UNIFORMITY-IO. 
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In this section we have confirmed that, when two identical vowels occur in 
succession, they must sUlface as a long vowel, whether they are within a morpheme or 
across a morpheme boundary.39 Before moving to the next section in which vulgarisms 
will be examined, let us recapitulate the constraints proposed in this chapter so far. 
(38) Summary of constraints 4 
a. Undominated constraints 
i. *DIPHTHONG 
ii. IDENT-LoNGV1N1l-IO(Open) 
(39) Constraint ranking 26 




iv. I DENT -IO(height)(Closed) 
v. OCP(ldentV) 





ALIGI\-L(Open), GRWD>RooT(Open), IDENT-IO(back), MAx-IO(Open) 
» 








IDENT-I O(height)( Closed) 
» 




*e» *0» *a 
39 We did not discuss any case with a sequence of two identical vowels across an open-class item and a case 
particle (e.g. Ito#o/····· .. [to:] 'door (Ace.)'). The actual output violates both ALIGN-R(Open) and ALIGN-L 
(CaseParticle) in the fourth stratum while *Ltour] satisfies both at the expense of an ONSET violation. Thus, 
the latter appears to beat the former. The reason why such a candidate with the height of the case particle 
being altered is not optimal is that it violates undominated IDENT-IO(height)(Particle) (see fn.2S). 
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7.4 VULGARISMS 
The coalescence of lal and Iii to [e:] is a cross-linguistically common process and is 
observed in Mongolian (JOo 1989:15-16), Sanskrit (Foley 1977:22) and Tiberian Hebrew 
(Benua 1997: 144), among others. Harris & Lindsay (2000) explain this vowel coalescence 
as follows: 
The phenomenon is straightforwardly represented as the compacting of two 
sequentially ordered elements into a single complex segment, [A]-[IJ yielding 
[A, 1] in the case of a-i > e. This account compares favourably with one based 
on articulatory features, in which one set of specifications has to be rewritten by 
another: in the case of a-I > e, [-high, +low, +backJ-[+high, -low, -backJ is 
arbitrarily replaced by [-high, -low, -back] (2000:191-192). 
In Japanese, as discussed in 7.2, faif -+ [e:] incurs multiple violations of IDENT-IO(height) 
(Open), while faif -+ [ail only involves a single violation of ONSET. The coalescence of faf 
and IiI to [e:], therefore, does not take place within open-class items and, under ordinary 
circumstances, it does not take place even within closed-class items either due to IDENT-
IO(back). However, it can take place in casual male speech when the speaker wishes to 
express 'roughness'. Also observed only in this speech are the coalescence of 101 and Iii to 
[e:] and that of Iwi and Iii to [I:], both of which involve a violation of IDENT-IO(back) as 
well. Here are some examples. (Those mentioned in (6) are also included.) 
(40) Vulgarisms: rough way of speech40 
Underl~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (vulgar) 
a. deka+i dekai deke: 'huge' 
b. kitana+i kitanai kitane: 'dirty' 
c. swgo+i SWIJOI sWIJe: 'terrific, terrible' 
d. hido+i hidoi hide: 'harsh, dreadful' 
e. samw+i samWl saml: 'cold' 
f. warw+i warWl wafl: 'bad' 
g. na+i nal ne: 'not exist, not have' 
h. mi+na+i mmal mme: 'not seelwatch' 
40 There is no adjective root that ends in lei, thus le+i/-+ [e:] is never observed in VUlgarisms. 
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This type of vowel coalescence started to be observed in the speech of the populace in the 
second half of the Edo period (1603-1868) (Tsukishima 1988:97), and craftsmen in Tokyo 
still use these coalesced vowels almost regardless of the part of speech (e.g. Idai+kml --+ 
[de:km] 'carpenter'; Matsumura 1951:18). However, my intuitive assumption as a native 
Japanese speaker is that nowadays most male speakers who use vulgarisms limit its use to 
adjectives (e.g. (40a-f) and the non-past negative form (e.g. (40g-h». This means that, in 
any vowel sequence that undergoes coalescence in vulgarisms, the first and second vowels 
must be a root-final back vowel and the non-past tense morpheme IiI, respectively.41 This 
precisely explains why vulgarisms do not target vowel sequences in Iko+itml 'this guy' 
(Hasegawa 1979:129), lore#ga#ik+ml 'I will go' (Tsujimura 1996:102), and so forth.42 
However, not every root followed by IiI seems to readily undergo vowel coalescence. 
As Hasegawa (1979:129) points out, Iki+iro+il 'yellow (adj.)' does not seem to surface as 
?[ki:re:]; in fact, any adjective describing colour seems to resist vowel coalescence (e.g. 
laka+il -+ ?[ake:] 'red', [ao+i] -+ ?[ae:] 'blue'). I believe that, generally speaking, 
adjectives with negative connotation (e.g. (40b), (40d) , (40f) and those that are mainly 
used in spoken language (e.g. (40a) , (40c» undergo vowel coalescence more readily than 
those with positive connotation and those mainly used in writing or in formal situations, 
and it seems to me that the coalescence of la+il is much more frequent than the other two 
and that the least common is the coalescence of Im+i/. This is exactly why [kmre:] is most 
likely to be understood by the listener as the vulgar expression of Ikmra+il 'dark' rather 
than that of Ikwro+il 'black'. Nevertheless, the listener should still be able to understand 
just about any adjective with vowel coalescence when it is uttered in the right context, so 
let us assume in this thesis that the coalescence of la+i/, lo+il and Im+il to [e:], [e:] and 
[i:], respectively, is the norm in vulgarisms. 
41 Hasegawa (1979: 129) considers that /ae/ -+ Ie:] is one of the characteristics of male speech too (see also 
Tsujimura (1996: 102» but I regard it as non-standard because it is only used by a small number of male 
speakers, such as craftsmen and gangsters. 
42 Neither Hasegawa (1979) nor Tsujimura (1996) provides a straightforward account for the context in which 
vulgarisms occur. 
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In Japanese, as we saw in 7.2, lei I and lornl smface as Ie:] and [0:], respectively, and 
we have just discussed that in vulgarisms la+i/, lo+il and Irn+il coalesce to Ie:], Ie:] and 
Ii:], respectively. This means that the values favoured by Japanese in the process of 
vowel coalescence are [-high, -low] (except when both vowels are [+highD and [-back] 
(except when both vowels are [+back]).43 Within the framework of OT, we accounted for 
leil -+ Ie:] and lornl -+ [0:] by placing UNIFORMITY-IO between *V[+high] (i.e. *i and *rn) 
and *V[-high] (i.e. *e, *0 and *a) in 7.2.2, but we rejected any type of coalescence 
between a front vowel and a back vowel due to high-ranking IDENT-IO(back) in 7.2.1. 
Thus, in order to account for vowel coalescence observed in vulgarisms, we need to either 
rerank some of the constraints or introduce another or some other constraints. The easiest 
way to allow vowel coalescence in vulgarisms appears to be the downgrading of IDENT-
IO(back) below ONSET. However, this solution poses two problems; (i) it will allow a back 
vowel and a front vowel to coalescence elsewhere as well, and (ii) when a back vowel and 
IiI coalesce, l+back] will be preferred due to the *V subhierarchy, which is based on the 
sonority of vowels. For instance, Igrnfail 'about, to ... extent' (closed-class item) always 
surfaces as [grnfaiJ, regardless of the register of speech, but the demotion of IDENT-IO 
(back) below ONSET brings about an undesired outcome, as seen in the following tableau: 
(41) Tableau for Igrnfail 'about, to ... extent' 
Input: IDENT-IO UNIFORMITY *a 
Igrnfail ight)(Closed) -10 
I a. grnfal * * 
b. ® grnfa: ** * * 
c. grnfe: ** * *! 
d. grnf1: * ** *! * 
Thus, we need to consider another solution. 
In VUlgarisms, vowel coalescence occurs across boundaries between an adjective root 
or the negative morpheme Inal (or lanai) and the non-past tense morpheme Iii. Inal can 
43 This choice of values seems to be cross-linguistically cornman but, as seen in Old Latin (lei/ -+ [i:], loul -+ 
[u:],/oi/-+ [u:] (Schein & Steriade 1986:702-703», other choices are also attested. 
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actually be an adjective meaning' non-existent' and any root with the negative morpheme 
inflects exactly in the same way as adjectives. 
(42) Paradigms of Ideka+il 'huge', Ina+il 'not exist, not have' and Irni+na+il 'not seel 
watch' 
Ideka+il Ina+il Irni+na+il 
Non-past affirmative form deka-i na-l rnma-l 
Non-past negative form deka-kumai n/a n/a 
Past affirmative form deka-katta na-katta rnina-katta 
Past negative form deka-kmnakatta n/a nla 
Adverbial form deka-km na-km mina-km 
Te-form deka-kmte na-krnte mina-kmte 
Therefore, we can consider that the negative morpheme is a kind of adjective root, and 
perhaps we should rephrase the earlier statement as: VUlgarisms target adjectives and 
adjective equivalents in the non-past tense. The question arising from here is why they 
never affect verbs. The answer is simple; no form of a verb has a vowel sequence across a 
boundary between a root and a suffix, with the exception of those of Iw/-final verb roots 
followed by a non-low vowel (e.g. law+i+mas+m/-+ [aimasrn] 'meet, see (POLITE),). 
Another difference between adjective roots and verb roots is that the former can end in any 
of IiI, Im/, 101 and lal while the latter can only end in a consonant, IiI or leI. In other words, 
no verb root ends in a back voweL Taking this fact into consideration, I propose the 
following anti-faithfulness constraint to account for VUlgarisms: 
(43) Constraint 53 
-..IDENTF1N-IO[+back](Root): It is not the case that the root-final f+back] segment 
and its output correspondent agree in the values for [back]. 
In normal speech (that is, non-vulgarisms), .IDENTF1N-IOl+back](Root) is assumed to be a 
low-ranking constraint so that both the adjective root-final vowel and the tense morpheme 
surface as they are (e.g. Ideka+i/-+ [dekaiJ 'huge'), but when the speaker wants to express 
'roughness', it is promoted above IDENT-IO(back) to allow a back vowel and Iii to surface 
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as a long vowel across the root-suffix boundary.44 Let us draw tableaux for /deka+i/ 'huge' 
(ldeka/: open-class item) and /mi+na+i/ 'not see/watch' (lna/: closed-class item) to see the 
effect of ..,IDENTpIN-IO[+back](Root). (Candidates that violate undominated M-PARsE(neg), 
M-PARsE(tense) and/or high-ranking MAX-IO(Open) are omitted.) 
(44) Tableaux for /deka+i/ 'huge' and /mi+na+i/ 'not see/watch,45 
Input: ..,IDENTF1).! IDENT ALIGN 
, 
, IDENT ONS IDENT *. I 
/deka+i/ [+backJ(Rt) (back) -R(Op) ! (height)(Op) (height)(Cld) 
deke: * * 
, 
* *! a. , , 
b. deki: * * 
, 
**! * , , 
c. ® dekei * , * * * , , 
d. deka: *! * * 
, , 
** , , , 




* e. , , , , 
f. dekur: *! * * , ** , , , , 
g. dekai *! , , * * , , , , 
Input: ..,IDENT FIN-10 IDENT-IO ONSET IDENT-IO *' 1 UNIFORMITY 
/mi+na+i/ [+back] (Root) (back) (height)(Cld) -10 
h. ~ mine: * ** * * 
1. mlm: * ** **! * 
j. mmel * *! * ** 
k. mma: *! * ** * * 
1. mmo: *! * ** * * 
m. mmur: *! * ** * * 
n. mmm *! * ** 
When the root-final back vowel belongs to a closed-class item, as seen in /mi+na+i/ 'not 
see/watch' , our constraint ranking can correctly select the optimal candidate, but that is not 
the case when the vowel in question belongs to an open-class item due to the interaction of 
ALIGN-R(Open), IDENT-IO(height)(Open), ONSET and IDENT-IO(height)(Closed), as seen in 
the tableau for /deka+i/ 'huge'. In order for the actual output [deIce:] (44a) to beat the 
44 -,IDENT FIN-IO[ +back] (Root) cannot be an undominated constraint because some adjectives (e.g. Iki+ifO+il 
'yellow') seem to resist vowel coalescence, but it must dominate IDENT-IO(back), hence -,IDENTFIN-IO[+back] 
(Root) in the second stratum and IDENT-IO(back) in the third (cf7.2.1 and fn.S). 
45 As mentioned in (17), vowel coalescence across the boundary between an adjective root and the tense 
morpheme does not incur a violation of IDENT-LONGV1,m,-IO(Open) because one of the segments involved in 
the coalescence does not belong to an open-class item. 
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incorrectly selected * [dekei] (44c), we need a constraint that can eliminate the latter before 
IDENT-IO(height)(Closed) eliminates the former. 
In Chapter 2,2.3, we introduced high-ranking DEP-V-IO to account for the preference 
for consonant assimilation over vowel insertion in the process of the formation of the te-
form, with the exception of lsI-final root verbs. Vowel insertion is only observed on rare 
occasions in Japanese and, when it is observed, it is IiI that is epenthesised due to two 
undominated constraints (i.e. DEP-IO[-high] and DEP-IO[+backD, as seen in Ikas+te/-+ 
[kaSite] 'lending'; (see Chapter 2,2.3.3). Dependence of vowels and vowel features upon 
the underlying representation is, thus, considered to be very important in Japanese. Based 
on this fact, I propose the following constraint: 
(45) Constraint 54 
DEP-IO[-back]: No insertion of [-back]. 
This constraint is violated when a front vowel is inserted or when a back vowel alone 
surfaces as a front vowel (but not when a front vowel alone surfaces as a back vowel). 
When a back vowel surfaces as a front vowel, l+back] is lost and [-back] is inserted 
instead, hence a violation of DEP-IO[-backJ. When a back vowel coalesces with a front 
vowel and surfaces as a front vowel, on the other hand, it acquires the feature [+back] from 
the neighbouring segment so that [-back] is not considered to be inserted. Therefore, as the 
surface form of Ideka+i/, *[dekei] (44c) violates DEP-IO[-back] but [deke:] (44a) does not. 
(46) Violation and Non-violation of DEP-IO[-back] 
1. Violation ii Non-violation 
[+back] [-back] 




dek a 1 dek a 1 
e e: 
In regard to the ranking of this constraint, it must be placed no lower than ALIGN-R(Open), 
IDENT-IO(height)(Open) and ONSET so that [deke:] (44a) can beat *[dekei] (44c) (see 
Tableaux (44») but, as long as it is dominated by the other two DEP-IO[F] constraints, Iii 
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will still be the epenthetic vowel so I rank it in the second stratum with DEP-V _10.46 Here 
are revised tableaux of (44) as well as a tableau for Ikas+tel 'lending'. 
(47) Tableau for Ikas+tel 'lending' 
Input: CODA : CV 
, 


























• b. katte · · 
, 











· *! · c. 















e. kase , , , , , *! , I , , I , , , , , 




























, I , 
· 
, , 






, , , , 
(48) Tableaux for Ideka+il 'huge' and Imi+na+il 'not see/watch' (revised) 
Input: DEP-IO I ..,IDENTFr:r IO IDENT-IO ALIGN-
, 
IDENT-IO : ONSET I , , I 
, , , 
Ideka+iI [-back] , [ +back](Root) (back) R(Open) : (height)(Open) , , , , , 

















































..,IDENT FIN-IO IDENT-IO ONS IDENT-IO *i UNIF , , 
, 
Imi+na+i1 [-back] [+back] (Root) (back) (height)(Cld) 
h. 1& mine: · * ** * * , , , 
1. mlm: , * ** **1 * , , 
*! 
, 
* * * ** J. mmel , , , 
k. 
I 
*! * ** : * mma: , 
· 
· 1. · *! * ** * 
· 
· I 
*! * ** * * m. mmm: · 
· 





46 DEP-IO[-back] and DEP-IO[+backJ cannot replace IDENT-IO(back) because these DEP-IO constraints cannot 




With the promotion of only one constraint, namely, ,IDENTFfN-IO[+back](Root), we 
can successfully account for the antics of vulgarisms which are not observed in normal 
speech; (i) vowel coalescence only takes place across a morpheme boundary (e.g. Ideka+il 
-+ [deke:] 'huge' but Igmfail -+ [gmfai]/*[gmfe:] 'about, to ... extent'), (ii) the 
coalescence must involve a back vowel and a front vowel (e.g. Ikitana+il -+ [kitane:] 
'dirty' but la+mNI -+ [amN]/*[o:N] 'inspiration and expiration'), and (iii) the coalescence 
only occurs in adjectives and the negative form in the non-past tense (e.g. /smgo+il -+ 
[sm1Je:] 'terrific, terrible' but Iko+itml -+ [koitsm]/*[ke:tsm] 'this guy'). 
7.5. SUMMARY 
In this chapter we first dealt with non-vulgar speech to examine the vowel coalescence 
observed in open class (i.e. lei/-+ Ie:] and loml -+ [o:J in single morphemes, and IV1(+)V1I 
-+ [Vj:]), and accounted for non-occurrence of coalescence of the other vowel sequences. 
In Japanese, IDENT-IO(back) is a high-ranking constraint and it militates against 
coalescence of vowels with different values for [back] (e.g. lael -+ *[a:]I*[o:]/*[e:]). 
Except for lei/-+ Ie:], loml -+ [0:1 and IV1(+)V jl -+ [VI:]' vowel coalescence is prevented 
in open class by the interaction of the following: 
(49) Interaction of constraints to block vowel coalescence in open class 
a. ALIGN-L(Open»> ALIGN-R(Open), ONSET, which prevents Vj+V2 -+ VI: when 
VI and V2 are not identical (e.g. le+il -+ *[e:]). 
b. IDENT-LONGV1Nfr-IO(Open»> ONSET, which prevents V IV2 -+ V2: (e.g. lie/-+ 
*[e:]). 
c. IDENT-IO(height)(Open) and ONSET ranked in the same stratum, which prevents 
coalescence of vowels whose distance is more than one (e.g. laml -+ *[a:]J 
*[o:lI*[m:]). 
d. *V[+high] (i.e. *i, *m»> UNIFORMITy-IO» *V[-high] (i.e. *e, *0, *a), which, 
in conjunction with (49c) , prevents V,V2 -+ VI when Vj: is a high vowel 
(e.g. lieJ-+ *[i:]), as well as coalescence between non-high vowels (e.g. laoJ 
-+ *la:JI*[o:]). 
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In closed class or across a boundary between an open-class item and a closed-class 
item, on the other hand, IVI(+)VII -* [VI:] and IVr+back]#(w)al -* [a:] are the only vowel 
sequences that can undergo coalescence. When the case particle leI (allative) or 101 
(accusative) follows a non-identical vowel, they surface as a vowel sequence without 
coalescing (e.g. Ikimi#el -* [kimie]/*[kime:] 'to you'). This is because of the interaction 
of ALIGN-L(CaseParticle), ONSET and IDENT-IO(height)(Closed). By placing ALIGN-L 
(CaseParticie) and ONSET together in the same stratum and IDENT-IO(height)(Closed) 
lower than the other two constraints but higher than the *V subhierarchy, we managed to 
account for non-occurrence of vowel coalescence in 'non-open class' contexts as well. 
In 7.4, vowel coalescence observed in vulgarisms (i.e. /a+il -* [e:], lo+il -* [e:], 
lru+il -* [i:]) was examined. The users of vulgarisms normally limit their use to adjectives 
and the negative form in the non-past tense. Based on this fact as well as the fact that 
vulgarisms involve a violation of IDENT-IO(back) by a root-final segment, I proposed an 
anti-faithfulness constraint that requires a root-final [+backl segment to surface as [-back], 
namely, .IDENTF1X-IO[+back](Root), and suggested that vulgarisms should be accounted for 
by simply promoting this constraint above IDENT-IO(back) instead of invoking or reranking 
any other constraint. However, as mentioned earlier, in vulgarisms some types of 
adjectives undergo coalescence less readily than others and lru+il -* [i:] seems to be less 
common than lo+il -* Ie:], which in turn is less common than la+il -* [e:J. In order to fully 
account for vulgarisms, these issues require explaining, but I wish to leave further 





In Japanese, the speaker can geminate or prenasalise a consonant, and/or lengthen a vowel 
when he/she wants to express the degree of something emphatically, and this affects the 
configurations of adverbs and adjectives. Here are some examples. 
(1) Emphatic expressions 1 
i. Adverbs! 
Underlying Surface Surface 
(formal) (emphatic) 
a. totemo totemo tottemo 'very' 
b. jahari jahad . . 'as expected, after all' Jappan 
c. amarl amarl amman 'not very/much' 
d. zeN+zeN dzendzeN dze:ndzeN 'not at all' 




a. kitana+i kitanai kittanai 'dirty' 
b. okasi+i okaSi: okkaSi: 'funny, strange' 
jasw+i . . 'cheap' c. Jaswl Jasswl 
d. omosiro+i omoSiroi ommoSiroi 'interesting, amusing' 
e. hwrw+i q,wrwi q,wnlmi 'old' 
f. mwzwkasi+i mwdzrnkaSi: mmndzmkaSi: 'difficult' 
g. jasasi+i jasaSi: jasaSi:i 'kind, easy' 
h. mazw+i madzmi madzm:i 'yucky, unwise' 
i. naga+i nalJal nalJa:l 'long' 
Long vowels, voiceless geminates, nasal geminates and nasals followed by a voiced 
consonant are commonly observed in Yamato vocabulary (e.g. [oto:saN] 'father', [hotte] 
'digging', lonna] 'woman', [tombol 'dragonfly'), and all these emphatic forms do not 
I See Martin (1952:68) for a brief discussion on 'impressionistic adverbs'. 
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violate any undominated or high-ranking constraint. In emphatic speech, however, 
configurations that are only found in Foreign vocabulary (Le. gemination of voiced 
obstruents) or never found elsewhere in the language (i.e. the other types of gemination) are 
also tolerated, as seen in the following examples: 
(2) Emphatic expressions 2 
Underlying Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (emphatic) 
a. jaba+i jabai jabbai 'risky, unwise' 
b. kmdo+i kmdoi kmddoi 'tedious, importunate' 
c. mazm+i madzmi maddzme 'yucky, unwise' 
d. smgo+i smlJol smggoi 'terrific, terrible' 
e. kara+i karai kallai 'spicy' 
f. kajm+i kajmi kajjmi 'itchy' 
g. kowa+i kowai kowwai 'scary, scared' 
h. ao+i am a'?'?oP 'blue' 
In this chapter, we will focus on the emphatic forms of adjectives for the reason that they 
exhibit more diversity than adverbs, examine them from the point of view of the locus of 
gemination/lengthening/prenasalisation, sonority, acceptability and so forth, then attempt to 
account for the process of emphasis within the framework of Optimality Theory. 
8.2 SURVEY 
From November 2002 to January 2003, I conducted a survey, the purpose of which was to 
elucidate the following three issues: (i) what is acceptable as an emphatic form, (ii) what 
segment is more readily geminated or lengthened in terms of sonority, and (iii) where 
within a word gemination/lengthening/prenasalisation can take place more readily. The 
number of subjects who responded to my request to participate in the survey was 32 (15 
males and 17 females, all native Japanese speakers with the age ranging from 16 to 69), and 
the method I took was as follows: 
2 As seen in (ULh) and (2c), adjectives can have more than one emphatic form. 
3 The insertion and gemination of 121 is probably one of the least common ways of emphasising adjectives. In 
the survey I conducted in 2002-2003, 9 out of 30 subjects said that they might say [a'l'loi] and 14 out of 30 
said that they might say [a22o:i). We will discuss this survey in the next section. 
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<Method of the Survey> 
Format: a written questionnaire, which consisted of the following sections: 
Section A 
.. Questions about the subject's personal information, which included sex, age, 
birthplace, where they spent most of their time until mid-teens, where they live now, 
and whether they use VVN (voiced velar nasalisation). 
Section B 
.. Questions about existing adjectives. A number of actual adjectives in the non-past 
affirmative form as well as some potential emphatic forms for each adjective were 
gi ven. The subject was asked to read those emphatic forms aloud in a natural speed 
then to rate each of them from 1 to 5. 1 to 5 correspond to the following: 
.. 
1: I would often say it. 
2: I would sometimes say it. 
3: I might say it. 
4: I would probably not say it. 
5: I would never say it. 
Both the non-past affirmative form and the potential emphatic forms were given in 
Japanese. This is because Japanese characters are phonetic and, unlike English words 
(e.g. 'lead' [lid]l[led], 'row' [lou]/[lauj), there is only one way to pronounce each 
word.4 
e.g. 1. \b(;tL \ [jabai] 'risky, unwise' 
\b-(;tL \ [ja:bai] 
\b-:>(;tL\ [jabbaiJ 
\b1v(;:t'L \ [jambai] 
\b(;t'-L\ [jaba:i] 
\b-(;t'-L \ [ja:ba:i] 
\b-:>(;t-L\ Uabba:i] 
\blv(;t'-L \ [jamba:i] 
2. t.::tJ: L \ 
- t.::tJ: L \ 






t.:: Iv tJ: L \ [kitannai] 
t.::tJ:- L \ [kitana:i] 
-t.::tJ:-L \ [ki:tana:i] 
-:> t.::tJ: - L \ [kittana:i] 
~t.::-tJ:-L \ [kita:na:i] 
t.::lvtJ:-L \ [kitanna:iJ 
4 The pronunciation of some characters cannot be determined when they are given by themselves. For 
instance, ? and - indicate the first half of a geminate and the second mora of a long vowel, respectively, but 
the contexts in which they are used can determine how they are pronounced within a given word. 
5 The phonetic transcription and the gloss are added here for the sake of the reader. They were not given in 
the actual questionnaire. 
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.. The total number of adjectives tested in this section was 62 (18 disyllabic roots, 25 
trisyllabic roots, 19 quadrisyllabic roots). Of them one trisyllabic root and four 





Questions about non-existing adjectives. A number of nonsense adjectives in the 
non-past affirmative form as well as two potential emphatic forms for each adjective 
were given. The subject was asked to choose the one that sounds more natural as an 
emphatic form. 
e.g. 1. &>-f<~\ [asokUIi] 2. ':'<-f~\ [kokUIsoi] 
&>-:>-f<~\ [assokUIil .:. -:> < -f ~ \ [kokkUIsoi] 
&>-f-:> < ~ \ [asokkUIi] .:. < -:> -f ~ \ [kokUIssoi] 
The total number of adjectives tested in this section was eight (2 x 4 sets), all of 
which had a trisyllabic root. In each set, one had Cj V j ,C2V2 and the other had 
C2V2,C j V j in their respective second and third syllables, as seen in the above 
examples. 
When creating nonsense words for Sections C and D, I included in these words 





Questions about non-existing adjectives. A number of nonsense adjectives in the 
non-past affirmative form as well as some potential emphatic forms for each adjective 
were given. The subject was asked to rank those emphatic forms in the order of 
naturalness (1: the most natural, 2: the second most natural, and so forth) . 
e.g. 1. .ij.lSct~\ [mirajoi] 2. li~-@ ~ \ [hojarUIi] 
.ij. -:> IS ct ~ \ [millajoi] Ii -:> ~-@ ~ \ [hojjarUIi] 
.ij./v IS ct ~ \ [minlajoi] li/V~-@ ~ \ [hoojarUIi] 
.ij. IS -:> ct ~ \ [mirajjoi] li~ -:> -@ ~ \ [hojallUIi] 
.ij.1S/vct~\ [miraajoi] li~/V-@ ~ \ [hojanlUIi] 
The total number of adjectives tested in this section was 18 (2 x 3 sets, 6 x 2 sets) . 
All the words in the first three sets had a trisyllabic root and all the words in the next 
6 See Appendix 4 for the full list of the adjectives (both existing and non-existing) which I used in the survey. 
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two sets had a quadrisyllabic root. In each set of two trisyllabic-root words, one had 
C j V.C2V and the other had C2V.C1V in their respective second and third syllables, as 
seen in the above examples; in each set of six quadrisyllabic-root words, each word 
had one ofC j V.C2V.C3V, C j V.C3V.C2V, C2V.C j V.C3V, C2V.C3V.C]V, ~V,C]V,C2V 
and C3V.C2V.C\V in the second, third and fourth syllables. The aim was to cover all 
possible ways of ordering two consonants (i.e. two orders) and three consonants (i.e. 
six orders). 
My expectations before the survey were as follows: 
<Expectations> 
1. Locus of vowel lengthening 
Judging from the fact that vulgarisms only target the root-final vowel, the lengthening 
of the root-final vowel might also be more widely accepted than that of any other 
vowel in the root so that the underlying phonotactics would be preserved root-
internally. The least accepted, thus, would be that of a vowel in a non-initial, non-
final position. 
2. Segments to be geminated 
In Japanese, voiceless geminates and geminate nasals are commonly observed but 
never are the other geminates in Yamato vocabulary due to usually undominated 
NOVorGEM (Ito & Mester 1995b). Voiced geminate obstruents are permitted in 
Foreign vocabulary (see Chapter 2, fn.57) but geminate laterals and geminate glides 
are never observed in speech, except in emphatic expressions. Therefore, I expected 
that segments would be prone to be geminated in the following order: 
voiceless obstruents > nasals> voiced obstruents > laterals> glides 
3. Locus of gemination 
Other conditions being equal, the onset of the second syllable would be the first to be 
geminated so that the 'emphatic' cue could be given to the listener as early a stage as 
possible. The least likely locus of gemination would be the onset of the root-final 
syllable. This expectation was mainly based on the analysis of my own speech. 
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4. Prenasalisation7 
Prenasalisation of voiced segments would be the least common among the three 
methods of emphasis. The locus of prenasalisation would be the first voiced segment, 
excluding vowels, from the left edge. Again, this was based on the analysis of my 
own speech, as well as for the reason given in 3. 
5. Preference between gemination and vowel lengthening 
Vowel lengthening would be preferred to gemination because it would not affect the 
phonotactics root-internally. 
6. Co-occurrence of emphasising methods 
Co-occurrence of gemination and vowel lengthening would be acceptable when the 
onset of the second syllable was geminated and the root-final vowel was lengthened. 
Co-occurrence of prenasalisation and vowel lengthening would be less acceptable. 
Co-occurrence of gemination and prenasalisation would be very unlikely because 
both would target the first consonant that can be geminated or prenasalised. Double 
occurrence of gemination and that of vowel lengthening would be avoided. 
8.3 STATISTICS8 
8.3.1 Vowel Lengthening 
Let us start with the formation of the emphatic form by means of vowel lengthening. When 
a root consists of n syllables, there are n vowels that can be lengthened, and if we allow 
multiple vowel lengthening, the number of options will increase dramatically. In this 
subsection, we will find out (i) when only one vowel is lengthened within a root, which one 
is more likely to be lengthened, and (ii) whether multiple vowel lengthening is considered 
to be natural and acceptable. 
In disyllabic roots, there are three possible ways to lengthen vowels: the first vowel, 
the root-final vowel and both. Of these three options, the one that was considered by the 
7 Prenasalisation only occurs to voiced segments due to *NC;. 
8 Gender, age and regional differences are disregarded in the analysis because the data did not provide any 
distinctive tendencies between males and females, between the young and the old or between those in Tokyo 
and those in Kansai, etc. 
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subjects to be the most acceptable was the lengthening of the root-final voweL The 
following table shows the average rating and acceptance rate9 (Le. the number of subjects 
who gave 1,2 or 3 divided by the total number of subjects) of each option for 15 disyllabic 
roots tested in the questionnaire: 10 
(3) Vowel lengthening in disyllabic roots (I(C)V lCV 2/)11 
Lengthened II Rating Acceptance rate i 
Vowel II Highest I Lowest Mean II Highest Lowest Mean i 
V2 1.6 2.5 2.0 96.7% 76.7% 88.0% I 
[ama:i] 
I 
[jaba:i] [ama:i] [jaba:i] 
I 'sweet' 'risky' 'sweet' I 'risky' 
! V 2.6 I 4.4 4.1 70.0% 13.8% 27.1% 
[ma:fmi] 
. Ikm:doi] I rma:fmi] O:tai] 
'round' I 'round' 'round' 'sore' 
Both 4.1 4.5 4.3 33.3% 10.0% 20.3% 
[i:ta:i] I [ja:sm:i] [ma:fm:iJ [ja:sm:iJ 
'sore' 'cheap' 'round' 'cheap' 
When the root consists of two syllables, the lengthening of the second vowel is by far the 
most natural choice and, although the lengthening of the first vowel is accepted by some, 
the majority do not seem to consider it to be acceptable. The lengthening of both vowels is 
the least accepted and in 12 out of 15 cases the subjects rated the form with double vowel 
lengthening lower than the form with the first vowel being lengthened.12 In the process of 
vowel lengthening, it seems that all that matters is the locus and that the vowel features 
have nothing to do with the choice of vowels to be lengthened. Also, frequency does not 
9 I assume that both the actual rating and the actual acceptance rate are much higher in each case. I base my 
assumption on the fact that people quite often do not realise that they do use gemination, prenasalisation 
and/or vowel lengthening for emphasis. One example is Y who gave 5 to [srnggoi] for Isrngo+il 'terrific, 
terrible' when he saw it in the questionnaire; later, when I was talking with him, he did use [srnggoi] and he 
himself noticed it, so he changed the rating of [srnggoi] from 5 to 2. 
lO /tiisal 'small', looki/ 'big' and Iki+i+rol 'yellow' are excluded, as they already have a long vowel in their 
respective sUliace forms (Le. [tJi:sa], [o:ki], [ki:ro]) in formal speech. 
II Note that in all the tables only one meaning is given to any word in order to save space. I believe that the 
high rating and high acceptance rate of [ma:rrnil 'round' are due to a well-known juvenile song in which 
[ma:rrni] is repeated to describe the moon. The second highest was Ika:jrni] 'itchy' (rating: 3.9, acceptance 
rate: 36.7%). 
12 The three cases in which double vowel lengthening was rated higher than or equal to the lengthening of the 
first vowel were: Inagal 'long' (higher), lital 'sore' (higher) and Ikrndo/ 'tedious, importunate' (equal). 
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seem to play any role in determining whether the emphatic form with vowel lengthening is 
acceptable or not.13 
Next, let us see which vowel is more likely to be lengthened in emphatic forms of 25 
trisyllabic roots. 
(4) Vowel lengthening in trisyllablic roots (/(C)V j CV2CV3/)I4 
Lengthened Rating Acceptance rate 
Vowel Highest Lowest Mean Highest Lowest Mean 
V3 
I 
1.8 3.0 2.4 93.5% 58.1% 75.8% 
[oiSi:i] [tswfcna:i] [oiSi:i] [tswfcna:i] 
I 
'dclicious' 'heartless' 'delicious' 'heartless' 
V j 3.5 4.7 4.1 54.8% 3.3% 25.9% 
[o:iSi:] rSi:taSi:] [ka:wai:] [Ji:kakwil 
'delicious' 'familiar' 'cute' 'square' CJ 3.9 4.7 4.5 26.6% 3.2% 14.0% 
. rSika:kwi] [osa:nai] [J ika: kwi] [akw:doi] 
II 'square' 'childish' 'square' 'vicious' 
I VI & V3 II 3.5 4.8 4.3 48.4% 0.0% 21.4% 
. . 
[o:iSi:i] [Ji:kakw:i] [o:iSi:i] [Ji:kakw:iI 
'delicious' 'square' 'delicious' 'square' 
V2 &V3 4.3 4.8 4.6 22.6% 3.2% 11.2% 
[kwja:Si:iJ [osa:na:i] Uasa:Si:i] [osa:na:i] 
'vexed' 'childish' 'kind' 'childish' 
As the above table clearly shows, the root-final vowel is still the most preferred vowel to be 
lengthened in trisyllabic roots. Some forms with the first vowel being lengthened or with 
double vowel lengthening scored relatively well, but any form with the second vowel being 
lengthened was rated poorly. It is, thus, assumed that vowel lengthening is more acceptable 
peripherally than medially. Let us check if this assumption proves right with quadrisyllabic 
roots. 
13 In the questionnaire there are five disyllabic roots that are ranked higher than Jamal 'sweet' in the 
frequency ranking set by the National Institute of Japanese Language (1962) (i.e./nagal 'long', lakal 'red', 
Ijasml 'cheap', Ihlliftul 'old' and Ikowal 'scary, scared'). The average rating and acceptance rate of the 
emphatic forms with vowel lengthening of these five words were 2.0 and 90.0%, respectively, which are more 
or less the same as those for the rest of the roots. 
14 I did not give a form with the first two vowels or all three vowels being lengthened as options in the 
questionnaire because such a form simply does not sound natural to me at all. 
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(5) Vowel lengthening in quadrisyllabic roots (I(C)V 1CV 2CV 3CV )15 
LIV Rating Acceptance rate 
Highest Lowest M Highest Lowest 
V4 1.8 2.6 2.3 87.1% 64.5% 76.2% 
[namamuflu:i] [krndarana:i] [namanrnrrn:i] [krndarana: i] 
'lukewarm' 'trivial' 'lukewarm' 'trivial' 
VI 3.7 4.3 • 4.0 41.9% 22.6% 30.8% 
[kw:daranai] [i:sogaSi: ] [krn:darana:i] Ii: sogaSi:] 
'trivial' 'busy' 'trivial' 'busy' 
V2 4.2 4.8 4.6 29.0% 3.2% 9.4% 
[ija:raSi:] [ari:gatai] [ija:raSi:] [ari:gatai] 
'indecent' 'gracious' 'indecent' 'gracious' 
V3 4.5 4.8 4.6 16.1% 3.2% 10.2% 
[wtsrnkw:Si: ] [omoSi:roi] [namanrn:rwi] [omoSi:roi] 
'beautiful' I 'interesting' 'lukewarm' , interesting' 
V/V4 3.8 4.5 4.2 38.7% 9.7% 24.6% 
(ja:waraka:i] [i:sogaSi:i] fja:waraka:i] [i:sogaSi:i] 
'soft' 'busy' 'soft' 'busy' 
V2/V4 4.2 4.8 4.6 25.8% 3.2% 10.9% 
[ija:raSi:i] [ari:gata:i] [ija:raSi:i] [ari:gata:i] 
'indecent' 'gracious' 'indecent' 'gracious' 
V3/V4 4.5 4.8 4.7 19.4% 3.2% 8.5% 
[namanrn: rrn: i] [kwdara:na:i] [namanrn:rrn:i] [krndara:na:i] 
'lukewarm' 'trivial' 'lukewarm' 'trivial' 
The above table shows the average ratings and acceptance rates of 13 quadrisyllabic roots. 16 
The lengthening of the root-final vowel was the most favoured, then that of the first vowel. 
The lengthening of a medial vowel (Le. V 2 or V 3) did not get much support. If two vowels 
are to be lengthened, the two peripheral vowels are more preferred than a medial vowel and 
the root-final vowel. 
The figures presented in the above three tables clearly indicate that the most preferred 
locus of vowel lengthening is the root-final position and the least preferred is a root-medial 
position (i.e. any vowel except the first and root-final vowels), which is exactly what I 
15/nama+nurrruJ 'lukewarm' scored comparatively ,veil in the lengthening of V3 as well as that of V3 and V4• 
I believe that this is due to the fact that V3 is in fact the first vowel in the second morpheme. 
16 The statistics exclude Imurzurkasil 'difficult' and Iturmaranal 'bored' as well as roots with an underlying 
geminate. This is because I did not give some of the emphatic forms with vowel lengthening as options in 
order to give way to some other options so that I could check something else (i.e. prenasalisation of Izl in 
Imwzurkasil (e.g. [murndzwkaSi:]), flap nasalisation in Itwmaranal (e.g. [tswmannai]). We will discuss 
prenasalisation in 8.3.4. 
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expected before the survey. The vowel lengthening scale, thus, can be determined as 
follows: 
(6) Vowel lengthening scale 
VPin > Vlnit > VMid 
8.3.2 Gemination 
8.3.2.1 Disyllabic Roots 
In disyllabic roots, the only locus where gemination can take place is the onset of the 
second syllable. This is because the root-initial consonant cannot be geminated due to 
*COMPLEX (Prince & Smolensky 1993). In Yamato vocabulary, the only licit full 
geminates are those of voiceless obstruents (i.e. [ppJ, [ttl, [ssl and [kk]) and those of nasals 
(i.e. [mm], [nn] and [1)1)]) in normal (that is, non-emphatic) speech, and gemination of 
voiced obstruents (i.e. Ebb], [dd] and [gg])17 and non-nasal sonorants (i.e. [11], rjj] and 
[ww]) is not permissible due to undominated NoVOIGEM. Gemination of a glottal stop is 
also impermissible in normal speech. When emphasising adjectives, however, NoVOIGEM 
is apparently demoted to allow voiced segments to be geminated as well. The following 
table shows how the subjects judged the emphatic forms with gemination for 15 adjectives 
with a disyllabic root, as well as those for 100ki+iI 'big' and Itiisa+i/ 'small', both of 
which already have two moras in the first syllable of their respective surface forms (i.e. 
[o:ki:], [tSi:sai]). 
(7) Gemination in disyllabic roots (/(C j )VC2V /)18 
Underlying Emphatic Gloss Rating Acceptance rate Frequency No. 
swgo+i smggol 'terrific' 1.7 ! 93.3% 2999.5 
jasm+i . . 'cheap' 2.1 86.7% 336.0 JaSSWl 
• 
mazm+i maddzmi 'yucky' 2.5 80.0% 2737.0 
hwrm+i li>mllmi 'old' 2.5 80.0% 624.0 
I jaba+i jabbai . 'risky' 2.4 73.3% not ranked 
17 When an underlying Izi is geminated, it normally surfaces as [ddz] (e.g. ImazUl+i/-+ [maddzUli] 'yucky, 
unwise' (2c», thus [zzl does not occur under ordinary circumstances in Japanese. 
18 Frequency ranking is added to this table to show that frequency is not an important factor of judging the 
naturalness of each form. 
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kara+i kallai 'spicy' ! 2.7 73.3% not ranked 
ita+i ittai 'sore' 2.7 69.0% 2166.0 
kmdo+i kmdoi 'tedious' 3.0 60.0% not ranked 
naga+i naggal 'long' 3.1 60.0% 266.0 
aka+i akkai ~ 3.0 56.7% 934.5 1 kajmi 3.1 50.0% not ranked a+i kowwai 3.5 43.3% 1396.5 
ama+i ammal 'sweet' 3.7 36.7% 1548.5 
ao+i anoi 'blue' 4.0 30.0% 1744.5 
marm+i mallmi 'round' 3.8 26.7% I 2737.0 
ooki+i o:kki: 'big' 4.4 12.9% 98.0 
• 
okki: 1.4 93.5% 
• tiisa+i tJi:ssai 'small' 4.5 16.1% 330.0 
tJissai 2.0 90.3% 
tJittJai 1.6 93.5% 
The emphatic form whose rating and acceptance rate were the highest was that of Ismgo+i/ 
'terrific, terrible', in which NOVorGEM is violated. Although its frequency ranking is not 
very high in written language, its use in spoken language is one of the highest among 
adjectives due to its additional function as an emphasiser (e.g. Ismgo+i#omosiro+il 'very 
interesting'). [jassmi] 'cheap' (86.7%), [maddzmil 'yucky, unwise' (80.0%) and 
[cpmllmi] 'old' (80.0%) were also accepted rather favourably, while [mallmi] 'round' 
(26.7%), [anoi] 'blue' (30.0%) and [ammai] 'sweet' (36.7%) were rated relatively poorly. 
It is likely that this is due to the fact that the former group of adjectives are more 
'gradable', thus, can be expressed more emphatically than the latter group of adjectives 
(except for lama+il 'sweet'). The results shown in the above table are intriguing in many 
ways. For instance, among the three emphatic forms with [11], [cpmllmiJ 'old' was one of 
the most widely accepted while [mallmi] 'round' was one of the most poorly rated (this 
may be in part due to frequency). Similarly, more than 90% accepted [smggoi] 'terrific, 
terrible' while only 60% said yes to [nagg ail 'long' (this cannot be ascribed to 
frequency).19 In normal speech [mm] is perfectly acceptable but not [jj] or [ww], yet the 
19 We will discuss [sUlggoil~[sUll)l)oil 'terrific' and [naggail~[nal)l)ai] 'long' in relation to VVN in 8.3.4. 
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emphatic form with a geminated glide was rated more favourably than that with a 
geminated nasa1.20 What we can see from the data is that, no matter what the onset of the 
second syllable is (including 'nil'), it can be geminated (in the case of 'nil' [n] is inserted) 
but that whether the emphatic form with gemination is acceptable or not depends more on 
individual words and, perhaps, on individual speakers than on frequency or on the segment 
itself.21 
Of these 20 emphatic forms, [o:kki:] 'big' (12.9%) and [tSi:ssai] 'smaU' (16.1%) 
were rated extremely poorly, compared with all the others. This is because both forms 
violate *3"", (Kager 1999) and the speakers of Japanese try to avoid this violation by 
shortening the preceding vowel. The high acceptance rates for [okki:] (93.5%), [tSissai] 
(90.3%) and [tSitSsai] (93.5%)22 support this claim (see Chapter 6, 6.6 for discussion on 
'inverse CL' of these words). We will discuss how *3"", affects the configurations of 
emphatic forms later in 8.4.5. 
8.3.2.2 Trisyllabic Roots 
When the root consists of three syllables, there are two loci where gemination can occur: 
the onset of the second syllable and that of the third syllable. My expectation prior to the 
survey was that (i) the onset of the second syllable would be preferred to that of the third 
syllable as the locus of gemination and (ii) obstruents would be more readily geminated 
than sonorants, with the exception of nasals, taking into consideration the phonotactics of 
normal (i.e. non-emphatic) Japanese speech. In this subsection, as well as in the next 
subsection, we will look into the relationship between the preferred locus of gemination and 
the segment to be geminated in order to determine which factor, the locus or the sonority of 
the segment, takes precedence in the process of emphasis. Let us first look at adjectives 
with a trisyllabic root in which the onset of the second syllable is an obstruent. 
20 We will discuss avoidance of nasal gemination in 8.6.3. 
21 However, unlike emphatic forms with vowel lengthening, frequency does seem to have some effect on the 
subjects' judgement of emphatic forms with gemination; for instance, the emphatic forms of low-frequency 
adjectives with a longer root generally scored more poorly than those of high-frequency counterparts when it 
comes to gemination. Hay, et al. (1999) also argue, by examining Oprah Winfrey's speech, that frequent 
words carry the brunt of the stylistic workload and there is much more style-shifting than infrequent words. 
22 Itiisa+il -;. LtSittSai] involves more than just gemination and vowel shortening. See Hamano (1986) for 
symbolic use of palataIisation. 
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(8) Gemination in trisyllabic roots 1 - C2 in I(C1)V.C2V.C3V/: obstruenf3 
i. C2: voiceless obstruent, C3: voiceless obstruent 
IC2/-IC31 Underlying Emphatic Gloss 
It I - lsI sitasi+i SittaSi: 'familiar' 
SitaSSi: 
lsI lsI jasasi+i jassaSi: i 'kind' 
. jasaSSi: 
Ik/ - lsI okasi+i okkaSi: 'strange' 
okaSSi: 
Ik/ Ik/ si+kakm+i Sikkakmi 'square' 
Sikakkmi 
I IC2/-IC31 Underlying Emphatic Gloss 
lsi - Ikl • asokm+i assokmi nonsense 
asokkmi word 
I 
Ikl lsi kokmso+i I kokkmsoi nonsense 
kokmssoi word 







1Il. C2: voiceless obstruent, C3: sonorant 
Gloss 
It I Inl kitana+i 'dirty' 
kitannai 
lsI - Inl osana+i ossanal • 'childish' 
osannal 
Ikl If I akafm+i • akkafmi . 'light, 
akallmi I bright' 




~r 16.1% 83.9% 4. 19.4% 
4.3 20.0% 
3.6 36.7% 
Order of naturalness % of 1 
1: 19 2: 13 
... 
59.3% 
1: 13 2: 19 ····.i. 40.6% 
1: 17 2: 15 
.... ~ 
1: 15 2: 17 .. 46.9% 
1: 13 40.6% 








23 In the "order of naturalness" columns, the numbers given next to 1, 2, ... correspond to the number of 
subjects who considered each candidate to be the most natural, the second most natural, ... , and "% of I" 
refers to the percentage of those who considered the candidate to be the most natural. In the case of 
[assokmi], for instance, 19 and 13 subjects considered it to be the most natural and the second most natural, 
respectively. thus 59.3% of the subjects considered [assokmi] to be the most natural. 
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iv. Cz: voiced obstruent, C3: voiceless obstruent 
derlying Emphatic Gloss 
Ibl - lsi sabisi+i sabbiSi: 'lonely' 
• sabiSSi: 
Izl - Ikl mizika+i midd3ikai ' short' 
mid3ikkai 





v. Cz: voiced obstruent, C3: voiced obstruent 
Underlying Gloss 
Ibl -/zi mabwza+i nonsense 
word 
Izi -/bl tozabwi+i toddzabwi nonsense 
tozabbwi word 
vi. C2: voiced obstruent, C3: sonorant 
,'--:-----,-----1 
. abumnai 
Ibl -/jl mabajw+i mabbajwi 
abajjwi 















Order of naturalness 
1: 12 1: 20 








r of naturalness 
1: 23 2: 8 
1: 8 2: 23 
As far as the existing words with an obstruent as Cz are concerned, the one with geminated 
C2 is always preferred, in most cases overwhelmingly, regardless of C3, with the exception 
of [JikakkwiJ 'square,.24 However, the same cannot be said of the nonsense words. When 
Cz is voiceless, the one with geminated Cz is still favoured but the margin is small in each 
24 This is probably due to the fact that the root is composed of two morphemes (Le. lsi! 'four' and Ikakwl 
'angle, corner') and that of the root is, in fact, C2 of the second morpheme. 
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case. When C2 is voiced and C3 is an obstruent, the one with geminated C3 seems to be 
slightly more favoured, but when C3 is not an obstruent, the gemination of C2 is 
overwhelmingly favoured. From the data presented above, it is assumed that, generally 
speaking, the gemination of C2 is perceived as more natural than that of ~ when C2 is an 
obstruent. Let us see if this is also the case with adjectives with a trisyllabic root in which 
C2 is a sonorant. 
(9) Gemination in trisyllabic roots 2 - C2 in I(C\)V.C2V.C3V/: sonorant 
i. C2: nasal, C3 : obstruent 
Iml It I tmmeta+i tsmmmetai 
tsmmettai 
Inl - IkJ minikm+i minnikmi 
minikkmi 
Inl - lsi tanosi+i tannoSi: 
tanoSSi: 
II. C2: nasal, C3: sonorant 
In! - Ij/ honajm+i honnajmi 
honajjmi 
iii. C2: liquid, ~: obstruent 
/C2/-IC3/ Underlying Emphatic 
Ir/-/sl mresi+i mlleSi: 
Si: 
/r/ Id/ smrmdo+i smllmdoi 
smrrnddoi 
ICi-IC31 Underlying Emphatic 




















% of 1 
62.5% 
1: 12 2: 20. 37.5% 
1: 25 2: 7 ! 78.1% 
1 : 7 2:25 21.9% 





Order of naturalness % of 1 
1: 15 2: 161 48.4% 
1: 16 2: 15 I 5l.6% 
iv. C2: liquid, C3: sonorant 
JC2/-IC31 Underlying Emphatic Gloss I Rating Acceptance rate 
If/-/nl tmfena+i tsmllenai 'heartless' 4.0 29.0% 
tsmfennai 
, I Gloss 
If I Iml kOfomo+i kollomoi nonsense 
kOfommoi word 
If/ - Ijl mifajo+i millajoi nonsense 
• mifajjoi word 
IC2/-IC) Underlying • Emphatic Gloss Rating Acceptance rate ! 
Ijl - lsi kmjasi+i kmjjaSi: 'vexed' 3.3 61.3% 
kmjaSSi: 3.8 38.7% 
Iwl Id! • kiwado+i kiwwadoi 'hair- 3.7 
:1 
48.4% 
kiwaddoi breadth' 4.4 25.8% 
VI. C2: glide, C3: sonorant 
derlying Em hatic Gloss 
.. . 
mOJJmnal nonsense 
. . word mOJmnnal 
Ijl - If I hojafm+i hojjafmi nonsense 1: 17 54.8% 
hojallmi word 1: 14 • 2: 17 45.2% 
Among the existing words with a sonorant in C2, the preferred emphatic form is still the one 
with geminated Cz, except for [tsmmettai] and [minikkmi], in both of which the 
geminated C3 is a voiceless stop. However, the nonsense words tell a different story; when 
there is a choice between a nasal and a glide, a geminated nasal seems to be a lot more 
acceptable than a geminated glide, and when the choice is between a nasal and a liquid, a 
geminated nasal seems to be slightly more favoured than a geminated liquid (see (9.ii), 
(9.iv) and (9.vi)). Apart from these combinations, it is hard to tell which segment is more 
likely to be geminated. 
In both (8) and (9), the results from the existing words and those from the nonsense 
words did not agree; the subjects overwhelmingly preferred the gemination of C2 to that of 
~ for the existing words in most cases, but they seemed to prefer the gemination of 
voiceless obstruents and nasals to that of the others for the nonsense words. Judging from 
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this fact, it is very likely that many of the subjects psychologically could not consider all 
those nonsense words with gemination as emphatic forms of adjectives and that they could 
not help but judge the naturalness of such words according to general phonotactics of 
Japanese (see 8.1).25 Nowadays, one can encounter new nouns (e.g. names of technical 
innovations) quite frequently, but new adjectives are seldom created and are hard to come 
across.26 Therefore, it is easily assumed that, even when the subjects, who are not used to 
be exposed to new adjectives, were instructed to consider nonsense words as adjectives, 
they simply could not. One piece of evidence to support my assumption is the fact that the 
majority rated nonsense emphatic forms with prenasalisation (e.g. [konlomoi] for 
Ikofomo+i/) higher than their counterparts with a voiced geminate (e.g. [kollomoi] for 
Ikofomo+iI), despite the fact they almost completely disregarded any emphatic form with 
presanalisation in the existing words section.27 The nonsense words sections were added to 
the questionnaire so that combinations of consonants that are not attested in existing words 
could also be put to the test. However, it does not seem that we can take the results from 
these sections into much consideration and, for this reason, I will refrain from showing the 
data of the emphatic forms of nonsense words in the rest of this chapter. 
According to Kirchner (1998a, 1998b, 2001), more effort is required to produce a 
geminate continuant consonant than a geminate stop and to produce a voiced geminate 
obstruent than a voiceless geminate. If we solely consider the results from the existing 
words section, however, C2 is the preferred locus of gemination in trisyllabic roots, whether 
it is an obstruent or a sonorant and whether it is voiceless or voiced.28 Therefore, as far as 
the process of emphasis is concerned, the locus of gemination seems to take precedence 
over the ease of gemination. In the next subsection we will discuss (i) whether the 
emphatic forms of adjectives with a quadrisyllabic root show the same results, (ii) if C2 is 
25 Vitevitch, et al. (1997) demonstrate in their experiments on English nonsense words that the subjects judge 
non-words constructed to have highly frequent segments and segmental transitions more 'English-like' than 
non-words with low probability phonotactic patterns (cf. Hay, et al. (2003) who claim that perception, 
production and well-formedness all depend on lexical frequency). Thomas (2004) also demonstrates in his 
study of lel/~/rell merger that the subjects do not judge existing words and nonsense words quite equally. 
26 I can only think of Idasa+il 'uncoof', Inaw+il 'fashionable, trendy' and lomokwfo+il 'a little interesting' 
as adjectives newly created in the last few decades. 
27 For instance, [ambmnai] for labmna+il 'dangerous' was rated 4.6 on average with the acceptance rate of 
9.7%, while [abbmnail gained 2.6 and 71.0%. See 8.3.4 for further discussion on prenasalisation. 
28 Except when a nasal occupies C2 and a voiceless obstruent occupies We will discuss this in 8.6.3. 
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the most preferred locus of gemination and which comes second, C3 or C4 , and (iii) whether 
the choice between C3 and C4 has anything to do with sonority. 
8.3.2.3 Quadrisyllabic Roots 
A quadrisyllabic root has three potential loci cif gemination, the onsets of the second, third 
and fourth syllables. Let us first look at cases in which the onsets of both the second and 
fourth syllables are voiceless consonants. 
(10) Gemination in quadrisyllabic roots 1 - C2 and C4 in I(C j )V.C2V.C3V.C4VI: voiceless 
obstruents29 
i. ~: voiceless obstruent 
IC2-C3-Ci Underlying Emphatic Gloss Rating Acceptance rate 
It/-/k/-/sl wtwkwsi +i wttswkwSi: 'beautiful' 3.5 48.4% 
IwtswkkwSi: 4.8 3.2% 
wtslliklUSSi: 4.7 12.9% 
11. ~: voiced obstruent 
IC -C -C41 Gloss RatinG 
Is/-/g/-/sl i 'busy' 2.5 
4.6 12.9% 
4.2 25.8% 
iii. C3 : nasal 
Underl ing Em hatic Gloss 
jakamasi+i jakkamaSi: 'noisy' 
I jakammaSi: 5.0 0.0% 
• j akamaSSi: 4.5 16.1% 
iv. C3 : liquid 
IC2-C3-Ci Underlyin Emphatic Gloss 
It/-/r/-/sl atarasi+i attaraSi: 'new' 
atallaSi: 3.2% 
ataraSSi: 22.6% 
29 Quadrisyllabic roots with lsi as C4 are relatively common, but I could not think of any existing adjective 
root with Ip/, It! or Ikl as C4 at the time I was preparing the questionnaire, except for latataka+il 'warm', 
which usually surfaces as [attakai] in casual speech, and those with Ippo+il (e.g. lotoko+ppo+il 'manly'), 
Itta+il (lkursurgur+tta+iI 'ticklish') and Ikko+il (e.g. Isurbasi+kko+il 'nimble'). 
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In each of the above four cases, the acceptance rate of the form with geminated C2 is 
overwhelmingly higher than the other two. While the difference in both the rating and the 
acceptance rate between the form with geminated C3 and that of geminated C4 is not 
outstanding, the gemination of C4 is always favoured, regardless of the sonority of C3• It 
seems that there is the following scale for the locus of gemination: C2 > C4 > ~, and that it 
is usually fixed, no matter what segment occupies each position. Let us find out if this 
applies to other combinations of segments.30 
(1) Gemination in quadrisyllabic roots 2 C2 in /(C1)VC2VC3VC4VI: voiced obstruent 
I. C3: voiceless obstruent, C4 : voiceless obstruent 
Gloss A rate 
/z/-/k/-/s/ mmzmkasi+i 'difficult' 2.7 64.5% 
mmdzmkkaSi: 4.5 9.7% 
mmdzmkaSSi: 4.5 16.1% 
II. C3: voiceless obstruent, C4 : nasal 
Em hatic Gloss 
add3ikenai 'dreary' 
ad3ikkenai 4.4 19.4% 
ad3ikennai 4.9 0.0% 
m. C3: liquid, C4 : nasal 
Underl in Gloss 
kmdarana+i • 'trivial' 
kmdallanai 
kmdarannai 
In this group of words with a voiced obstruent in C2, the most preferred locus of gemination 
is still C2, but in two out of three cases the least preferred is C4, instead of C3, and in both 
cases C4 is a nasal. Once again, gemination of nasals is considered to be less natural than 
that of other segments. Here is another piece of evidence to prove the speakers' perception 
of gemination of nasals at the surface level as unnatural: the data on roots with a nasal in 
C2: 
30 As mentioned earlier, the data do not ineJude the results of nonsense words, thus there are combinations of 
segments that cannot be put to the test when such combinations are not attested in existing words. 
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(12) Gemination in quadrisyllabic roots 3 - C2 in I(CJV.CZV.C3V.C4V/: nasal 
1. C3 : voiceless obstruent, C4 : liquid 
G 
4.2 25.8% 
Im/-/s/-/rl omosiro+i ommoSiroi 'interesting' 
f----:-:---:----i 
omoSSiroi 
omoSilloi 4.5 12.9% 
n. C3: nasal, C4: voiceless obstruent 
-C41 Underlying Emphatic Gloss Rating Acceptance rate 
In-m-sl tanomosi+i tannomoSi: 'reliable' 4.1 22.6% 
tanommoSi: 4.9 0.0% 
tanomoSSi: 4.2 25.8% 
-C3-C4/ Underlying Emphatic Gloss , Rating Acceptance rate 
Im/-/n/-/rl nama+ nammamurUli 'lukewarm' 4.1 29.0% 
nUlrUl+i namannUlrwi 4.8 6.5% 
namanwllwi 4.1 29.0% 
1Cz-CrCi Underlying Emphatic Gloss Rating Acceptance rate 
Imj~/rI-/nl I tUlmarana+i tSUlmmannai 'boring' 4.4 I 19.4% 
II 
tswmallanai 4.6 9.7% 
• 
tswmarannai 4.7 6.5% 
I 
With the exception of [ommoSiroi] (12.i), no form with a geminated nasal scored higher 
than 4.0 and was accepted by more than 30% of the subjects, regardless of the position of 
the nasal. Here, avoidance of nasal gemination is obvious (cf. lama+il 'sweet' (7), 
ItUlmeta+il 'cold' (9.i), IminikUl+il 'ugly' (9.i»). A nasal cluster is perfectly acceptable in 
Japanese (e.g. /saNmal -+ [samma] 'mackerel', 10Nnal -+ [anna] 'woman', IkaNgae/-+ 
[kaIJIJae] 'thought, idea') but gemination of a nasal at the surface level is apparently not.32 
Let us now move to adjectives with a quadrisyllabic root in which C2 is a liquid or a 
glide. When C2 is a nasal, its gemination is not considered to be natural by many, in spite 
31 Note that ItUlmarana+i/ 'boring, bored' usually surfaces as [tsUImannai] in casual speech. For this reason 
I gave [tsUlmmannai] instead of [tsUImmaranai] as an option in the questionnaire. 
32 See 8.6.3 for an OT account of avoidance of nasal gemination. 
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of the fact that a nasal cluster complies with Japanese phonotactics. Gemination of a liquid 
or a glide is against the normal phonotactics in Japanese but, as we saw in the previous 
subsections, it is acceptable in emphatic speech. The following is how our subjects rated 
emphatic forms with liquid or glide gemination in C2: 
(13) Gemination in quadrisyllabic roots 4 - C2 in /(C1)VCZVC3VC4VI: liquid or glide 




ariggatai 4.6 9.7% 
ari1]attai 4.5 16.1% 
n. Cz: glide, C3: liquid, C4: voiceless obstruent 
IC2-Cr C41 Underlying Emphatic Gloss Rating • Acceptance rate 
/w/-/r/-/kJ jawaraka+i jawwarakai 'soft' 3.5 51.6% 
jawallakai 4.6 16.1% 
jawarakkai 4.2 25.8% 
Ij/-/r/-/s/ ijarasi+i ijjaraSi: 'indecent' 3.5 II 41.9% 
ijallaSi: 4.1 25.8% I 
ijaraSSi: 3.9 I 35.5% 
In all three cases, gemination of Cz is the most favoured and that of C3 the least, which is in 
accordance with the conclusion drawn from the data in (10). 
Although the preference of C4 over Co, cannot be established from (13) alone because 
in all the cases C4 is less sonorous than C3 and the preference may be due to the sonority of 
the segment, we should still be able to consider from all the data presented in this 
subsection that there is a general tendency that Cz is by far the most preferred locus of 
gemination, followed by C4 then C3, and that which segment to be geminated in the process 
of emphasis is determined solely by its position and not by its sonority, except for nasals. 
8.3.2.4 Roots with an Underlying Geminate 
In Japanese, single morphemes containing two geminates are non-existent. This may be by 
chance or due to the OCP. If the OCP is the reason, then we should expect that roots with 
an underlying geminate would not have an emphatic form with another geminate. In order 
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to find out if double occurrence of gemination is avoided in making emphatic forms, the 
emphatic forms of the following five adjectives with an underlying geminate were given to 
the subjects for evaluation: IkattafUI+il 'languid', Imottaina+il 'wasteful', ISUIbasi+ 
kko+il 'nimble', ImadafUI+kko+il 'sluggish' and IwasUIfc+ppo+il 'forgetful', and here is 
how the subjects judged them. 
(14) Gemination in roots with an underlying geminate 
Underlying Emphatic Gloss Ratin ance rate 
kattafUI+i kattallUIi 'languid' 4.4 22.6% 
• 
• mottaina+i • mottainnai 'wasteful' I 4.8 3.2% I 
sUIbasi+kko+i sUIbbaJikkoi 'nimble' ~ 19.5% sUIbaJJikkoi 4.5 ! 16.1% I I madacUI+kko+i maddafUIkkoi ! 'sluggish' 4.2 22.6% madallUIkkoi 4.5 . 12.9% 
I wasUIfc+ppo+i 'forgetful' 
. . 16.1% wassUIfcppOl 4.3 
wasudleppoi II 4.5 12.9% 
As clearly seen in the above table, the acceptance rate is less than 25% in each case, which 
means that more than three quarters of the subjects considered these emphatic forms with 
two geminates as unnatural.33 Thus, it is most likely that the OCP is active in the process of 
emphasis. 
In 8.3.2, we have examined emphatic forms with gemination. It seems that, theoretically, 
any non-initial consonant can be geminated to create an emphatic form if we disregard 
naturalness. Let us first discuss the locus of gemination. When a nasal occupies the onset 
of the second syllable (C2) and a voiceless stop follows somewhere in the root (e.g. 
Iturmcta+il 'cold', IminikUI+il 'ugly'), the gemination of the obstruent seems to be 
slightly more favoured, but otherwise the most preferred locus of gemination is C2 , no 
matter what segment occupies that position, followed by the onset of the root-final syllable 
(C3 or C4 or even Cs, depending on the length of the root). The least favoured locus of 
When a root already contains a geminate, the most preferred choice of emphasising the word is to lengthen 
the root-final vowel. The average rating and acceptance rate of the emphatic forms of these five adjectives 
with the lengthening of the root-final vowel were 2.2 and 78.0%, respectively. 
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gemination is any onset between the second and final syllables. A number of emphatic 
forms of nonsense words did not comply with this generalisation and the ones with a 
geminated obstruent, regardless of its position, were often favoured.34 The subjects were of 
course not familiar with such nonsense words and it seems that some could not help but 
assess those emphatic forms with gemination in the light of general Japanese phonotactics, 
not the special phonotactics of the emphatic form of adjectives?5 Segments most preferred 
to be geminated are voiceless stops, followed closely by voiceless fricatives. In contrast 
with general Japanese phonotactics, the gemination of a liquid or a glide seems to be more 
accepted by many subjects than that of a nasal. Generally speaking, there seem to be the 
following two gemination scales in the process of emphasis: 
(15) Gemination scales 
a. Loci: 36 
C2 > CFin > CMid 
b. Segments: 
voiceless stop> voiceless fricative> voiced stop> liquid> glide> nasal 
Note that (15b) only partially resembles the sonority scale. In the special phonotactics of 
the emphatic forms, voiced stops are placed lower than voiceless fricatives and nasals are 
ranked at the bottom of the scale. 
Before the survey I expected that CFin would be more resistant to gemination than 
CMid, although the difference between CFin and CMid is almost marginal, and that nasals 
would be more readily geminated than liquids, but otherwise, the results of the survey more 
or less confirmed my expectations. 
34 Examples include: InorUIze+il ([norUIddzei] > [nollUIdzeiJ; most favoured to least favoured), /eriseta+il 
([erisettai] > [erissetai] > [ellisetaiJ), Ikarinobi+il ([karinobbi:] > [kallinobi:J > [karinnobi:]). Also see 
(8.iv), (9.iii), (9.iv) and (9.vi). 
35 This was apparent in rating the emphatic forms of /honajUI+i! (9.ii) and ImojUIna+il (9.vi). In both cases, 
the preference for the gemination of the nasal was overwhelming. 
36 It is worth noting that this scale is almost identical to that of word recognition (see Horowitz, et al. (1968), 
Horowitz, et aI. (1969) and Nooteboom (1981), among others). In terms of recognising an emphatic form as 
an adjective, what matters to the listener seems to be the features of segments, not the weight of each 
segment, thus it is quite likely that the listener can still recognise an emphatic form of any type on condition 
that he/she knows the word. 
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8.3.3 Choice Between Gemination and Vowel Lengthening 
When there is a choice between gemination and vowel lengthening in the process of 
emphasis, which is more preferred? Let us compare the ratings and acceptance rates of 
emphatic forms with gemination to those of emphatic forms with vowel lengthening. 
(16) Comparison between gemination and vowellengthening'7 
Rating 
Lowest Mean 
Gemination 4.0 2.9 
(C2) 4.3 3.4 
4.1 3.2 
Vowel 2.5 2.0 
lengthening 3.0 2.4 
(root-final) 2.6 2.3 
Both 3.8 2.9 86.2% 36.7% 67.7% 
4.2 3.5 87.1% 29.0% 48.8% 
4.2 3.4 74.2% 29.0% 51.4% 
In 45 out of 53 cases, the emphatic form with vowel lengthening scored better both in the 
rating and in the acceptance rate, while in only 6 cases the emphatic form with gemination 
scored better in both.38 From the above data, we can see that (i) vowel lengthening is a 
preferred choice in the process of emphasis, regardless of the number of syllables within a 
root, (ii) emphatic forms with both gemination and vowel lengthening are almost equally 
rated and accepted to those with gemination alone, and (iii) disyllabic roots are slightly 
more likely to be emphasised than longer roots. 
8.3.4 Prenasalisation 
Prenasalisation is another way of making an emphatic form of an adjective when the root 
contains a voiced segment,39 as seen below. 
37 The data include 15 disyllabic roots, 24 trisyllabic roots and 14 quadrisyllabic roots. /ooki/ 'big', /tiisa/ 
'small', /ki+iro/ 'yellow', /tmmarana/ 'bored, boring' and roots with an underlying geminate are excluded. 
38 The six adjectives are /smgo/ 'terrific, terrible', /okasi/ 'strange, funny', /kmdaranal 'trivial', /jakamasi/ 
'noisy', /isogasi/ 'busy' and /mezmrasi/ 'unusual'. [jabbai] 'risky, unwise' was rated slightly higher than 
[jaba:i] while the acceptance rate of the latter was slightly higher than that of the former. Uassmi] and 
fjasm:i] 'cheap' were equally accepted though the former was rated higher. 
39 Emphasis by means of prenasalisation does not take place when a root does not contain a voiced consonant 
due to undominated *N<;: in Yamato vocabulary. 
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(17) Emphatic expressions 3 
Underlxing Surface Surface 
(formal) (emphatic) 
a. sUIgo+i SUIIJOl sUIIJIJoi40 'terrific, terrible' 
b. marUI+i marUIl manlUIi 'round' 
c. sabiSi+i sabiSi: sambiSi: 'lonely' 
d. mizika+i mid3ikai mind3ikai 'short' 
e. jawaraka+i jawarakai jaawarakai 'soft' 
The following table shows how the subjects rated the emphatic forms with prenasalisation, 
according to the locus and the number of syllables in the root: 41.42 
Locus No. of Rating Acce tance rate No. of I 
syllables Highest Lowest Mean Highest Lowest Mean words 
Vl_C2~ __ 2 __ ~~ __ 3_.5 __ ~ __ 4_.7 __ +-_4_.4 __ +-4_3_.3_~_o-+ __ 6._7_%~~1_7_.6_~_o~~ __ 7___ 
3 4.6 4.9 4.7 9.7% 3.2% 8.3% 6 
4 4.1 4.7 4.3 6.7% 21.0% 6 ~~==~ 
4.9 
4.9 
The average rating and acceptance rate of [sUIIJIJoi] (l7a) are 3.5 and 43.3%, respectively, 
but no other emphatic form with prenasalisation scored better than 4.0 or higher than 
30.0%,43 so we should consider that emphasis by means of prenasalisation is not widely 
40 [sUllJlJoi] may be pronounced as [sUllJgoi] by those who do not use VVN (voiced velar nasalisation). 
41 The adjective roots used for these data include the following: lakarUlI 'light, bright', !akUldo! 'vicious', 
!hagajUl! 'irritated, impatient', Ihagesil 'fervent, violent', !hUlfUlI 'old', Ijabal 'risky, unwise', lkara! 
'spicy', IkUldol 'tedious, importunate', ImafUlI 'round', Inagal 'long', ISUlgol 'terrific, terrible'; labUlnal 
'dangerous', ImabajUlI 'dazzling, radiant', Imizikal 'short', Isabisil 'lonely', !SUlfUldo! 'sharp', !tUlrena! 
'cold-hearted', !Ulfesi! 'glad'; lar+i+gatal 'gracious', latarasil 'new', lazikenal 'dreary', lijarasil 
'indecent', lisogasil 'busy', Ijawarakal 'soft', IkUldaranal 'trivial, worthless', ImUlzUlkasil 'difficult', 
ImezUlrasil 'unusual', Inama+ nUlrUlI 'lukewarm', ItUlmaranal 'boring, bored'. 
42 Prenalisation with the lengthening of the root-final vowel is also possible. In some cases, the emphatic 
form with both scored slightly better than the one with prenaslisation alone (e.g. [jaawaraka:i] rating: 4.1, 
acceptance rate: 29.0%; [jaawarakai] - rating: 4.2, acceptance rate: 25.8%). 
43 Inaga+i/-+ [naIJIJai] 'long' involves the same process, but its rating and acceptance rate were much lower, 
compared with those of [sUl1JIJoi] (rating: 4.2, acceptance rate: 20.0%). I believe that this is due to the fact 
that ISUlgO+il is often used as an emphasiser in speech and the listener is much more accustomed to its 
emphatic forms (e.g. [smggoi] (93.3%), [sUlgo:i] (83.3%), [surggo:i] (76.7%)) than those of Inaga+i/. 
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accepted. Let us, therefore, restrict ourselves to accounting for Igl -+ (1)1)] in this 
subsection. 
As we saw in 8.3.2.1, /swgo+il 'terrific, terrible' can be realised as [swggoi] when 
one wishes to emphasise it. In fact, as far as this word is concerned, the gemination of Igl 
is the most commonly used and accepted way of emphasising it (rating: 1.7, acceptance 
rate: 93.3%). When I was recording a conversation between a husband and a wife in 
December 2001, I noticed that the wife, who nasalises intervocalic Ig/, used both fswggoi] 
and [sw1)1)oi], and that was when I decided to find out if there is any relationship between 
those who use VVN and those who use [sw1)1)oi]. My assumption was as follows: ifVVN 
precedes gemination for emphasis in derivation, then the users of VVN should only use 
[sw1)1)oi], and since emphasis by means of prenasalisation is not widely accepted, those 
who never nasalise intervocalic Igl would not readily accept [sw1)1)oi]. 
(19) Derivational theoretical analysis of emphasising Iswgo+il 'terrific, terrible' 
I. UserofVVN ii. Non-User ofVVN 
Iswgo+il Iswgo+il 
VVN SW1)Ol VVN n/a 
gemination SW1)1) 01 gemination swggOl 
[SW1)1)oi] [swggoi] 
Of 32 subjects who returned the questionnaire, 9 identified themselves as a user of VVN 
and 9 as a non-user of VVN, and the rest answered 'do not know'. The following table 
shows how the subjects judged [swggoi] and [sw1)1)oi]: 




'Do not 50.0% 
Average 43.3% 
44 The users of VVN gave a lower rating and acceptance rate to [sm~rD oi] than the 'do not knows' did. 
However, the numbers are not large enough for this to be satisfactorily significant. 
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The results of the questionnaire revealed that not only users of VVN but also non-users of 
VVN use [sIlll]l]oi] and that, although the acceptance rate of [sIllggoi] by the user of VVN 
is much lower than that by the non-users of VVN, it is still one of the highest among the 
emphatic forms with gemination (see Table (7)). Therefore, my above assumption proved 
wrong and we should consider that ISIllgO+il ~ [sIllggoi] and Ismgo+il --+ [sIlll]l]oi] are 
two separate processes; the former as gemination and the latter as prenalisation, just like 
IsabiSi+il --+ [sabbiJi:] 'lonely' and IhIllfIll+il -+ [<{lIllllIlli] 'old' (gemination) and 
IsabiJi+il -+ [sambiJi:] 'lonely' and IhIllfm+il -+ [<{lmnlmiJ 'old' (prenasalisation). 
(21) Derivational theoretical analysis of emphasising Ismgo+il 'terrific, terrible' (revised) 
1. Gemination ii. Prenasalisati on 
Ismgo+iI Ismgo+il 
gemination SIllggOl prenasalisation sml]gol 
VVN n/a VVN sml]l] 01 
[smggoi] [sml]l]oi] 
This actually explains why users of VVN use both [sIllggoi] and [sml]l]oi]. It is simply a 
matter of employing different measures to emphasise the word, and the fact that the 
emphatic form of /smgo+il with prenasalisation happens to be rated higher and accepted by 
more people than the others is assumed to be due to its frequent use as an emphasiser 
meaning 'extremely' in addition to its function as an adjective. 
8.3.5 Summary 
When one wishes to utter adjectives emphatically, there are several alternatives to choose 
from in doing so: vowel lengthening, gemination, prenasalisation, and a combination of any 
of these, including double occurrence of anyone. The most commonly accepted way of 
emphasising adjectives is vowel lengthening, and the second mostly accepted way is 
gemination. The combination of these two methods is also widely accepted, but 
prenasalisation and any other combination do not seem to be considered as natural by 
many. The most preferred locus of vowel lengthening is the root-final position and that for 
gemination is the onset of the second syllable. The root-medial vowel or consonant is less 
likely to be lengthened or geminated. Furthermore, when there are two or more possible 
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loci of gemination, there seems to be a slight tendency that less sonorous segments are 
more readily geminated than more sonorous ones. The following scales summarise the 
discussions so far: 
(22) Scales relevant to emphatic forms of adjectives 
1. Methods 
vowel lengthening > gemination> gemination & vowel lengthening > 
prenasalisation> others 
ii. Loci 
a. Vowel lengthening: root-final vowel> first vowel> others 
b. Gemination: onset of the second syllable> onset of the root-final syllable> 
others 
iii. Segments 
voiceless stop> voiceless fricative> voiced stop> liquid> glide> nasal 
8.4 OPTIMALITY THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF ElVIPHATIC FORMS 
In the previous section we saw how Japanese speakers utter adjectives emphatically and 
how they perceive a variety of emphatic forms. Among all those emphatic forms, those 
with the lengthening of the root-final vowel (e.g. Isrngo+il -+ [srnlJo:i] 'terrific, terrible'), 
with the gemination of the onset of the second syllable (e.g. Isrngo+iI-+ [srnggoi]) and 
with the combination of both (e.g. Isrugo+i/ -+ [sruggo:i]) are widely accepted (see 8.3.3), 
while the acceptance rates of most others are quite marginal and only a small number of 
subjects replied, 'I would/might say it.' I do not think it is important to account for all 
possible emphatic forms, especially those that are not considered as natural or acceptable 
by many. For this reason, I only focus on accounting for those that scored better than 4.0 
and were accepted by more than one third of the subjects, namely, vowel lengthening, 
gemination and the combination of both, in this section. 
8.4.1 Reranking of Constraints 
Emphatic forms of adjectives always violate WT-IDENT-IO(Open) (see Chapter 6,6.6) and 
often involve a violation of NOVOIGEM which is usually undominated in Japanese, except 
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in Foreign vocabulary. Therefore, just like inverse CL (see Chapter 6,6.6) and vulgarisms 
(see Chapter 7, 7.4), the process of emphasis by means of vowel lengthening and/or 
gemination lends itself to analysis in terms of constraint reranking. 
One of the first things we must consider in order to account for the process of 
emphasis is how we differentiate adjectives (and adverbs) from the other parts of speech. A 
very small number of nouns and verbs can undergo prenasalisation in casual speech (e.g. 
/tabi/ ~ [tambi] 'time, occasion', /togaf+Ul/ ~ [t01J1JafUl] 'become pointed') but nouns 
and verbs never undergo vowel lengthening nor gemination in the same way as adjectives 
and adverbs do.45 This may be due to the fact that we often have minimal pairs, such as 
[tofi] 'bird' "" [to:ri] 'street' and [hakeN] 'dispatch' "" [hakkeN] 'discovery' among nouns 
and [Oul] 'chase' '" [O:ul] 'cover' and [sasUlfUl] 'rub' '" [sassUlfUl] 'guess' among verbs, 
but none among adjectives and adverbs,46 and if we allow nouns and verbs to be 
emphasised by means of vowel lengthening or gemination, it wi II certainly cause the 
listener a problem with word recognition. However, a more likely reason why the process 
of emphasis targets only modifying words (i.e. adjectives and adverbs) is that modifiers are 
typically gradable while nouns and verbs almost never are; in order words, modifiers are 
semantically more suitable for placing emphasis. In order to account for the process of 
emphasis, therefore, we need a category-specific constraint that has effects only on 
adjectives (and adverbs),47 which I formulate as follows: 48 
(23) Constraint 55 
",WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier): It IS not the case that corresponding segments in a 
modifier agree in weight. 
""WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier) is another anti-faithfulness constraint (cf. ""WT-IDENT-IO 
(Chapter 6,6.6), ...,IDENTpIN-IO[+back](Root) (Chapter 7, 7.4», which requires at least one 
45 The only exception I can think of is /ruso/-+ lrusso:]. /ruso/ is a noun meaning 'lie' but when it is uttered 
as [wsso:], it means 'I can't believe it' or 'you must be kidding!', rather than 'it's a lie'. 
46 The fact that minimal pairs are not allowed among adjectives and adverbs can be ascribed to facilitation of 
emphatic modification as well. 
47 Smith (1997) claims that nouns are cross-linguistically more salient than predicates and proposes noun 
faithfulness constraints. Japanese nouns also surface more faithfully to the underlying representation than 
predicates, but her noun faithfulness theory alone is not sufficient to account for the emphatic f011llS. 
48 Kawahara (2001) proposes GEMINATE and INTENSE to account for emphatic expressions but these 
constraints simply describe the process of emphasis and fail to explain why they target modifiers. 
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segment to surface unfaithfully. This constraint is dominated by WT-IDENT-IO(Open) in 
normal (i.e. non-emphatic) speech so that adjectives (and adverbs) surface faithfully to the 
underlying representation in terms of weight. However, when one wishes to utter 
adjectives (and adverbs) emphatically, it is promoted above WT-IDENT-IO(Open).49 Let us 
see how these two constraints interact in non-emphatic speech and in emphatic speech in 
tableaux for /jasw+i/ 'cheap' (adj.) and /jaswril 'rasp' (noun). 
(24) Tableaux for Ijasw+il 'cheap' and Ijaswfil 'rasp' 
i. In non-emphatic speech 
WT-IDENT-IO(Open) ",WT-IDE],\;'T-IO(Modifier) 
a. Kl1f j asw * 
b. jasrn:i *! 
c. ja:swl *! 
· . jaSSWl d. *! 
*!* · . jaSsw:l e. 
/jasrndl f. Kl1f j asrnfi 
· . g. jasw:f1 *1 
h. ja:swfi *! 
· . I. jaSSWfl *! 
j. · . jaSsrn:fl *!* 
ll. In emphatic speech 
Input: .., WT -IDEI\JT -IO(Modifier) WT-IDENT-IO(Open) 
/jasw+i/ a. jasLUl *! I 
b. Kl1f jasw:i * 
c. Kl1f ja:swi * I 
d. Kl1f j assrni * 
· . **! e. jaSsw:l 
/jaswril f. Kl1f jaswfi 
· . 
*! g. jasw:fl 
h. · . *! ja:swfl 
i. · . *! jaSSWfl 
· . 
*!* J. jaSsw:fl 
49 In other words, Japanese gramaticalises a semantic contrast by permitting constraint reranking for emphasis 
only with modifiers. 
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As clearly seen in the above tableaux, in non~emphatic speech the domination of -,WT~ 
IDENT-IO(Modifier) by WT-IDENT-IO(Open) makes sure that no segment is lengthened, 
whether the item is a modifier or not. In emphatic speech, on the other hand, -'WT-IDENT-
IO(Modifier) is upgraded above WT~IDENT-IO(Open) and it requires the weight of at least 
one segment in the output to be unfaithful to its input correspondent but only when the item 
belongs to modifiers. 
In addition to -,WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier), there are a few more constraints whose 
position in the constraint hierarchy needs to be altered. In normal speech, regardless of the 
formality of speech, NOVOIGEM is undominated and IDENT-IO(lateral) (Lee 2003) is high-
ranking in Yamato vocabulary so the gemination of laterals, as well as glides, never takes 
place. However, as Amanuma et aL (1978:75) point out, the gemination of laterals is 
observed in emphatic speech, thus these two constraints must be demoted in this register of 
speech. Let us draw tableaux for /smfrndo+i/ 'sharp' before and after the reranking of 
-,WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier), NOVOIGEM and IDENT-IO(lateral) to see how they interact with 
WT-IDENT~IO(Open)50 (candidates with vowel lengthening are omitted). 
(25) Tableaux for /smfmdo+i/ 'sharp' 
L Before reranking 
Input: NOVOIGEM IDENT-IO : WT-IDENT- -'WT-IDENT-
/smfrndo+i/ (lateral) 
, 
IO(Open) IO(Modifier) , , , 




, ; , 






c. srnfmddoi *! , * , , , 
II After reranking 
Input: -'WT-IDENT- WT~IDENT- NOVOIGEM : IDENf-IO 
/ smfmdo+ if IO(Modifier) IO(Open) 
, 









*1 , , 




50 Both NOVOIGEM and IDENT-IO(lateral) must be demoted below WT-IDENT-IO(Open), as well as a 
constraint that requires the gemination of the first consonant that can be geminated within a modifier (see (26) 
below), in order for such a candidate as [mlleSi:] to beat [mreSSi:] for Imresi+il 'glad'. 
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Due to the demotion of NOVOIGEM below WT-IDENT-IO(Open) in conjunction with the 
promotion of "",WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier) above WT-IDENT-IO(Open), voiced segments can 
now be geminated in the process of emphasis. In (25.ii) [smrmddoi], not [smllmdoiJ, is 
selected as optimal because it does not violate IDENT-IO(lateral), which is now a low-
ranking constraint. Although both [smllrndoi] and [smrmddoi] can be heard in emphatic 
speech, the one that was rated higher and accepted more by the subjects was [smllrndoi]51 
so we need to account for the preference for [srnllmdoi] over [srnrrnddoi] as well. 
8.4.2 Preference of the Locus of Gemination 
According to my survey, emphatic forms with the gemination of the onset of the second 
syllable are perceived as much more natural and, thus, much more acceptable than 
emphatic forms with the gemination of any other onset, with the exception of those in 
which the onset of the second syllable is a nasal and the onset of the following syllable is a 
voiceless stop (e.g. Itmmeta+il 'cold', Iminikrn+iI 'ugly,52). Thus, there must be a 
constraint that prefers the gemination of the onset of the second syllable to that of other 
onsets. I assume ALIGNGEM-L: 
(26) Constraint 56 
ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier): In a modifier the left edge of a geminate must coincide 
with the left edge of the leftmost consonant.S)' 54 
51 The ratings/acceptance rates of [srnllrndoi] and [srnfrnddoi] were 3.6/45.2% and 4.4119.4%, respectively. 
52 The ratings/acceptance rates of [minnikrni] and [minikkrni] were 4.3/19.4% and 4.0/29.0%, respectively, 
and those of [tsrnmmetai] and [tsrnmettai] were 3.8/35.5% and 3.8/38.7%, respectively. See (9,i). 
53 This is similar to a palatalisation rule in Japanese, which palatalises the leftmost consonant within a base of 
a mimetic word unless there is a coronal consonant to its right (e.g. Ipoko+RED/ --* [pokopoko] 'moving up 
and down', [piokopioko] 'jumping around imprudently'; /pota+RED/ -+ [potapota] 'dripping" [potSapotSa] 
'dripping in large quantities'). See Hamano (1986), Mester & Ito (1989) and Tsujimura (1996) for further 
discussion on this. 
54 ALlGNGEM-L(Modifier) prefers a candidate with the gemination of a root-medial consonant (e.g. 
[mrndzrnkkaSi:] 'difficult') to a candidate with the gemination of the consonant in the root-final syllable (e.g. 
[mrndzrnkaSSi:1 'difficult'), which is contradictory to the conclusion we have reached in the previous section. 
However, out of 39 trisyllabic- and quadrisyllabic-root adjectives in the questionnaire, there are only four 
whose emphatic form with the gemination of the onset of the root-final syllable scored better than 4.0 or 
accepted by more than one third of the subjects (Le. [sikakkuri] 'square' (3.6/36.7%), [tsrnmettai] 'cold' 
(3.8/38.7%), [kurjaSSi:] 'vexed' (3.8/38.7%) and [ijafaSSi:] 'indecent' (3.9/35.5%». Thus, I do not think it is 
necessary to account for the preference for the gemination of the onset of the root-final syllable over that of 
the root-medial syllable. 
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Gemination of an initial consonant of a morpheme is completely banned in Japanese due to 
high-ranking *COMPLEX so that 'the leftmost consonant' virtually means the onset of the 
second syllable. If we rank this constraint above NOVorGEM and IDENT-IO(lateral), we 
should be able to select a candidate with the gemination of the onset of the second syllable 
as optimal. Here is a revised tableau of (25.ii). ' 
(27) Tableau for /srnrrndo+i/ 'sharp' (revised) 
Input: ",WT-ID * COMPLEX i WT-ID ALIGNGEM- NoV or , IDENT , , , 
/srnrrndo+i/ (Modifier) i (Open) L(Modifier) GEM i (lateral) 
a. srnrrndoi *! , , , , 
b. I@f' srnllrndoi , * * * , * , 
srnrrnddoi 
, 





· d. ssrnrrndoi * · *! : 
· 
This ranking also correctly selects optimal candidates for emphatic forms of adjectives with 
a voiced segment in the onset of the second syllable, as seen in the following (candidates 
with vowel lengthening and/or the gemination of the initial consonant are omitted): 
(28) Tableaux for /krnjasi+i/ 'vexed' and /mrnzrnkasi+i/ 'difficult' 
Input: "'WT-IDENT- WT-IDENT- ALIGNGEM- NOVorGEM 
/krnjasi+i/ IO(Modifier) IO(Open) L(Modifier) 
a. krnjaSi: *! 
b. I@f' krnjjaSi: * * * 
c. krnjaSJi: * **! 
Input: ",WT-IDENT- WT-IDENT- ALIGNGEM- NOVorGEM 
/mrnzrnkasi+i/ IO(Modifier) IO(Open) L(Modifier) 
d. mrndzrnkaSi: *! 
el@f' mrnddzrnkaSi: * * * 
f. mrndzrnkkaSi: * **! 
g. mrndzrnkaSJi: * **!* 
8.4.3 Vowel Lengthening Versus Gemination 
Let us return to Tableau (24.ii), in which three candidates are selected as optimal for 
/jasrn+i/ 'cheap': Uasrn:i] (24.ii.b), Ua:srni] (24.ii.c) and Uassrni] (24.ii.d). While the 
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ratings and acceptance rates vary, none of these emphatic forms, as well as [jassm:i] 
(26.iLe), is completely rejected, but the problem with the current constraint ranking is that it 
cannot differentiate one from another in terms of naturalness. As discussed in the previous 
section, vowel lengthening is preferred to gemination (e.g. [jasm:i] > [jassmiJ) and the 
lengthening of the root-final vowel is far more widely accepted than that of the first vowel 
(e.g. [jasm:i] > [ja:smiD. These facts need to be incorporated into our OT analysis, but 
how should we go about it? 
Let us start with vowel lengthening vs. gemination. In order for an emphatic form 
with vowel lengthening to be preferred to that with gemination, all we need to do is to rank 
ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and WT-IoENT-IO in the same stratum, as seen in the following 
tableau for /jasm+i/ 'cheap' (*COMPLEX and candidates that violate this constraint are 
omitted): 
(29) Tableau for /jasm+il 'cheap' 
Input: Ijasm+il ",WT -IOENT- WT-IoENT- ALIGNGEM- , WT-
· 
· IO(Modifier) IO(Open) L(Modifier) · IOENT-IO 
· 
· 
*! · a. Jasml , 
· 
, 
b. ~> jasm:i * · * · 
· 
I c. ~ ja:smi * , * , , 
d. . . * * 
, 
*! Jassml , , , 
e. jassm:i **! * · 
· 
· 
In this tableau two candidates with a different locus of vowel lengthening are selected as 
optimal. In order to differentiate the candidate with the lengthening of the root-final vowel 
from the candidate with the lengthening of the first vowel or any other vowel, we need to 
subdivide WT-IDENT-IO into several constraints with further specification.55 I propose the 
following four constraints: 
55 In Japanese, leil, lorn/ and a sequence of two identical vowels surface as long vowels (see Chapter 7) so we 
cannot adopt No-LoNG-V (Prince & Smolensky 1993) in our analysis. We cannot employ ALIGNMENT 
constraints either because a long vowel can occur anywhere within a word. Also, if we rank ALIGN-LoNG-V-
R above ALIGN-LONG-V-L, [ki:tanai], for instance, will be eliminated before [kita:nai] for Ikitana+il 'dirty' 
in spite of the fact that the former is much more acceptable than the latter. 
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(30) Constraints 5756 
a. WT-IDENT-V1NIT-IO: No lengthening or shortening of a vowel of a morpheme-
initial syllable. 
b. WT-IDENT-V MID-10: No lengthening or shortening of a vowel of a morpheme-
medial syllable. 
c. WT-IDENT-VF1N-IO: No lengthening or shortening of a vowel of a morpheme-
final syllable. 
d. WT-IDENT-IO[+cons]: No lengthening or shortening of a consonant. 
The root-final vowel and a root-medial vowel are the most preferred and the least preferred 
segment to be lengthened, respectively, so the first three WT-IDENT-V-IO constraints need 
to be ranked in the following order: 
(31) Constraint ranking 27 
WT-IDENT-VMID-IO» WT-IDENT-V1Nn-IO» WT-IDENT-VF1N-IO 
In regard to the position of ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and WT-IDENT-IO[+cons], I assume 
that both constraints are ranked together with WT-IDENT-VFIN-IO. Let us redraw a tableau 
for Iswfwdo+il 'sharp' to see which candidate our newly established constraint ranking 
opts for (*COMPLEX, NOVorGEM and IDENT-IO(lateral) are omitted). 
(32) Tableau for ISWfWdo+il 'sharp' (further revised) 
,WT-ID WT-ID WT-ID WT-ID ALIGNGEM : WT-ID : WT-ID 
(Mod) (Open) VM1D V1N1T -L(Mod) 





* * *! 
* * 
*!* * * 
56 We will need one more WEIGHT-IDENTITY constraint to militate against the lengthening of the word-final 
segment, so that the tense morpheme Iii will never be lengthened and Itoternol 'very' (1.i.a), for instance, will 
not surface as *[toterno:J. ThIS constraint must dominate WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] so that the preferred method 
of emphasising adverbs is gemination, not vowel lengthening, as seen in (l,i). See 8.6.2 for further discussion 
on this. 
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In the survey the emphatic forms of /SUIfUIdo+i/ 'sharp' were rated in the following order: 
(33) Emphatic forms of /SUIfUIdo+i/ 'sharp' in order of rating and acceptance rate57 
SUIfUIdo:i (2.5, 74.2%) > sUIllUIdo:i (3.5,54.8%) > sUIllwdoi (3.6, 45.2%) > 
SUI:fUIdoi (4.1, 25.8%) > SWfUIddoi (4.4,19.4%) > SWfUI:doi (4.7, 9.7%) 
Tableau (32) more or less reflects the results of the survey accurately; the less acceptable 
the form is, the sooner it is eliminated, with the exception of the form with both vowel 
lengthening and gemination. How, then, can we allow a form with both to remain in the 
competition at least until the lower-rated forms are all eliminated? 
8.4.4 Vowel Lengthening and Gemination 
As a native Japanese speaker, I perceive an emphatic form with both vowel lengthening and 
gemination (e.g. /sUIgo+i/ -+ [sUIggo:i] 'terrific, terrible') as more emphatic than a form 
with only one of the two (e.g. [sUI1]o:i], [sUIggoiD, and in the survey the form with both is 
accepted as much as the form with gemination alone (see Table (16». In our OT analysis, 
however, such a form as [sUIggo:i] is the first to be eliminated among a variety of emphatic 
forms due to multiple violations of WT-IDENT-IO(Open) (see Tableau (32». What we need 
in order to keep the emphatic form with both a little longer in the competition is a 
constraint ranked in the same stratum as WT-IDENT-IO(Open), which any emphatic form 
with only one additional mora violates more seriously so that the emphatic form with both 
vowel lengthening and gemination will not be eliminated in that stratum. I propose the 
following constraint: 
(34) Constraint 58 
MAXIMISE-I-t(Modifier): Maximise the number of moras in a modifier.58 
57 Emphatic forms of most other adjectives were rated in a very similar way as those of /smfludo+i/ 'sharp'. 
58 As seen in 0), adverbs can undergo gemination or vowel lengthening but, under ordinary circumstances, an 
emphatic form with both gemination and vowel lengthening is not observed (e.g. /totemo/ -+ [tottemo]/ 
*[to:ttemo]l*[totte:mo]/*[tottemo:] 'very'). This is because any candidate with more than one extra mora 
will be eliminated before ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and/or WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] eliminates, for instance, 
[tottemo]. See 8.6.2 for the reason why *[tottemo:] cannot be optimal. 
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Although MAXIMISE-!-'-(Modifier) requires a modifier to have a maximal number or moras 
(i.e. the number of the underlying segments multiplied by two), every additional mora 
incurs a violation of WT-IDENT-IO(Open), which is ranked in the same stratum as 
MAXIMISE-!-'-(Modifier), so that any candidate with more than one extra mora will be 
eliminated by one of the WEIGHT-IDENTITY constraints, as the following final tableau for 
Ismnudo+il 'sharp' shows (a few more candidates are added): 
(35) Tableau for Ismrmdo+il 'sharp' (final) 
Input: ...,WT MAXIMISE: WT WT- WT- ALIGNG : WT-ID WT-
Ismrmdo+i/ (Mod) -!-,-(Mod) (Op) V MID VINlT -L(Mod) i [+cons] VP1N 
a. *! ****** 
***** * 
c. ***** * *! 
d. smr ***** * *! 
e. smllmdoi ***** * 
f. smrmddoi ***** * **! * 
g. smllmdo:i **** ** * *! 
h. smllmddoi **** ** **1* ** 
i. sm:rm:doi **** ** * 
j. sm:llm:ddo:i * ***** * *** ** '" . . 
, 
In this tableau, the candidate with the lengthening of the root-final vowel is still selected as 
optimal because it is the one that is the most widely accepted emphatic form of 
Ismrmdo+il 'sharp', but at least the candidate with both vowel lengthening and gemination 
(35g) remains in the contention until it reaches the stratum in which the selection of the 
optimal candidate is complete.59 
8.4.5 Prohibition Against Trimoraic Syllables in Modifiers 
As we saw in 8.3.2.1, [okld:] and [tSissai] are by far the most widely accepted and highly 
rated emphatic forms of looki+il 'big' and Itiisa+il 'small', respectively.60 If MAXIMISE-!-'-
59 As a candidate for Isurrurdo+il 'sharp', [ssur:llur:ddo:i] has the maximal number of moras but it will be 
eliminated before reaching WT-IDENT-VMm-IO due to a violation of *COMPLEX (see Tableau (27». 





(Modifier) requires an emphatic form to have as many moras as possible, then [o:kki:] and 
[tSi:ssai] should be more favoured than [okki:] and [tSissai], as seen in the following 
tableaux: 
(36) Tableaux for looki+il 'big' and Itiisa+i/ 'small ,61 
Input: ~ MAXIMISE : MAX : WT WT- WT- AUGNG 
, 
WT-, , , , , 
1010 2ki+i / -~(Mod) : (Op) : (Op) V MlD V1>lIT -L(MoD) 
, VF1N , , 
a. o12:ki: " * , .... . , , , , , , .... , 











d. & o12:kki: , * : , , , , 
• e. o12:kki :i 
, , 
**! i* , , , , 
f. 01: 0 2:kki:l , **1** * * , , , , , , 
Input: ""WT MAXIMISE MAX 
/ti1i2sa+i/ (Mod) -~(Mod) (Op) 
g. tSil2:sai 
h. tSi12ssai *** 
l. tSilssai *** *! 
J. ~ tSi12:ssai ** * * 
k. tSi12:ssa:i * ** * *! 
1. tSi j :i2:ssa:i * ***1* * * * * 
Why, then, do the speakers of Japanese consider [okki:] and [tSissai] as far more natural 
than [o:kki:] and [tSi:ssai], respectively? 
In Japanese there is a constraint called *3~ that militates against trimoraic syllables 
(see Chapter 6, 6.5), but it is not undominated in Yamato vocabulary because we do have 
such words as [to:tte] 'passing' and [todoko:tta] 'stagnated'. Therefore, in order for 
[to:tte] to beat [totte], *3~ must be ranked below MAX-IO(Open) and WT-IDENT-
IO(Open), as the following tableau for /toof+te/ 'passing' shows: 
61 Any candidate with only one of the two consecutive identical vowels (e.g. [oJkki:J (36c), [tSiJssai] (36i) 
also violates MAx-IO(Root), which is ranked lower than MAX-IO(Open). The ranking of MAx-IO(Root), in 
relation to WT-IDENT-IO constraints proposed in this chapter, has not been established yet but, because the 
addition of this constraint to Tableaux (36) does not affect the selection of optimal candidates, MAx-IO(Root) 
is omitted. It will be added in Tableaux (39) to show that it is [o12kki:] (36b) and [tSi12ssaij (36h), not 
[olkki:] (36c) and [tSilssaij (36i), that will become optimal for looki+il and Itiisa+i/, respectively. 
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(37) Tableau for Itoor+tel 'passing'62 




, (back) (Op) (height)(Op) , , , , , , 
a. 1& to12:tte 
, , , , , 
* * , , , , , , , , , 
b. tOUItte 





, , , , , 




c. toatte , , , * , *! , , , , , , , , , 
d. to12tte 
, , , 
*! · · * , 
· 
, , 








, I , , , 






f. to 12:re 
, 
*! , · , , * , I , , , , , .. 
to 12:te *! 
, , , 
* g. , I , , 
· 
I , , 
· 
, 
h. t0 1tte *! 
I , , 
· 
, 
, , , 
· 
I , , , , 
, , , , , 
i. tootte *! , . , * I , 




However, if MAx-IO(Open) and WT-IDENT-IO(Open) dominate *3~, then there will be no 
chance that [okki:] (either (36b) or (36c)) and [tSissai] (either (36h) or (36i)) can beat 
[o:kki:] (36d) and [tSi:ssai] (36j), respectively, as the former are eliminated before the 
latter reach *3~. Nevertheless, the preference for the former over the latter has to be 
ascribed to some kind of constraint that prohibits trimoraic syllables because the only 
constraint that (36d) and (36j) violate but (36b) and (36h) do not is *3~. I thus propose a 
constraint that militates against trimoraic syllables in modifiers. 63 
(38) Constraint 59 
*3J.t(Modifier): Trimoraic syllables are disallowed in modifiers. 
If this constraint is ranked in the same stratum as MAX-IO(Open) and WT-IDENT-IO(Open), 
[o:kki:] and [tSi:ssai] can still beat [okki:] and [tSissai], respectively (see Tableaux (36)), 
so that it must be placed higher than MAX-IO(Open) and WT-IDENT-IO(Open) but, as we 
do find such emphatic forms of adverbs as [dze:ndzeN] 'not at all' and [ho:nto] 'really, 
truly' (see (l.i)),64 it cannot be undominated. Therefore, I rank it in the same stratum as 
62 (37e) and (37f) can be eliminated by DEP-IO[-back] (second stratum) MAx-IO[+obs][cor] (undominated), 
respectively, as well. 
63 Upranking *3/1 to the same stratum as or above MAX-IO(Open) and WT-IDENT-IO(Open) will cause havoc 
elsewhere, as is the case with /toofHe/ 'passing', thus it is not an option. 
64 In both cases, the violation of *3/1(Modifier) involves a moraic nasal, so a violation of this constraint by a 
long vowel and a moraie nasal appears to be more tolerable than that by a long vowel followed by a geminate. 
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..., WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier). Here are revised tableaux for looki+il 'big' and Itiisa+il 
'small' (some low-ranking constraints are omitted). 
(39) Tableaux for looki+il 'big' and Itiisa+il 'small' (revised)65 
Input: ""WT 
, 
*3[1 MAXIMISE : MAX: WT MAX WT- WT-ID , , 
, i (Op) i (Op) 10102ki+il (Mod) : (Mod) -[1(Mod) (Root) VINrr [+cons] 
o12:ki: *! * 
, 














* *! , * c. , , , , , , , 
d. o12:kki : 
, 












· · · 
f. 01:02:kki :i 
, 
*! · : **** * · * , , , , 
· 
, , 
Input: ""WT *3[1 MAXIMISE MAX WT MAX WT- , WT-ID , 
Iti1i2sa+il (Mod) (Mod) -[1(Mod) (Op) (Op) (Root) VINH 





, g. , , , , , 
· 
, 







, , , , 
, , , , 
· 
1. tSilssai *** * * *! · * , 
· 















** · * 
, , 
· · 
, , , , 
, . , , 
1. tSi l :i2: ssa:i 
, 
*! * . · **** * · * , , , · , , 
· · 
Earlier in this section we subdivided WT-IDENT-IO into four: WT-IDENT-IO[+cons], WT-
IDENT-VINrI·-IO, WT-IDENT-VMm-IO and WT-IDENT-VFII'-IO. In Chapter 6 we ranked WT-
IDENT-IO in the same stratum as MAX-C-IO, which is ranked two strata lower than MAX-IO 
(Root), thus we should consider MAX-IO(Root»> WT-IDENT-V1NrI-IO. When we add *3[1 
(Modifier) and MAX-IO(Root) to Tableaux (36), it becomes obvious that (i) any candidate 
with a *3[1(Modifier) violation is eliminated at quite an early stage of the selection process, 
which implies that its acceptance rate should be 10w,66 and (ii) it is the candidates with 
vowel coalescence (i.e. (39b) and (39h)), not the candidates with vowel deletion (i.e. (39c) 
and (39i)), that are optimal for looki+il 'big' and Itiisa+il 'small' in emphatic speech. 
65 These tableaux are drawn based on the assumption that looki+il ---+ [okki:] 'big' and ltiisa+il ---+ [tSissai] 
'small' are due to the process of emphasis. Even if we assume that these involve inverse CL instead of 
emphasis, we can still obtain [012kki:] (39b) and [tSi12ssai] (39h) as optimal because [olkki:J (39c) and 
[tSi]ssai] (39i) violate undominated No-PARSE-!l(DeISeg). 
66 The acceptance rate of [o:kki:J and [tSi:ssai] are 12.9% and 16.1 %, respectively 
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In 8.3.2.4 we discussed the emphatic forms with an underlying geminate. In the 
survey the subjects were also asked to rate emphatic forms in which the vowel directly 
preceding the geminate is lengthened (e.g. Imottaina+il -+ [mo:ttainai] 'wasteful', 
IwasUIfe+ppo+il -+ [wasUIfe:ppoi] 'forgetful '). The ratings and acceptance rates of five 
such forms ranged from 3.6 to 4.5 (mean: 4.1) and from 41.9% to 16.1% (mean: 25.8%), 
respectively, which were higher than those of [o:kki:] and [tSi:ssai], but we should still 
consider that on the whole these forms were also regarded as unnatural by the subjects due 
to *3f.t(Modifier). 
8.S ALLOWING MULTIPLE OPTIMAL CANDIDATES 
The most acceptable method of emphasising adjectives is to lengthen the root-final vowel 
and our current constraint ranking can rightly predict that a candidate with the final vowel 
being lengthened should be the actual output. However, the gemination of the onset of the 
second syllable and the combination of both methods are also frequently observed. How 
can we allow more than one candidate to be selected as optimal for a given adjective? 
One way to achieve this end is to replace WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] with context-free WT-
IDENT-IO. As we saw in Tableau (32), the choice between a candidate with vowel 
lengthening and a candidate with gemination is determined by WT-IDENT-IO[+cons]. Both 
candidates equally violate WT-IDENT-IO so that they should be selected as optimal, whether 
WT-IDENT-IO is ranked in the same stratum as ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and WT-IDENT-
V FIN-IO or lower than them, as seen in the following tableau for IjasUI+il 'cheap': 









WT , , , , , , , , 
IjaSUI+il 
, , , , 




, , , 
a. JasUIl , , , , , , , , , , , 
b. Ifaf jasUI:i , *** , * , * , * , , , , , , 
, 
*** * *! , , * c. Ja:sUIl 
, , 
, , , , 
d. Ifaf jassUIi , *** , * * , , * , , , , , , , , , , , , 





* *!* e. JassUI:l , , , , , , 
f. . . , *! * 
, 
*** * * 
, 
* *** Ja:ssUI:l , , , , , , 
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However, this cannot allow a form with both vowel lengthening and gemination, such as 
rjassm:i] (40e), to be selected as one of the optimal candidates for a given adjective in its 
emphatic form, because no matter how we rank ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier), WT-IDENT-VFIN-
10 and WT-IDENT-IO in relation to each other, we will never be able to obtain such a form 
due to its violations of both ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and WT-IDENT-VF1,,-IO as well as its 
multiple violations of WT-lDENT-IO. Therefore, we must abandon the idea of replacing 
WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] with context-free WT-IDENT-IO. 
In order for a candidate with both vowel lengthening and gemination to become 
optimal, we need a constraint which a form with either vowel lengthening or gemination 
violates more seriously than a form with both. I thus propose a context-free version of 
MAXIMISE-!!(Modifier ). 
(41) Constraint 60 
MAXIMISE-",,: Maximise the number of moras. 
It seems plausible to assume such a constraint as this, as we are dealing with a register of 
speech in which emphasis is made by increasing the number of moras within a word.67 Let 
us assume that this constraint is ranked in the same stratum as ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier), 
WT-IDENT-V FIN-IO and WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] and see how it affects the selection of the 
optimal candidate in a further revised tableau for Ijasm+il 'cheap'.68 
67 The addition of MAXIMISE-It to our constraint hierarchy will not cause havoc elsewhere even when a 
candidate with gemination and/or final vowel lengthening for any closed-class item (e.g. litadak+rnI 'receive 
the favour of -ing (from a superior)') through to reach MAXIMISE-It, if we assume that context-free WT-
IDENT-IO is ranked somewhere below WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] and WT-IDENT-VFrN-IO. 
ut: /itadak+ml . MAXIMISE-It , WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] , WT-IDENT-VFrN-IO WT-IDEl"lT-IO , , , 
1& itadakm ******* , , , , 
lb. itada:km ****** ~ * *! 
c. ittadakm ****** * ~ *! 
d. ittada:km ***** , * : * *!* , 
As for open-class items, any candidate with an additional mora will be eliminated by high-ranking WT-IDENT-
IO(Open). 
68 *31t(Modifier) and any candidate that violates this constraint are omitted from the tableau. 
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(42) Tableau for Ijasm+il 'cheap' (further revised) 
Input: ,WT MAXIMISE-I--l i WT WI'- ALIGNG MAXI- WI' , WT-, 
, 




, i a. jaSml , , , ............ , , , , 
b. ~ jasm:i *** , * , **** , , * , , , , , , , , , , , , 




, , , 
, , , , 











*! e. jaSsm:l , , , , , , , , , , , 
This time, the candidate with gemination (42d) and the candidate with both gemination and 
vowel lengthening (42e) fare equally but the candidate with vowel lengthening alone (42b) 
still beats them due to an ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) violation incurred by (42d) and (42e). 
How, then, can we obtain such candidates as (42d) and (42e) as optimal? 
In Chapter 6, 6.7, we adopted Anttila's 'partially ordered grammar' theory to explain 
why forms with CL and without CL co-exist in casual speech. Let us employ this theory 
again to see if it works for emphatic forms as well. When four constraints are involved in 
the partially ordered grammar, there are 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 24 ways to rank them. When either 
ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) or WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] dominates the other three constraints, 
regardless of how the rest are ranked (12 out of 24 rankings), the candidate with vowel 
lengthening will become optimal, as seen in the following tableaux: 
(43) Tableaux for /jasm+il 'cheap' 1 
a. ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) dominates the other three constraints 




, [+cons] , V F'N-IO , , , , 
a. ~ jasm:i **** , , * 
.. , , , , 
, , 
, , 
b. · . *! **** , *! , jaSSml , , , , 
· . *! *** , * , *1 c. jaSsm:l , , , , 
b. WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] dominates the other three constraints 
Input: 
ijasm+i/ 




WT-IDENT-IO ALIGNGEM- i MAXIMISE! WT-IDEf\.'T 
[+cons] L(Modifier) i -I--l : V FIN-IO 









· *** , , 
· 




On the other hand, when WT-IDENT-Vr"n,-IO dominates the other three constraints (6 out of 
24 rankings), the candidate with gemination will be selected as optimal (see (44a)) , and 
when MAXIMISE-/-t dominates the other three constraints (6 out of 24 rankings), the 
candidate with both gemination and vowel lengthening will be selected as optimal (see 
(44b)). 
(44) Tableaux for /jasm+i/ 'cheap' 2 
a. WT-IDENT-VrN,T-IO dominates the other three constraints 
Input: WT-IDENT ! ALIGNGEM-
, 
MAXIMISE i \VT-IDENT-IO , , 
, , 
[+consl /jasUI+i/ VFlN-IO L(Modifier) , -[1 , , , 
*! · **** , a. Jasm:1 , , , , 
· 
, 







* c. Jassm:l , , 
· 
, 
b. MAXIMISE-[1 dominates the other three constraints 
Input: MAXIMISE WT-IDENI-IO i WT-IDENI 
IjasUI+i/ [+cons] i V F,,,-IO 
I a. Jas * 
b. * 
c. ~ jassm:i *** * * *! 
This indicates that, as the output of IjasUI+il 'cheap', [jasm:i] should occur twice as often 
as both [jassUIi] and [jassm:i]. According to my survey, forms with vowel lengthening are 
more favoured than forms with gemination and forms with both gemination and vowel 
lengthening, and the latter two are almost equally accepted.69 Therefore, the analysis by 
means of Anttila's 'paltially ordered grammar' is supported by the results of the survey to 
some extent. However, as mentioned in 8.4.4, I perceive an emphatic form with both 
gemination and vowel lengthening as more emphatic than the other two, thus I assume that 
at least MAXIMISE-/-t is upgraded to dominate the other three constraints only when the 
speaker wishes to emphasise a word further. In other words, the speaker chooses to utter 
the form with both emphasising methods by intentionally promoting MAXIMISE-[1 above the 
others. 'Partially ordered grammar' is purely based on the factorial typology of the 
69 The average acceptance rates of forms with vowel lengthening, forms with gemination and forms with both 
are 2.2,3.2 and 3.3, respectively. See (16). 
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constraints ranked in the same stratum and the probability of occurrence of each candidate, 
and it does not take into consideration the speaker's intentional reranking of constraints. 
This intentional constraint reranking by the speaker is beyond the limitations of 'partially 
ordered grammar', so we should seek an alternative theory to account for the choice among 
the three emphatic forms. 
The theory I adopt in this thesis is that of Hayes (2000). In his 'gradient well-
formedness' theory, each constraint takes on a range of values on an abstract continuum,7o 
rather than being ranked in strict domination order, and possesses a strictness band, as seen 
in the following: 
(45) Gradient well-formedness 1 (Hayes 2000:90) 
more strict <l1li0IIII1--------------... less strict 
Constraint A: • 
Constraint B: • 
As long as the strictness bands of two constraints overlap, both rankings of the two 
constraints will be available for the generation of the outputs. When the selection point 
(indicated with a dot) within Constraint A's strictness band is more strict than that within 
Constraint B' s on a particular occasion, as seen in (45), the optimal candidate will be 
selected in a way that the ranking of Constraint A above Constraint B is respected. When 
Constraint A's selection point is less strict than that of Constraint B's on another occasion, 
as seen in (46), then the selection of the optimal candidate will be made according to the 
ranking of Constraint B above Constraint A. 
(46) Gradient well-formedness 2 (ibid.) 
more strict <l1li0IIII1--------------... less strict 
Constraint A: • 
Constraint B: • 
Let us apply this theory to our case at hand. In the process of emphasis, the method that is 
the most widely accepted is vowel lengthening so that it is assumed that the strictness band 
70 See also Boersma (2000) for this concept. 
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of ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and that ofWT-IDENT-IO[+cons] are placed on the 'more strict' 
side of those of MAXIMISE-1-1 and WT-IDENT-VF1N-IO. As for the ranking of the other two, 
emphasis by means of gemination alone is favoured slightly more than by means of the 
combination of vowel lengthening and gemination, thus we should assume that the 
strictness band of WT-IDENT-VF1N-IO is slightly on the 'more strict' side of that of 
MAXIMISE-I-1. The crucial point of our analysis is that the strictness bands of these four 
constraints overlap with each other to some extent. 
(47) Relationship of four constraints 1 
more strict <IIII.,.I---------------.~ less strict 
ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier): • 
WT-IDENT-IO[+cons]: .. 
WT-IDENT-V FIN-IO: .. 
MAXIMISE-I-1: 
" 
When the selection points of each constraint are as depicted in (47), ALIGNGEM-L 
(Modifier) and WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] dominate the other two and the candidate with vowel 
lengthening will become optimal, regardless of the ranking between the other twO.71 
(48) Tableau for /jasur+i/ 'cheap' 3 
Input: ALIGN GEM- WT-IDENT-IO WT-IDENT- , MAXIMISE , 
/jasur+i/ L(Modifier) [+cons] VF1N-IO , , -1-1 , , 
a. IlW' jasur:i * , **** , , 
b. . . *! * , **** Jassurl , , 
, 
. . 
*! * * , *** c. Jassur:l , , , 
On some occasions, the selection point of WT-IDENT-VF1N-IO may move towards the left 
edge of its strictness band. In this case, the candidates with vowel lengthening will be 
eliminated by this constraint and the one with gemination alone will be selected as optimal. 
71 A number of adjectives lack the initial onset (e.g. litai+il 'sore, painful', lakanu+il 'bright, light'), so their 
respective emphatic forms with the gemination of the onset of the second syllable do not violate ALIGNGEM-L 
(Modifier) (e.g. [ittai], [akkanuiJ). However, as long as ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] 
are ranked in the same stratum no lower than that for WT-IDENT-VFIN-IO, then forms with gemination can 
never beat forms with vowel lengthening alone (e.g. [ita:i], [akarm:i]). 
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(49) Relationship of four constraints 2 
more strict 
ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier): 
WT -IDENT -I Or +cons]: 
WT-IDENT-VFI:rIO: 
MAXIMISE-~t: 








WT-IDENT- ALIGNGEM- WT-IDENT-IO MAXIMISE 
VF,N-IO L(Modifier) [+cons] 
a. jas 
b. w jassrni 
c. jassrn:i *! 
When the speaker wishes to put more emphasis on a word, it is the selection point of 
MAXIMISE-~t that shifts towards the left edge of the strictness band, and this allows 
MAXIMISE-~t to dominate the other three. 
(51) Relationship of four constraints 3 





(52) Tableau for /jasrn+i/ 'cheap' 5 
Input: MAXIMISE ALIGNGEM- WT-IDENT-IO WT-IDENT-
/jasrn+i/ -~ L(Modifier) [+cons] V FIN-IO 
****! , , * a. JaSUI:1 , , , , , ...... 
lb. . . ****! * , * , Jassrnl , , , 
c. w jassrn:i *** * , * 
, 
* , , , , 
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By adopting Hayes' theory, we can manage to account for variation observed in the 
process of emphasising adjectives.72 In fact, this theory can also be adopted to account for 
variations observed elsewhere. In the next section, we will first look into a case in which 
the application of 'gradient well-formedness' seems appropriate, then we will deal with a 
few issues arising from the discussions in this chapter. 
8.6 RELATED ISSUES 
8.6.1 [kedo }v[kedomo] 'although' 
In Chapter 4,4.7, we discussed the variants among contracted forms in terms of constraint 
reranking. We posited two transitional stages as the degree of formality shifts from formal 
speech to casual speech, and showed how Ite#simaw+lUl 'end up -ing', Ikefebal 'if' and 
Ikefedomol surface at each stage. There, we could account for [kefedomo Jv[kefedo]", 
[kedo] by simply demoting MAX-V -10 and MAx-C-IO within the constraint hierarchy but 
could not allow [kedomo] to surface at any stage of the constraint reranking due to the 
domination of MAxPIN-C-IO by *LAB. However, if we consider that the relationship 
between these two constraints is similar to that of the four constraints we discussed above, 
we should be able to obtain both [kedo] and fkedomo] as optimal in casual speech. Let us 
assume that MAxPIN-C-IO and *LAB are placed under ordinary circumstances as follows: 
(53) Relationship between MAXPJN-C-IO and *LAB 1 
more strict <lllCiIII----------------.~ less strict 
*LAB: • 
• 
72 This ranking, in fact, causes a problem, but only when the root-final vowel is Iii, as in Ijasasi+il 'easy, 
kind'. li+il surfaces as [i:] to avoid an OCP(IdentV) violation so [jassaSi:], for instance, violates MAXIMISE-
/! less seriously than [jasaSi:i] and [jassaSi:i]. [jasaSi:i] can be selected as optimal with Hayes' 'gradient 
well-formedness' theory (see the previous section), but [jassaSi:i] will never be. (*[jassaSi:i:] violates high-
ranking OCP(IdentV) so it has no chance of beating [jassaSi:], [jasaSi:i] or [jassaSi:i].) This issue will be 
discussed again in 9.4.5. 
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(54) Tableau for Ikeredornol 'although' in casual speech 1 
Input: Ikeredornol * LAB MAXPIN-C-IO *r 
a. ~ kedo * 
b. keredo * *! 
c. ke dorn 0 *! 
orno *! * 
*LAB» MAXFlN-C-IO» *r opts for [kedo] and this endorses the fact that [kedo] is used 
almost exclusively in casual speech. However, when one wishes to make it sound slightly 
less casual, the selection point of MAxpIN-C-IO makes the leftward movement within its 
strictness band and outrank *LAB, which will allow [kedomo] to surface as optimal.73 
(55) Relationship between MAxpIN-C-IO and *LAB 2 
more strict 
*LAB: 
(56) Tableau for Ikeredornol 'although' in casual speech 2 
Input: Ikeredorno/ II MAXpIN-C-IO * LAB *r ! 
a. kedo *! 
b. keredo *! * 
• c. ~ kedorno !I * 
d. keredorno * *1 
less strict 
73 As mentioned in Chapter 4, fn.44, this process does not affect the selection of the optimal candidate for 
Ikerebal 'if', that is, it does not select *[keba], due to high-ranking *VbV(Closed), as seen in the following 
tableau (candidates that violate ONSEr are omitted). 
Input: Ikerebal *VbV(Closed) MAXFrN-C-IO * LAB 
a.lL:;:r kJa * 
b. ka * 
c. kerJa * 
d. kera * 
e. keba *! 
f. kereba *! 
26] 
8.6.2 Emphatic Forms of Adverbs 
[totterno] 'very', (jappariJ 'as expected, after all' and [arnrnari] 'not much/very' (l.i.a-c) 
are three of the most commonly used emphatic forms of adverbs, in which the gemination 
of the onset of the second syllable is observed. Unlike emphatic forms of adjectives, these 
words never have an emphatic form with the lengthening of the final vowel (e.g. 
*Itoterno:], *(jahari:], *[arnari:]). It seems that the lengthening of the word-final segment 
is disallowed in open class, due to the following constraint: 
(57) Constraint 61 
WT-IDENT-WDF1N-IO(Open): In open class no lengthening or shortening of the word-
final segment is allowed.74 
This constraint is not normally violated but it can be when one wishes to show hesitation 
(e.g. [arnari:]/[arnrnari:] 'not very .. .'). I thus rank it in the second stratum with...., WT-
IDENT-IO(Modifier), one stratum higher than the one WT-IDENT-IO(Open) belongs to, 
according to Paqini Principle. Let us draw a tableau for Itoternol 'very' to see how this 
constraint affects the selection of the optimal candidate. 
(58) Tableau for Itoternol 'very,75 
Input: 
Ii 
WT-ID- , "WT-ID WT-ID WT-ID WT-ID AUGNG , WT-ID , , , , 
Itoternol WDF1N(Op) , (Mod) (Open) -V MID -VINIT -L(Mod) i I+cons] , , , 
a. toterno 
, 
*! , , , 
.... 
• b. ~ tottemo , * * 
, 




* ~ c. , , .... , d. toternrno , * ** , *! , , , , 
tote:rno 
, 
* *! , e. , , 
I f. toterno: *! 





74 The specification 'open' is necessary because fal of the topic/contrast marker Iwal can be lengthened in 
casual speech in order to compensate for a loss of mora count (e.g. Iko+re#(w)a/-+ [koria:] 'this (TOPIC),). 
See Chapter 6,6.4 for discussion on this. The specification 'word' is also necessary so that in an adjective the 
root-final vowel can still be lengthened but the word-final vowel cannot (e.g. Ijasru+iI ..... ~ [jasru:i]/*[jasrui:] 
'cheap'; IiI: tense morpheme - adjectives always end in closed-class suffix(es». 
75 Candidates with more than one additional mora are omitted from the tableau, because they all violate at 
least one of WT-IDENT-VMID-IO, WT-lDENf-V1NIT-IO and ALlGNGEM-L(Modifier) and they have no chance of 
beating the actual output [tottemo] (58b). 
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Although the candidate with the lengthening of the word-final vowel (58f) satisfies..., WT-
IDENT -IO(Modifier), it fatally violates WT -IDENT -WDFI~-IO(Open) so it is the first to be 
eliminated among possible emphatic forms, and the candidate with the gemination of the 
onset of the second syllable (58b) is correctly selected as optimal. The same can be said of 
the emphatic forms of /jahari/ 'as expected, lifter all' and /amari/ 'not much/very'. The 
domination of WT-IDENT-VF1N-IO by WT-IDENT-WDpI!,,-IO(Open) ensures that the final 
segment, which is part of an open-class item, is never lengthened in adverbs. 
8.6.3 A voidance of Nasal Gemination 
In 8.3 we saw that emphatic forms with nasal gemination are rated comparatively low and 
that, when a root is composed of (C)V.NV.CV, in which the second C is a stop (e.g. 
Itrumetal 'cold'), the gemination of the stop is accepted as much as that of the nasal. This 
means that a violation of ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) is considered to be no more serious than 
that of a constraint that militates against nasal gemination. When a root is composed of 
(C)V.NV.CV, in which the second C is a fricative (e.g. Itanosil 'happy'), on the other 
hand, the gemination of the nasal is still preferred. This implies that there is a constraint 
that differentiates stops from fricatives (or continuants in general) in terms of weight. I 
thus propose the following three constraints: 
(59) Constraints 62 
a. WT-IDENT-IO[+nasal]: No lengthening/shortening of nasals. 
b. WT-IDENT-IO[+continuant]: No lengthening/shortening of continuants. 
c. WT-IDENT-IO[+sonorant]: No lengthening/shortening of sonorants. 
If ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and WT-IDENT-IO[+nasal] are ranked in the same stratum, both 
[tsrummetai] and [tsrumettai] and both [tannoSi:] and [tanoSSi:] will be able to proceed 
to the next stratum. If WT-IDENT-IO[+sonorantl is dominated by WT-IDENT-IO 
[+continuant] below ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and WT-IDENT-IO[+nasal], then a candidate 
with the gemination of a continuant will be eliminated first, followed by a candidate with 
the gemination of a nasal, as seen in the following tableaux: 
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(60) Tableaux for /tmmeta+i/ 'cold' and /tanosi+il 'happy' 
Input: ALIGNGEM- : WT-IDENT- : WT-IDENT- WT-IDENT- WT-IDENT-
Itmmeta+il L(Modifier) I 10 [+nasal] I 10[+cons] 10[+cont] 10[+son] , I , , 
: I , 
tsmmmetai * * 
, 
* *! a. , , , 
, 
b. I&' tsmmettai ** , , * , , 
ALIGNGEM- : WT-IDENT- : WT-IDE WT-IDENT-
, , 
L(Modifier) : 10[+nasal] , 10 [+co 10[+son] , , 
oJi: * * * * 
d. tanoJJi: ** * *1 
The constraint ranking in the above tableaux can precisely predict what segment in which 
position should be geminated in the process of emphasising adjectives when a nasal is 
present in the root. 
8.6.4 PARSE-/l and WEIGHT-IDENTITY Constraints 
In this subsection we will discuss if the hierarchy of WEIGHT-IDENT constraints we have 
established in 8.4.2 (i.e. WT-IDENT- V MID-10 » WT-IDENT-V1NIT-IO » WT-IDENT-IO 
[+cons], WT-IDENT-VF1N-IO) is compatible with our analysis of CL. 
In Chapter 6,6.7, we ranked PARSE-/l and WT-IDENT-IO in the same stratum in order 
to explain why both a form with CL and a form without CL co-exist in casual speech. Here 
are tableaux for Iko+fe#(w)al 'this (TOPIC)' and Iso+o#kal 'I see'. 
(61) Tableau for Iko+re#(w)al 'this (TOPIC), in casual speech (repeated from Ch.6 (42» 





-/l : IDENT-IO V-IO 
a. I&' korja: , I * I 







*1 c, I , 
, 
! d. korewa *! , , 
.'::'. , 
e, korea *! , .. " .... , , 
... , , 
• f. kora: *! 
, 
* * .. I .. .. , . , 
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(62) Tableaux for /so+o#ka/ 'I see' in casual speech (repeated from Ch.6 (44»76 
Input: /sol+oz#ka/ ..., WT-IDENT-IO PARSE-!-t : WT-IDENT-IO UNIFORMITY -10 
S012:ka *! 
, 
..•....... * a. 
, 
, 
b. ~ S012kka , ** * , , 
c. ~ S012ka * , * * , , , 
Let us first look at Tableau (61). The violation of WT-IDENT-IO by one of the optimal 
candidates [kor-ia:] (60a) is due to the lengthening of the final vowel,77 thus in this tableau 
WT-IDENT-IO virtually means WT-IDENT-VFIN-IO.
78 
(63) Tableau for /ko+re#(w)a/ 'this (TOPIC), in casual speech (revised) 
i Input: NO-PARSE-!-t ONSET * LAB PARSE , WT-IDENT- MAX-, , 
, 
VFIN-IO V-IO /ko+re#(w)a/ (DeISeg) -!-t , , I 
a. ~ kor-ia: , * , , 
. b. ~ korja * , , , , 
c. kora * , *! , , 











f. kora: *! , * * , I .... ... 
This implies thatWT-IDH,JT-V MID-IO and WT-IDENT-V1NIT-IO are ranked higher than PARSE-
!-t (from WT-IDENT-VMID-IO» WT-IDENT-VLNrr-IO» WT-IDENT-VFn,-IO) and that PARSE-
!-t, WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] and WT-IDEI\JT-V F1N-IO are all ranked in the same stratum. Let us 
now redraw a tableau for /so+o#ka/ 'I see' to see if replacing WT-IDENT-IO with relevant 
WEIGHT-IDENTITY constraints still allows two candidates to surface as optimal (*3!-t and a 
candidate that violates it are added to the tableau).79 
76 UNIFORMITY-IO is demoted below PARSE-f1 and WT-IDENT-IO, as established in Chapter 7,7.2.2. 
77 ICw)al is a particle so the lengthening of the vowel does not incur a violation of high-ranking WT-IDENT-
WDFlN-IO(Open). 
78 This also applies to the reduction of conditional morphemes leba!, !reba! and !kereba! 'if' (see Chapter 6, 
6.5 and 6.7). 
79 I assume that .... WT-IDENT-IO dominates all 'class non-specific' WEIGHT-IDENTITY constraints and that 
MAXIMISE-~l is irrelevant to the process of whether it is 'inverse' or not, because we are not dealing with 
the register of emphatic speech. 
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(64) Tableaux for /so+o#ka/ 'I see' in casual speech (revised) 
.., WT - WT -IDENT-
IDENT-IO V1Nrr-IO 
c. I@f S012kka * 
• d. I@f sOJ2ka * 
PARSE i WT-IDENT-







As can be seen in the above tableau, the WEIGHT-IDENTITY constraint hierarchy needed to 
account for emphatic expressions does not cause a problem with the analysis of CL, thus 
we can conclude that PARSE-1-1 is ranked in the same stratum as WT-IDENT-IO[+cons] and 
WT-IDENT-VFlIrIO as well as ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and MAXIMISE-I-1. 
8.7 SUMMARY 
In Japanese, when the speaker wishes to emphasise the degree of something, he/she can 
choose to add an extra mora or two to an adjective or an adverb in a number of ways. In 
this chapter we mainly focussed on the process of emphasising adjectives and, by 
examining the results of the survey conducted between November 2002 and January 2003, 
we identified the characteristics of the process of emphasis as follows: 
(65) Characteristics of the process of emphasis80 
a. Vowel lengthening is the most widely accepted way of emphasising adjectives. 
Gemination and the combination of both are also accepted well. Except for 
ISUIIJIJoi] for /sUIgo+il 'terrific, terrible', prenasalisation is considered to be 
unnatural if not rejected completely, and so are the other methods (e.g. double 
vowel lengthening, double gemination, etc.). 
b. The root-final vowel is by far the most preferred segment to be lengthened. The 
lengthening of the other vowels is considered to be unnatural, although there are 
some who lengthen the vowel in the initial syllable. 
c. The onset of the second syllable within a root is the most preferred locus of 
gemination. Gemination in any other locus is considered to be far less natural, 
80 Both vowel lengthening and gemination target peripheral segments, but at opposite ends to each other. This 
is possibly so in order to accommodate both vowel lengthening and gemination when the speaker wishes to 
express an adjective in a more emphatic way. 
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except when a nasal in C2 is followed by a voiceless stop in C3 (or C4), in which 
case the gemination of the stop is slightly more favoured. 
d. Not the vowel quality or the features of segments, but the locus determines which 
vowel is to be lengthened and/or which segment to be geminated, except for the 
context mentioned in (65c). 
Based on the above findings, an attempt was made to account for the formation of the 
emphatic forms within the framework of QT. As the process of emphasis is only observed 
in adjectives and adverbs, we needed to differentiate these parts of speech from the others, 
and to this end an anti-faithfulness constraint -,WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier), which is promoted 
above WT-IDENT-IO(Open) only in the register of emphatic speech, was first proposed. 
Among emphatic forms with gemination, the one with the gemination of the onset of 
the second syllable is by far the most widely accepted option. In order to account for this, I 
proposed ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier), which requires the left edge of a geminate to coincide 
with the leftmost consonant of a modifier. 
By simply placing ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) in the same stratum as WT-IDENT-IO, we 
could account for the preference for vowel lengthening over gemination in the process of 
emphasis. We then divided WT-IDENT-IO into four and established the subhierarchy of 
WEIGHf-IDENTITY constraints (Le.WT-IDENT-VMid-IO» WT-IDEl\TT-V1nicIO» WT-IDEl\'T-
IO[+cons], WT-IDENT-VFin-IO) in order to explain why the lengthening of the root-final 
vowel, as well as gemination, is more favoured than the lengthening of the other vowels. 
Emphasis by means of both vowel lengthening and gemination is also commonly 
observed in emphatic speech but due to multiple violations of WT-IDENT-IO(Open), our 
constraint ranking ousted emphatic forms of both characteristics at a very early stage of the 
selection process. We thus employed MAXIMISE-/-t(Modifier) to neutralise the effect of 
WT -IDENT -IO(Open) and successfully retained such forms in the competition until most 
other competitors were eliminated. 
A constraint hierarchy in strict domination order does not allow more than one 
candidate to be selected as optimal and our constraint ranking chose vowel lengthening as 
the sole option to emphasise adjectives. In order to solve this problem, we adopted Hayes' 
'gradient well-formedness' theory and, by considering that each constraint is made of a 
strictness band in which the selection point can shift and by allowing the strictness bands of 
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ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier), WT-IDENT-IO[+cons], WT-IDENT-VFin-IO and MAXIMISE-~ to 
overlap with each other, we managed to obtain mUltiple optimal candidates. 
In this chapter, we also accounted for avoidance of three moras within a syllable, 
avoidance of the lengthening of the word-final segment and preference for gemination of 
stops over that of nasals within the framework of ~T. 
To conclude the chapter, I will illustrate the ranking of constraints involved in the 
process of emphasis. 
(66) Constraint ranking in emphatic speechSJ 
OCP(IdentV), WT-IDENT-WDFlN-IO(Open), ",WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier), 
*31L(Modifier) 
» 








ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier), MAXIMISE-IL, PARSE-~, WT-IDENT-IO[+consl, 
WT-IDENT-IO[+nasal], WT-IDENT-VF,N-IO 
» 





81 As long as IDENT-IO(lateral) and NOVOIGEM are ranked below WT-IDENT-IO[+cons], emphatic fonns with 
gemination of a voiced segment or sonorant in the onset of the second syllable are permissible. Also, the 
domination of WT-IDENT-IO[+sonorant] by NOVOIGEM below ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier) and WT-IDENT-IO 
[+nasal] ensures that the gemination of nasal is preferred to that of a voiced stop in such words as lonazil 
'same' (this adjective root does not require the tense morpheme IiI when directly modifying a noun, thus the 
left edge of the root coincides with the left edge of the word, hence no emphatic form with the final-vowel 
lengthening (i.e. *[onad3i:]) due to high-ranking WT-IDENT-WDFlN-IO(Open). 
Input: -IDENT WT-IDENT • ALIGNG : WT-IDENT i WT-IDENT- NOVOI WT-IDEI\'T 








a. , , , , 
• b. I@"' onnad3i * , * , * * , , , , 
c. onadd3i I * * 
, , 





In the last seven chapters we closely examined various aspects of Japanese and established 
the grammar underlying formal speech and its casual counterpart within the framework of 
Optimality Theory. The aspects we looked into in order to account for formal Japanese 
phonology and casual Japanese phonology are as follows: 
(1) Summary of points of discussion 
i. General formal phonology 
a. Verbal paradigms 
b. Consonant alternations in the ga-, ha- and ra-columns 
c. Sequential voicing 
d. Formation of the te-form of verbs 
n. Casual speech phonology 
a. Avoidance of hiatus in the te-form with vowel-initial auxiliary verbs 
b. Labial deletion 
c. A voidance of flaps by means of deletion or nasalisation 
d. Compensatory lengthening 
e. Vulgarisms 
f. Emphatic expressions 
After having established the constraint ranking for formal speech with 37 constraints, we 
have invoked an additional 50 constraints, excluding local conjunction constraints, to 
account for the processes mentioned in (l.ii). In this chapter, we will first add these 50 
constraints to the constraint ranking established in Chapter 2 in order to finalise the 
grammar underlying formal speech in Japanese, then present the grammar underlying 
casual speech by means of constraint reranking. I 
The processes in casual speech we have discussed in Chapters 3 to 8 can by no means 
cover all the processes observed in casual speech and there are those that cannot be 
accounted for with our constraint ranking. We will make brief reference to such processes 
I A partial constraint ranking for casual speech was presented at the end of each chapter, but such a constraint 
ranking only included the constraints relevant to the process we were discussing. 
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later in the chapter as topics of future investigation, which will be followed by discussions 
on the treatment of the sa- and ta-column consonants and that of the verbal suffixes. 
9.2. FORMAL JAPANESE GRAMMAR 
In Chapter 2 we established the following constraint ranking for formal speech: 
(2) Constraint ranking for formal speech 
Faithfulness constraints 
IDENT family Others 
IDENT -JOe cont) [ cor] CONTIG-IO(Open) 
DEP-I 0 [ +back] 
DEP-IO[-high] 
M-PARSE(neg) 
M -PARSE( tense) 
MAX-10(Float) 
MAX-10[ +obs] [cor] 
MAX-V-IO 





































Let us add the constraints introduced in Chapters 3 to 9, including two local conjunction 
constraints to the above. 







IDENT -JOe cont) [cor ] 
IDENT-LONGV1NIT-IO(Open) 
[IDENT-IO(voice) & IDENT-IO 
(nasal)] 
[IDEl\TT-IO(nasaJ) & IDEm-TO 
(cont)] 
IDEl\TT -ONSET -IO(pJace) 
WT-
IDENT -lO(back) 





I DENT -I O(height)( Open) 
IDENT-IO(nasal) 
IDENT -IO(strident) 






















































2 *STRUC has been replaced with the *V subhierarchy. WT-IDENT-IO has been subdivided into WT-IDENT-
1O[+cons], WT-IDENT-V1NIT-IO, WT-IDENT-VMID-IO and WT-IDENT-VFlN-IO. 
3 The eighth and tenth strata are divided into five and six substrata, respectively, to accommodate the 












WT -IDENT -IO[ +sonorant] """" 
» 
I 9 II IDENT-IO(height)(Closed) 
» 
10 1 >"" II *i II 
» 
I II *w Il 
» 
I UNIFORMITY-IO II II 
» 
I J *e 1 
» 
I II *0 II 
» 
I II *a J 
» 
I 11 II II REALISE-M 
» 





Based on this constraint ranking for formal speech, we will establish the final constraint 
ranking for casual speech through constraint reranking, then account for inverse CL 
(Chapter 6), vulgarisms (Chapter 7) and emphatic speech (Chapter 8) by upgrading some 
of the constraints. 
9.3 CASUAL JAPANESE GRAMMAR 
In Chapters 3 to 6 we discussed a number of processes observed in casual speech, namely, 
syncope (Chapter 3), reduction by means of labial and/or flap deletion (Chapter 4), flap 
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nasalisation (Chapter 5) and CL caused by glide formation or vowel coalescence (Chapter 
6). Here are some examples. 
(4) Casual speech processes4 
U nderl):ing Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. tabe+te#i+rUI tabeteirUI tabeterUI 'be eating' 
b. te#simaw+UI tefimaUl tfaUI 'end up -ing' 
c. keredomo keredomo kedo 'although' 
d. kereba kereba· kja I kja: 'be eating' 
e. rare+na+i rarena! rannai 'cannot (do), be not (done)' 
f. kaer+Ul#no kaerUIno nla 'return?, will return' 
g. kaer+(Ul)#no nla kaenno 'return?, will return' 
h. kore#wa korewa nla 'this (TOPIC), 
1. kore#(w)a nla ko~a I ko~a: 'this (TOPIC)' 
J. bokUI#wa bokUIwa nla 'I (TOPIC), 
k. bokUl#(W)a n/a boka: 'I (TOPIC)' 
We have seen in respective chapters that all these processes can be accounted for by 
simply demoting MAx-C-IO and MAX-V -10 to the 8th stratum and the 12th stratum, 
respectively. The following is the final constraint ranking for casual speech: 
(5) Constraint ranking for casual speech (final) 
Faithfulness constraints 
IDENf famil 1 
IDENT -IOC cont) [ cor] 
I DENT -LONGV1NIT-IO(Open) 
[IDENT-IO(voice) & IDENT-IO 
(nasal)] 




























4 In regard to (4f-k), I consider (i) the vowels in the tense morphemes Iml and Iflul become ghost segments in 
casual speech when followed by a In/-initial clitic and (H) the topic/contrast marker has two distinct 
underlying representations, one for formal speech (i.e. Iwa/) and the other for casual speech (i.e. I(w)a/). See 
























WT -IDENT -I O[ +continuant] 
WT -IDENT -IO[+sonorant] 
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*3 [L(Modifier) OCP(ldentV) 










.. , ..... 
··· •• • •• 1 AUGNGEM-L(Modifier) 
i . 




.J . " ' . .---~ ~ .... ---
II *e II 
I *0 II. 




111 II II REALISE-M 
» 
12 IDENT -JOe continuant) DEP-IO No-D MAXIMISE-fA, 
IDENT -10 (v oice) MAX-V-IO MAXIMISE-fA,(Modifier) 
.,IDENT FrN-IO[ +back ] (Root) 
"WT-IDENT-IO 
.,WT -IDENT -IO(Modifier) 
When the speakers of Japanese wish to express (i) 'friendliness', 'cuteness' and/or 
'childishness' and (ii) 'roughness', they employ inverse CL and vulgarisms, respectively, 
and when they wish to express the degree of something emphatically, they employ another 
register of speech. 
(6) Inverse CL, vulgarisms and emphatic expressions 
Under1~ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) ( casual) 
a. so+o#ka so:ka sokka 'I see' 
b. deka+i dekai deke: 'huge' 
c. sUIgo+i SUIlJOI sUIlJo:i / sUIggoi / sUIggo:i 'terrific, terrible' 
We accounted for all three processes by invoking anti-faithfulness constraints and, in case 
of emphatic speech, MAXIMISE-f-\- and MAXIMISE-f-\-(Modifier). These constraints are all 
ranked very low in the constraint hierarchy so that they virtually have no effect on speech, 
whether formal or casual. However, when one wishes to express one of the nuances in 
question, these constraints are promoted to affect the configuration of the output. They are 
upgraded in each relevant register of speech as follows: 
(7) Promotion of constraints according to the register of speech 
Constraints From To 
Stratum Stratum (Substratum) 
a. Inverse CL .WT-IDENT-IO 12 7 
b. Vulgarisms .IDENT FIN-IO[ +back ] (Root) 12 2 
c. Emphatic .WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier) 12 2 
MAXIMISE-f-\-(Modifier) 12 3 
MAXIMISE-f-\- 12 8 (3) 
Also, in emphatic speech, one undominated constraint and one high-ranking constraint in 
normal speech are downgraded to allow voiced obstruents and sonorants to be geminated. 
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To Stratum (Substratum) 
8 (4) 
3 8 (4) 
With the exception of inverse CL, vulgarisms and emphatic expressions, in which 
some connotation not stored in the lexicon is expressed by deliberately making the surface 
form unfaithful to its underlying representation, the casual speech processes we have 
discussed so far can be accounted for by way of constraint reranking that only involves the 
demotion of MAx-C-IO and MAx-V -10. However, not every process observed in casual 
speech is accountable with our constraint ranking. In the next section we will discuss some 
of the issues that could pose problems with our OT analysis. 
9.4 PROBLEMS WITH OUR OT ANALYSIS 
9.4.1 Violation of *N<; by Closed-Class Items 
In Chapter 2, 2.3.1, we invoked undominated *N<; (Pater 1999) to account for Isin+tel --, 
[sindel 'dying', Ikam+te/--). [kande] 'biting' and so forth. The formation of the te-form 
remains the same even when the degree of formality shifts from formal to casual, thus *N<; 
is assumed to be still undominated in casual speech. However, it is violated in lanatal --). 
[anta] 'you (casual)'5 (Chapter 3, fn.12, Chapter 6, fn.21) as well as the following: 
(9) Violation of *NC 1 
0 
Underl):ing Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. so+no#toki sonotoki sontoki 'that time' 
b. kimi#no#toko6 n/a kimintoko 'your place' 
c. bokw#no#UIti bokwnowtJi bokwntJi 'my house' 
A second person pronoun lanata/, the demonstrative adjective suffix Inol followed by 
Itokil 'time' and the genitive particle Inol followed by Itokil 'time', Itokol 'place' or IUItil 
5 This is also pointed out by Ito & Mester (2003: 138-139), who ascribe it to OO-correspondence. 
6 In Chapter 4, 4.4, we assumed that Itokofol has a casual speech allomorph: !toko/. 
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'house' are often contracted by means of vowel deletion in casual speech and the results 
violate *N~.7 [nt] is also observed in other contexts when the speaker utters a phrase 
containing Inol followed by a word-initial It I rapidly.8 
(10) Violation of *N~ 2 
Underl)::ing Surface Surface 
(formal) (fast) 
a. ko+no#tosi konotoSi kontoSi 'this age' 
b. kimi#no#tame kiminotame kimintame 'for your sake' 
c. bokru#no#tonari bokrunotonari bokruntonari 'next to me' 
This clearly indicates that *N~ is no longer undominated in casual speech. The difference 
between those that comply with *N~ and those that do not is which class item the nasal 
belongs to. When it belongs to an open-class item, such as a verb root, *N~ must be 
satisfied, but that does not seem to be the case when it belongs to a closed-class item. Only 
a nasal in open class seems to require the following voiceless segment to surface as voiced, 
thus we will probably need to rename undominated *N~ as *N(Open)<;. 
However, more general *N~ must still be active in casual speech, as [ns] and [lJk] 
are unattested in Yamato vocabulary.9 
(11) Compliance with *N~ 
Underl)::ing 
(formal) 
a. so+no#setru sonosetsru 







7/tokol 'place' does not undergo contraction with the demonstrative adjective suffix Ino/. This is probably 
because we already have a word for 'this place' (/ko+ko/), 'that place' (Iso+ko/) and 'that place over there' 
(/aso+ko/) and there is no need to say Iso+no#tokol for 'that place', for instance. 
8 The vowel of the dativellocativelallative particle Inil can drop before It I as well in fast speech (e.g. 
Ikimi#ni# todoke+rurJ -> [kimintodokenn] 'deliver to you'). 
9 [mp] never occurs in Yamato vocabulary due to *p (no single [pI; Ito & Meser 1995a). 
10 [s06setSru] is acceptable. A nasal surfaces as a nasalised vowel when directly followed by a voiceless 
fricative (i.e. lsi or Ih/) in Japanese, thus even in Foreign vocabulary [ns] is never attested. 
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That InV#kl -+ [1Jk] does not occur can be ascribed to a violation of IDENT-IO(place) (see 
Tableau (12)) but, no matter where we rank *N<;, we cannot allow InV#tl -+ [nt] and 
prevent InV#sl -+ [ns] at the same time, as seen in Tableaux (13): 
(12) Tableau for Ibokw#no#kotol 'about me' 
Input: Ibokw#no#kotol IDENT-IO(place) N<; , *0 MAX-V-IO , , 
a. ~ bokwnokoto ! **** * 
l 
b. bokw1Jkoto *! * *** 
(13) Combined tableaux for Iso+no#tokil 'that time' and Iso+no#setwl 'that occasion' 
i. N<;» *0 
Input: N<; *0 MAX-V-IO 
Iso+no#tokil a. sontoki *! ** * 
b. ® sonotoki *** .. 
Iso+no#setwl c. sonsetsw *! * * 
d. ~ sonosetsw ** 
ii. *0» N<; 
Input: *0 *N<; : MAX-V-IO 
Iso+no#tokil a. ~ sontoki ** * , , * , 
b. sonotoki ***! , , , 
Iso+no#setwl c. ® * * 
, 
* sonsetsw , , 
d. sonosetsw **! , , , 
The only solution to this problem is to invoke such a constraint as *N<;[+cont]. 
(14) Combined tableau for Iso+no#tokil 'that time' and Iso+no#setwl 'that occasion' 
(revised) 
Input: *NC[+cont] *0 *N<; : MAX-V-IO 
0 






b. sonotoki ***! , , , 
Iso+no#setwl sonsetsw *! * * 
, 
* c. , , 
, 
d. ~ sonosetsw ** , , , 
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If we assume *N(Open)<:; » *N<:;[+cont] » *0 » *N<:; in casual speech, we should be 
able to account for (9), (10) and (11) as well as the formation of the te-form. However, 
this ranking cannot explain why Iso+no#setwl 'that occasion' can surface as [soosetsw] 
in fast speech (see fn.lO). 
(15) Tableau for Iso+no#setwl 'that occasion' in fast speechl1 
Input: Iso+n1o#setwl ONSET : *N<:;[+cont] *0 *NC : MAx-V-IO 
0 
, 
*! * ... * 
, 
* a. sonsetsw , , I , , ........... 
b.® sonosetsw , ** ............. , ..•... . ... I ......... I I , 
sOolsetsw *! I ** : * .. : ...... c. I I 
........ :.:.1. , 
Vowel deletion between Inl and a voiceless segment, thus, requires further investigation. 
9.4.2 Violation of NO-CASUAL-MERGER by Compound Verbs 
When we were discussing NO-CASUAL-MERGER in Chapter 5,5.4, I mentioned that some 
compound verbs do merge in casual speech even though they are not identical in formal 
speech. Here are some examples. 
(16) Compound verbs (from Chapter 5, fn.31)12 
Underl):ing Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) (casual) 
a. hwQ+kake+rw cpwkkakerw cpwkkakerw 'overcharge' 
hwk+i#kake+rw cpwkikakerw cpwkkakerw 'blow upon' 
b. hiQ+kom+w 9ikkomw 9ikkomw 'draw back' 
hik+i#kom+w 9ikikomw 9ikkomw 'bring around' 
NB: IQI indicates a moraic consonant with no specification of place. It can surface as 
the first half of a geminate, as seen above, or as a nasal, as in 10Q+das+wl -+ 
[ondasw] 'kick out' and IhiQ+mage+rm/-+ [9immal)erm] 'bend with force'. 
11 ONSET cannot be demoted below MAX-IO(Root), which dominates *0, because avoidance of an ONSET 
violation by means of root deletion (e.g. Ite#iHw/-> [terw] 'be -ing') can be observed in fast speech as well 
as in semi-casual to casual speech (see Chapter 3, 3.3). 
12 Poser (1986) assumes that IiI between two verb roots is epenthetic and that it is not underlyingly present. 
However, his assumption is not compatible with our OT analysis because, if we assume Ihwk#kakeHurI, for 
instance, as the underlying representation of [q,wkikakerwJ 'blow upon', then [q,Ulkikakerw] will never be 
able to beat [q,wkkakerUl] even in formal speech as the latter does not violate undominated CODACOND and 
is more faithful to its underlying representation than the former. 
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Let us draw tableaux for (16a) in casual speech to see the problem with our OT analysis. 












g. ® cpmkikakerm 
h. hmkikakerm 
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NO-CASUAL: MAX 
-MERGER i (Open) 
NO-CASUAL: MAX 















High-ranking NO-CASUAL-MERGER is needed to account for non-merger between Isir+ 
ana+il 'not know' and Isin+ana+il 'not die', between Inaral 'if' and Inagaral 'while -ing' 
and so forth in casual speech (see Chapter 5, 5.4 for detailed discussion), but in the tableau 
for Ihmk+i#kake+rml 'blow upon' the actual output (17e) is eliminated by this constraint 
and the actual output for formal speech is selected as optimal in casual speech as well. 
Although the suffix Iii in a compound verb often drops in casual speech when flanked 
between two 1k/'s13 in order to better satisfy low-ranking *STRUC, theoretically it should 
not if the form without Iii merges with another compound verb, as is the case with IhmQ+ 
kake+rml 'overcharge' and Ihmk+i#kake+rml 'blow upon'. The problem with our 
current constraint ranking is that it fails to explain why casual merger is tolerated in 
compound verbs. 
13 This, I believe, is closely related to vowel devoicing. In Japanese, an unaccented high vowel flanked 
between two voiceless consonants is normally devoiced. (See Ohala (1983:203) for discussion on vowel 
devoicing and Faber & Vance (2000) for Japanese vowel devoicing.) Such a weakened vowel becomes more 
susceptible to deletion and tends to drop on condition that the reduction does not lead to a violation of 
CODACOND. 
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9.4.3 Violation of ALIGN-L(CaseParticle) by Inol and Inil 
In Chapter 7, 7.2.4, we invoked ALIGN-L(CaseParticle)14 to account for non-occurrence of 
vowel coalescence between a closed-class item and a case particle (e.g. Ikimi#e/-+ 
[kimie]/*[kime:] 'to you') unless the particle is directly preceded by an identical vowel 
(e.g. Ikare#el -+ [kare: ]J*[karee] 'to him'). However, this constraint is often violated by 
the genitive particle Inol (e.g. Ikimi#no#tokol -+ [kimintoko] 'your place'; see 9.4.1 (9») 
and occasionally by the dative/locative/allative particle Inil (e.g. Iswki#ni#nar+wl -+ 
[swkinnarw] 'become fond of'). The reason for this violation by means of vowel deletion 
in order to better satisfy lower-ranking *V cannot be accounted for with our current 
constraint ranking, as seen in the following tableau for Ikimi#no#tokol 'your place': 
(18) Tableau for Ikimi#no#tokol 'your place' in casual speech 
Input: Ikimi#n article) *0 *NC : MAX-V -10 
o ' 
a. ® kiminotoko *** 
. b. kimintoko *! ** 
Replacing ALIGN-L(CaseParticle) with such a local conjunction constraint as [ALIGN-L & 
IDENT-IO(height)] can still prevent Ikimi#el 'to you' from surfacing as *[kime:], but it 
will end up preventing Ibokw1#(w)a21 'I (TOPIC), from surfacing as [bokaI2:] (Chapter 6, 
6.4) and allowing IhoN#ol 'book (Acc.)' to surface as * [hono] instead of [hooo]. 
(19) Tableaux for Ikimi#el 'to you', Ibokwl#(w)ai 'I (TOPIC)' and IhoN#ol 'book 
(Acc.)' in casual speech 
Input: Ikimi#el ONSET IDENT -IO(height) *' 1 UNIFORMITY 
(Closed) -10 
a. ~ kimie * ** 
b. kime: * *! * 
14 This constraint is also needed to account for IN#VI --+ [V[+nasal]V]/*[NV] (e,g. lhoN#ol> 




f. ® hono 




& IDENT-IO(height)] : ALIGN-R(Open) i ONSET PARSE-!-t 
**! 
* * 
Thus, this replacement wil1 not work. It seems that case particles with initial Inl behave 
differently from the other case particles. We could assume that, just like the vowels in the 
tense morphemes Iml and Irm/, the vowels in Inol and Inil become ghost segments, but 
this still cannot explain why these particles violate ALIGN-L(CasePartic1e) just to better 
satisfy lower-ranked *STRUC. At the moment I have no solution to offer to deal with this 
problem. 
9.4.4 No Vowel Coalescence in Ite#simawl Followed by a Back Vowel 
In Chapter 7, fn.31, I mentioned that a Iw/-final auxiliary verb root, such as Isimawl 'end 
up -ing', and a suffix with an initial back vowel surface with a vowel sequence being 
intact even in casual speech. 
(20) No vowel coalescence in /te#simaw/ + a suffix with an initial back vowel 
Underlying Surface Surface Gloss 
(formal) ( casual) 
a. te#simaw+m teJimam tJam 'end up -ing' 
b. te#simaw+oo teJimao: tJao: 'let's/will (do) completely' 
When /simaw/ is used as a full verb meaning 'put away', it never undergoes vowel 
coalescence with Im/ or with 1001 due to undominated IDENT-LoNGV1Nrr-IO(Open) and 
ALIGN-R(Open)/5 which is ranked in the same stratum as ONSET, as seen in the following 
tableau (candidates that violate undominated CVLINKAGE and/or *wV[-low] are omitted): 
15 I consider that ALIGN-R is violated when the segment at the right edge of a morpheme surfaces as the first 
mora of a long vowel (see Chapter 7, 7.2.3 for discussion on this). 
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(21) Tableau for Isimaw+ml 'put away' 
Input: IDENT-LoNGV1NIT- ALIGN-R IDENT-IO ONSET IDENT-IO 
Isimaw+ml 10(Open) (OPEN) (height)(Op) (height)(Cld) 
a. I@' Simam 
, , 
* , , , 
b. Sima: * 
, , 
*!* , , , , 
, , , 





.'. , , 







However, when the verb is used as an auxiliary verb, both IDENT-LoNGV1NIT-IO(Open) and 
ALIGN-R(Open) have no role to play, thus our current constraint ranking will incorrectly 
opt for a candidate with vowel coalescence. 
(22) Tableau for Ite#simaw+ml 'end up _ing,16 
Input: ONSET IDENT-IO *m UNIFORMITY *0 *a 
Ite#simaw+ml (height)(Cld) -10 
a. tSam *! * * * 
b. ® tSa: ** ** * 
c. tSo: ** ** *! 
d. tSm: ** *! ** 
If we replace ALIGN-R(Open) with ALIGN-R(Root), then we will be able to block vowel 
coalescence between Isimawl and Iml or 1001, but this will cause havoc to all the other 
consonant-final verb roots whose right edge does not coincide with the right edge of a 
syllable in most forms (e.g. Ikam+ml -+ [kamm] 'bite'; see Chapter 5,5.5.3 for discussion 
on ALIGN-R(Open) and its ranking). 
The best I can think of to account for non-occurrence of vowel coalescence 
mentioned in (20) is to invoke IDENT-IO(height)(Root) and IDENTIN1T-IO(height), which 
militate against any change in the values for height in roots and at the morpheme-initial 
position, respectively. If we rank these two constraints higher than or in the same stratum 
as ONSET, [tSam] will be selected as optimal, as seen in the following revised tableau of 
(22): 
16 I consider that lsi and Iii coalesce and surface as [J] (see Chapter 4, fn.19), so that all the candidates incur at 
least one violation of UNIFORMITY-IO. 
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(23) Tableau for Ite#simaw+ml 'end up -ing' (revised) 
IDENT-IO , IDENT1Nrr-]0 : ONSET IDENT-IO • , , 
... 
ml (height)(Root) i (height) , (height)(Closed) , , , 
.......... _ ... 
a. ~ tSam , , * , , , , 
b. tSa: 
, 
**! , ** , , , , , 
c. tSa: * , *1 , ** , , , 
d. tSm: **! , , ** , , , , 
, 
Neither ]DENT -IO(height)(Root) nor IDENT1NIT-IO(height) is violated in any case of vowel 
coalescence we discussed in Chapter 7, except for those of vulgarisms (e.g. Ideka+il -+ 
[deke:] 'huge'). If we assume that these constraints are demoted below *i (see Chapter 7, 
Tableaux (48)) in vulgarisms, we should be able to account for both the case with Isimawl 
and vulgarisms, but the question is: is it really necessary to propose two new constraints 
which are only needed to account for just one process?17 
9.4.5 Adjective Roots with Final IiI in Emphatic Speech 
In Chapter 8, fn.72, I raised a problem with our 'gradient well-formedness' analysis of 
emphatic speech, that is, even when MAXIMISE-f.! dominates AUGNGEM-L(Modifier), WT-
IDENT-IO[+cons] and WT-IDENT-VPIN-IO, we will not be able to obtain a form with both 
vowel lengthening and gemination for an adjective with root-final/il (e.g. Ijasasil 'kind, 
easy'), as seen in the following tableau: 
(24) Tableau for Ijasasi+il 'kind, easy' 
I Input: OCP , ""WT-ID MAXIMISE AUGNGEM WT-]D , WT-ID , , , , 
(lDENTV) , (Mod) -L(Mod) , [+cons] , 
-VFrN Ijasasi+il , -f.! , , , , , , , , 
a. jasaSi: , *! ***** , , , , , , , , 
lb. jasaSi:i , *****!* , , * , , , , , , , , , 
I c. ~ jassaSi: , **** * , * , , , , , , , 
d. jassaSi:i , *****! * , * , * , , , , , , 
jassaSi:i: *! , **** * , * * e. , , , , , , 
, , , 
_ ......... 
f. jasaSii *! , ******* , , , , , , 
17 The only other auxiliary verb root with a final Iwl that I can think of is Imorawl 'receive the favour of 
-ing'. Therefore, if we are to propose those two constraints, they will only be needed to account for the lack 
of vowel coalescence in Isimawl and Imorawl in the dictionary and volitional forms. 
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When a sequence of two identical vowels occurs underlyingly, whether or not there is a 
morpheme boundary in it, it surfaces as a long vowel in Japanese. Because of this, the 
candidate with gemination alone (24c) violates MAXIMISE-!l- less seriously than the 
candidate with both vowel lengthening and gemination (24e) and, thus, becomes optimal in 
the above tableau. How, then, can we select suth a candidate as (24e) as optimal? 
When the root-final vowel is not Iii, the domination of ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier), WT-
IDENT-IO[+cons] and WT-IDENT-V FIN-IO by MAXIMISE-!l- makes sure that a candidate with 
both methods of emphasis is selected as optimal for any adjective. Therefore, we could 
perhaps extend the concept of 'paradigm uniformity' (Steriade 1999) to solve our problem. 
Paradigm Uniformity (PU) requires all surface realisations of x, where x is the morpheme 
shared by the members of paradigm X, to have identical values for property P. In our case 
at hand, it is not about paradigm uniformity involving just one morpheme but about the 
uniformity of adjectives as a whole, thus we will need to redefine PU as: a root-final vowel 
of an adjective must have the identical values for [length] as that of any other adjective 
when evaluated by the same constraint hierarchy. If we assume that our PU is ranked 
above MAXIMISE-!l- in Tableau (24), then all but the candidate with both vowel lengthening 
and gemination (24e) will be eliminated by PU before they reach MAXIMISE-!l-. This seems 
to work, but how much support this type of uniform treatment of one part of speech can get 
from other languages is another issue. Once again, further investigation will be required. 
9.5 RESIDUAL ISSUE 1- THE CONSONANTS OF THE SA-ITA-COLUMNS 
In Chapter 2,2.2.1, we saw that the consonant of the sa-column and that of the ta-column 
alternate between [s] and m and between [t], [tS] and Lts], respectively. In accordance 
with general consent among Japanese phonologists,18 we have assumed in this thesis that 
the consonants in question are lsi and It I underlyingly regardless of the context. When 
alternation is observed in verbal paradigms (e.g. Ikas+wl --+ [kasw] 'lend', Ikas+i+ 
mas+wl --+ [kaSimasw] 'lend (POLITE)'), we should consider that [s} .... {J] and Lt}--{tSl--{ts] 
are underlying lsi and Itl, respectively. However, the distribution of [s}--H] and that of 
18 For discussion on palatalisation/affrication of lsi and It!, see Shibatani (1990:163-166). 
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[t}·",,[tJ} ... {ts] are complementary in Yamato vocabulary;19 [s] never occurs directly before 
[i] and [t] never directly precedes [il nor [m]. The question arising from here is: do we 
still have to assume that [Si], [tSi] and [tsm] are underlyingly Isil, Itil and It ml, 
respectively, even within a morpheme where no alternation is observed (e.g. [Sika] 'only', 
[gatSil 'tend to (do)', [gatsm] '-th month of the year')? All of Isil -+ lSi], Itil -+ [tSi] and 
Itml -+ [tsm] violate IDENT-IO(anterior) andlor lDENT-IO(strident) and the latter two 
violate *COMPLEX as well, while ISil -+ [Si], ItSil -+ [tSi] and Itsml -+ [tsm] do not incur a 
violation of any IDENT -10 constraint, thus, in terms of constraint violations, assuming Isil 
-+ [Si], Itil -+ [tSi] and Itml -+ [tsm] appears to be more costly than assuming ISiI-+ rSi], 
ItSil -+ [tSi] and Itsm/ -+ [tsm]. Also, Japanese does have an underlying contrast between 
lsI and lSI (e.g. Isal 'difference', ISal 'company') and between [t] and [tSl (e.g. Ital 'paddy 
field',ltSal 'tea') so there does not seem to be any obstacle to stop us from assuming ISiI, 
ItSil and It8m/ for [Si], [tSi] and [tsm], respectively.20 In this subsection, we will look into 
this aspect and discuss which set of underlying representations is more compatible with our 
OT analysis. 
9.5.1 Consonant Alternation in Verbal Paradigms - Morpheme-Final lsi and It I 
When accounting for consonant alternation in verbal paradigms in Chapter 2,2.2.1, we did 
not consider candidates with vowel height being altered (e.g. Ikat+i+mas+taPl -+ 
*[kat~maSita] 'won (Polite),) or coronal obstruents being deleted (lkal+i+ma~+tal -+ 
* [kaimataD. Lowering the vowel height from Iii to [e] incurs a violation of undominated 
DEP-IO[-high], and deletion of a coronal obstruent involves another undominated 
constraint MAX-IO[+obs][cor], thus such candidates as mentioned above should have no 
chance of beating a candidate with consonant alternation. 
19 In Yamato vocabulary, both [s] and [J] and both [t] and [t.\1 can occur before back vowels (except [t] before 
[UI]), but [s] and [t] can never directly precede [i] while [J] and [tS] can never be directly followed by [e]. 
20 See Vance (1987:23-33) for a similar argument. 
21 I consider that the past tense morpheme is Ita! and that IiI between Imasl and Ital in the polite past form of a 
verb is epenthetic, just as Iii between Ikasl and Ita! in Ikas+ta! ---+ [kaSita] 'lent', for instance. 
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(25) Tableau for IkaHi+mas+tal 'won (POLITE),22 
Input: CODA: CV DEP , MAX DEP *COMPLX ID ID , , , 
IkaHi+mas+tal COND i LINK i [-high] , [+obsJ [cor] -V (ant) (str) , , , 
a. 1& katSimaSita 
, , , 
* * 
.... 




, , , 
*! * * * 
, , , 
, , , 
, , ,. 
c. kaimata I I , *!* , , 
I I , 






* * * * e. 
, I , 
, 
'. 
..... , , , 
f. katemaseta , *!* , * , I , , 
katimasita *!* 
, 
* g. , I , , I 





, I , 
, , 
The above tableau for IkaHi+mas+tal 'won (POLITE)' indeed confirms that our constraint 
ranking opts for the actual candidate [katSimaSita] to satisfy undominated constraints at 
the expense of lower-ranking *COMPLEX and IDENT-IO constraints violations. 
9.5.2 [Si], [tSi] and [tSUI] within Morphemes 
There are a large number of morphemes whose surface form contains [Si], [tSi] or [tSUI]. 
When consonant alternation is not observed, do we still have to consider that their 
respective underlying representations are Isi/, Itil and ItUI/, or should we consider that they 
are underlyingly ISi/, ItSil or ItSUII? Let us take [gatSi] 'tend to (do)' (closed-class item) as 
an example and draw tableaux for Igatil and IgatSil to see which underlying representation 
is more compatible with our OT analysis. 
(26) Tableaux for Igatil and IgatSil 'tend to (do)' 
Input: CV I DEP-IO MAX-IO * COMPLEX IDENT-IO IDENT-IO , , 
Igatil LINKAGE [-high] [+obs] [cor] (antetior) (strident) 
a.1& gatSi * * * 
b. gal *! 
c. gate *! I I 
I 
d. gati *! I I I 
22 *[katemaSita] (25e) merges with ikaHe+mas+tai --+ [katemaSita] 'could win' but NO-CASUAL-MERGER 
is irrelevant in Tableau (25) because we are discussing formal speech. 
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Input: DEP-IO MAx-IO * COMPLEX IDENT-IO IDENT-IO 
IgatSil [-high] [ +obs] [cor 1 (anterior) (strident) 
e. 1@" gatSi 
f. gal *! 
g. gate *! 
h. gati *! 
Although IgatSiI-+ [gatSi] (26e) incurs fewer violation marks than Igatil -+ [gatSiJ (26a), 
neither IDENT-IO(anterior) nor IDENT-IO(strident) has any role to play, as the selection of 
the optimal candidate is complete within the first stratum of the constraint hierarchy in 
each case, so that [gatSi] becomes optimal no matter which underlying representation we 
postulate. The same applies to Isil -+ [Ji] and ISil -+ fsn and to Itm/ -+ [tsm] and Itsm/-+ 
[tsm], as seen in the following tableaux for Isika/cvlSikal 'only' and Igatm/,-..;/gatsml '-th 
month of the year'. 












cv i DEP-IO: MAx-IO 
, , 











(28) Tableau for I gatUI/,-.,.;1 gatsUII '-th month of the year,23 
Input: IgatUII 
a. ~ gatsUI 
b. gam 
i c. gasUI 
d. gato 
CV : DEP-IO : IDENT-IO : MAX-IO 








• f. ~ gatsUI 
I g. gaUI 
I h. gasUI 
• i. gato 
I j. gatUI 
CV : DEP-IO : IDENT-IO: MAX-IO 

















In this subsection we have seen that both Isil and ISi/, both Itil and ItSil and both ItUII and 
Itsml must surface as [Si], [tSi] and [tSUI], respectively, due to the interaction of 
undominated constraints and that, whichever underlying representation we postulate, the 
actual output is always selected as optimaL Therefore, we can conclude that our OT 
analysis is compatible with and can accommodate both (i) Isil -> [Jil, Itil --+ [tSi] and ItUII 
--+ [tSUIj and (ii) ISil --+ [Ji\, ItSil --+ [tSi] and ItsUII --+ [t8UIJ. 
9.6 RESIDUAL ISSUE 2 - VERBAL SUFFIXES 
As briefly mentioned in Chapter 6, fn.63, some phonologists (McCawley 1968, Miyara 
1980, Fukui 1986, Poser 1986, among others) consider IfUII as the only non-past tense 
morpheme used with a verb root, whether the root is vowel-final or consonant-final, and 
ascribe non-surfacing of If I after a consonant-final verb root to the Continuant Deletion 
Rule24 which deletes If I following a consonant. 
23 If we consider Itsl as a single phoneme, (28h) will not violate MAX-IO[+obs][cor] but will violate IDENT-IO 
(cont)[cor] instead. 
24 If I, however, is [-cont], thus it is misleading to describe the rule in question as 'Continuant Deletion'. 
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In this thesis, following the more widely accepted view, we have considered that the non-
past tense morpheme for vowel-final verb roots is Irrn! and that for consonant-final verb 
roots is Im/. In fact, we have considered that, except Itel and Ita/, vowel-final verb roots 
and consonant-final verb roots never share the same suffix, as seen below. 
(30) Verbal paradigms 
vowel-final consonant-final Gloss 
Itabe/ 'eat' Inom/'drink' 
a. negative form tabe+na+i nom+ana+i 'not (do)' 
b. passive form tabe+rare+rm nom+are+rm 'be (done)' 
c. causati ve form tabe+sase+rm nom+ase+rm 'let/make (s.o.) (do)' 
d. polite form tabe+mas+m nom+i+mas+m '(do) (POLITE)' 
e. dictionary form tabe+rm nom+m '(do)' 
f. potential form tabe+rare+rm nom+e+rm 'can (do)' 
g. conditional form tabe+reba nom+eba 'if (do)' 
h. imperative form tabe+ro nom+e '(do)!' 
l. volitional form tabe+joo nom+oo 'let's (do), will (do)' 
j. past form tabe+ta nom+ta '(did)' 
k. te-form tabe+te nom+te '-ing' 
Even if we assume that there are such rules as 'continuant deletion' (e.g. Isasel -+ lase] 
(30c), Ijool -+ [00] (30i» and 'vowel deletion' (lanai -+ rna] (30a» in verbal inflection, 
we will still have to postulate two distinct underlying representations for the potential form 
(/rarel and leI or Ire/) and the imperative form (lrol and leI or Ire/). If the two types of 
verbs require different suffixes for some forms, why can we not assume that other suffixes 
are also underlyingly distinct? In this section I will argue that the Continuant Deletion 
Rule in verbal inflection is not compatible with our OT analysis and that the two types of 
verbs require phonetically different suffixes for at least the passive, causative, dictionary, 
potential, conditional, imperative and volitional forms, as exemplified in (30). 
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9.6.1 Vowel Deletion Rule 
If we assume that there is only one negative suffix and only one polite suffix, then we will 
have to consider that they are lanaI and li+mas/, respectively. This is because (i) if we 
assume Inal as the negative suffix, we will not be able to account for the sudden emergence 
of lal as an epenthetic vowel (the Japanese epenthetic vowel is Iii, as discussed in Chapter 
2,2.3.3) and (ii) if we assume the polite suffix as /mas/, then we will not be able to explain 
why IiI is inserted between a Im/-final verb root and the polite suffix in formal speech in 
spite of the fact that 1m! is a licit coda consonant before Iml and no violation of CODACOND 
is incurred (e.g./nom+mas+UI/-+ [nomimasUI]/*[nommasUI] 'drink (POLITE)'). 
In order to derive rna] from lanaI and [mas] from li+mas/ when lanaI and li+masl 
are preceded by a vowel-final verb root, we will need a vowel deletion rule. 








This vowel deletion rule is compatible with our OT analysis, whether the preceding verb 
root belongs to open class or closed class, as seen in the following tableaux for Itabe+ 
ana+il 'not eat' (ltabe/: full verb) and lage+ana+il 'not do (s.o.) the favour of -ing' 
(lage/: auxiliary verb when used in this meaning): 
(32) Tableaux for Itabe+ana+il 'not eat' and lage+ana+il 'not do (s.o.) the favour of 
_ing,25 
Input: MAX-IO ONSET MAX-IO *e *a MAx- i 
Itabe+ana+il (Open) (Root) V-IO 
a. ~tabenai * * ** * 
b. tabeanai **! * *** •.. 
I c. tabanai *1 * * 1*** 
. .. * 
25 No avoidance of an ONSET violation by the optimal output~ is due to undominated M-PARsE(tense) and M-
PARsE(neg). The minimal requirement to satisfy each of these constraints is the realisation of the morpheme-
final vowel. 
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Input: MAX-IO ONSET MAX-IO *e *a MAX-
lage+ana+il (Open) (Root) V-IO 
d. ~ alJenai * i * ** I * 
e. alJeanal **! * *** 
f. alJanat * *! . .... *** * .. 
The domination of the *V subhierarchy by MAx-IO(Open) and MAx-IO(Root) makes sure 
that the vowel to be deleted is the one belonging to the suffix, not the one belonging to the 
root. So far, assuming uniform suffixes for both types of verb roots seems to work. Let us 
next examine the Continuant Deletion Rule in verbal inflection to see if that is still the 
case. 
9.6.2 Continuant Deletion Rule 
If we assume that both vowel-final verb roots and consonant-final verb roots require the 
same suffix for a certain form, we will expect that the passive, causative, dictionary, 
conditional and volitional morphemes are Irare/, Isase/, Irm/, Ireba/ and /joo/, 
respectively, and that the Continuant Deletion Rule will delete the initial consonant from 
each of these morphemes when directly preceded by a consonant-final verb root. 
(33) Continuant Deletion Rule 226 
Inom+rare+rml Inom+sase+rml Inom+jool 
continuant deletion nomarerm nomaserm nomoo 
OCP n/a n/a nomo: 
[nomarerm] Lnomaserm] [nomo:] 
They all seem to work well in a derivational theoretical analysis, but in an OT analysis the 
deletion of the suffix-initial consonants does pose a problem, as seen in the following 
tableaux: 
26 The dictionary form (lnom+rm/' [nomm]) and the conditional form (/nom+reba/---+ [nomeba]) are 
omitted in order to save space. 
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d. nomrarerw *! 
MAX * LAB 
INrr-C 
* *! 
(35) Tableau for /nom+sase+rw/ 'let/make (s.o.) drink' 
nomaserw 
b. ® nosaserw 
c. nonaserw *! 
d. *! 
(36) Tableau for /nom+joo/ 'let's drink, will drink,27 
Input: Ino MAX : MAX *LAB 
a. nomo: *' * 
b. nOJo: *! 
c. ® nomjo: * 
d. nonjo: *! 






MAX i MAX 
(Root) , FIN-C , , 
* * 
In all three tableaux the actual outputs are beaten by the candidates with no deletion of the 
suffix-initial consonant,28 The problem with the above tableaux lies in the assumption that 
consonant-final verb roots require the same suffix as vowel-final verb roots for each form. 
Let us replace the underlying representations with /nom+are+rw/, Inom+ase+rwl and 
Inom+ool and redraw the tableaux to confirm that the actual outputs are correctly selected 
as optimal in each case this time. 
27 Candidates that violate high-ranking OCP(ldentV), such as *[nomoo], are omitted from the tableau. 
28 In the case of the passive form (34), the dictionary form and the conditional form, when the root does not 
end in a labial, the actual output will be selected as optimal. 
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(37) Tableau for /nom+are+rwl 'be drunk'29 
Input: CODA i IDENT-ONS MAX MAX *LAB MAx MAX *r 
/nom+are+rUl/ COND (place) (Open) Nrr-C (Root) FN-C 
a. ~ nomarerUl : .... * .... ** 
.. ' ... .. 
b. *! * 
, * .... , 
* *** norarerUl , , , , , , 
c. nonarerUl *! , , 1··** , , , , 
d. nomrarerUl *! , * .. , *** , 
..... ....... 
, 
.... . , 
. 
(38) Tableau for /nom+ase+rUl/ 'let/make (s.o.) drink'30 
Input: CODA: MAX[+obs] IDENT-ONS 
, 
Inom+ase+rwl COND: Lcor] (place) 
a. ~ nomase 
b. nosaserUl *! 
c. nonasefUl *! 
d. nomsaserUl *! 
(39) Tableau for /nom+oo/ 'let's drink, will drink,3l 
Input: /nom+ DEP 
a. ~ nomo: * 
b. nOJo: *! * * * 
c. nomjo: * *! 
d. nonjo: * 
e. nomJo: *! * * 
In this section I have shown that the Continuant Deletion Rule is not compatible with 
our OT analysis. We should, therefore, consider that, except for the past form and the te-
form, all the verbal suffixes for consonant-final verb roots lack an initial consonant, just as 
we have assumed throughout this thesis. As for the negative form and the polite form of 
vowel-final root verbs, I consider that their respective suffixes are Inal and Imas/, based on 
one of the OT principles, 'Lexicon Optimisation'. 
29 If we consider that [r] corresponds to Iml, then (37b) will not violate MAX-IO(Open), MAX-IO(Root) or 
MAXFIN-C-IO. 
30 If we consider that [s] corresponds to Im/, then (38b) will not violate MAX-IO(Open). 
31 If we consider that OJ corresponds to Iml, then (39b) will not violate MAx-IO(Open), MAX-IO(Root), 
MAXFIN-C-IO or DEP-IO. 
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9.7 CONCLUSION 
This thesis has been an attempt to formalise the grammar underlying casual speech of 
Japanese by means of constraint reranking within the framework of Optimality Theory. To 
this end, the constraint hierarchy for formal Japanese speech was established first and, 
through the analysis of a variety of phonological processes observed in the register of 
casual speech, it was confirmed that the shift from formal speech to casual speech involves 
the demotion of only two high-ranking MAXIMALITY family constraints, namely, MAX-V-
10 and MAX-C-IO, and that casual speech reduction can mostly be ascribed to the 
interaction of ONSET, *LAB and *r, below which MAx-V-IO and MAX-C-IO are now 
ranked. 
In Japanese, open-class items are considered to be more privileged than closed-class 
items and, consequently, there are a number of constraints that require faithful realisation 
of open-class items, such as MAX-IO(Open) and lDENT-IO(height)(Open), as well as those 
that force open-class items to start and end at syllable edges (i.e. ALIGN-L(Open), ALIGN-R 
(Open». Because of these class-specific constraints, open-class items are protected from 
deviation and only closed-class items are targeted by most of the phonological processes in 
casual speech. The distinction between open class and closed class, therefore, is a 
cornerstone of the formal-casual contrast in Japanese phonology. 
In addition to reduction, deliberate unfaithful phonetic realisation is often observed in 
casual speech. This deformation is a method of expressing some kind of connotation that 
is not part of lexical representations, and it involves inverse CL, vowel coalescence, or 
gemination, prenasalisation and/or vowel lengthening. In order to account for it, we 
assumed that there are three anti-faithfulness constraints, ..... WT-IDENT-IO for inverse CL, 
..... IDENTF,N-IO[+back](Root) for vulgarisms, and ..... WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier) for emphatic 
expressions, which are ranked way down low under ordinary circumstances but are 
upgraded to affect the configuration of the surface form only when the speaker wishes to 
express 'friendliness, cuteness, childishness' (inverse CL), 'roughness' (vulgarisms) or 
'emotional emphasis' (emphatic expressions). 
The phonological processes we have dealt with are by no means comprehensive and 
there are many more that have been excluded from this thesis for lack of space: vowel 
devoicing (e.g. /asita/ -+ [aJj ta] 'tomorrow'), reduction of compound verbs (e.g. 
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ijof+i#kakaf+rnl -+ rjokkakafUI] 'lean') and word clipping (e.g. Igakrn+sei#waf+i# 
hik+il -+ [gakrnwari] 'student discount'), just to name a few. It will be necessary to 
account for all these processes as well by way of constraint interaction in order to make our 
OT analysis of casual Japanese speech more complete. This remains for future work. 
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APPENDICES 
1 Source of Data for the Survey in 1993-1994 
Everyday conversations a family in Tokyo at a dinner table (40 minutes), a family in 
Nagoya playing games (45 minutes); conference reports (120 minutes); lectures (240 
minutes); TV dramas/movies - Chugakusei Nikki: Jukensei Rondo (NHK: 30 minutes), 
Chugakusei Nikki: Seishun no Blue Jeans (NHK: 30 minutes), Meitantei Powaro: Kurabu 
no Kingu (NHK: 25 minutes), Bakayaro 2: Shiawase ni Naritai (80 minutes), Magokoro 0 
Kimi ni (90 minutes); Animations - Chibi Maruko-chan (Fuji TV: 60 minutes), Sazae-san 
(Fuji TV: 30 minutes), Doraemon (TBS: 45 minutes), Majo no Takkyubin (90 minutes); TV 
variety shows - Hirudoki Nippon (NHK: 25 minutes), Shinshun Yuttari Kika (TV Tokyo: 
45 minutes), Ii Tabi Yume Kibun (TV Tokyo: 45 minutes); TV language programmes -
Practical Nihongo Koza (NHK: 30 minutes), Eikaiwa I (NHK: 25 minutes); TV interviews 
- Kotoba wa Kawaru: Watashi no Nihongo (NHK: 25 minutes), Shinshun Toshu Interview 
(NHK: 120 minutes); TV news programmes - NHK News 9 (NHK: 30 minutes), News 
Digest Tokai (NHK: 10 minutes), News Station (TBS: 65 minutes); TV documentaries 
Shin Nihon Tanbo (NHK: 100 minutes), Teshigoto Nippon (NHK: 30 minutes), Nihon Bi 
Sai Hakken (NHK: 90 minutes), Yakushima: Genseirin no Shiki (NHK: 20 minutes), 6u 
Sanmyaku no Shiki (NHK: 20 minutes), Yomigaere Nihon no Mori (TV Asahi: 10 minutes); 
TV sports programmes - Daigaku Ekiden (Yomiuri TV: 30 minutes), Rugby (TV Tokyo: 
30 minutes); radio talk shows - Yoshida Takuro & Komuro Hitoshi Talk Session (FM 
Aichi: 30 minutes), Mami no Radical (Tokai Radio: 30 minutes), Gaikokugo Sekai e no 
Izanai (NHK: 30 minutes); radio music programme - Sound in Oasis (FM Aichi: 20 
minutes): radio sports programme Soccer League Championship (Tokai Radio: 30 
minutes); Comic Magazines Big Comic Original January 20th 1994 (Shogakkan), Manga 
Time February 1994 (Hobunsha); movie subtitles - Sei Naru Yopparai no Densetsu, Nyu 
Shinema Paradaisu; dictionary - Shin Melkai Kokugo Jiten (Sanseido 1991). (The data 
were collected for my 1995 unpublished MA thesis.) 
2 Survey in 2001 
Purpose: to check a speech shift between formal and casual as well as to gather data on 
phonological processes observed in casual speech in Japanese. 
Method: to have subjects (all of whom were strangers to me) chat with someone close to 
them for approximately 10 minutes then summarise the chat to me. Both the chat and 
the summary were recorded on tape. 
Number of subjects: nine six males and three females with the age ranging from 11 to mid 
50's. The subjects were notified of the purpose and method of the survey in writing 
before they agreed to participate in the survey. 
This survey was pre-approved by Human Ethics Committee, University of Canterbury, on 5 
October 200 1. 
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Sill dZill mu <Pill 
lei ge se ze ne he 
101 go so zo to do no ho 
PaL gJa Sa d3a tSa d3a J1a c,:a 
Sill d3ill tSill d3ill J1ill c,:ill 
So d30 tSo d30 J10 c,:o 
NB: In addition to the above moraic sounds, the second half of a long vowel, the first half 
of a geminate and a moraic nasal are monomoraic. 
4 Existing and Nonsense Adjectives Used for the Survey in 2002-2003 
i. Existing words 
a. Disyllabic roots 
lakal 'red', Jamal 'sweet', laol 'blue', IhUIrUII 'old', lital 'sore, painful', Ijabal 
'risky, unwise', IjasUII 'cheap', Ikaral 'spicy', IkajUII 'itchy', Ikowal 'scary, 
scared', IkUIdol 'tedious, importunate', ImarUII 'round', ImazUII 'tasteless, 
yucky', Inagal 'long', ISUIgol 'terrific, terrible'; Iki+irol 'yellow', lookil 'big', 
Itiisa/'small' 
b. Trisyllabic roots 
labUInal 'dangerous', lakarUII 'light, bright', lakUIdol 'vicious', IhagajUII 
'impatient, irritated', Ihagesil 'violent, fervent, severe', Ijasasil 'kind, easy', 
Ikawail 'cute, pretty', Ikitanal 'dirty', Ikiwadol 'hair-breadth, close', IkUIjasil 
'vexed, vexing', ImabajUII 'dazzling, radiant', IminikUII 'ugly', Imizikal 'shOit', 
loisil 'delicious', lokasil 'strange, funny', losanal 'childish, very young', Isabisil 
'lonely', Isi+kakUII 'square', Isitasil 'familiar, intimate', ISUIrUIdol 'sharp, 
keen',/tanosil 'happy, enjoyable', ItUImetal 'cold', ItUIrenal 'heartless', IUIresil 
'glad',/kattarUII 'languid, dull' 
c. Quadrisyllabic roots 
lar+i+gatal 'gracious', latarasil 'new', lazi+ke+nal 'dreary', lisogasil 'busy', 
lijarasil 'indecent', Ijakamasil 'noisy, loud', Ijawafakal 'soft', IkUIdaranal 
'trivial, worthless', ImezUIfasil 'unusual, rare', ImUIzUIkasil 'difficult, hard', 
Inama+nUIfUII 'lukewarm', lomosirol 'interesting, amusing', Itanomosil 
'reliable', ItUImaranal 'boring, bored', IUItUIkUISil 'beautiful'; ImadarUI+kkol 
'sluggish', Imottainal 'wasteful', ISUIbasi+kkol 'nimble, quick', IwasUIre+ppol 
'forgetful' 
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ii. Nonsense words 
a. Trisyllabic roots 
lasokrnl - Ikokrnso/, Ihadosrn/ - Ikisrndo/, /honajrnl /mojrnna/; Imabrnzal -
Itozabrnl (Section C); Ihojarrnl - Imirajo/, Ijamorol -/koromo/; Ikerezrnl 
Inorrnzel (Section D) 
b. Quadrisyllabic roots 
latasari/- lerisetal - /isotirol - lorotosil Irnsaretol Irntarosi/,/karinobi/-
Ikebinerrnl- Ikibenoral -/kinaborol Ikonirabrnl -/krnrebanrnl 
5 Constraints 
i. Faithfulness constraints 
a. ANCHOR-IO(Open): No deletion/insertion of segments at edges of an open-class 
item. 
b. CONTIG-IO(Open): No medial insertion or deletion of segments within an open-
class item. 
c. DEP-IO: No insertion of segments (McCarthy & Prince 1995). 
d. DEP-V-IO: No insertion of vowels. 
e. DEP.IO[+back]: No insertion of [+backl. 
f. DEP-IO[-bach:]: No insertion of [-back]. 
g. DEP-IO[ -high]: No insertion of [-high]. 
h. MAX-IO: No deletion of segments (McCarthy & Prince 1995). 
i. MAX.:C-IO: No deletion of consonants (Kager 1999). 
j. MAX-V-IO: No deletion of vowels (Kager 1999). 
k. MAXIN1T-C-IO: No deletion of the leftmost consonant of a morpheme (Kawai 
2003a,2003b). 
l. MAXFlN-C-IO: No deletion of the rightmost consonant of a morpheme (Kawai 
2003b). 
m. MAX-IO(Float): No deletion of floating features. 
n. MAX-IO(Open): No deletion of segments from open-class items (Kawai 2003a, 
2003b). 
o. MAx-IO(Root): No deletion of segments from roots (Kawai 2003b). 
p. MAX-IO[+obs][cor]: No deletion of coronal obstruents. 
q. M-PARSE(neg): Negative morphemes must be parsed. 
r. M-PARSE(potential): Potential morphemes must be parsed. 
s. M-PARSE(tense): Tense morphemes must be parsed. 
1. IDENT-IO(anterior): No change in the values for [anterior]. 
u. IDENT-IO(back): No change in the values for [backl (Kagel' 1999). 
v. IDENT-IO(continuant): No change in the values for [continuant]. 
w. IDENT-IO(cont}[cor]: Corresponding coronal segments must have the same 
value for [cont]. 
x. IDENT-IO(height)(Closed): No change in the values for height in closed-class 
items. 
y. IDENT-IO(height)(Open): No change in the values for height in open-class 
items. 
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z. IDENT-IO(Iateral): No change in the values for [lateral] (Lee 2(03). 
aa. IDENT-IO(nasal): No change in the values for [nasall (McCarthy & Prince 
1995). 
bb. IDENT-IO(place): No change in the place of articulation (Kager 1999). 
cc. IDENT-IO(strident): No change in the values for lstrident]. 
dd. IDENT-IO(voice): No change in the values for [voice] (McCarthy & Prince 
1995). 
ee. IDENT-IO[+ObsVoice]: An output correspondent obstruent of a [+voice] input 
obstruent must be r +voice l-
ff. IDENT-IO[+voice]: An output correspondent of a [+voice 1 input segment must be 
[+voice 1 (Ito & Mester 1998). 
gg. IDENT-IO[ -voice]: An output correspondent of a [-voice 1 input segment must be 
[-voice] (Ito & Mester 1998). 
hh. IDENT-LoNGV1N1T-IO(Open): In open class an output long vowel and the first 
member of its corresponding input vowel sequence must have identical 
features except for length. 
ii. IDENT-ONSET-IO(nasal): No change in the values for rnasal] of an onset. 
JJ. IDENT-ONSET-IO(pIace): No change in the place of articulation of an onset 
(Beckman 1998). 
kk . .,IDENTI!'Il,-IOr +back](Root): It is not the case that the root-final l+back] 
segment and its output correspondent agree in the values for [back]. 
11. NO-PARSE-j.t(DeISeg): Moras carried by deleted segments must not be parsed. 
mm.REALlSE-MoRPHEME: Every morpheme in the input has a nonnull phonological 
exponent in the output (Ito & Mester 1998,2003). 
nn. P ARSE-j.t: Moras must be parsed (McCarthy & Prince 1993a). 
00. UNIFORMITY-IO: No coalescence (McCarthy & Prince 1995). 
pp. WT-IDENT-IO: No lengthening or shortening of segments (McCarthy 1995). 
qq. WT-IDENT-IO(Open): No lengthening or shortening of segments in open-class 
items. 
rr. WT-IDENT-IO[+cons]: No lengthening or shortening of [+cons] segments. 
ss. WT-IDENT-IO[+continuant]: No lengthening or shortening of continuants. 
tt. WT-IDENT-IO[+nasal]: No lengthening or shOltening of nasals. 
uu. WT-IDENT-IO[+sonorant]: No lengthening or shortening of sonorants. 
vv. WT-IDENT-V1N1T-IO: No lengthening or shortening of a vowel in a morpheme-
initial syllable. 
ww. WT-IDENT-VMm-IO: No lengthening or shortening of a vowel in a morpheme-
medial syllable. 
xx. WT-IDENT-VI!'IN-IO: No lengthening or shortening of a vowel of a morpheme-
final syllable. 
yy. WT-IDENT-WDI!'IN-10(Open): No lengthening or shortening of a word-final 
segment in open-class items. 
ZZ. "WT-IDENT-IO: It is not the case that corresponding segments agree in weight. 
A. "WT-IDENT-IO(Modifier): It is not the case that corresponding segments in a 
modifier agree in weight. 
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ii. Featural markedness constraints 
a. CODACOND: A syllable-final consonant is placeless (Ito 1986, McCarthy & 
Prince 1986). 
b. CVLINKAGE(I): Coronal obstruents are palatalised before a high front vowel (Ito 
& Mester 1995b). 
c. CVLINKAGE(*TU): Coronal stops are affricated before a high back vowel (Ito & 
Mester 1995b). 
d. CVLINKAGE(*HI): Glottal fricatives are palatalised before a high front voweL 
e. CVLINKAGE(*HU): Glottal fricatives are labialised before a high back vowel. 
f. NOVOIGEM: No voiced geminates (Ito & Mester 1995b). 
OCP(IdentV): A sequence of two identical vowels is disallowed. 
g. VOP: Voiced obstruents are disallowed (Ito & Mester 1998). 
h. VOp2STEM: No double occurrence of voiced obstruency in a stem (Ito & Mester 
1998). 
1. *l,AB: No labials (Smolensky 1993). 
j. *N<;: No nasal-voiceless obstruent sequence (Pater 1999). 
k. *STRUC: No structure (Prince & Smolensky 1993). 
L *a: No La]. 
m. *e: No Le]. 
n. *g: Voiced dorsal obstruents are prohibited (McCarthy & Prince 1995, Ito & 
Mester 1997). 
o. *i: No li]. 
p. *0: No [0]. 
q. *w: No [mI. 
1'. *Nr: [r] is prohibited after a nasaL 
s. *[1J: [lJJ is prohibited word-initially (McCarthy & Prince 1995, Ito & Mester 
1997). 
t. *r: No flaps (McCarthy & Prince 1995). 
u. *[r: Lr] is prohibited word-initially. 
v. *VbV(Closed): No intervocalic LbJ in closed-class items. 
w. *wV[-low]: no velar glide before a non-low vowel (Kawai 2003a, 2003b). 
iii. Prosodic markedness constraints 
a. GRWD>RooT(Open): In open class a grammatical word must have at least one 
more mora than its root projects. 
b. NUCLEUS: Syllables must have a vowel (Prince & Smolen sky 1993). 
c. ONSET: Syllables must have onsets (Ito 1986, 1989). 
d. *COMPLEX: Syllables have at most one consonant at an edge (Prince & 
Smolensky 1993). 
e. *DIPHTHONG: Diphthongs are disallowed. 
f. *3fA.: Trimoraic syllables are disallowed (Kagel' 1999). 
g. *3fA.(Modifier): Trimoraic syllables are disallowed in modifiers. 
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iv. Alignment constraints 
a. ALIGN-L(Open): The left edge of an open-class item must coincide with the left 
edge of a syllable. 
b. ALIGN-L(CaseParticle): The left edge of a case particle must coincide with the 
left edge of a syllable. 
c. ALIGN-R(Open): The right edge of an open-class item must coincide with the 
right edge of a syllable. 
d. ALIGN-SFX2: No deletion or insertion of more than one segment at a boundary 
between a root and a suffix. 
e. ALIGNGEM-L(Modifier): In a modifier the left edge of a geminate must 
coincide with the leftmost consonant. 
v. Others 
a. NO-CASUAL-MERGER: For Sl and S2 that belong to the same part of speech, if Sl 
;f: S2 in formal speech, then Sj ;f: S2 in casual speech. 
b. MAXIMISE-J,t: Maximise the number of moras. 
c. MAXIMISE-J,t(Modifier): Maximise the number of moras in a modifier. 
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